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THE USE OF SHELL SCRIPTS AS ANALYSIS TOOLS

G.D. Gaboury° and H.J. Smith6

"Reactor Safety and Operation Analysis Department
Ontario Hydro

700 University Ave
Toronto, Ontario

M5G 1X6

6Leathern-Smith Consulting Inc.
14 Deanvar Ave

Scarborough, Ontario
MIR 2N3

A B S T R A C T

The typical safety analysis requires the coordinated execution of several computer codes and the
associated data preparation. It was found that the process of ensuring consistency in the reactor
physics models and simulations is prone to errors when data are entered in a non standard format
and occasionally the transients require a large number of input data files and hence much manual
labor. A new methodology for operating most of the reactor physics codes has been developed
that addresses the problems of data consistency and reduced manual intervention. It relieves the
analyst of many of the "bookkeeping" tasks when executing codes and permits greater attention
to the physics of the modeled process.

The tenets of the underlying philosophy are: operation should be simple yet flexible (reduced
wherever possible to expressing the intention to commit a calculation), input data should be en-
tered one time only in a well defined location, standardization of input format and file naming
methodology, user handling of data subsequent to the preparation of required input decks is re-
duced to the absolute minimum if not completely eliminated, a level of quality assurance on input
and output files which permits the detection and location of data changes. To assist the quality
assurance process there is a standard, verified, data set that is presented to the user each time a
simulation is performed and the user enters only their changes to the standard data set. For more
efficient use of system resources, assembled input decks are not saved and, with the exception of
major files required to execute subsequent codes, nothing is saved that can be recreated quickly and
reliably. Rerunning a given case with the same name overwrites all existing output files to prevent
the accumulation of old or erroneous results, with the summary file being the one exception.

The new methodology is in essence a Physics Shell implemented using primarily the Kornshell
command interpreter for use in a UNIX operating environment. It defines a command language
that may be used for data preparation and operation of the codes in a simple and efficient manner.
A modular programming style was used in the implementation so that functions may be easily
added or removed. It is intended that the running of one case or multiple cases be equally facile.



1 INTRODUCTION (THE NEED TO AUTOMATE SAFETY ANALYSIS)

The typical safety analysis requires the coordinated execution of several computer codes and the
associated data preparation. It has been found that the process of ensuring consistency, in reactor
physics models and simulations in particular, is prone to errors when data are entered in a non
standard format. The exchange of a large number of data files among contributing areas of analysis
(e.g. reactor physics, thermalhydraulics, fuel behaviour etc..) may not only require a large amount
of manual effort, but may also be prone to confusion and misinterpretation. A new methodology
for operating most of the reactor physics codes in use at Ontario Hydro has been developed that
addresses the problems of data consistency and reduced manual intervention. This method relieves
the analyst of many of the "bookeeping" tasks when executing codes and permits greater attention
to the physics of the process being modelled. The method also simplifies interaction with related
analysis specialties and could be extended to provide them with the same level of user-friendly
interaction with codes, databases and models.

More specifically, the problems facing the safety analyst stem from the following behaviour:

• necessity of dealing with multicode systems where each code takes input from one or more of
the codes and prepares data for others;

• operating each code individually, in isolation from the rest;

• inventing file names in an ad hoc manner for the intermediate files; and

• idiosyncratic operation where manual intervention is required to make an adjustment to data.

This behaviour results in:

• a multitude of complicated job control streams all performing slightly different operations;

• many replicas of model input files, ususally large monolithic masses of unidentified numbers;

• the possibility of choosing an incorrect runstream or model;

• the possibility of forgetting to make a manual adjustment; and

• file storage (invent a file name) and retrieval (remembering what the file was called) problems
leading to WASTE (time, effort and resources).

While individual codes and databases being used may be validated, in the ad hoc scenario as
described above, it is virtually impossible to quality assure the modélisation or to guarantee uniform
updating of models when required.

A method was sought to automate, in a user-friendly manner, the creation of analysis models,
the execution of a series of codes and the required data manipulation in a quality assurable manner.
This was accomplished using an object-oriented type of process and UNIX (IBM-AIX) to create
a series of "micro shell scripts" gathered together in a "macro shell script", rather like a series of
subroutines being manipulated by a main routine. Access to the microscripts is either internal to
the macrosrcript, when required, or via a language of intuitive keywords that reflect the nature of
the job being performed, entered by the user in a runstream that "tells the story" of what analysis
steps were executed. The user essentially "points" at an operation with a keyword.



One of the strongest points of this approach is that all the benefits described in this report
are achievable without any or without significant changes to codes and databases that are already f
validated

2 THE AUTOMATION PHILOSOPHY

The development of such a system requires a guiding philosophy. The tenets of the underlying
philosophy that we followed are:

Operation should be simple and flexible. Flexibility frequently imposes complication but it
need not be so. If the method is not simple it won't be used or it will be misused. Hence, much
effort has been expended in developing iatuitive keywords and simplified interactions with the codes
and databases.

Input data should be entered one time only in a well defined location and should
be well labelled. The ultimate goal is to have analysis models automatically constructed from
specifications given in a Safety Analysis Data List (SADL) for example. As a more modest beginning
we have chosen to live with the existing card image format. While completely assembled input data
files may be used, two methods have so far been developed for automatic construction of the input
data files. The first method utilizes a nominal file where only modifications to this nominal file
are entered. The second method utilizes a template file where certain parameters are entered at
run-time. These are discussed in more detail in the section on automation procedures (Section 4.1).

Standardization of input format and file naming methodology. Use of the word standard-
ization here refers to communication with the shell script functions, codes and databases through
the runstream (a collection of keywords that describe your intentions) not to all the various code
inputs. It is still necessary to live with and prepare data input decks for each individual code (albeit
only the cards that the user is changing in the reference model). However, data entered by means
of a keyword is free format.

One of the most important features of the scripts is that they can relieve the user of the
necessity to think up file names. Experience has shown us that the most effective way to name
input files for safety analysis is to make them highly specific to reduce the need of duplication
and remove confusion. The name should contain a specification for each parameter that affects
its value. As an example from reactor physics, reaction cross sections also called fuel properties
must be recalculated each time core parameters change. Fuel properties are functions of several
parameters, e.g. fuel burnup in various regions of the core, the state of the core (pre-equilibrium,
equilibrium, startup at equilibrium following a long shutdown), the boron concentration in the
moderator and the coolant/moderator isotopic difference. The file containing the properties is
named f uel_props-nreg-st-bc-id, where nreg, st, be, id are environment variables whose values
are entered in the runstream. Other files may depend on some or all of these same parameters and
perhaps other parameters as well. The parameter values that apply to the case are entered in a
CONDITIONS block as shown below:

CONDITIONS STATE
STATE eq '



ISOTOPICLDIFFERENCE 0.9
BORON_MK 5
BREAK.LOCATION rih.
BREAK_SIZE 40pc

ENDCONDITIONS

from which it is easy to deduce that the case being considered is a 40% RIH break in an equilibrium
core with 5 mk of boron in the moderator and a coolant/moderator isotopic difference of 0.9%. The
conditions affecting the case are denned in one location and the values following the keywords are
used to build file names. The syntax for each file name is already embedded in the script code based
on using only the parameters that are required for a unique specification. Once a CONDITION
is defined it stays in effect until respecified thereby reducing duplication of specifications. The
methodology also permits the user to specify a file that does not fit the denned syntax.

The number of burnup regions is entered separately on a REGIONS card (e.g. REGIONS 9). The
file is thus named fuel_properties-9reg-eq-5mk-0.9. To create this file name manually requires
the user to remember each item and its order of appearance. In the CONDITIONS block the
keyword specifies the item and the order of appearance is immaterial since the syntax is predefined
in the shell coding.

On the other hand, output files are named by user-defined STUDY and CASE names entered
using these keywords in the run stream. The output from various codes is labelled codenml-
STUDY1-CASE. out for example. The script iterates on both STUDY and CASE, hence for a given
STUDY several CASES can be described and they will be executed sequentially.

User handling of data subsequent to the preparation of required input decks is reduced
to the absolute minimum if not completely eliminated. If it is necessary to intervene
manually in the data files during analysis, it will be impossible to quality assure the final result.
If such interventions are necessary to avoid making significant changes to validated codes, then
such operations should be programmed into the script with an informative message whenever such
operations are performed. In this manner the user is not required to remember to carry out
the action and it is performed identically for all users. The script thus becomes a repository for
experience.

A level of quality assurance on input and output files which permits the detection and
location of data changes. To assist the quality assurance process there is a standard, verified,
data set or reference model that is presented to the user each time a simulation is performed. The
user enters only his changes to the standard data set. The date and time of last modification of
all files used in the analysis are stored in a log file. The log file provides a record of the unique
identification of the files and when subsequent reruns of a given case do not agree the user needs
only to use the UNIX diff command on the two log files to find immediately the file or files that
do not match based on changes in the date and time of last modification. Thus the results can be
quality assured for their reproducibilty and data changes can be easily located.

The log file also contains a listing of each action as it is taken and reports what and where
problems have occured. Whereever possible, diagnostic messages are provided. If a problem has



occured in the execution of a code, the log file will report that there is a problem but the output
file from that code will contain the actual diagnostic message.

For more efficient use of system resources and to remove the possibility of confusion, assem-
bled input model decks are not saved and, with the exception of major files required to execute
subsequent codes, nothing is saved that can be recreated quickly and reliably. Rerunning a given
case with the same name overwrites all existing output files to prevent the accumulation of old or
erroneous results. The one exception is a summary file of key analysis results.

3 THE AUTOMATION IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Programming Languages

One of the more recent and popular command interpreters is Kornshell [1]. Kornshell was
chosen as the command and programming language for most of our shell scripts because of its
many desirable features over other command interpreters, such as Bourne-shell and C-shell. Being
the command interpreter that is used interactively by most people makes it more approachable and
therefore a more desirable a choice. Learning the programming language is not particularly time
consuming and is a useful experience. Minimal modifications to the codes were required to make
the initial attempts work as the shell simply echoes what would have been typed at a terminal. As
experience accumulates, more routine tasks have been passed to the script relieving the analyst of
bookkeeping tasks and stripping communication to the bare physics-related essentials.

Kornshell is not the only choice as a script language. Some of the other choices are:

• Bourne shell
Bourne shell has been effectively superseded by Kornshell. This may be the only command
interpreter that is available on some older systems. It shares many features with Kornshell.

• PERL [2]
PERL is not really intended as an interactive command interpreter but it works well as a
script language. PERL is powerful and its features are numerous but it is more difficult to
learn than Kornshell. The syntax of the language is quite C-like and therefore it may be
preferred by those already familiar with C [3]. PERL is better than Kornshell for string and
character manipulation.

• AWK [4]
AWK is of an earlier vintage than PERL and bears some similarity. AWK is useful for one
line scripts but for larger problems PERL contains more features and is therefore a better
choice.

The PERL programming language is the major alternative to Kornshell. While Kornshell
coordinates the use of several UNIX utilities, PERL implements these functions internally. For
example, when programming in Kornshell, the rm command would be used to delete files whereas
the unlink function would perform this function in PERL. They bear many similarities and can
usually be used interchangeably. The better choice of script language would be dependent on
the application, character and string manipulation favoring PERL and file manipulation favoring
Kornshell.



3.2 Utility Routines

While Kornshell is a powerful language, it cannot perform every task the user may conceive.
While the majority of the necessary utilities were implemented internally as functions in Kornshell,
it was necessary to create (external) custom utility functions using the C programming language,
FORTRAN or PERL. The C and PERL utilities were usually of a character or string manipulation
nature and some were of a system interaction nature. There are numerous utilities provided with
UNIX which when used in conjunction with Kornshell give the user a powerful toolbox.

3.3 Process Control

The purpose of the shell is to coordinate the execution of several computer codes. This requires
that the shell control both the I/O (input/output) of the codes (process i/o) and the execution of
the processes themselves. All the programs and utilities that are run by the script are subprocesses
controlled by the shell. The shell effectively becomes that "glue" that holds the whole simulation
process together.

3.3.1 Input/Output Control

In the UNIX operating system, all input and output is done by reading or writing files because
all peripheral devices, including the keyboard and screen, are files in the file system. A process
associates a number, a non-negative integer, with each file that it has opened. This number is called
the file descriptor. (The f i leno function in C can be used to determine a file descriptor number.)
The standard file descriptors that the command interpreter (Kornshell in this case) opens are 0,
1 & 2 which are called the standard input, the standard output and the standard error. When
running an interactive process, the standard input is the keyboard and both the standard out-
put and error are the screen. These may be redirected on the command line. For example, the
command-line program < fi leO > f i l e l 2>file2 will redirect standard input to fileO (i.e. the
program will read from f ileO), standard output will be redirected to f i l e l and standard error will
be redirected to f i l e2 . This may be done more explicitly as: program 0<f ileO l>f i l e l 2>f i l e 2
which is equivalent to the first example. Note the use of the file descriptor numbers in the
redirection. Standard output and standard error may be redirected to the same file, such as:
program 0<fileO l > f i l e l 2>&1. The output in the file f i l e l will appear as it would on the
screen.

In most of the shell scripts, standard output and standard error were redirected to a file referred
to as the "log" file. The output to standard error (file descriptor 2 in UNIX) would be integral to
the log file and is not presented separately in another file. This makes for better error checking
and easier debugging.

In FORTRAN, the standard input file is unit 5 and the standard output is unit 6. These may
be changed by the use of the open statement (consult your specific compiler manual on this). All
runtime errors and the output of the stop statement are on standard error.

3.3.2 File and Directory Management

Typically, the output of one program becomes the input into another program. A directory
structure was setup where there is a special directory for the output and exchange files from the



codes. The input files for each code also have a separate directory. This type of file management
is where a shell script excels. Naming conventions were established whereby files may be easily
identified. Two separate but similar directory structures are used, one for the user's files and one
for the set of reference files. Just prior to execution of a program, the status (existence, date, size,
etc.) and location of data files can be determined automatically. The script has been programmed
to automatically check both the user's directory or the reference directory for the required files.

The script will check for the existence of necessary input files and terminate the simulation
if they are not found. The existence of optional files may be checked and the appropriate action
taken. Messages are always issued informing the user of what files have been found or not and
what action was taken.

A run-time directory is used for execution of the codes to prevent multiple simulations, running
simultaneously, from interfering with each other. This is a temporary directory created in the user's
home directory with a name that has a random element. This directory is deleted upon completion
of the simulation. This helps prevent file collisions and reduces the amount of leftover trash.

3.3.3 Run-time Communication to and from Subprocesses

All the programs and utilities run by the script are subproc^ses* which return control to the
shell when they are complete. Every subprocess has a returj:- value or termination status (did it
succeed or fail) which can be used to determine whether the simulation should be continued or
terminated. Return values are the primary method of communication from a subprocess to the
shell. By convention, a return value of zero indicates successful execution and a non-zero return
value indicates an error. The non-zero return value may be used to indicate the error that was
encountered so that the appropriate action may be taken.

One of the modifications to the source code that was necessary was to add return values. In
FORTRAN this is accomplished with the stop statement, stop n, where n is the return value. If
the number n is not specified, a return value of zero is assumed. Run-time errors generated by the
operating system will give non-zero return values. In Kornshell and PERL, the statement r e tu rn n
specifies a return value from either a function or the main script and the statement ex i t n will
cause the script to exit with the specified return value. Similarly in C, re turn(n) and ex i t (n)
have the same function.

The use of return values was found to be very useful in terminating the simulation when an
error has occurred. This eases the process of troubleshooting.

Command-line parameters are the primary method used to pass information to the codes at
run-time. As parameters change during the course of a simulation, the new values may be passed
to a program without having to modify input data files by utilizing command-line parameters.
This method has been used to pass such information as the full core void reactivity, the number
of transients to be run, etc.. In XLF-FORTRAN (the implementation will be compiler specific),
the function i a rgcO will return the number of arguments that follow the program name and
the subroutine g e t a r g ( i l , c l ) will return the argument number i l in the character variable c l .
Command-line parameters are handled with greater ease in Kornshell with the variable $# specifying

"Technically, the main script is the parent process, and the subprocesses are child processes. This may be seen
in the process identification (PID) and the parent-process identification (PPID) (see the ps command). The PPID
of the subprocess is the PID of the main calling script. The parent process (the main script) waits until the child
process (the utility routine or program) is finished executing.



the number of parameters and the array $@ containing the parameters. These may be specified
individually by the variable $n, where n is the number of the parameter. In PERL, the array OARGV
contains the command-line parameters. Two variables are passed to the main routine in C, the
first being an integer that specifies the number of command-line parameters and the second being
an array of string variables that contain the parameters.

Environment variables are another method of passing information to subprocesses. This is
mainly utilized for controlling utility routines. It must be noted that when an environment variable
is changed, this will effect only the process itself and subsequent subprocesses. If a subprocess
changes its environment, this will not be seen by the parent process (usually the main script in this
case). Therefore, environment variables are only a one-way method of communication.

There are many applications for environment variables. Some of the applications of environment
variables as related to subprocesses are: to indicate the location of files particularly which reference
and user directory to use, whether printing of certain variables is desirable. The majority of
environment variables used by the shell script are for internal usage.

4 AUTOMATING PROCEDURES

4.1 Preparation of Input Files

A large part of the utility of shell scripts is to automate various procedures that would normally
be done manually. A large part of the manual effort is in the preparation of input data files.
Completely assembled input files may be used with the shell but frequently, the input files are
assembled automatically just prior to execution. There are two methods of automatic assembly of
input data files, the use of a nominal file and the use of a template file. Either or both methods
may be used.

The nominal file. A reference model is fragmented into the component card groups of the
model. The expected parameters are embedded as comments within the files (beyond column 80)
and the name of a file denotes its card group number and contains a phrase that identifies the
most important parameter(s) values. In this manner, there is only a small set of numbers to be
reviewed (using the SADL data) at any given vime, there is no question as to what parameters are
expected on the card and the file label tells the dominant value(s) so that the file does not have
to be opened in an editor to know what it contains. Each card group file is uniquely identified by
its date and time of last modification. The component files are concatenated together at run-time
where the actual files are sometimes specified explicitly by user and sometimes they are selected
automatically by the user's specification of the conditions of the simulation. For example, if the
user specifies that the simulation is to start with an equilibrium core, then the files appropriate
to that condition may be selected. The source of these files is both the user's directory and the
reference directory.

The card group files that represent the "reference model" are stored in a reference subdirectory.
Typically, there is a "nominal" file which contains a list of the file names that, when concatenated,
create the reference model. The user only needs to specify changes to this reference model by
editting the file list with a very simple insert/substitute/replace editor to achieve his/her own
particular model. This allows for flexible assembly of input files and eliminates much of bookkeeping
for the analyst.
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This is the most frequently used method in the smokin.shell .

The templa te file. In some applications it has been preferable to create a "template" of an
input model deck which contains parameter locations as keywords. One of the more important
utilities used for this method is sed, when using KornsheH. The function performed by sed may be
accomplished internally when using PERL. The template file is processed using sed to replace the
keywords with the appropriate data values with the finished result becoming the input file. The
replaceable data is usually stored in a tabular form in a single file and some method of selection
of the appropriate data from within the table is utilized. This method approaches the ultimate
method in process (a model created directly from the SADL) but it requires that the data values
have either an identification scheme or known location in a file. Furthermore, problems may arise
when the FORTRAN code expects formatted input. This problem may be overcome by the size
and positioning of the parameter name in the template deck even though the actual data may be
stored elsewhere in free format.

This method has been used extensively and with great efficacy in the simulation of the moderator
poison injection transients (SDS2 transients—the sds2_shell [5]) where as many as 350 input data
files could be prepared automatically. This method relieves the user of much of the tedium of editing
many input data files which have similar input and hence will reduce human error.

4.2 Utility Functions and Routines

There are many utility routines and functions used in the scripts, the majority of which are of
a mundane nature. The following are some that may be of interest.

Condition Substi tution. This routine will take a file name that is condition dependent and
substitute the condition as specified in the conditions block. For example, as part of the POWDER-
PUFS input nominal file (smokin.shell [6]), there is a file whose name is data.powderpufs-STATE.
There is a function, check_condition, that will substitute the state, say eq (for equilibrium), for
the word STATE in the original name to arrive at a file name of data.powderpuf s-eq. This may
be done for any of the 9 listed conditions.

Debug Save. Frequently, it is necessary to save the input and output files to a program for
debugging purposes. This may be done in a single line using the function debug_save. To use the
function, simply give the name of the program and the unit files that you wish to save and copies of
the files will be saved in the output directory. For example, the unit files 1, 2 and 5 are need for the
MATRIX code (they will be named f o r t . 1, fo r t .2 and fo r t .5 respectively in XLF-FORTRAN).
The line of code to accomplish this would be: debug_save matrix 1 2 5. This is very convenient
when it is necessary to save a large number of unit files.

5 EXAMPLES

The most highly developed examples of Kornshell scripts are the smokin_shell and the sds2
. s h e l l . The smokin_shell coordinates the execution of approximately 14 codes with SMOKIN
being the primary code. A type of script language is defined within the shell where the user specifies
her/his intentions in a run file using various keywords. The input, output and intermediate files
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are specified using this script language. The management of the files that pass between the codes
is where these scripts excel. Two important keywords are STUDY and CASE which specify the
study and case names of a particular simulation. These study and case names are used extensively
in the identification of files.

The smokin_shell contains many features that facilitate the running of a simulation. The
analyst doesn't need to worry about the intermediate files between the codes, these will be handled
automatically. She/he has the choice of using preassembled input files or assembling input files
at run-time. If a necessary file is missing, the shell will terminate stating exactly which file was
missing. A log file is produced as well as a summary file. The summary gives the analyst a synopsis
of the simulation stating such things as trip times, peak reactivity, peak power, etc..

A PERL language equivalent of the of the smokin_shell is the smokin_script, but it is not
in common usage. The advantage to the use of PERL is that many of the C utilities that required
by the smokin_shell are implemented internally in the PERL script. This makes the PERL script
more self contained.

An important example is that of keyword substitution in a template file. An example of this
would be the preparation of an input file for running CERBERUS (as part of RFSP [7]). The input
file contains several keywords including one for the position of the shut-off rods. A partial section
of the template file that has the shut-off rod positions is:

C S0R02 sorposO S0R03 sorposO
C SOR04 sorposO S0R05 sorposO S0R06 sorposO

where the keyword here is sorposO. When this file is processed, the keyword sorposO is replaced
by the shut-off rod position in centimeters. The section of a Kornshell script that contains the sed
command to accomplish this is:

sed -e s/"sorposO"/"${posO}"/g . . . ( o t h e r keywords) . . . \
$-Cinput_file} > r f sp . inpu t

where posO is the variable that contains the required shut-off rod datum, which is read from an
input data file, and input_f i l e is the variable that contains the name of the source file. The
section of PERL script that would accomplish this same task is:

for ($k=0; $k <= $#S0RS; ++$k) •£ $_ =" s/sorpos$k/$SORS[$k]/g; >

where $k is the loop variable (0,1, ... etc.), $_ is a string variable that contains a line from the
input file and SORS is an array containing shut-off rod positions. If the value of the shut-off rod
position read from the data file is 220.610, then the resultant section of the input data file will be:

C SOR02 220.610 S0R03 220.610
C S0R04 220.610 S0R05 220.610 S0R06 220.610

Note%that the values in the data file contain the same number of characters (seven) as the keyword.
This restriction may be overcome but it requires some coding. There are many examples that could
be given but many are specific to the application.
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6 CONCLUSION

Our major aims were to provide a user-friendly interface to simplify the operation of highly
idiosyncratic code systems, to provide the benefits of an "integrated" code system without incurring
the penalties associated with such a major code revision and to render the safety analysis process
quality assurable. We maintain that for nuclear safety analysis it is not sufficient to validate only
codes and data librairies, it is necessary to have also a method for quality assuring the modélisation
process itself.

To develop an integrated code(s) to perform this function carries a number of severe penalties
ranging from the complete rewriting of codes and revalidation to disruption of ongoing analysis
work, workplace inertia to adopting new methods and loss of continuity between past and present
work. We have provided a methodology that avoids the wholesale rewriting of codes and permits the
analyst to use his/her established data while using it as a source of input for the new methodology.
It is simple to use, requiring the analyst to become familiar with a small vocabulary of keywords
that carry the sense of the tasks being performed.

The methodology has been succesfully applied several times. The two major applications cur-
rently in use at Ontario Hydro being; to control the SMOKIN [8] family of codes for the safety
analysis of CANDU reactors and the code system based on MULTICELL [9] and POISON [8] for
modelling Liquid Poison Injection Shutdown Systems in CANDU. The latter has also been suc-
cessfully installed at AECL (Sheridan Park). The methodology has also been used at AECL to
create a user-friendly interface to the GNUPLOT [10] plotting system and a script is also under
development to manage safety analysis calculations based on WIMS [11] and CERBERUS [12].
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Beyond DRAGON
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ABSTRACT

An overview of the speciûcations for DRAGON-2, a next-generation lattice code, is pre-
sented. This new code will be programmed using a modular approach in order to meet
requirements related to its use for industrial applications and to facilitate its quality con-
trol. The theoretical basis of DRAGON-2 will initially be the same as the current version
of DRAGON, but new capabilities will subsequently be added, making use of its modular
architecture. DRAGON-2 will be programmed in FORTRAN-90 and build around a new
kernel, also written in this language. This choice will greatly reduce the coding efforts
required to implement new capabilities and facilitate its maintenance.

I. INTRODUCTION

DRAGON-2 is proposed as a next-generation lattice code, based on the same the-
oritical basis as the current version of DRAGON-*-, and programmed using a modular
approach. As shown in Fig. 1, DRAGON-2 will be organized as a collection of modules
build around three software components:

Figure 1. The DRAGON-2 architecture.
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• a kernel responsible for operating system related tasks,

• a generalized driver responsible for the module calls and

• A user-oriented macro language named "CLE-2000".

LA. The FORTRAN-90 kernel

LIST_PACK

derived data types:

TYPE LINKED_LIST
specifications

END TYPE LINKED_LIST

T Y P E NODE (private)
specifications

END TYPE NODE

associated procedures:

LCMOP

LCMPOF

LCMDEL

LCMEXP

LCMIOF

LCMPUT

LGMLEN

LCMULT

LCMGET

LCMLIB

LCMSIX

LCMSTA

LCMNXT

LCMVAL

LCMCL

LCMADD

Figure 2. The FORTRAN-90 LISTJPACK module.

A new kernel was designed to handle tasks related to the operating system and to
define a new data type that will be useful to transfer information from one DRAGON-2
module to an other. This new data type is a "linked list" with the following specifications:

• the information is organized using a hierarchical structure;

• each node of the linked list is a sub-directory or an array containing a single ele-
mentary type (integer, real, character, double precision, logical or complex).

A FORTRAN-90 module named LISTJPACK was programmed to support this linked list
type. As shown in Fig. 2, LISTJPACK provides a definition for two structures (LINKEDJLIST
and NODE) that can be used to recursively build a linked list of any size or shape (see Fig. 3).
LISTJPACK also provides sixteen public procedures to operate on the linked lists.

The kernel is responsible for the following functions and capabilities:

• FILE_PACK for file allocation support

• LISTJPACK for the linked list support

• XSMJPACK for the generic archiving of a linked list on a direct access file. LISTJPACK
uses XSMJPACK which in turn uses FILEJPACK for lower level support.

miscellaneous functions for control of CPU resources.
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LINKED_LIST

|NODE|

\NODE|

Figure 3. Building a linked list.

I.B. The generalized driver

The generalized driver that is proposed in this document is a first step toward the
solution related to the increasing complexities of scientific applications. More functions
can be added at a later time and an expert system could ultimately be designed to manage
the interaction between all the modules and databases involved in the complete design
study of a technological object.

A scientific application can be build around the generalized driver by linking it with
application-dependent modules. Such a scientific application will share the following
specifications:

1. The advanced kernel can handle a custom data type defined as a linked list. Each
data type mapped to a hierarchical structure, is dynamically allocated using the
computer's memory management algorithm and is accessed with a pointer. Linked
lists are the only memory-resident data type used to transfer information between
modules (common blocks and INCLUDE statements will no longer be used). An
example of a linked list is shown in Fig. 3. However, interface files can be used to
transfer information between modules in cases where we want to reduce the memory
resource requirements. XSM files are available to store any hierarchical structure
similar to the example shown in Fig. 3.

2. Building a scientific application requires the definition of the linked lists and interface
files and the programming of application-dependent modules to manage these linked
lists or files. Modules can only communicate with each other through these linked
lists and interface files.

3. A generalized driver was written to support the linked lists and to read macro-
language instructions. The modules are callable from this driver, but the possibility
of having "embedded modules", i.e. modules called directly from a subroutine writ-
ten in FORTRAN-90 has also been introduced.
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4. Utility modules are available to backup the linked lists on an XSM file and to permit
code restart.

With this new user interface, the input to a module named MOD : with two embedded
modules EMB1 : and EMB2 : will always be of the form:

(list of output linked lists) := MOD: (list of input linked lists) : : (data input for MOD:)
: : : EMB1: (data input for EMB1:) ;
: : : EMB2: (data input for EMB2:) ; ;

Figure 4. Exchanging information with module MOD :.

The generalized driver capabilities are already available for applications written in
FORTRAN-774 or in FORTRAN-905. The generalized driver allows the sequential exe-
cution of user-selected modules (written in FORTRAN-90) or procedures (written in the
language of the generalized driver). Modules and procedures can only exchange infor-
mation using linked-lists, XSM files or interface files, as shown in Fig. 4. A dependency
manager checks the consistency in the use of linked-lists, XSM files and interface files by
the modules. With the current version of the generalized driver, all the modules used by
an application should be linked together as a single load module.

I.C. The CLE-2000 control language

The CLE-2000 control language allows loops, conditional testing and macro-processor
capabilities to be included in the generalized driver input deck. A reversed polish notation
(RPN) calculator named EVALUATE is also provided. An example of conditional testing is
shown in the following example involving two modules:
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INTEGER INDEX
MODULE MODI:

EVALUATE INDE)
REPEAT

EVALUATE
I F INDEX

(list
ELSE

(list
ENDIF ;

UNTIL INDEX 7

MOD2: ;

[ := 0 ;

INDEX :=
3 > THEN
of output

of output

>= ;

INDEX i +

objects) : =

objects) : =

»

MODI: (list

M0D2: (list

of input

of input

objects) :

objects) :

: fdata input for MODI

: (data input for M0D2

0;

0 ;

An input deck will be built as a collection of

• PARAMETER, MODULE, PROCEDURE, LINKED_LIST, XSMJILE, SEQJ3INARY, SEQ_ASCII
and DIRECT JVCCESS, INTEGER, REAL, CHARACTER, DOUBLE and LOGICAL declarations;

• REDGET calls (into procedures only);

• EVALUATE statements, PRINT statements and conditional logic involving variables.

This type of programming provides the user with much more flexibility than the con-
ventional approaches. It is possible to build new applications without recompilation,
simply by changing the order of the module calls and by making modifications to the con-
ditional logic. It is very simple to develop a user-defined function even if this possibility
is not programmed into any module.

The CLE-2000 control language brings the following capabilities to any code built
around the generalized driver:

• INTEGER, REAL, CHARACTER, DOUBLE and LOGICAL declarations to contain control
language and macro-processor variables.

• macro processor variables. For example, it is possible to define a variable VAR1 as
equal to a real number and to use «VAR1» in place of this real number later on.

• reversed polish notation calculator. A calculator is invoqued each time the statement
EVALUATE is used. For example, the statement

EVALUATE VAR1 := 4.0 6.0 + ;
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would assign the result 10.0 to the variable VAR1. Logical operations are fully
supported.

• a simple printer. For example, the variable VAR1 can be printed using the command

PRINT VAR1 ;

• three types of control loops. The available control loops are:

- IF (logical expression) THEN (user instructions) ELSE (user instructions) ENDIF
3

- REPEAT (user instructions) UNTIL (logical expression) ;

- WHILE (logical expression) DO (user instructions) ENDWHILE ;

Note that the EVALUATE and PRINT statements are not modules of the generalized
driver.

ID. Tie DRAGON-2 modules

The next generation lattice code DRAGON-2 is a good example of a scientific ap-
plication built around the generalized driver. The structure of DRAGON-2 is shown in
Fig. 5.

Generalized driver

_reactor physics modules. .utility modules.

TEXCELT:

Figure 5. The structure of DRAGON-2.

DRAGON-2 is a lattice code, based on integral transport theory, which provides the
power to handle complex geometries which are typical of CANDU and PWR reactors
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whether the lattice is rectangular or hexagonal. DRAGON-2 can use typical NJOY-
compatible cross section libraries such as MATXS to produce properly interpolated and
self-shielded macroscopic cross sections. DRAGON-2 performs all the important functions
required from a lattice code, including resonance self-shielding calculations, flux calcula-
tion with Kef[ or critical buckling searches, isotopic depletion calculations and production
of few group reactor properties.

DRAGON-2 is the first code that will be written around the FORTRAN-90 version
of the kernel and generalized driver. Previously, TRIVAC-3 was written around the
FORTRAN-77 version of these software components.' Note also that there are strong
similarities in the architecture of DRAGON-2 and APOLLO-2, the latter code being
written at CEA/Saclay laboratories. DRAGON-2 is a collection of about twenty five in-
dependent modules, each of which performs a very specific task. For example, the module
GEO : allows the definition of a geometry; the module EXCELT : carries out an EXCELL
tracking on a geometry, and so on. Each module can only communicate through pointers
to input and output hierarchical structures mapped on linked lists or XSM files. About ten
DRAGON linked lists formats have been specified. For example, the format specification
1.calcul contains a solution of the transport equation; the format specification l.macr
contains a set of multigroup macroscopic cross sections and nuclear properties, and so on.

1.26209 cm -

Figure 6. The Mosteller cell.

An example of the input data required to analyze the Mosteller benchmark9 shown
in Fig. 6 with DRAGON-2 will be presented. Here, the CLE-2000 control language
capabilities have not been used:

LINKED_LIST LIBRARY1 LIBRARY2 SIMPLE DISCR CALC ;
XSM.FILE CP OUT ;
SEQ_BINARY TRACKS ;
MODULE LIB: GEO: EXCELT: SHI: ASM: FLU: EDI: FREE: DELETE: END: ;
LIBRARY1 := L I B : : :

NGRO 69 NMIX 3
CTRA WIMS 27
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MIXS LIB: MATXS FIL: MATXS7A
MIX 1 600.0
U235 .000166078 INF 1 THER 42 FREE
U238 .0228994 INF 1 THER 42 FREE
016 .0461309 INF THER 42 FREE

MIX 2 600.0
ZRNAT .0383243 INF THER 42 FREE

MIX 3 600.0
HI .0442326 INF THER 42 H20
016 .0221163 INF THER 42 FREE
BIO .102133E-4 INF THER 42 FREE

SIMPLE := GEO: :: CARCEL 3
X- REFL X+ REFL
Y- REFL Y+ REFL
RADIUS 0.0 0.19653 0.39306 0.45802
MESHX 0.0 1.26209
MESHY 0.0 1.26209
MIX 1 1 2 3

DISCR TRACKS := EXCELT: SIMPLE ::
TITL 'MOSTELLER BENCHMARK FOR DOPPLER EFFECT WITH EXCELL'
MAXR 4
TRAK TSPC 24 40.0 ;

LIBRARY2 := SHI: LIBRARY1 DISCR TRACKS ::
GRMIN 5 GRMAX 27
: : : EXCELP: ; ;

CP := ASM: LIBRARY2 DISCR TRACKS ::
PIJ
: : : EXCELP: ; ;

CALC := FLU: CP : :
TYPE K
: : : TRFICF: ; ;

OUT := EDI: CALC : :
EDIT 3
UPS MERG COMP
COND 27 69 ;

CP := FREE: CP ;
CP := DELETE: CP ;
END: ;

Here, the input deck begins with declarations for linked lists and interface files. Any
word not declared is considered as a key-word option.

The LIB : module is used to interpolate the microscopic cross sections against absolute
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temperature and dilution and to produce mixture ordered macroscopic cross sections. We
use a MATXS microscopic cross section library (NJOY-89 type), named 'MATXS7A', with
69 energy groups1^. Each material is set using its MATXS name (U235, U238, 016,
etc.). Following this data is the mixture index, the number density (in 1024 particules
per cubic centimeter), the absolute temperature (in Kelvin), the dilution (INF stands for
infinite dilution), the optional resonant region index for self-shielded isotopes and the type
of thermal scattering approximation used with the 42 thermal groups (free gas or H2O
molecular model). The dilution value given here will only be used as an initial estimate
for the iterations performed in the SHI : module. Only MATXS type libraries require the
thermalisation model to be set.

The GEO: module has the unique goal of defining the geometry of the case. This
geometry is set before knowing which type of discretization or numerical treatment will
follow. The first line indicates that the geometry is a 2-D rectangular cell with three
concentric annulii inside. The following data is used to set the boundary conditions
(reflection on each side), the annular radii, the external side widths and the mixture
indices corresponding to each region of the cell.

The EXCELT : module allows the geometry named 3 SIMPLE ' to be discretized by the
EXCELL tracking algorithm. A new tracking file (sequential binary) is created and named
'TRACKS', together with a linked list named 'DISCR'. A periodic tracking (with 24 angles
and 40.0 tracks per cm) is used in order to represent a specular boundary condition.

The SHI: module uses microscopic cross section data contained into 'LIBRARY1' and
tracking information contained in 'DISCR' and 'TRACKS' in order to compute the actual
dilution of each resonant isotope (U235 and U238) and to perform a new interpolation in
the MATXS file. Dilutions are only computed for the energy groups with indices between
5 and 27; the other groups are assumed to stay at infinite dilution.

The ASM : module uses macroscopic cross section data contained in 'LIBRARY2', track-
ing information contained in 'DISCR' and 'TRACKS' and a CP internal module named
EXCELP: in order to compute the reduced a.nd scattering modified collision probability
matrices for each of the 69 energy groups. We have not used the important capability of
DRAGON to use a different tracking to perform self-shielding and flux calculations.

The FLU : module uses macroscopic cross section data contained in ' LIBRARY2 ' (reco-
vered from the dependency tree), CPs contained in 'CP' and an internal module named
TRFICF: in order to compute the neutron flux for each of the 69 energy groups. The
transport equation is solved for the critical effective multiplication factor without buckling
or leakage model. No diffusion coefficient will therefore be obtained.

Finally, the EDI : module performs spatial homogenization (the cross sections are
smeared over the complete cell) and coarse energy group condensation. The first coarse
energy group contains the micro-groups 1 to 27; the second coarse energy group con-
tains the remaining micro-groups. A correction is performed to remove any up-scattering
residue from the coarse energy group scattering cross sections. No SPH correction is
applied to the resulting cross actions.
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ABSTRACT

A new Unix-based system named WOOLCO combines WIMS-AECL and ORIGEN-S to make
CANDU-fuel burnup calculations involving 101 actinides and 821 fission products. ORIGEN-S
libraries are updated with cross sections calculated by WIMS-AECL using ENDF/B-VT-based
data. A short list of fission products that accounts for 99% of fission-product absorption was
derived from preliminary WOOLCO simulations. Fission products on this list were included in
a new WIMS-AECL data library along with two pseudo-fission products, which correct for the
omission of the many less important nuclides. Multiplication constant k^ derived from WOOLCO
simulations of natural-enrichment and slighty-enriched UO2 fuel is compared with that obtained
by using the new library and WIMS-AECL on its own.

1 INTRODUCTION

The WIMS-AECL computer program [1] is used to model neutron transport in CANDU-reactor
lattices for design, safety analysis, and operation. WIMS-AECL works with two-dimensional re-
gions, which are assigned macroscopic cross sections S s = Yljnicri,g- The initial concentration
of nuclide j in the material that occupies the region is defined by the user, and microscopic,
multigroup cross sections <jj)P are read from a library. WIMS-AECL includes a burnup module
that models transmutations of fuel nuclei caused by neutron-induced reactions and decay. Re-
gional nuclide reaction rates are calculated following the transport solution and are used to update
the nuclide concentrations for the next transport solution. Stored in a WIMS-AECL library are
fission-product yields, decay constants and nuclide parent-daughter couplings that define standard
differential equations governing nuclide generation and depletion, but not all nuclide concentrations
are tracked. The philosophy used in WIMS-AECL is to model explicitly only those nuclei that
significantly affect reactor criticality. For the sake of computational economy, many nuclides are not
modeled, and decay chains are modified accordingly. One or two pseudo-fission-product nuclides
are included to offset errors introduced by these artificial modifications. 135Xe, 149Sm and 239Pu are
high on the list of important nuclides for modeling uranium-fueled thermal reactors. What other
nuclides should be retained depends on what fuel and fuel cycle are to be simulated. After making
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a comprehensive evaluation of the importance of nuclides using a larger transmutation model, a
shorter list of nuclides can be compiled.

ORIGEN-S [2] and its data libraries provide details of decay chains not available in WTMS-
AECL. The ORIGEN-S libraries [3] contain cross sections and nuclear decay transition data for
over 1600 individual nuclides. For accurate CANDU burnup analyses, it is important to update
the ORIGEN-S library with few-group cross sections generated by collapsing multi-group data
using CANDU-reactor flux weighting. A code system that couples the WIMS-AECL lattice code
with ORIGEN-S was developed by Gauld [4, 5] as a means of updating the neutron cross sections
in the ORIGEN-S library with data that reflect CANDU-reactor flux variation in both energy
and space. This system combines the strengths of both codes: the highly detailed burnup model
of ORIGEN-S is supplemented with few-group cross-section data based on a regionally varying
CANDU-reactor spectrum calculated by WIMS-AECL. In a cyclical manner, ORIGEN-S libraries
are updated using WIMS-AECL output, and updated material compositions are derived for WIMS-
AECL from ORIGEN-S output. This system has been benchmarked against isotopic measurements
on irradiated CANDU fuel [4, 5, 6] and has been shown to produce isotopic predictions that are
generally well within experimental uncertainties.

The new WOOLCO system [7], which was developed for and used in this work, is based heavily
on Gauld's software and methodology. As is the case in Gauld's system, the user has control over
the size of irradiation steps made and the flux normalization in each step. Some of the unique
features of the WOOLCO system are listed below:

1. WOOLCO uses a special-purpose WIMS-AECL library with data for 301 nuclides constructed
using NJOY [8, 9] and ENDF/B-VI data.

2. The WOOLCO system makes separate burnup calculations in multiple regions. In this work,
separate compositions were maintained for each of the four fuel rings in a 37-element bundle.
With little additional effort, a different number of fuel regions could be modeled.

3. The major modules of WOOLCO are written in Fortran and C. They are tied together and
driven by a collection of software based on standard Unix utilities. Although WOOLCO has
been run to date only on a DEC 3000/400 workstation, portability (to other Unix systems)
should be no obstacle.

ORIGEN-S and WIMS-AECL are routinely applied to a wide spectrum of problems. Nuclides
of importance in spent-fuel management—those that account for high toxicity or radioactivity of
fuel some time interval after neutron irradiation—might be entirely negligible in a calculation of
reactor criticality. The WOOLCO system is biased towards certain end goals. WOOLCO has been
used in support of WIMS-AECL-library development for CANDU simulation to:

1. identify neutronically important nuclides for retention in a condensed WIMS-AECL cross-
section library;

2. provide information used in constructing pseudo-fission products; and

3. test a condensed WIMS-AECL data library: data obtained from WOOLCO simulations were
compared with results obtained using WIMS-AECL and the condensed library alone.*

'In what follows, WOOLCO simulation means a coupled WIMS-AECL/ORIGEN-S calculation involving the
large, special-purpose WIMS-AECL data library, and WIMS-AECL simulation means a burnup simulation made
using WIMS-AECL and the condensed data library alone.
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Section 2 gives an overview of the WOOLCO system, and Section 3 describes the use of
WOOLCO in the derivation of condensed burnup data for WIMS-AECL. Section 4 discusses re-
sults from some WOOLCO and WIMS-AECL simulations involving initially fresh UO2 fuel of three
different enrichments.

2 THE WOOLCO SYSTEM

WOOLCO is a collection of Unix Korn-shell [10] and Perl scripts [11] that construct input for,
run, and post-process output from WJMS-AECL, ORIGEN-S, ()PUS, LINKR2, and COUPLE
(see Figure 1). Together, the system makes burnup calculations involving 101 actinides and 821
fission products, with each fuel ring assigned an independent material composition that is allowed
to evolve on its own. A standard 37-element CANDU bundle was modeled in this work. Each of its
four rings were assigned an independent fuel composition. LINKR2, COUPLE and OPUS do very
little; they are responsible for combining and formatting data to suit the needs of WIMS-AECL
and ORIGEN-S, the most computationally demanding units of the WOOLCO system.

ORIGEN-S uses the matrix-exponential method to calculate number densities of fuel nuclides
given flux, initial composition and irradiation period. The data files that come packaged with
ORIGEN-S comprise fission-product yield and decay constants, nuclide parent-daughter couplings
for a wide variety of nuclear reactions and decay mechanisms, and three-group microscopic cross
sections for four different reactor types. One can specify a flux or power normalization in ORIGEN-
S input, although the WOOLCO system uses flux normalization only. The library data and flux
input form the basis of the Batemann equations ORIGEN-S solves. If used in isolation, ORIGEN-S
would model CANDU fuel poorly, since three-group cross sections derived from a flux spectrum
typical of a CANDU reactor are not directly available. To overcome this deficiency, WIMS-AECL is
used to calculate a spectrum in each of four fuel regions, and the reaction rates it calculates are used
by LINKR2 to derive effective microscopic cross sections for ORIGEN-S. The COUPLE [13] code
reads the output of LINKR2 (in AMPX format) and installs the new C AND U-spectrum- weighted
data in an ORIGEN-S working library. The LINKR2, COUPLE and ORIGEN-S portions of the
cycle are run once for each of the four fuel regions. The flux used by ORIGEN-S to calculate
reaction rates is derived from WIMS-AECL output and varies from one fuel ring to the next. The
new number densities calculated by ORIGEN-S are read by OPUS, which constructs material-
specification input for WIMS-AECL and ORIGEN-S to be used in the next cycle.

Two files are used to specify the initial fuel composition: in i t -conc-f ixed-Woolco and i n i t -
conc-variable-Woolco. The former lists the fuel nuclides assumed to remain in fixed concentration
throughout burnup, and the latter specifies those whose concentrations are allowed to vary.

The special-purpose library used here was derived entirely from ENDF/B-VI data and includes
data for 301 different nuclides. At each burnup step, an 89-group, collision-probability-based,
WIMS-AECL transport calculation was made to derive reaction rates for nuclides in each of the
four fuel regions. One limitation of WIMS-AECL is its built-in assumption that radiative capture
accounts for all neutron absorption other than that attributable to fission. The (n,2n) reaction is
explicitly represented, but most other reactions are not. Neutron balance is maintained by adding
the cross sections of other neutron-loss reactions to that of radiative capture. LINKR2 has no way to
calculate microscopic cross sections for reactions such as (n,a) or (n,p) from the information stored
on tapel6 . Thus, although the rate of destruction of a parent nuclide is calculated correctly, the
concentrations of (n,a)-reaction products (and others) are underestimated, and those of radiative-
capture products are overestimated.
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3 THE CONSTRUCTION OF BURNUP DATA FOR A CONDENSED
WIMS-AECL LIBRARY

A. Derivation of the Burnup Data for the Nuclides Explicitly Represented in the Condensed
Library

A simulation of CANDU fuel was made using WOOLCO to identify the most important fission
products from a neutron-absorption point of view. At each main WOOLCO step, OPUS calculates
an absorption figure of merit, / j , which corresponds roughly to relative absorption worth, for
each of the 821 ORIGEN—S fission products. Fuel-average total flux used in this simulation was
4> = 3.5 X 1014 n/cm2/s over a period of 300 days, which results in fuel-average burnup at the end of
simulation approximately equal to 10 MWd/kg. Twenty-seven OPUS output files were examined
corresponding to the end of days 1,2,..., 10,15,20,..., 50,60,70,..., 100, and 150,200,..., 300 of
the simulation. In each case, the group of fission products accounting for 99% of fission-product
absorption (£^ fj = 99) were marked for inclusion in the condensed WIMS-AECL library. To this
list were added 135I and two pseudo-fission products: PFP and PFP2. Table 1 lists the fifty-three
fission products modeled in th : condensed library.

Table 1: Fission products included in the condensed WIMS-AECL library.

109Ag
1 3 4Cs
1 5 6Eu
8 3 K r

1 4 3Nd
1 4 8Nd
1 4 8 Pm
143pr
1 0 3Ru
1 5 2Sm
93Zr

1 1 3Cd
i3 5Cs
1 5 7Gd
1 3 9La
1 4 4Nd
105pd

148mpm
1 0 3Rh
1 4 7Sm
" T c
PFP

1 4 1Ce
153E u

129j
95Mo
145Nd
107pd
1 4 9Pm
105Rh
149Sm
131Xe
PFP2

142Ce
154E u

135ja
97Mo
146Nd
108pd
1 5 1Pm
101Ru
1S0Sm
133Xe

1 3 3Cs
i 55 E u
1 1 5In
i o o M o
1 4 7Nd
1 4 7 Pm
i 4 1 p r

1 0 2Ru
1 5 1Sm
1 3 5Xe

"Although 13SI is not a member of the 99%-absorption group, it is modeled explicitly because
of the delay it introduces in the production of 135Xe.

Direct fission yields, decay constants, and reaction products for this set (apart from PFP and
PFP2) were derived from the data stored in the ORIGEN-S library. The ORIGEN-S data were
manipulated in three ways to fit the condensed model:

1. Direct yields of rapidly decaying fission products not explicitly represented in the library were
added to that of the first nuclide in the chain explicitly represented in the library.

2. Where capture leads to a short-lived nuclide not in the library, but which decays to one that
is, the effective capture product was set equal to the decay product.

3. Where capture leads to a nuclide not in the library that does not decay rapidly to something
that is, the effective capture product was set equal to NULL; that is, account of subsequent
capture and/or decay progeny is not made.
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Artificially modifying the fission-product decay chains introduces distortions to the model; however,
some distortion is inevitable when nuclides are intentionally omitted.

The actinide burnup chains essentially match those of an earlier WIMS-AECL ENDF/B-V-
based library.

B. Derivation of Pseudo-Fission-Product Nuclear Data

The top of Figure 2 shows WIMS-AECL koo versus irradiation (defined here as / 4>dt) calculated
using the WOOLCO system to model 101 fuel actinides and 821 fission products, and using WIMS-
AECL alone and excluding pseudo-fission products from the model. A constant flux normalization
4> = 3.5 X 1014 n/cm2/s was used throughout. The bottom of Figure 2 shows the difference between
the two solutions expressed in terms of reactivity worth in milli-k:

e = 1000 [(l/fcoo)wooLCO - (IAOO)WIMS] •

As expected, the WIMS-AECL simulation involving fewer absorbing nuclides yields k^ slightly
higher than that of the full WOOLCO simulation, and since the condensed library accounts for the
fifty most absorbing fission products identified in an earlier simulation to account for roughly 99%
of fission-product absorption, the discrepancy is small.

The error in k^ appears to have a component whose worth jumps rapidly to roughly 0.5 mk
(reminiscent of a saturating fission product), and a component that adds roughly 2 mk over the
remainder of the simulation. Group cross sections were constructed using NJOY for two pseudo-
fission-product data sets by assuming a CT7 with a l/v energy dependence: one was made assuming
a thermal cross section of 70 000 barns, and the other, 10 barns. The former is expected to
saturate quickly, and the other is expected to continue to increase in absorption worth throughout
any reasonable simulation of CANDU-fuel burnup. The fission yields of the two pseudo-fission
products were adjusted by trial and error to reduce the residual error. Increasing either yield adds
absorption and forces the k^ error in the negative direction.

The bottom of Figure 2 shows the same error statistic when a condensed library that includes
PFP and PFP2 is used. The residual error is nearly zero and no greater than 0.13 mk over the
entire simulation, and further adjustment of the pseudo-fission-product yields is fruitless: as will
be seen in the next section, the residual error depends somewhat on flux normalization.

4 OTHER WOOLCO BENCHMARK SIMULATIONS

WOOLCO simulations were also made using three other flux histories: constant flux of 4> = 1.5 X
1013 n/cm2 /s and <£ = 1.5 X 1014 n/cm2/s were simulated, and in one case, <j> = 3.5 x 1014 n/cm2/s
was switched to 4> = 1.5 X 1014 n/cm2/s after 100 days of irradiation. The top of Figure 3 shows
the residual discrepancies between k^ versus irradiation obtained from WOOLCO and condensed-
library WIMS-AECL simulations. As flux is reduced, [(1/&OO)WOOLCO — (l/&oo)wiMs] tends to
increase for <j>t in excess of 2 n/kb, but overall, the discrepancies appear banded between ±0.5 mk
over 0 to 10 n/kb.

Although the burnup data are intended for use in simulating natural-enrichment fuels, it is of
interest to see how well the condensed library performs for higher-enrichment fuels. The files i n i t -
conc-f ixed-Woolco and init-conc-variable-Woolco were modified for 0.9%- and 1.2%-enriched-
uranium fuels, and new simulations were made. The nominal exit burnups that are expected of
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these fuels are 14 MWd/kg (at <j>t « 12 n/kb) and 22 MWd/kg (at <j>t « 18 n/kb), respectively [14].
The bottom of Figure 3 shows the residual discrepancies between the two types of simulation for two
different flux normalizations. Again, over the entire anticipated range of fuel burnup, WIMS-AECL
and the condensed library predict koo within 0.6 mk of corresponding full WOOLCO simulations.
Figure 3 indicates that there is a downward shift in this error statistic as enrichment is increased.

5 CONCLUSION

A condensed set of burnup data was derived from,ORIGEN-S data for fifty-three fission prod-
ucts, which includes two pseudo-fission products. The pseudo-fission-product nuclides provide an
absorption correction for hundreds of fission products and actinides not explicitly included in the
condensed-library burnup chain. Decay constants, reaction- and decay-daughter couplings, and
energy-release data for nineteen actinides were re-used from an older WIMS-AECL library based
on ENDF/B-V nuclear data. When used to model natural-enrichment, 0.9%- or 1.2%-enriched
fuels in a 37-element CANDU bundle, the predictions of fcTO were nearly as accurate as those made
by WOOLCO, which models 101 actinides and 821 fission products. The data in the condensed
library were selected and adjusted to model natural-enrichment fuels with flux on the order of
4> = 1013 n/cm2/s to 3.5 x 1014 n/cm2/s. One should question the use of the new condensed library
to model fuels and flux levels significantly outside this range.

The close agreement of WIMS-AECL and WOOLCO predictions prior to the addition of two
pseudo-fission products increases confidence in each of the two independent burnup-chain integra-
tion modules. Little can be said about the quality of burnup data, though, since the WIMS-AECL
burnup data were derived by condensing ORIGEN-S burnup data.

The ORIGEN-S library that was used in this work was not derived from ENDF/B-VI; however,
new ORIGEN-S data based on ENDF/B-VI has very recently become available [15]. It should be
simple to re-work condensed burnup data for WIMS-AECL by repeating this process once the new
data are obtained.

WOOLCO can be used to model fuels, lattices and fuel cycles other than those of conventional
CANDU design. For instance, to model re-processed fuel in a 37-element bundle, one would need
only to modify the files ini t -conc-f ixed-Woolco and init-conc-variable-Woolco, which define
the initial composition in each of the four fuel regions.* The compositions need not be identical, and
WOOLCO makes separate burnup calculations for each of the four regions. If necessary, extending
WOOLCO to handle a number of fuel regions other than four would require little additional effort.

As mentioned earlier, WIMS-AECL assumes that radiative capture accounts for all neutron
absorption other than that attributable to fission. The (n,2n) reaction is explicitly represented,
but most other reactions are not. Theoretically, since one has access to output from the GROUPR
module of NJOY (which stores group-aver, .red cross sections on a reaction-by-reaction basis and
from which cross sections for WIMS-AECL are derived [9]), the LINKR2 module could be extended
to read this additional information and calculate explicit CANDU-flux-weighted cross sections for
the more numerous, individual nuclear reactions.

* Certain nuclides that exhibit resonant cross-section behaviour, such as 238U, are normally in such high concen-
tration that special treatment is necessary in WIMS-AECL. Tables of resonance integrals are constructed for such
nuclides [9], Depending on what type of fuel is to be simulated, additional tables might need to be added to a
WIMS-AECL data library, too.
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#
# $Id: init-conc-fixed-Woolco,v 1.2 1993/10/15 20:11:06 laughton Exp $
#
# Initial concentrations of fuel nuclides required for WIMS-AECL
#
# Format: ZAIDM and number per barn-cm in each of four fuel rings.
#
#
80160 4.6139E-02 4.6139E-02 4.6139E-02 4.6139E-02
80170 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Figure 1: The major modules of WOOLCO, and the flow of data in the system.
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Figure 2: "WIMS-AECL &oo versus irradiation (4>t) calculated by using the WOOLCO system to
model 101 fuel actinides and 821 fission products and by WIMS-AECL alone using two different
condensed libraries: one with no pseudo-fission products and one with two. A flux normalization
of 4> = 3.5 x 1014 n/cm2/s was used throughout.
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Figure 3: 1000 [(l/fcoo)wooLCO - (1/^OO)WIMS] for three different fuels and four different flux his-
tories. Low flux means ^ = 1.5 x 1013 n/cm2/s; medium flux means <j> = 1-5 X 1014 n/cm2/s; and
high flux means 4> = 3.5 x 1014 n/cm2/s. In all cases, the WIMS-AECL simulations were made
with a condensed library that includes two pseudo-fission products.
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Towards the Generation of a Consistent Reactor Cross-Section Database for
CANDU-6 using DRAGON

E. VARIN, G. MARLEAU AND R. ROY
Institut de Génie Nucléaire, École Polytechnique de Montréal

P.O.Box 6079, Station Centre-Ville, Montréal, Québec H3C 3A7

Abstract — A full core calculation for a GAND U-6 reactor requires the knowl-
edge of the few group cross sections associated with a fuel cell (2-D geometry)
along with incremental cross sections representing the effect of inserting re-
activity control devices in t i e core (3-D geometry). Here we propose.to use
DRAGON to perform both the cell and supercell calculations. These nuclear
properties are stored as a function of local parameters into a reactor database.
The analysis of local parameter effects indicate that a better way of storage
can be achieved while preserving the few group diffusion consistency. One can
extract some isotopes and study their effects on the cell and supercell prop-
erties. One then expects that some local parameter effects can be considered
directly by only using microscopic cross sections.

I. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of CANDU-6 reactors using a diffusion calculation requires a few group
library of nuclear properties for fuel, moderator and reactivity devices. Typically, this
database will be used by codes such as SIMEX, OPTEX and/or RFSP which requires 2-
group diffusion coefficients, fuel and moderator cross sections. Incremental cross sections
for reactivity devices are also needed. All these nuclear properties must be calculated
with respect to fuel burnup and enrichment. Here, we decided to generate these reactor
properties using the DRAGON code.W This code solves the transport equation in 2-D (cell
calculations) and 3-D geometries (supercell calculations). We can easily compute fuel and
moderator properties in 2-D geometries and if needed, directional diffusion coefficients can
be obtained. For 3-D geometries, one computes the incremental cross sections associated
with the reactivity devices. These nuclear properties are generated using the full library
group structure with 69 groups of energy and can be homogenized to 2 or 4 groups. In
addition, one can also extract some isotopes and store them in such a way that they can be
used as local parameters in the reactor calculations. Accordingly, a consistent database,
where local parameter corrections are considered explicitly via microscopic cross sections,
can be generated.

Here, we will describe first the generation of incremental cross sections using the SPH
procedure. The explicit use of microscopic cross sections for cores poisoned with boron
is then studied. In cell calculations, extraction of boron will be described. We will also
study boron effects on incremental cross sections for steel rod adjusters.
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IL GENERATION OF INCREMENTAL CROSS SECTIONS BY DRAGON

The generation of incremental cross sections for reactivity devices using DRAGON
proceeds in two steps. First we calculate the cell nuclear properties in a 2-D geometry.
Then after material homogenization over the cell, a supercell calculation is performed to
take into account the presence of adjuster rods located perpendicularly to the horizontal
fuel channels. Being currently limited by the capability of defining cluster in 3-D geome-
tries, we must homogenize properly the 2-D cross sections to preserve reaction rates and
integrated currents. This is performed by using the Superhomogeneisation equivalence
procedure. $

II. A. SPH Equivalence procedure

The SPH algorithm proceeds in two steps. The first step is based on the result of the
main transport calculation and sets up the macro balance relation. The second step is
the iterative procedure that leads to the calculation of a set of SPH factors. To calculate
the macro balance relation, a macro region Cm is defined as a collection of regions i G m
taken from the transport calculation. The volume Vm of a macro region can be obtained
as the sum of the volumes V, of each elementary region. The collision rates, within-group
scattering rates, leakages rates, arrival rates and integrated fluxes are computed for each
macro region. Those reaction rates and integrated fluxes are used in the second step of
the SPH procedure as target values to be preserved. The next step is the computation
of the equivalent macroscopic cross sections on each macro region C r i and each energy
group g in such a way as to preserve the macro balance calculation.

The standard flux-volume homogenization method consists in approximating the ho-
mogenized cross sections by dividing the energy group reaction rates by the integrated
flux. For instance, the total and within-group scattering cross sections would be given by

and

where T^(g), T^<m(g) and F£[g) are respectively the collision rate, the within-group
scattering rate and the integrated flux for macro region m . Similarly, the homogenization
of a diffusion coefficient would lead to

where L^(g) is the leakage rate, B2 the buckling and F^(g) the integrated flux .
By introducing SPH correction factors fJ^a(g) on each macro region and energy group,

one defines equivalent cross sections and diffusion coefficients using the relations:

tm(g) =
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These SPH factors are then choosen in such a way as to preserve the macro balance cal-
culation. In addition, the corresponding integrated homogenized flux should be redefined
using the relation:

Using these relations, the SPH factors are obtained iteratively, with a fixed tolerance
of 10~4 between two successive iterations.

II.B. Different superceiJ calculations

The procedure described above is implemented in DRAGON and is used to perform an
equivalence between 2-D and 3-D fuel properties.® The calculation proceeds in two steps.
First, one computes the 3-D fuel inacroscopic cross sections using the SPH procedure
presented above without the reactivity devices. Then steel rod adjusters are denned in
3-D geometry and one can easily compute incremental cross sections of these reactivity
devices with supercell calculation. The standard supercell calculation proceeds in the same
two steps, i.e. 3-D fuel macroscopic cross section generation and supercell calculation with
steel rods. In this procedure, we just do not correct properties, with SPH factors. This
type of calculation provides a difference of 5 mk between the 2-D and 3-D calculations.

However, the SPH procedure for G-2 supercell uses large CPU time. In addition, the
3-D fuel macroscopic cross sections so generated are totally dependent of 3-D geometry
and material constitution. Only macroscopic cross sections for the fuel and moderator are
known, not their individual composition, we cannot extract any isotope. So a complete
recalculation seems necessary for each boron concentration in the moderator.

Because of the large CPU time used for such calculations, we decide to perform only
one SPH equivalence on a standard GENTILLY-2 supercell without boron in moderator.
Here we obtain 3-D macroscopic cross sections of the supercell corrected by SPH factors on
69 energy groups. In order to see the effect of SPH corrections over the flux distribution,
we compute the supercell reactivity using SPH corrections only for fuel and structural
materials, but avoiding to use them for the moderator region. We can then compare
2-group incremental cross sections between all SPH corrected properties and properties
generated using non-corrected moderator.

These incremental cross sections are large because of spectral differences. As figure
1 shows, SPH factors in the moderator vary along with energy, and so do the integrated
fluxes. We observe a 2 % diference on the disadvantage factor, partly due to the shift
between fast and thermal SPH factors. So the incremental cross sections observed between
these two approaches indicate the differences of integrated fluxes, but supercell reactivity
is almost identical to that calculed with SPH corrected materials. In fact, the diiference is
1 mk for no boron in the moderator and remains constant when adding boron. Moreover,
the incremental cross sections generated between these two approaches do not interfere
with reactivity device increments. Actually, the incremental cross sections of a steel rod
adjuster are identical in the two computations with no boron in the moderator.
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III. GENERATION OF A CANDU-6 REACTOR DATABASE

The analysis of a CANDU-6 reactor in diffusion theory requires the pre-calculation of 2-
group homogenized cross sections in the core and reflector regions. Fuel and moderator 2-
group cross sections are obtained by DRAGON from a transport calculation on a perfectly
reflected cell. These nuclear properties are produced with respect to fuel burnup and
enrichment.

Incremental cross sections for reactivity devices are also needed. These are generated
from a 3-D supercell transport calculation. Only fresh core conditions are generally con-
sidered for these increments. Accordingly one assumes that properties like fuel burnup,
enrichment or boron level in the moderator do not affect those incremental cross sections.

All these reactor properties are tabulated in a database as a function of every parame-
ter that seems useful. So it is clear that with many interrelated parameters, the database
can become enormous. Here we study some ways to limit the number of local parameters
required in the tabulation of reactor properties while preserving their consistency. For
this purpose, we will explore some analysis :

1. Extraction of main isotope contributions like boron or xenon.

2. Studies of correlation effects over local parameters.

3. Sensitivity analysis for design purposes.

The main isotope studies could lead to use only their microscopic properties instead
of tabulating cell cross sections with these parameters. Even if their independency can
not be demonstrated, correlations could also allow reactor properties to be reconstructed.
All these analysis will be realized in order to obtain a consistent reactor database with
minimum tabulations on local parameters. Here, we look at the extraction of boron from
cell properties, and study the cell dependency to boron and to other local parameters.

IV. EXTRACTION OF BORON FROM LOCAL PARAMATER

The concentration of boron in the moderator is a local parameter often used in reactor
analysis. In the following, we show how boron properties can be added directly to the
reactor fuel and moderator by the use of microscopic cross sections.

We assume that boron effects are independent from other local parameters in cell and
supercell properties. In fact 2-group macroscopic cross sections in a cell will be expressed
as :

Sf e U (^ , A) = Sfes(0, A) + Ef (JV6l A) = Sfes(0, A) + Nba?(Nb, A) G = 1,2 (1)

where af is the extracted microscopic cross sections in group G and A represents a local
parameter that do not directly affect the boron isotope. S^s represents cell residual
macroscopic cross sections and Sf (iV;,) boron macroscopic ones. As a result the boron
concentration will no longer be required as a local parameter in reactor database.
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IV.A. Fuel properties

In this section, we will study the extraction of boron in the moderator region of the
cell. In this extraction procedure, all the macroscopic 2-group properties of the cell are
recovered expect for the boron contribution to the reaction rates. This means that, for a
given concentration of boron Nb, we will recover macroscopic cross sections as shown in
equation (1) where no local parameter is considered.

In DRAGON, this extraction process results in COMPO files,W which can then be
consistently used in the reactor code. By adding boron in the moderator region of a
CANDU cell and extracting it from the cell, the user expects to find a pattern that will
enable the reconstruction (usually by interpolation) of nuclear properties at any boron
level. In the following simulation, we introduce boron in the cell at specific levels:

lppm, 5ppm, lOppm, 15ppm, 20ppm

and we study the behaviour of the thermal absorption microscopic boron cross section
and residual macroscopic cross sections.

As expected, we recover an almost linear pattern in the nuclear properties, and the
reconstruction:

is valid to within one percent, as we see in Figure 2.
These nuclear properties observed either for boron erf or for the residual cross sections

^«s a r e a lm o s t independent of the specified boron levels chosen.(See Figure 3) The relative
errors in % of those properties are

for boron microscopic cross sections and

AS1

ax = 1-334%

= 0.047%

AS2

( - = j ^ ) m a x = 0.6897%
^abs

for residual macroscopic cross sections. In Figures 2 and 3, the cross sections correspond
to cells with new natural fuel and no other local parameter.

For the verification of our first assumption, we also studied the variations of those
nuclear properties with respect to fuel burnup B. This leads us to conclude that also in
this case we have a linear pattern.

For any fuel burnup, we can consistenly reconstruct the cell nuclear properties as follow

, B) « SG
S(O, B) + Wfcâ

G(0,0) G = 1,2
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As shown in Figure 4, microscopic thermal absorption cross section for boron is almost
constant in regard to fuel burnup. More precisely, it can be expressed by the equation :

c?lhs = 492.72 + 0.0013449 x iVday

Therefore, using the properties at B = 0 Mwd/t provides a maximum difference of 0.2 %.

TV.B. Steel rod adjuster incremental cross sections

Here, we want to explore the behaviour of incremental cross sections for steel adjusters
with regard to boron concentration in the moderator. As we show in II.B, we use 3-D
cross sections corrected with SPH factors for every material in the supercell except for the
moderator. This type of calculation allows us to extract boron contribution. We realize
calculations for the same boron levels as those listed in IV.A. Results show that supercell
reactivity is 1.1 mk less than the cell one for the same boron levels due to the redefinition
of moderator. Then we can easily compute the incremental cross sections of steel rod
adjusters for different boron concentration in the moderator.

Incremental cross sections remain almost constant with regard to the different boron
levels in the moderator.( See Figure 5) The maximal relative error on incremental cross
sections between 0 and 20 ppm of boron is 5 %. For example, the incremental thermal
absorption cross sections can be expressed by the equation :

A 2 L = (3.0199 - 4.5138 10"3 x Nb) 10~4

where JVj,, boron concentration, is in ppm.
In all these calculations, we extracted boron from the supercell properties. As we

do for cell properties, we study the boron microscopic cross sections behaviour in the
supercell. Microscopic cross sections of boron are almost stable. The relative errors in %
of those properties are

^ = 0.35%

Supercell residual properties also have very small relative errors, even constant with
or without the presence of steel rods :

= Q

= 0.348%

So we can concluded that supercell properties can be reconstructed as :

f 2f Xrf G =1,2
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Meanwhile, reactivity of the adjusters decreases from 85 mk to 62 ink when horon
level increases as we see on Figure 6. It is obvious that the adjuster efficiency is less when
the thermal flux is already attenuated by boron presence in the moderator.

V. CONCLUSION

In 2-D calculation, extraction of boron is relatively easy to perform. The reconstruc-
tion of 2-group cross sections with explicit use of microscopic properties follows a pattern
almost identical to the one on 69 groups. Here we have also shown that incremental cross
sections of steel rods are almost independent of boron concentration in the moderator. So
supercell properties can be reconstructed as the cell properties can. For the generation of
reactor database, these results show that less data storage is necessary to include boron
effects in reactor calculations. Here we have just studied boron effects on cell and supercell
properties. In order to create a complete reactor database, the correlation analysis has to
be done with other local parameters (void fraction, temperature effects, xenon effects ...).
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Abstract — This model is based on the heterogeneous Bl theory and accounts for
heterogeneous effects on the neutron streaming. To the price of some approximations,
it yields an iterative scheme to simultaneously compute the multigroup scalar fluxes
and the directional currents in a heterogeneous geometry. Although a similar simplified
model, called TIBERE, has already been proposed for specularly-reflected neutrons on
the assembly (or cell) boundary, there was a need to develop this new model, called
TIBERE-2, for isotropically-reflected neutrons on the boundary. This new model re-
quires the classical and directional escape and transmission probabilities in addition
to the classical and directional first flight collision probabilities calculated for an open
assembly. Consequently, considering the specific geometry of the CANDU reactor lat-
tice, calculations with the TIBERE-2 model are as appropriate but less time consuming
than those with the TIBERE model. Moreover this new model circumvents the di-
vergence, leading to infinite leakage coefficients, appearing in the TIBERE model in
the case when a PWR assembly is completely voided. The TIBERE-2 model has been
introduced, for 2D geometry, in the multigroup transport code DRAGON, in order to
evaluate space-dependent leakage coefficients.

I. INTRODUCTION

The model presented in this paper is related to the simplified heterogeneous Bl model, TIBERE,
which takes into account the influence of assembly heterogeneity on the neutron leakage.'1' 2' The
TIBERE model has been introduced, for 2D x — y geometry, in the multigroup transport code
APOLLO-2,13) in order to calculate space-dependent leakage coefficients. The study of this het-
erogeneous leakage model was undertaken because of the insufficiency of the homogeneous leakage
model, especially in the case where an assembly or a cell contains voided or almost voided zones, so
that the streaming effect becomes important. In these cases the homogeneous leakage model leads
to an important underestimation of leakages. Since the TIBERE model is based on the heteroge-
neous Bl theory, it assumes the existence of a fundamental mode. Introducing few approximations
and supposing a regular symmetrical lattice, an iterative scheme to simultaneously compute the
multigroup scalar fluxes and the directional currents, is obtained. The search for a fundamental
mode is carried out in an assembly imposing boundary conditions with specularly-reflected neu-
trons. Such an assembly represents a reference situation for an equivalence calculation. This model
requires calculations of the classical and directional first-flight collision probabilities. Hence, it
yields directional space-dependent leakage coefficients and one can define space-dependent leakage
cross sections. Consequently, perfectly consistent reaction and leakage rates are obtained, which
can be used in an equivalence procedure followed by a whole core calculation. The TIBERE model
has been used to analyze an experiment concerning void effect in a LWR lattice.t2' The numerical
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results produced by TIBERE compare favorably to experimental results, and are quite better than
those obtained with the homogeneous Bl leakage model.

Considering the fact that the TIBERE model is rather time-consuming for production calcu-
lations, and even unnecessary long in the case of a CANDU reactor cell, where coolant voiding
appears in an inner pressurized tube and not in a large zone as it is the case in a PWR, the
TIBERE-2 model has been developed. This new model is based on the approximations used in
the TIBERE model, but applied now on an assembly or cell having isotropically-reflected neutrons
on the boundary. The basis on which these approximations are developed are the isotropic and
anti-isotropic behavior of angular fluxes, as well as the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical shape
of integral fluxes and currents. In addition a correction is introduced which guarantees the exact
solution, not only at the homogeneous-medium limit, as it is the case with the TIBERE model,
but also for a homogenized heterogeneous medium. The adopted isotropic boundary condition is of
course approximate, but not more than the specular one in actual core situations, and the resulting
assembly represents a new reference situation for an equivalence calculation. This model, apart
from the classical and directional first-flight collision probabilities requires the calculation of the
classical and directional escape and transmission probabilities. But the classical and directional
collision probabilities have to be calculated only for an open assembly. Consequently, the calcu-
lations with this model are less time consuming than those with the TIBERE model, since the
neutron paths are now limited to just one assembly, while in the TIBERE model these paths are
extended to infinity. At the same time, the TIBERE-2 model circumvents the divergence, leading
to infinite leakage coefficients, appearing in the TIBERE model in the case where a whole PWR
assembly is voided. This divergence is caused by the fact that, in this case, a neutron can escape to
infinity, without suffering a collision, since the boundary condition is the specular reflection. The
TIBERE-2 model has been implemented, for 2D geometry, in the multigroup code DRAGON.'4)

It should be noted that the heterogeneous Bl theory has been studied for certain simple
geometries,® as well as the heterogeneous Bn theory for a slab.'6! Moreover, in a complex geometry
the heterogeneous Bl or Bn theories would be very time consuming for routine calculations.

II. THEORY

Let us consider a symmetric and reflected heterogeneous assembly. The basic idea of both
TIBERE models is founded on the existence of a fundamental mode where the physical flux of
a reflected assembly can be factorized in the form of a product of the periodical fine structure
flux (with the period equal to that of the lattice), describing fast variations of the flux inside the
assembly, and of the macroscopic function, describing global variations of the lattice flux:

(1)

where B is the buckling vector. Upon this assumption and admitting that the scattering is lin-
early anisotropic, one obtains, in the integro-differiential form, the transport equation driving the
microscopic flux:

Q • Vtf(f, fi) + [S(f) + i§ • ft]1>(f, Û) = ^[So(fV(f) + Sx(f)n • J(*% (2)

with S0(r) = S0(f) 4- x^S/(f)/if, and where S(f) is the total, S/(f) the fission, £0(f) the 0
harmonic transfer and Ei(f) the 1st harmonic transfer cross sections, u the number of neutrons
emitted by fission, x the contribution of the fission spectrum and K the effective multiplication
factor. For the sake of simplicity the group indices are dropped and it is considered that all these
values, including fluxes and currents, are multigroup vectors or matrices according to the case.
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The solution of Eq. (2) is sought under the

BkiJ;ak(r,Û) (3)
k=x,y,z

where the imaginary flux component has been introduced via the 3-component (k=x,y,z) vector
ipa(r,Û). Introducing this solution into the transport equation and separating the real from the
imaginary part, the resulting equations for the angular fluxes ̂ (r .fi) and t^akif, Œ) are obtained:

(f, f2) = ^-[
47T

47T

(4)

(5)

with

<Ps{r)= I Mr,
Jiir

<pak(r)= I ^ak{r,Û)dQ,
J4ir

Jak(rf)= I

(6)

[ ( ? ) , J ( ) {) (7)
J4.1C JilT

Since the TIBERE-2 model is related to the TIBERE model, it should be useful to recall
rapidly the approximations comprised in this last model. These approximations concern first: the
anti-symmetrical structure of the angular correlation terms (the second source term of Eq. (4)
and the first source term of Eq. (5), as well as the directional cross terms appearing in the third
source term of Eq. (4) and in the second source term of Eq. (5)). In fact, these anti-symmetrical
terms are replaced by their average values at the scale of a symmetrical assembly; these average
values being obviously zero. It should be noted, that these anti-symmetrical terms are identically
zero in a homogeneous medium. Moreover, these terms have been studied in the past'8' 9' and we
could expect, due to results obtained, that they do not have a considerable role for the types of
assemblies or cells studied here. In any case, this approximation simplifies considerably calculations,
since the angular correlation terms introduce coupling between neutron paths as well as between
energy groups, even if the collision is isotropic. The second approximation (which will be partly
corrected later) concerns the real flux component ^s(r*,fi), appearing in the source term of the
equation for the imaginary flux component (Eq. (5)), and the imaginary flux component ipak(r, Œ),
appearing in the source term^of the equation for the real flux component (Eq. (4)). It is admitted
that the angular flux tps(,f,Û) is replaced by its angularly-averaged value ^ ( F , fi) = (p3(r)/4n,
which represents the isotropic approximation, and that the angular flux ipak(r, fi) is replaced by a
quantity proportional to fife, i.e. ipakif, 0) = A(r)Qk- Upon calculating A(f) from the definition
of the current jakk(r) (Eq. (7)), one obtains that ^ak{r, Q) = 3jafcfc(f)fifc/47r, which represents the
anti-isotropic approximation. Finally, in the framework of the TIBERE model, a fitting correction:

-g-^gSf1-— *r\ ( 8)
i-> J B \ tan ^H- /

is introduced, which multiplies the source terms in the equation for the imaginary flux component,
so that the model gives the exact Bl solution in the case where a homogeneous medium is considered
(SH being the total cross section of the homogeneous medium). Taking into account this correction,
we can write the equations for the general form of the simplified heterogeneous Bl model - TIBERE
as:
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(9)

^(Jp^ (10)

•where Si(f) = Ei(r).
This correction is not rigorously valid when a heterogeneous medium is homogenized, since the

simple flux mapping technique involved is insufficient to take into account correctly directional
streaming effects. In the TIBERE-2 model, a more consistent correction is introduced. It is
obtained by integrating directly Eqs. (4-5) over the entire assembly volume. Accordingly, both
the flux and directional currents are now used in the homogenization procedure. The homogenized
equations are then compared to the homogeneous Bl equations, as it has been done in the TIBERE
model, in order to obtain an adequate correction. The resulting equations are then identical to
Eqs. (9-10), except that

is now used. This new correction practically does not change the final result, however it has the
advantage to insure that the model is completely consistent. For both types of corrections the
coefficient A(B/HH) is close to unity.

In order to present clearly the definition of the directional space-dependent leakage coefficient,
the directional components of the second source term in Eq. (9) can be written as dk(r)Bktik<Ps(r)
with:

where the product dk(r)B% represents a directional leakage cross section (i.e. an additional absorp-
tion cross section), completely consistent with other cross sections, which is not the case with the
homogeneous leakage calculations where there is just one dB2 for the whole assembly or cell.

To enable the application of the collision probability method, as a solution method, the inversion
of the operator Û • V + S(f) is performed:

r A = ^(f /
s)n)e-T^)+^^'diîe-^>^[è0(f')^(^)-3X:^^jûfcfc(^)] (12)

with r* = r — .Rfi, f3 = f — R3&, where f* is on the assembly boundary. Here r is the neutron
optical path between two points.

In this paper, so far, practically no comments were given about the type of the reflection con-
sidered on the assembly or cell boundary. The TIBERE model was implemented in the multigroup
transport code APOLLO-2, assuming that S^r*) = £i(f) and that a neutron arriving at the
assembly boundary is reflected in a specular manner (mirror effect). This type of reflection is e-
quivalent to the neutron spreading throughout an infinite lattice of identical assemblies. In this case
Hs tends to infinity and therefore the first terms on the LHS of Eqs. (12-13) vanish. Consequently,
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there exists a specular reflection boundary condition for the real flux component tps(r,ÇÎ) and an
anti-specular boundary condition for the imaginary flux component tpak(^,^) (due to the source
ftk<ps(r) which is anti-symmetric with respect to k). In fact, this type of boundary condition has
been chosen as a reference situation for an equivalence calculation, which provides cross sections
for a whole core calculation.

Although considerable progress has been made using the TIBERE model, with respect to the
homogeneous Bl leakage model, further improvements are obtained by creating the TIBERE-2
model. We have perfectly the right to choose another reference situation in which it is assumed
that a neutron reaching the assembly boundary is reflected in a uniform and isotropic way (the
white boundary condition). This assumption leads to an isotropically-reflected boundary condition
for the real flux component ips(f, Q) and a fit-reflected boundary condition for the imaginary flux
component il)ak{?, Œ). The classical and directional collision probabilities are now calculated only
for an open assembly, which shortens neutron paths inside this assembly. Consequently, this type of
reflection has two advantages. First, it eliminates a somewhat artificial divergence which appears
in the TIBERE model when a PWR assembly is completely voided. In this case the isotropic
boundary condition is certainly much closer to the physical situation than the specular one. The
second advantage is the decrease of the computational time of the TIBERE-2 model, induced by
shorter neutron paths.

Proceeding now with the usual discretization, where the flat flux approximation is used, one can
obtain two equations corresponding to the equation for the real flux component. The first equation
is obtained by integrating Eq. (12) over the solid angle. Than by introducing d V = R2dRdQ.
and d2r's = R2dQ/[Û • fi-], where n_ denotes the incoming unit normal at the surface, it is then
integrated over the volume. According to the adopted reflection boundary condition, the incoming
angular flux is supposed to be uniform as well as isotropic over the incoming half of the solid angle
(the isotropic approximation). The incoming current is defined as:

J-= f d2rJs-(fs) • n - = / d2rs f dftys_(Fs, Û)[Û • fU\. (14)

In order to obtain the equation for the outgoing angular flux, f = fs is imposed in Eq. (12).
Multiplying the obtained equation by [Û • n+] , where n+ denotes the outgoing unit normal at
the surface, and integrating it over the solid angle and over the surface, one obtains the second
equation. A third equation which represents the conservation of the incoming and outgoing currents
(J_ = J+) defines the boundary conditions. Finally, for an assembly or a cell, having one surface
(for the sake of simplicity), one can write the following system of equations:

+ J-Paj (15)
t

J_ = J-Pss + ̂ VileosPis^i-Y^BlPistJakkd (16)

where Pij, PiS, P3j and Pa3 are the well known first flight collision, escape, penetration and trans-
mission probabilities, and which satisfy the standard conservation and reciprocity relations.

Before considering Eq. (13), it should be useful to perform another analysis. The integration
of the equation for the real flux component (Eq. (9)) over the solid angle leads to the conservation
relation. On the contrary, one cannot obtain anything useful by integrating the equation for the
imaginary flux component (Eq. (10)) over the solid angle. But, by weighting this equation by
fi* and then integrating over the solid angle, one obtains the conservation relation of the total
momentum of neutrons in the direction k:
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v • &*(f)+s(70iofcfc(f) = | A ( A ) iêi(f)i«fcfc(f) + v,(fi) (17)

where appears another type of a current vector defined as:

(18)

In order to discretize Eq. (13) and to obtain corresponding equations, one proceeds in the same way
as in the case of Eq. (12), but with the exception, that the integration over the solid angle is carried
out with the weight Qk. Hence, according to the adopted type of boundary condition, the incoming
angular flux is supposed to be uniform as well as proportional to fife, i.e. il>ak-(r3,Û) = A(rs)Çlk

(the anti-isotropic approximation of the TIBERE model). The incoming current of momentum is
defined as:

Gfc_ = / d2ra\gak_(Fs) • n_] = / d2r3 f d^ûfc_(f,Û)nk[Û • fL.]. (19)
JS JS J27T

Now, one can write the discretized equations corresponding to the equation for the imaginary flux
component (assuming, for the sake of simplicity, one surface):

(20)

fc (21)

where we used directly the equality between the entering and leaving current of momentum in the
direction k (Gk- = Gk+) imposed by the boundary conditions. Here Pij,k, P%s,k, Psj,k and PSSik are
the directional first flight collision, escape, penetration and transmission probabilities, defined as:

- 1L
where & represents the shape parameter which depends on the geometry and on the direction k:

= 3 - <22>

These directional probabilities differ from the classical probabilities by the presence of 3fl£ (Py, PiS

-y Pijik, Pis,k) or 3Çll/Çk (P3j, P3S ~* PSj,k, Psa.fc)- They also satisfy conservation and reciprocity
relations.

Eliminating the current J_ from the system of Eqs. (15-16) and the current of momentum Gk-
from Eqs. (20-21), one obtains the system of equations representing the discretized form of the
TE3ERE-2 model:

(23)

(24)
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with modified collision probabilities defined as:

p. . — p. . _u p. / i p A—l p .

•̂ ij,fc = *^ij,k "t" •*i5)JkCl ~~ *^ss,k) *sj,ki ij,k == *-ij>k •" *ts,fc\l *ss) *sj-

It can easily be shown that the modified collision probabilities P\j and P\jtk satisfy the conservation
and reciprocity relations. But, this is not true for -PA-j., which satisfies only the conservation
relation; the reciprocity relation cannot be satisfied because of the adopted isotropic boundary
condition.

Let us say a few words about the calculation scheme required for the TDBERE-2 model. The
system of Eqs. (23-24) is solved simultaneously computing multigroup fluxes and directional cur-
rents, in a heterogeneous geometry, by the standard inner and outer iterations. After each outer
iteration, the coefficient A(B/S f r) and the cross section T.H are calculated by homogenizing the
heterogeneous medium with the flux map last obtained. These values are then used in the next
outer iteration. At the same time, supposing that two directional bucklings are known, the third
is obtained from the critical neutron balance relation, and is used in the next iteration. Once, the
system of equations has converged, one obtains the directional leakage coefficients, in each calcula-
tion zone and in each group, using the converged flux and directional current maps, according to
the definition given by Eq. (11). The TIBERE-2 model has been implemented, for 2D geometry,
in the transport code DRAGON.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Here we will consider three 2D x — y test cases. First we considered a two group calculation for
a small square cell of side 1.262 cm where the two central regions (with outer radius 0.196 and 0.393
cm) contain a fissile material and the two outer regions (one with outer radius 0.458 cm) contain a
moderating material. Kmt = 1.19954 for this cell before voiding while after voiding the moderating
material it is reduced to 1.12488. First, let us illustrate the influence of the Bl correction term
introduced in TIBERE-2 by comparing the case where A = 1 is imposed (Pi approximation) to
the case where it is computed using the homogenized cross section. A critical leakage calculation
for the normal cell results in critical buckling B2 = 1.47 x 10~4 cm~2 and B2 = 1.50 x 10~4 cm~2

{B2 = 1.05 x 10~4 cm~2 and B2 = 1.04 x 10~4 cm~2 for the voided cell) respectively when the PI
and Bl methods are used. Considering these results one might say that although this correction
does not play an important role, it is not negligible.

For this cell we also compared the leakage coefficient obtained using a Bl-homogeneous method
with the directional (radial and axial) diffusion coefficients computed xising our Bl-heterogeneous
method (see Table 1). In the case of the normal cell, one can see that contrarily to the homoge-
neous calculations, the directional leakage coefficients are not uniform, this effect being much more
pronounced in the case of the voided cell where the leakage coefficients increase considerably in
the voided zones. This test case also illustrates the very important fact that using the TIBERE-2
model, one can evaluate leakage coefficients even for cell or assemblies with peripheral or total
voiding.

The second example we consider represents a symmetric 17x17 PWR assembly where the central
7 x 7 cells were voided. A 69 group cross-section library was used in these calculations, ifinf =
1.23076 for this assembly. The critical buckling obtained by the homogeneous and heterogeneous
(TIBERE-2) Bl procedure are respectively B2 = 3.57 x 10~3 cm~2 and B2 = 3.51 x 10~3 cm'2.
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After condensation, we obtained the two groups homogeneous and directional leakage coefficients
presented in Fig. 1 over half a PWR assembly. It is obvious that the homogeneous Bl procedure
underestimates considerably the leakage coefficients in the voided region, this effect being even
more important in the thermal group. In addition, the axial leakage coefficients dominate the
radial ones since they represent the axial streaming in the assembly. An almost identical behaviour
of directional leakages was also observed with the TIBERE model.

Finally, we have carried out the 69 group calculations of a CANDU reactor cell in the normal
operation conditions and in the case of the coolant voiding. In the non-voided case Kinf = 1.14590
and the critical buclking obtained by the homogeneous Bl procedure is B2 = 2.98 x 10~4 cm~2

and by the TIBERE-2 model B2 = 3.01 x 10~4 cm'2. In the voided case we have KM = 1.13597
while B2 = 3.40 x 10~4 cm~2 and B2 = 3.44 x 10~4 cm~2 were obtained by the homogeneous
Bl and by the TIBERE-2 model respectively. Fig. 2 gives the maps of the leakage coefficients,
for both cases, obtained by both leakage models, in the condensed fast and thermal group over
homogenized concentric regions. It should be noted that the fast flux decreases from the center
of the fuel region to its periphery and even more in the moderator region. The thermal flux has
an inverse behaviour, it decreases from the periphery to the cell center. With coolant voiding
this is not changed considerably. Consequently, we might say that due to the group condensation
the leakage coefficients obtained, in the fast group, by the homogeneous Bl procedure increase
artificially towards the cell center both in the non-voided and voided case. The increase of the
fast flux is the reason of the decrease of directional leakage coefficients in the neighborhood of the
cell center, even though directional currents increase in the voided case. We can also see that the
directional leakage coefficients increase with voiding and that the axial is more important than the
radial one. In the case of the coolant voiding, the thermal directional leakage coefficients are similar
to those of a PWR assembly, since the flux is decreasing and the directional currents increasing
towards the cell center. The radial leakage coefficients, in both groups, see an important decrease
in the region of the thick calendria tube walls. On the oiher hand, in the same region there is an
increase of the axial leakage coefficients since there exists a streaming through the void between
the two walls of the calendria tube. It is evident that the TIBERE-2 model expresses better the
distribution of leakage coefficients than it is the case with the homogeneous Bl model.

IV. CONCLUSION

According to the numerical results presented, the new simplified heterogeneous Bl model hav-
ing isotropically-reflected neutrons on the geometry boundary, takes into account the geometry
heterogeneity on the neutron leakages. With respect to the earlier model TIBERE, the new model
circumvents the divergences appearing when total voiding of an assembly or cell takes place. Note
that voiding calculations are especially important for LOCA analysis in a CANDU or a PWR.
The calculations of a PWR assembly performed with the TIBERE-2 model indicate a behaviour
similar to the calculations with the TIBERE model, but are less time consuming. In addition,
these calculations for a CANDU cell produce a better representation of leakage coefficients, then
the one obtained by the homogeneous Bl model, even though it seems that in these reactors the
streaming effect due to voiding is less important than in a PWR. Further analysis are foreseen with
the TIBERE-2 model as well as a quantitative comparisons with the TIBERE model.
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Table 1: Two group leakage coefficients for normal and voided small square cell

dl
h {cm)

d* {cm)
dl {cm)
d\ {cm)
d^ {cm)
dl {cm)

normal cell regions
1

3.87
3.73
3.70
0.70
0.76
0.79

2
3.87
3.79
3.77
0.70
0.74
0.76

3
3.87
3.89
3.90
0.70
0.71
0.71

4
3.87
3.96
3.97
0.70
0.69
0.68

voided cell regions
1

8.85
8.79
8.73
4.36
4.29
4.23

2
8.85
8.87
8.88
4.36
4.38
4.40

3
8.85
8.99
9.13
4.36
4.52
4.67

4
8.85
9.06
9.26
4.36
4.59
4.81
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Estimates of Void Reactivity Coefficients with MCNP and WIMS-AECL

by
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ABSTRACT

This reports summarizes tests of the axial leakage component of void reactivity for a lattice of
CANDU fuel by comparing predictions of the deterministic code WIMS-AECL with those of the
stochastic code MCNP.

1. INTRODUCTION

The accurate determination of void reactivity coefficients has been a longstanding problem in
safety analyses of reactors, and independent determination of such coefficients is difficult to find. In
particular, in CANDU reactors, it is important that void reactivity be determined with accuracy and with
confidence in the accuracy. This paper reports on precise checks of the axial leakage component of void
reactivity for a lattice of CANDU fuel. Previous comparisons [1] have been confined to lattice models
that are infinite in extent and therefore devoid of leakage.

Over the past few years, access to computer hardware has made viable the simulation of nuclear
processes in reasonably large assemblies by analog Monte-Carlo. This paper reports on a comparison of
void reactivity and axial leakage estimates performed with MCNP and with WIMS-AECL [2], It will be
shown that a minor discrepancy in the WIMS-AECL prediction of axial diffusion coefficient gives a not-
so-minor error in the prediction of void reactivity.

2. RESULTS

MODERATOR

GAP

Figure 1. Cross section perpendicular to the channel axis of
a 37-element CANDU fuel cell.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the
simulation that was used for a procedure
discussed elsewhere [3], to calculate both
leakage reactivity loss and diffusion
coefficients in channels of three different
lengths fuelled by standard 37-element
CANDU fuel.

Figure 3 shows how the best
estimate of reactivity converges with
iteration number in the run with the
largest channel length. The KCODE
option in MCNP was used with 20000
neutrons tracked per iteration; the initial
source distribution was obtained by
tracking 2000 neutrons for 300 iterations,
without tallies, when a good estimate of
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Figure 2. Cutaway along the channel axis, showing reflective
symmetry planes used.

the starting source was not available
from early runs with comparable
numbers of histories tracked. Twenty-
four Mh (Megahistories) were calculated
for all cases, although it is clear that for
channel estimates of reactivity and
reactivity change such a large number of
histories is not required.

Table 1 lists the reactivity and
reactivity differences for the three
different channel lengths under both
voided and fully cooled conditions. In
the following tables the reactivity loss to
axial leakage denoted by £, is defined by

at constant coolant conditions, and the
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Table 1. Summary of MCNP Reactivities. (Reactivity differences and errors are given in mk.)

Channel length £(mk)

cooled 1.1284±0.1 1.1175±0.1

600 cm voided 1.1503±0.1 1.1395±0.1

p(mk)

cooled 1.1284±0.1 1.0730±0.1

250 cm voided 1.1503±0.1 1.0927±0.1

p(mk)

cooled 1.1284±0.1 0.92945±0.2

120 cm voided 1.1503±0.1 0.94357±0.2

p(mk)

Table 2. Summary of WIMS-AECL Reactivities. (Reactivity differences and errors are given in mk.)

Bz
2 and length £(mk)

0.25 89x1 (T4 cm"2 cooled 1.1325 1.1220

0.2604x10-4 cm"2 voided 1.1554 1.1439

600 cm p(mk)

0.1393xlO-3 cm- cooled 1.1325 1.0776

0.1377xlO-3 cm"2 voided 1.1554 1.0963

250 cm p(mk)

0.5591x10° cm"2 cooled 1.1325 0.9335±0.2

0.55l6xl03 cm-

120 cm

voided

p(mk)

1.1554 0.9421±0.2
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void reactivity p is defined by

p s k[void) -k{cooled)

for constant channel length.

From calculated values of Bz
2 obtained by fitting the axial flux distribution to a cosine shape [3], it is

possible to simulate the same cases on a deterministic code such as WIMS-AECL or LATREP. This has
been done, and the reactivities corresponding to each of the fitted bucklings are listed in Table 2.

In Table 2, it can be seen that the computed bucklings for the higher leakage channel lengths
decrease when the channel is voided, corresponding to a greater extrapolation length; in the channel with
the largest length, the buckling unexpectedly increases. There does not seem to be an explanation for this
occurrence, except that the errors for each of the bucklings are of the order of ±0.1%, so that the
bucklings associated with the voided and cooled cases almost overlap within statistical and fitting errors.
One consequence of the error associated with the fitted bucklings is that in the highest leakage case the
error associated with Bz

2 leads to a statistical error in the deterministic prediction of ke(r listed in Table
2. This error has been treated as if it were statistically independent in the following.

The difference between Tables 1 and 2 is instructive. In each of the three cases, the void
reactivity p decreases in the presence of axial leakage. This is expected, because of the increased
streaming associated with a voided channel. However, the WIMS-AECL prediction of this decrease is
consistently greater than that predicted by MCNP, as is best seen in the high leakage case, where the
MCNP-predicted decrease of

p = 21.9-14.1=7.8±0.2 mk

in void reactivity in the presence of axial leakage does not compare favourably with the value of

p = 22.9-8.8=14.l±0.3 mk

predicted by WIMS-AECL. For the low leakage channel corresponding to an operating CANDU reactor,
this difference is still perceptible, even within the statistical bounds of the reactivities.

The reason for the discrepancies can be identified in a table of differences. Table 3 lists the reactivity
differences

àkef£=keff (MCNP) -keff ( WIMS-AECL)

and the second differences

ÔE (ink) = £ (MCNP) -£ ( WIMS-AECL)

Ôp s p (MCNP) -p (WIMS-AECL) .
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Table 3. Summary of reactivity differences between MCNP and WIMS-AECL in mk.

length 5k. 6£(mk)

cooled -4.1±0.1 -4.6±0.1

600 cm voided -5.1±0.1 -4.4±0.1

ôp(mk)

cooled -4.1±0.1 -4.6±0.1

250 cm voided -5.0±0.1 -3.7±0.1

5p(mk)

cooled -4.1±0.1 -4.1±0.3

120 cm voided -5.1±0.1 1.5±0.3

5p(mk)

It is particularly noteworthy that the precision of the MCNP estimates is sufficient that discrepancies in
second differences can be detected.

The results of Table 3 are consistent with an overal bias of about 4.5 mk in the WIMS-AECL
reactivity estimates, compared to those of MCNP. Although this bias is larger than expected, it is
reasonable, given the different models used by the two codes, and is most likely due to differences in the
temperature dependence of cross sections that are used by the two codes. Any temperature effects are
not expected to affect the coefficient predictions appreciably. Superimposed on the overall reactivity bias,
however, is a tendency of WIMS-AECL to overpredict the reactivity loss due to leakage in the voided
case. This is evident from the tendency of S£ to become more negative in the voided case only as the
channel length decreases and leakage increases. This effect shows up as a discrepancy in Sp for the case
of large leakage as well. A simple explanation for these observations is that the calculation of the
diffusion coefficient Dz by WIMS-AECL in the voided case is incorrect by a few percent.

A 1 to 2% decrease in Dz for the void case only as calculated by WIMS-AECL would be
sufficient to account for the leakage discrepancy and would restore all reactivity differences to a constant
bias of about 4.5 mk. This is consistent with the predictions of axial diffusion coefficient found in the
MCNP analysis [3] and an equivalent WIMS-AECL calculation to be discussed elsewhere [4]. The net
result is the possibility that WIMS-AECL is underpredicting p by about 1 mk for a CANDU lattice, or
about 5% at this level of approximation, due to a 1 to 2% overprediction of the axial diffusion coefficient
in the voided case. However, a discrepancy of this magnitude should appear in detailed comparisons of
reactivity for ZED-2 lattices, and such an effect has not been seen. A possible explanation is that there
is a compensating error in the WIMS-AECL calculation of radial diffusion coefficient that has not yet
been investigated by the new methods.
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Abstract

Limitations of the method for estimating void effect in CANDU using lattice cell calculations are
examined. Of primary concern is the supercriticality of the lattice cell, which can lead to significantly
different conclusions in parametric studies when two slightly different definitions of "void effect" are used
(Akeff or Ap). It is not clear which definition is more appropriate in lattice cells with high excess
reactivity, and terminology is suggested which distinguishes between these two. The problem can be
partly avoided by taking lattice cell calculations at mid-burnup when excess reactivity is low, or by forcing
criticality. The spectral effects of forced criticality can differ significantly depending upon the method
chosen, and again very different conclusions in parametric studies can be drawn. Also addressed is the
question of modelling the increase in leakage in the voided lattice cell, and the question of neglecting the
changes in mean neutron generation time, A); upon voiding.

Introduction

Lattice cell calculations are often used alone in parametric studies to estimate the reactivity effect
initiated by coolant voiding in CANDU. There is considerable incentive for this approach. Geometry and
material perturbations can be modelled with realistic detail, while the simplicity of a cell model still allows
extensive parametric studies, including burnup, to be performed. Care must be taken, however, to
recognize the shortcomings of this process when interpreting results. The concept of reactivity is
sometimes maligned in the name of analytical efficiency, and quite often validity is maintained purely
because reactor multiplication keff is close to unity. The results in this paper will show, however, that in
certain cases slightly different perceptions of reactivity can lead to very inconsistent interpretations of
physical behaviour.

Since simple lattice cell calculations begin with the assumption of an infinite lattice, any leakage
in the lattice is necessarily a user-defined construct. The validity of assuming identical buckling values
for both the non-voided and voided cases is also examined in this paper. Finally, in parametric studies
one may be tempted to overlook the framework of neutron point kinetics in which reactivity is but a single
parameter (albeit the most important and characteristic parameter). An approximation is made, based on
lattice cell results, of the degree of kinetic behaviour that is missed by concentrating on reactivity alone.

The lattice cell code used is WIMS-AECL1 in its PIT mode with the full 69-group structure of the
Winfrith library. All calculations were performed on a PC/486 machine. Nominal geometric buckling
values of BR = 4.826 x 10s cm'2 and Bz = 2.794 x 10s cm"2 were used, except where noted otherwise.

A Conflict of Concepts

Reactivity, p(r), is a term arising in the formulae of reactor point kinetics2, where all terms have
their traditional meanings:
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M l = P(O-gj n ( 0 + y* A.C.(O , (l)
rfr A J Zwi=1

(2)

and is defined simply as the fractional deviation of kcff from unity:

• (3)

Reactivity is necessarily a global parameter; that is, it measures the neutronic response of the core as a
whole to any perturbation, regardless of how localized this perturbation may be. However, in their basic
application (without the use of supercells), lattice cell codes like WIMS-AECL assume a repetitive cell
environment surrounding the cell of interest and thus any perturbations are always globally distributed.
If the coolant temperature and density dependence of p(r) were to be defined as in Equation (4),

P ( 0
 = ^ i dT!fW(o + (^W)l . w

where 7} and dt are the temperature and density in thennalhydraulic region j , then WIMS-AECL would
calculate a quantity approximating Equation (5) where all quantities are constant over the reactor core:

P(0 = feW) + (i&Wo . (5)

This global nature means that results from simple WIMS calculations of reactivity effects are valid
for homogeneously fuelled and globally perturbed cores. CANDU cores past their commissioning stage
are never homogeneously fuelled, typically containing fuel bundles at all stages of the fuel cycle, and
therefore a WIMS calculation at mid-buraup comes closest to modelling an equilibrium core3. Coolant
voiding can be a global core perturbation, although the chances of complete LOCA are small due to the
two-loop circuit design.

In this context "voiding" is defined as a 100% loss of D2O coolant from the core, leaving all other
material specifications, as well as lattice geometry, constant. Concurrent reactivity effects associated with
temperature rise are not modelled, nor are second-order physical effects such as thermal expansion of
materials. Voiding is assumed instantaneous, with no accounting of response from the reactor's reactivity
regulation system. Such analysis is therefore of an isolated effect, but indicative of its contribution to
system behaviour in a realistic upset scenario.

Relative Vs. Absolute Reactivity Effects

A simple lattice cell approximation of the void effect in a CANDU core is achieved by calculating
keff before and after voiding, and comparing results. The problem that now arises is the fact that lattice
cell keJT before voiding is never exactly 1.0, while the operational core which one wishes to model is held
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by additional reactivity mechanisms at krS = 1.0. The "effect", therefore, is usually given either as a
reactivity perturbation relative to the non-voided (cooled) case:

KeffKeff

or simply as a ^perturbation:

(6)

(7)

where in both cases the superscripts v and c refer to the voided and cooled cases, respectively. When keS

is close to unity both Equations (6) and (7) yield similar results; when /^differs from unity significantly
the lack of normalization in Equation (7) gives it a much different result. Since both definitions of "void
effect" see usage in this field and both are measured in units of "mk", it is proposed in the interest of
clarity that Ap as defined by Equation (6) be termed the void reactivity effect, and AktJf as defined by
Equation (7) be termed the void criticality effect.

In Figure 1 both measures of void effect in a 37-element fresh fuel CANDU lattice is plotted
against fuel enrichment, from natural fuel up to 2 wt% enrichment. Obviously, there is not only a
discrepancy in magnitude between the two definitions, but also in direction of the trend, which is a much
more ominous situation.

22
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Figure 1. Zero-Buraup Void Effect vs. Enrichment: Ap and Akefr

The case comparing natural and 1.2% enriched fuel is presented in Table 1 for illustrative purposes. Here,
the method of Equation (6) predicts a 4 mk decrease in the void effect if 1.2% enriched fuel were used
instead of natural fuel, while the method of Equation (7) predicts a 1 mk increase. This relatively small
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difference of 5 mk between the two methods is not as important as the fact that one method leads to the
conclusion of a benefit in moving to slightly enriched fuel in terms of void effect reduction, while the
other suggests a detriment (for a zero-burnup core).

Table 1. Zero-Bumup Void Effect For Natural and 1.2% Enriched
37-Element Fresh CANDU Fuel

Method For Calculating
Void Effect

Ap [Eqn.(6)]

A/r8ff [Eqn.(7)]

Natural Fuel

16.8 mk

19.9 mk

1.2 wt% Enriched Fuel

12.8 mk

21.2 mk

The question is: which method is more realistic? Equation (6) is certainly consistent with the
definition of reactivity in Equation (3), and yet reactivity by itself represents a perturbation to a critical
system, making Equation (6) a perturbation to a perturbation. The first of these perturbations, as
discussed, would really be zero in a critical core. On the other hand Equation (7), while deviating from
the original definition of reactivity, still represents an intuitive expression of absolute change in neutron
multiplication. One might reason that if the method of Equation (6) were indeed flawed, then a simple
difference like that in Equation (7) should still suffice to describe the proper trends.

Addition of Extra Lattice Buckling

The crux of the problem is the significant amount of excess reactivity added to the CANDU lattice
when enriched fuel is used. Under operating conditions this reactivity would be suppressed with
adjustable or burnable absorbers, or with fuel shuffling. If ope could approximate this situation by adding
enough buckling to the cell to produce a critical lattice (keJT= 1.0), then certainly more light would be
shed. Such an artificial state of criticality, however, should not be interpreted as an accurate model;
spectral effects corresponding to a realistic reactivity suppression would not be included. Using the critical
material buddings supplied by the WEMS-AECL buckling search for the cases of natural and enriched fuel
C^cnt = 2-85 x 10"* cm'2 and 8.52 x 10"* cm'2, respectively), the summaries of results shown in Table 2
and Table 3 can be made for zero and mid-burnup cases, respectively.

TaWe 2. Summary of Zero-Burnup Void Effects for Natural and 1.2% Enriched
Fuel Lattice, With Geometric and Critical Buddings.

Method For Calculating
Void Effect

Ap [Eqn.(6)]

A/w [Eqn.(7)]

Natural Fuel

With Geometric
Buddings

16.8 mk

19.9 mk

With Critical
Buddings

15.7 mk

15.9 mk

1.2 wt% Enriched Fuel

With Geometric
Buddings

12.8 mk

21.2 mk

With Critical
Buddings

6.8 mk

6.8 mk
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From Table 2 we see that the zero-buraup void effect drops by about 9 ink if 1.2% enriched fuel
were used instead of natural fuel, according to the calculation using critical buddings. This is in contrast
to the 4 mk decrease calculated using geometric buddings and Equation (6), and the 1 mk increase
predicted using geometric buddings and Equation (7). Thus, at the stage of zero-burnup when excess
lattice reactivities are large, both Equations (6) and (7) produce sizeable discrepancies between the
standard calculation and the artificially critical calculation. Equation (6), however, does predict the same
trend with both geometric and critical buddings.

Looking only at the results for Equation (6) in Table 2 (first row), an explanation is needed for
the disparity between the 9 mk and 4 mk improvements in void effect, predicted using critical and
geometric buddings, respectively, when switching from natural to 1.2% enriched fuel. The answer lies
in the relative importance of leakage to overall neutron loss in the cell. For the cases using geometric
buddings the proportion of leakage in overall cell loss is 3% for both natural and 1.2% enriched fuel
(calculated using WIMS-AECL output information). When critical buddings are used, however, this
proportion increases from 9% for natural fuel to 22% for 1.2% enriched fuel, because of the larger
buddings necessary in the latter case in order to force criticality. Since both fast and epithermal leakage
terms will increase upon voiding, this greater leakage importance (by over a faaor of two) with 1.2%
enriched fuel and critical buddings introduces greater neutron loss upon voiding, tending to counter the
non-leakage void effect of a decrease in resonance absorption, while supplementing the non-leakage void
effect of an increase in fast absorption. This is the major reason for the difference in void effect
improvement, by more than a factor of two, although it should be kept in mind that this is still just a
numerical experiment at this point.

Table 3. Summary of Mid-Burnup Void Effects for Natural and 1.2% Enriched
Fuel Lattice, With Geometric and Critical Buddings.

Method For Calculating
Void Effect

Ap [Eqn.(6)]

A/re/r [Eqn.(7)]

Natural Fuel
(mid-bumup = 3800 MWd/Te)

With Geometric
Buddings

13.3 mk

14.1 mk

With Critical
Buddings

12.9 mk

13.0 mk

1.2% Enriched Fuel
(mid-burnup = 10300 MWd/Te)

With Geometric
Buddings

14.2 mk

14.9mk

With Critical
Buddings

13.8 mk

14.0 mk

Since excess lattice reactivity decreases with burnup, it is not surprising that the differences
between the methods of Equation (6) and (7) are much smaller in Table 3 (5 1 mk). The two methods
both predict about a 1 mk increase in mid-burnup void effect if 1.2% enriched fuel were used instead of
natural fuel, and the calculations using critical buddings give similar predictions. In the case of Equation
(7) the void effects with critical buddings are about 1 mk less than with geometric buddings, while they
are almost identical in the case of Equation (6).

Therefore, based on this assessment the following observations can be made:

(1) Zero-burnup (startup) lattices present a special problem for reactivity effect prediction using
a lattice code. Even though the assumption of a uniform material composition throughout the core is most
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realistic at this time, the high excess lattice reactivity — which is artificially suppressed in an operating
core — distorts the predictions made using conventional ideas of reactivity.

(2) Equation (6), which calculates Ap, tends to produce results with geometric buddings that are
more consistent with an artificially critical situation. There is no basis shown here, however, for believing
that Equation (6) will be better for every scenario.

(3) The analysis at mid-burnup shows little discrepancy between Equation (6) and (7), and high
consistency between geometric and critical buckling cases. This is simply due to excess lattice reactivity
at this point being very close to zero. Since mid-burnup represents the best approximation that a lattice
code like WIMS can make of an equilibrium CANDU core, it is therefore a good idea to always calculate
the void effect at this point. The exception, of course, occurs when the void effect of a fresh core is
sought.

Creating a "Critical" Zero-Burnup Lattice with Borated Moderator

The question must be addressed of whether or not a lattice cell code like WIMS can be used
estimate the void effect in a fresh CANDU core. The sensitivity of void effect to the choice of buddings
(geometric vs. critical) was demonstrated above, leading one to seek a more realistic approximation of
system criticality for our component (lattice cell) model. The inclusion in the model of a burnable poison
such as Boron, usually added to fresh CANDU core moderators, is here examined. In this case the same
approach as with critical buddings is used: enough absorber is added to the moderator to create a critical
lattice. The difference here is the spatial location of the extra absorption, which one expects would better
approximate a realistic state of zero-bumup reactivity suppression.

With the same geometric buckling used before (B2 = 7.62 x 10s cm'2), the concentration of soluble
Boron required in the moderator to create a critical lattice was found to be 0.001 wt% (10 ppm) for the
case of natural fuel, and 0.0042 wt% (42 ppm) for the case of 1.2% enriched fuel. The void effects are
about 21 mk for natural fuel and about 25 mk for 1.2% enriched fuel. These "borated moderator" void
effects are compared in Table 4 with the previous void effects found using geometric and critical
buddings.

With Boron added to the moderator at zero-burnup conditions, this model predicts a 4 mk penalty
in void effect assodated with the move from natural to 1.2% enriched fuel, which is in contrast with the
4 mk and 9 mk benefits predicted with the models using geometric and critical buddings, respectively.
Even more important is the large disagreement among the void effects predicted by the three models for
each fuel type. The void effects when Boron is included tend to be larger because the thermal flux
decreases significantly in the moderator region of the lattice cell upon voiding, adding positive reactivity
because of the Boron's presence in that region. In going from natural to 1.2% enriched fuel this effect
is enhanced by the higher Boron concentration (about fourfold higher) needed to bring about a critical
lattice.

An important dependence on criticality modelling is thus demonstrated for the situation of a fresh
CANDU core. Compared to the "reference" non-critical case of using simple, geometric buddings, the
substitution of critical buddings tends to reduce the void effect through enhanced leakage upon voiding
in the epithermal and fast spectrum, while the addition of Boron to the moderator tends to amplify the
void effect through enhanced thermal utilization upon voiding.
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Table 4. Summary of Zero-Bumup Void Effects for Natural and 1.2% Enriched Fuel Lattice,
Including the Case of Borated Moderator

Method For
Calculating
Void Effect

Ap [Eqn.(6)]

[Eqn.(7)]

Natural Fuel

With
Geometric
BucWings

16.8 mk

19.9 mk

With
Critical

Bucklings

15.7 mk

15.9 mk

With
Geometric
Bucklings

and
Borated

Moderator

21.3mk

21.7mk

1.2% Enriched Fuel

With
Geometric
Bucklings

12.8 mk

21.2 mk

With
Critical

Buckiings

6.8 mk

6.8 mk

With
Geometric
Bucklings

and Borated
Moderator

25.1 mk

25.8 mk

The Question of Leakage

The analysis here has employed identical buckling values for both the non-voided and voided
lattices. Change in leakage upon voiding thus depends only on change in WIMS diffusion coefficient and
flux, reflecting void-induced perturbations to material cross-sections and neutron spectrum, respectively.
In the case of geometric bucklings this should be satisfactory since geometry is constant The issue that
arises with the use of critical material bucklings and "critically" borated moderator, however, is the nature
of any void-induced changes in the control of system criticality which these methods attempt to model.
This would include automatic regulation such as the moving of control rods or adjustment of light-water
zone control units. The earlier definition of voiding clearly excludes such systemic factors, and therefore
the analysis here is consistent with this definition. Furthermore, continuous full-power refuelling in
opposing directions in adjacent CANDU channels ensures an almost symmetric axial flux profile
throughout burnup history; therefore, total voiding is not expected to perturb the shape function (and
therefore buckling) significantly. The results of single channel Monte-Carlo modelling at zero-burnup4

lend support to these expectations.

It remains to question how well WIMS models leakage in a voided core through a modified
diffusion coefficient, especially in the axial direction where one would expect neutron streaming to
increase significantly upon voiding. This is a question best answered through comparison with non-
deterministic analysis, either by experiment or by Monte-Carlo calculations. A recent paper5 compares
WIMS-AECL and the Monte-Carlo code MCNP-46 in terms of the calculated relative perturbations in
leakage and its diffusion theory components. The results show a minor overprediction in the size of
WIMS-AECL diffusion coefficient perturbations and a negative bias in the flux perturbation, with a
resulting cancellation that leads to reasonable agreement in the leakage perturbation.

Consideration of Neutron Lifetime

Although reactivity, p(r), is the traditional parameter used to characterize kinetic behaviour in a
reactor core, neutron density, n(t), and precursor density, C,W, really depend upon the ratios p/A and p/A
as illustrated in Equations (1) and (2). Here p is the delayed neutron fraction and A is the "mean
generation time" between the birth and loss of a neutron through fission, defined as
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A - {- , (8)
K<ff

where I is prompt-neutron lifetime (which corresponds to mean generation time under critical conditions
where keJT = 1.0). The validity of neglecting changes upon voiding in mean generation time, A, is here
examined.

In multigroup diffusion form we can define prompt-neutron lifetime, /, and effective multiplication,
keJp respectively as:

w . k =

Substituting these definitions into Equation (8) leads to a multigroup expression for mean generation time:

The numerator in Equation (10) can be expected to decrease in value upon voiding due to spectrum
hardening, while the denominator can be expected to increase upon voiding due to the loss of thermal
upscattering and the resulting spectral shift towards higher fission cross-section. The increase in the
denominator will be less in an equilibrium lattice due to the shift away from the 0.3 eV Pu239 resonance.
In general, therefore, one would expect the neutron mean generation time, A, to decrease upon voiding
(less so in equilibrium fuel), leading to an increase in the kinetic parameters p/A and p/A beyond any
behaviour predicted with the assumption of a constant A. The question, then, is whether or not this extra
effect is negligible.

With WIMS-AECL Equation (10) can be approximated using cell-averaged fluxes and cross-
sections, and taking neutron speed, vg, to be the flux-weighted average of group boundary speeds:

V. - f c ) - , ^ ; <£«>s (11)

where mn is the neutron mass. This was carried out for the "reference" case of CANDU lattice voiding
with geometric buddings, at both zero-burnup and mid-burnup. As expected the approximated values of
A decreased upon voiding, by a relative value of 5% for the zero-burnup case, and by 4% for the mid-
burnup case.

With these changes in A taken into account the parameter p/A was found to increase by 30% upon
voiding at zero-burnup and 77% at mid-burnup, compared with "constant-A" increases upon voiding of
23% at zero-burnup and 69% at mid-burnup. The parameter p/A was found to increase upon voiding by
6% and 4% at zero-burnup and mid-bumup, respectively, compared with zero change if p and A are
assumed to be constant with voiding. The delayed neutron fraction for U-235, P235 = 0.007, was the
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assumed value for the fuel at zero-burnup, and a weighted sum of the U-235 and Pu-239 p-values was
used at mid-bumup. The weights were 50% each, or (3^ = 0.5p\35 + 0.5p\39 = 0.0046, corresponding to
an approximately equal average cell neutron yield (vZ$) from each of these isotopes at mid-burnup. All
of these results are summarized in Table 5, along with the effect on the combined parameter (p-p*)/A
which appears in Equation (1).

Table 5. Effect of Coolant Voiding on Point Kinetics Parameters, With and Without Accounting
for Changes in Neutron Mean Generation Time, A

Zero-Burnup

Mid-Burnup

A variable

A constant

A variable

A constant

p/A

+30%

+23%

+77%

+69%

p/A

+6%

0%

+4%

0%

(P-P)/A

+33%

+26%

+99%

+90%

Thus, the effect of including changes in mean neutron generation time with voiding in the
reference CANDU lattice cell is a greater increase in kinetics parameters by about 10%. This effect
should be viewed in the context of the isolated voiding phenomenon which has been modelled here;
concurrent physical effects such as thermal Doppler resonance broadening might also decrease the mean
neutron generation time in the lattice, compounding the effect.

Conclusions

Lattice cell calculations of the void effect in CANDU are significantly influenced by large
deviations from criticality. The nature of this influence is dependent upon the definition of void effect
being used (eg. Ap, Afcf/r) and the method used to model a critical system (eg. critical material buddings,
burnable poison in moderator). Void effect calculations at mid-bumup, which come closest to modelling
an equilibrium CANDU core, benefit from a reduced keff which removes many of the problems, and the
most consistent void effect predictions appear to be with the Ap definition of void effect at mid-burnup.
The nomenclature of void reactivity effect and void criticality effect is proposed for Ap and Aktff,
respectively.

Modelling a CANDU core at zero-burnup presents a special problem for lattice codes because of
the high excess reactivity of the fuel. If material buddings, instead of geometric buddings, are used to
calculate system leakage, the prediaed void effect is lower due to enhancement of the epithermal leakage
contribution (normally negative) upon voiding. If the moderator is borated to achieve criticality, the
predicted void effect is higher due to enhancement of thermal utilization contribution (normally positive)
upon voiding. Both trends are more pronounced if higher enrichment fuel is used.

In the current configuration of CANDU leakage is not a large factor and therefore any error in
the leakage perturbation calculated by a lattice cell code does not significantly affect the validity of the
predictions of these codes. In any case, errors in the calculation of leakage perturbation have been shown
to be minor.
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Neglecting changes in neutron lifetime can lead to an underestimation of the increase in point
kinetics parameters upon voiding by up to 10%, estimated with a WIMS-AECL calculation of a reference
CANDU lattice cell. If an increase in fuel temperature (not modelled here) accompanies the coolant
channel voiding, then a further reduction in neutron lifetime would be additive with the void effect
described here. Furthermore, advanced fuel designs could presumably alter significantly the relative
change in neutron lifetime upon voiding, and therefore studies seeking to optimize reactivity effects of any
kind should not neglect, a priori, kinetics parameters other than reactivity itself (p).
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Abstract
The spent PWR fuel can be reused in the CANDU reactor by the DUPIC fuel cycle. The

characteristics of the spent PWR fuel will be inherited to the refabricated DUPIC fuel. This
feature of the DUPIC fuel cycle is the basis for the fuel material mass balance as well as the
reactor physics analysis carried out in this study. A comparative study was also conducted on
the neutronics of the DUPIC fuel to the natural uranium fuel for the wide range of several
parameters.

I. Introduction
The feasibility study of the DUPIC fuel cycle[ 1,2] has been performed in Korea in the past few

years to find out its potential benefits such as efficient utilization of the fissile material and reduction
in the spent fuel disposal. The concept of the DUPIC fuel cycle is to reuse the spent PWR fuel in CANDU
reactor by a dry refabrication process(OREOX)[3]. The spent fuel will be decladed and undergo the
oxidation and reduction repeatedly until the complete powder is formed. During this process most of the
volatile and semi-volatile fission products (Xe, Cs, Ru, Kr, I, and etc.) are removed.

In drder to assess the DUPIC fuel cycle, the characteristics of the fuel material flow involved at
every stage of the cycle (to be referred as 'mass flow' from now on) are analyzed based on the reactor
physics calculation. The gain in the natural uranium savings and spent fuel disposal are evaluated by the
parametric study of the spent PWR fuel and DUPIC fuel characteristics. For this study we have used a
point reactor model which assumes the uniform distribution of fuel burnup in the CANDU core. The
results of this calculation will be used for the economics analysis of the DUPIC fuel cycle.

The key parameter distinguishing the DUPIC fuel from natural uranium is the fissile content
including the isotopic composition. The neutron spectrum is harder in the DUPIC fuel system because of
the higher fissile content, and the performance of the reactivity device will degrade in the DUPIC fueled
CANDU reactor. We have estimated some of the important kinetic parameters of the DUPIC fuel. These
parameters will be used in the future safety analysis and possibly guide the future design change of
reactivity control system.

H. Calculational Model

II.1 PWR Lattice Model
The KOFA in 950 MWe YGN 1 plant was selected as the reference spent PWR fuel type for this

study. [4] The characteristics of the reference plant simplified in this study is summarized in Table 1. The
composition of the spent fuel was obtained from the WIMS-AECL depeletion calculation[5] using a pin
cell model. The reference enrichment and discharge bumup were 3.5 w/o and 35 MWD/KGU, respectively.

As the DUPIC fuel cycle may have to accommodate the spent fuel of different bumup, the pin cell
calculation was performed for other fuel types such initial enrichment as 3.1, 3.8,4.1, and 4.4 w/o. The
discharge bumup and number of fuel batches were obtained based on the reference fuel (3.5 w/o) using the
linear reactivity model [6] as in Table 2.
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Table 1. Characteristics of 950 MWe PWR Plant

Reactor power
Specific power
Load factor
Cycle length
Number of assembly
U mass/assembly
Number of rods/assembly
Number of batches

2775 MWth
40.17 MW/TU
0.8
290 FPD
157
440 kg
264
3.0 (35 MWD/KGU)

Table 2. Fuel Management Parameters of Reference PWR plant

Enrichment
(w/o)
3.1
3.5*
3.8
4.1
4.4

Discharge bumup
(MWD/KGU)

28
35
40
45
50

Number of
batches

2.4
3.0
3.5
3.9
4.3

r reference enrichment

II.2 CANDU Lattice Model

The CANDU core used in DUPIC fuel cycle is the 713 MWe CANDU-6 which is under operation
at Wolsung site. The characteristics of the CANDU-6 loaded with natural uranium (advanced CANDU
fuel geometry [7]) is given in Table 3. The k» values of the natural uranium fuel was calculated by both
the POWDERPUFS-V[8] and WIMS-AECL, and the results are compared each other in Fig.l, where the
POWDERPUFS-V is a CANDU design code. The WIMS-AECL predicts the k« fairly well until 8000
MWD/MTU. The k^ values of the DUPIC fuel with different initial enrichment are compared each
other along with natural uranium fuel in Fig.2.

Table 3. Characteristics of 713 MWe CANDU-6

Thermal power
Load factor
Number of channels
Number of bundles
Average discharge bumup

2158.8 MWth
0.9
380
4560
7299 MWD/TU

For an on-line refueling reactor like a CANDU the discharge burnup is achieved at the point
where the area above the line k=kf in the k-versus-burnup plot (Fig.l) equals the area below that line[9].
The reference kf is typically 1.054 and 1.044 for the natural uranium and DUPIC fuel, respectively.
The refueling rate can be calculated from the discharge burnup if the bundles are distributed uniformly
within the bumup range. The daily burnup of each fuel bundle is 25.45 MWD/TU [=(2158.5 MW x 1 FPD)
/(4560 x 0.0186 TU) ] for the natural uranium fuel bundle. The burnup interval between each adjacent
bundle is 7268.8/4560 = 1.59 MWD/TU where 7268.8 is the discharge burnup obtained with kf=1.054. In
order to compensate for the daily reactivity loss due to average fuel burnup of 25.45 MWD/TU, a daily
supply of 16 ( =25.45/1.59 ) bundles is required. The results of this point reactor model are compared
in Table 4 with those of 3-dimensional FMDP[10] model for both natural uranium and 35 MWD/KGU
DUPIC fuel.
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Table 4. Comparison of Discharge Bumup and Refueling Rate

Natural
Uranium

DUPIC
(35 MWD/KGU)

WIMS FMDP

Discharge bumup(MWD/TU) 7268.8 7299.4
Refueling rate(Bdl/FPD) 16.0 16.0

Discharge burnup(MWD/TU) 19301.1 19504.7
Refueling rate(Bdl/FPD) 6.5 6.4

m . Mass Balance of the DUPIC Fuel Cycle

m . l PWR Discharge Burnup
The consumption of spent PWR fuel in the CANDU reactor depends on the fuel properties to be

fed into the CANDU reactor system. The discharge burnup of PWR fuel tends to increase as the nuclear
fuel technology improves. The discharge burnup of DUPIC fuel and refueling rate were calculated at
different spent PWR fuel discharge burnups as given in Table 5.

In this section the mass flow of DUPIC fuel cycle was calculated and compared to that of
once-through fuel cycle. The reference system for the DUPIC fuel cycle is composed of one CANDU unit
and the equivalent number of PWR units as necessary to feed one CANDU. The number of PWR units,
which could supply the fuel material as required for a CANDU at full power, is given in column 3 of
Table 6.

For the consistent comparison between PWR and CANDU fuel the requirement of PWR feed
material was converted to that of natural uranium, i.e., 33.62 ton of 3.1 w/o PWR fuel corresponds to 231.35
ton [= 33.62 x (3.1-0.3) / (0.711-0.3) / (0.995)2 ] of natural uranium, where 0.3 represents the tails
enrichment and 0.995 is the recovery factor from fabrication and conversion. The amount of natural
uranium was normalized again to a system that would produce total electric power of 1000 MWe, as shown
in Table 7.

The highly burned spent PWR fuel makes the fuel utilization in CANDU very inefficient, which
results in the feed material increase per unit electricity production. The trends of the feed and discharged
mass flow in Table 7 are different each other for the DUPIC cycle because the feed mass is normalized to the
natural uranium while the discharged mass is not.

111.2 Cooling Time
The spent PWR fuel is usually stored in the cooling pool for the adequate period of time before

they are reused or permanantly disposed of. For the DUPIC fuel cycle the cooling time may be determined
based on the optimal fuel cycle strategy. Considering the relatively short half-life (14.7 yr) of Pu241,
the feed enrichment of the DUPIC fuel is subject to change and so is the fuel material balance. For this
study a reference fuel with 35 MWD/KGU bumup and 10 years cooling was selected for the analysis. The
effect of different cooling period of 5, 20, and 30 years are summarized in Tables 8-10.

111.3 Pellet Density
The fresh DUPIC fuel contains some amount of fission products. They constitute highly complex

chemical composition in the fuel and could become a factor which makes DUPIC fuel fabrication costly.
If the effect of pellet density does not tax much on the fabrication cost of the DUPIC fuel, a reasonable
assumption could be made on the flexibility in the pellet density.

In the reference DUPIC fuel calculation it was assumed that the total isotopic density of the DUPIC
fuel is the same as that of PWR virgin fuel. In this section we have estimated the effect of the pellet density
(100, 90 and 80% of the natural uranium CANDU fuel) to the fuel material balance and the results are
given in Tables 11-13.
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It should be noted that the actual effect of the lower pellet density to the mass balance is to increase
the refueling rate and the physical volume of the spent fuel from CANDU reactor. As the amount of fuel
material per bundle decreases with the density decreases, the annual feed is affected little due to the
compensation in the refueling rate.

Table 5. Refueling Rate vs. Spent PWR Fuel Bumup

PWR burnup
(MWD/KGU)

28
35
40
45
50

Equilibrium burnup
(MWD/KGU)

10.7
9.5
8.6
7.8
7.0

Discharge burnup
(MWD/KGU)

21.9
19.3
17.3
15.7
14.1

Refueling rate
(Bdl/FPD)

5.7
6.5
7.3
8.0
9.0

Table

PWR burnup
(MWD/KGU)

28

35

40

45

50

6. Annual Fuel Material Balance(ton) vs. Spent PWR Fuel Burnup

Reactor
type

PWR
CANDU

PWR
CANDU

PWR
CANDU

PWR
CANDU

PWR
CANDU

Plant
No.

1.17
1.00

1.66
1.00

2.18
1.00

2.66
1.00

3.30
1.00

Once-through

Feed

33.62(3.10)*
97.76(0.71)

38.11(3.50)
97.76(0.71)

43.06(3.80)
97.76(0.71)

47.19(4.10)
97.76(0.71)

53.09(4.40)
97.76(0.71)

Discharge

32.65(1.62)
97.03(0.50)

36.73(1.61)
97.03(0.50)

41.25(1.60)
97.03(0.50)

44.96(1.60)
97.03(0.50)

50.30(1.59)
97.03(0.50)

DUPIC

Feed

33.62(3.10)
32.65(1.59)

38.11(3.50)
36.73(1.57)

43.06(3.80)
41.25(1.56)

47.18(4.10)
44.96(1.55)

53.09(4.40)
50.30(1.54)

Discharge

31.90(0.50)

35.98(0.56)

40.50(0.62)

44.21(0.67)

49.54(0.72)

• fissile (U235+Pu239+Pu241) enrichment

Table 7. Normalized Mass Flow(ton) vs. Spent PWR Fuel Burnup

PWR burnup
(MWD/KGU)

28
35
40
45
50

Once-through

Feed (Nat. U)

181.20
173.93
168.51
167.18
165.38

Discharge

71.08
58.53
49.67
43.82
38.29

DUPIC

Feed (Nat. U)

126.80
131.15
133.04
135.99
139.72

Discharge

17.48
15.74
14.55
13.65
12.87

Table 8. Refueling Rate vs. Cooling Time

Cooling time
(years)

5
10
20
30

Equilibrium burnup
(MWD/KGU)

9.8
9.5
8.9
8.5

Discharge burnup
(MWD/KGU)

20.0
19.3
17.8
16.8

Refueling rate
(Bdl/FPD)

6.2
6.5
7.0
7.4
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Table 9. Annual Fuel Material Balance(ton) vs. Cooling Time

Cooling time
(years)

5

10

20

30

Reactor
type

PWR
CANDU

PWR
CANDU

PWR
CANDU

PWR
CANDU

Plant
No.

1.59
1.00

1.66
1.00

1.79
1.00

1.90
1.00

Once-through

Feed

36.57(3.50)*
97.76(0.71)

38.11(3.50)
97.76(0.71)

41.29(3.50)
97.76(0.71)

43.65(3.50)
97.76(0.71)

Discharge

35.24(1.61)
97.03(0.50)

36.73(1.61)
97.03(0.50)

39.79(1.61)
97.03(0.50)

42.07(1.61)
97.03(0.50)

DUPIC

Feed

36.57(3.50)
35.24(1.59)

38.11(3.50)
36.73(1.57)

41.29(3.50)
39.79(1.54)

43.65(3.50)
42.07(1.52)

Discharge

34.50(0.55)

35.98(0.56)

39.03(0.60)

41.30(0.63)

' fissile (U235+Pu239+Pu241) enrichment

Table 10. Normalized Mass Flow(ton) vs. Cooling Time

Cooling time
(years)

5
10
20
30

Once-through

Feed (Nat. U)

173.75
173.93
176.14
176.62

Discharge

59.49
58.53
56.69
55.24

DUPIC

Feed (Nat. U)

130.00
131.15
134.54
136.33

Discharge

15.52
15.74
16.17
16.40

Table 11. Refueling Rate vs. Pellet Density

Pellet density
(%ofNUfuel)

100
90
80

Equilibrium burnup
(MWD/KGU)

9.521
9.515
9.477

Discharge bumup
(MWD/KGU)

19.30
19.26
19.14

Refueling rate
(Bdl/FPD)

6.46
7.20
8.15

Table 12. Annual Fuel Material Balance (ton) vs. Pellet Density

Pellet density
(%ofNUfuel)

100

90

80

Reactor
type

PWR
CANDU

PWR
CANDU

PWR
CANDU

Plant
No.

1.655
1.000

1.659
1.000

1.669
1.000

Once-through

Feed

38.11(3.50)*
97.76(0.71)

38.20(3.50)
97.76(0.71)

38.43(3.50)
97.76(0.71)

Discharge

36.73(1.61)
97.03(0.50)

36.82(1.61)
97.03(0.50)

37.04(1.61)
97.03(0.50)

DUPIC

Feed

38.11(3.50)
36.73(1.57)

38.20(3.50)
36.82(1.57)

38.43(3.50)
37.04(1.57)

Discharge

35.98(0.56)

36.07(0.54)

36.30(0.53)

' fissile (U235+Pu239+Pu241) enrichment
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Table 13. Normalized Mass Flow(ton) vs. Pellet Density

Pellet density
(%ofNUfuel)

100
90
80

Once-through

Feed (Nat. U)

173.93
173.95
174.02

Discharge

58.53
58.47
58.33

DUPIC

Feed (Nat. U)

131.15
131.24
131.49

Discharge

15.74
15.76
15.79

IV. Reactor Safety

During normal operation, the overall reactor power distribution is patterned by the adjuster and
zone controller units. The zone controller is also designed to control the excess reactivity insertion during
the refueling. In the DUPIC fueled core the performance of these devices may degrade due to the neutron
spectrum hardening. Depending on the degree of degradation, some of the reactivity devices may have
to be redesigned.

In this study, an estimation on the reactivity worths of the adjuster and zone controller in the
DUPIC fueled system was performed using a supercell model. In this model the volume of the devices
were adjusted to produce the reactivity worths of the natural uranium CANDUcore[ll]. After deciding
the volume of the device the reactivity worth in the DUPIC system was simply calculated by replacing the
fuel type. The results are given in Table 14 for the reference DUPIC fuel composition and the effect of the
fuel cycle variables used in the section III are given in Tables 15-17.

As shown in Table 14, the reactivity worths of the adjuster and zone controller were decreased by
18 and 24 %, respectively, compared to the natural uranium fuel for the equilibrium core. This estimation
considers the effect of the energy spectrum change only. The effect of fuel cycle variables seems to be
smaller.

Table 14. Reactivity Loss in the Equilibrium Core (Unit: mk)

Leakage
Adjuster
Zone controlier
Parastic absorber

Total

Natural
uranium

25.9
17.1
7.4
5.3

55.7

DUPIC
(35 MWD/KGU)

22.5
14.0
5.6
4.5

46.6

Table 15. Reactivity Worth vs. Spent PWR fuel Burnup (Unit: mk)

PWR burnup
(MWD/KGU)

28
35
40
45
50

Adjuster

14.3
14.0
13.9
13.7
13.6

Zone
controller

5.8
5.6
5.5
5.4
5.4
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Table 16. Reactivity Worth vs. Cooling Time (Unit: mk)

Cooling time
(years)

5
10
20
30

Adjuster

14.0
14.0
14.0
14.0

Zone
controller

5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6

Table 17. Reactivity Worth vs. Pellet Density (Unit: mk)

Pellet density
(% of fresh UO2)

100
90
80

Adjuster

14.0
14.6
15.3

Zone
controller

5.6
6.0
6.4

For a severe accident such as LOCA, the reactor will experience large amount of coolant voiding
and temperature rise. In order to estimate the dynamic behaviour of the DUPIC fueled core during the
accident, both the coolant void coefficient and delayed neutron fraction were calculated for the reference
DUPIC fuel composition and compared to the natural uranium fuel. The void reactivity was also compared
by the unit of 'dollar' which is a measure of the power growth during the earlier part of the coolant loss
accident.

The kinetic parameters of the natural uranium and DUPIC fuel are given in Tables 18&19 for the
equilibrium fuels. The void coefficient of the DUPIC fuel is 8.5% higher than that of natural uranium fuel
for 100 % coolant voiding. But the reactivity insertion due to the coolant voiding is 19.4% higher for the
DUPIC fuel considering the delayed neutron fraction. The effect of fuel cycle variables are also compared
in Tables 20-22.

Table 18. Delayed Neutron Fraction for the Equilibrium Core

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6

Total
/*i p

Natural

Pi
2.91-4
1.13-3
9.98-4
2.25-3
13%-A
1.92-4
5.60-3
7.68-4

uranium

Xi

6.06-4
3.16-2
1.22-1
3.14-1
1.38
3.77

DUPIC

Pi
2.69-4
1.03-3
9.11-4
2.03-3
6.74-4
1.85-4
5.10-3
6.71-4

5.72-4
3.15-2
1.24-1
3.15-1
1.37
3.73

Table 19. Kinetic Parameters for the Equilibrium Core

Natural U.
DUPIC

Void coeff.
(mk)

13.91
15.09

Doppler
(10-3/K)

-AA0
-A56

Delayed
neutron(P)

5.60-3
5.10-3

Prompt life
time( Z*p)

7.68-4
6.71-4

Void
reactivity($)

2.48
2.96
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Table 20. Kinetic Parameters vs. PWR Discharge Burnup

PWR burnup
(MWD/KGU)

28
35
40
45
50

Void coeff.
(mk)
15.13
15.09
14.98
14.94
14.81

Doppler
(10-3 /K)

-4.50
-4.56
-4.58
-4.58
-4.58

Delayed
neutron(p)

5.11-3
5.10-3
5.08-3
5.06-3
5.04-3

Prompt life
time( /*p)
6.79^
6.71-4
6.66-4
6.61-4
6.57-4

Void
reactivity($)

2.96
2.96
2.95
2.95
2.94

Table 21. Kinetic Parameters vs. Cooling Time

Cooling time
(years)

5
10
20
30

Void coeff.
(mk)
15.00
15.09
15.27
15.32

Doppler
(10-3 /K)
-4.38
-4.56
-5.00
-5.26

Delayed
neutron(P)

5.09-3
5.10-3
5.12-3
5.13-3

Prompt life
time( Z*p)

6.72-4
6.71-4
6.70-4
6.69-4

Void
reactivity(S)

2.95
2.96
2.98
2.99

Table 22. Kinetic Parameters vs. Pellet Density

Pellet density
(% of fresh UO2)

100
90
80

Void coeff.
(mk)

15.09
14.05
13.04

Doppler
(10-3 /K)
-4.56
-4.50
-4.46

Delayed
neutron(P)

5.10-3
5.06-3
5.02-3

Prompt life
time( /*p)

6.71-4
6.93-4
7.18-4

Void
reactivity($)

2.96
2.78
2.60

V. Discussion and Conclusion
We have investigated the neutronics characteristics of the DUPIC fuel by the parametric study on

some of the fuel cycle variables which are not determined yet. Also performed a study on the fuel material
balance of the fuel cycle for the future economics assessment. The refrence DUPIC fuel cycle as revealed
by this study saves the natural uranium feed by 24%. The corresponding reduction in spent fuel to be
disposed of amounts to 73%. The reactivity worth of the adjuster and zone controller was decreased by
18 and 24% , respectively, in the DUPIC fueled core. Further in-depth study is necessary to determine
whether this degradation can be covered by software change in the existing reactor control system.

Use of highly burned PWR fuel necessitates higher refueling rate of the DUPIC fuel to operate a
CANDU at full power because less fissile material and more fission products are left in the spent PWR fuel.
The total amount of solid waste discharged from the DUPIC fuel cycle decreases with the spent PWR fuel
burnup. Even if the spent PWR fuel of high burnup consumes more DUPIC fuel, the optimum discharge
burnup of the spent PWR fuel should be determined based on the overall fuel cycle cost analysis. The
reactivity worths of the devices do not change much at different spent PWR fuel burnups.

If the cooling time increases, the feed enrichment of the DUPIC fuel decreases because of Pu241
decay to Am241. For a given spent PWR fuel burnup, the refueling rate increases as a function of cooling
time meaning that long period of cooling time is not desirable. There was no significant difference in
reactivity worth of the devices as a function of cooling time.

The pellet density is one of the uncertain parameters in the DUPIC fuel cycle analysis. The fuel
composition, in fact, do not change even if the pellet density changes much. The lower fuel density
increases the refueling rate and backs up the burned fuel with the same composition as the high density
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fuel, resulting in the same mass balance as the high density DUPIC fuel cycle. But the higher refueling
rate will raise the fuel fabrication cost.

Due to the significant amount of Pu in the fresh DUPIC fuel it is important to focus on the safety
pamameters such as the void coefficient, effective delayed neutron fraction, reactivity devices, and their
effects on the reactor control and safety. No less emphasis would have to be put on the effect of the
inhomogeneity and the variation of the fissile material and fission products contents in the pellet on the
local power peaking and reactivity control.
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EXPERIMENTS IN ZED-2 TO STUDY THE PHYSICS
OF LOW-VOID REACTIVITY FUEL IN CANDU

by

M.B. Zeller, A. Celli and G.P. McPhee

Reactor Physics Branch
AECL Research

Chalk River Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

Prospective CANDU* clients have indicated a desire for a zero or negative coolant void
reactivity. In response to this market requirement AECL Research and AECL CANDU are jointly
developing and testing a Low-Void Reactivity Fuel (LVRF) bundle, which will be retrofitable to the
current generation of CANDU reactors.

An important component of the LVRF program is the undertaking of reactor-physics
experiments in the zero-energy ZED-2 lattice test facility at Chalk River Laboratories. Preliminary
void-reactivity measurements have already been performed in ZED-2 using a limited amount of the
prototype fuel. These experiments were to provide a proof-of-principle for the LVRF concept. A
more comprehensive set of experiments are planned for later this year.

Experiments to be performed include: measuring the critical buckling of CANDU-type lattices
containing LVRF, with and without coolant in the channels; measuring the reactivity effect of heating
the LVRF fuel and coolant in ZED-2 hot channels; and measuring detailed reaction rates and neutron
density distributions across a LVRF bundle, in voided and D2O-cooled channels, by the foil activation
method.

This paper describes the experimental approach to be used for the study and presents
calculations employing transport and diffusion theory to predict the results. The codes used for the
simulations are the lattice code WMS-AECL and the core code CONIFERS. Included in the paper
are results from the preliminary measurement of void coefficient for LVRF in a ZED-2 lattice and a
comparison of those results to predictions based on WIMS-AECL calculations.

1. Introduction

CANDU reactors today have a positive void reactivity coefficient. This means that reactor
power will increase in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). CANDU utilizes early LOCA
detection in combination with a fast response for reactor shut down. There are two independent fast-
acting shutdown systems that can be actuated by either a high-power signal or a high rate-of-rise.
This results in a robust safety system where the LOCA itself induces an effective neutronic trip.

* CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium. Registered Trademark.
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Potential economic benefits could be realized through a reduction of void reactivity in
CANDU. For example, a lower void coefficient could result in decreased capital costs for future
plants, due to reduced performance requirements on the shutdown systems, PS well as the
simplification of safety and licensing calculations.

AECL Research and AECL CANDU are jointly developing and testing a Low-Void Reactivity
Fuel (LVRF) concept that will result in a reduced void coefficient for CANDU. One of the goals is to
develop a technology where the magnitude of the void reactivity can be fixed at any desired value.
Prototype fuel, based on the standard 37-element bundle geometry, has been produced at Chalk River
Laboratories for reactor-physics experiments. Preliminary void-reactivity measurements have been
performed in the ZED-2 reactor, and a more comprehensive set of experiments are planned for later
this year.

The preliminary measurements involved the systematic substitution of LVRF channels into a
ZED-2 reference lattice, and measuring the change in moderator critical height as the substitutions
proceeded. The reactivity effect of voiding the channels was studied by operating the reactor
continuously as coolant was removed. The moderator critical-height change upon substitution and
voiding were analyzed, using diffusion theory, to derive the void coefficient for LVRF at the test
conditions.

The experiments to be performed are described in the paper and the information that will be
obtained is discussed. Preliminary calculations are presented, with the lattice code WIMS-AECL [1]
and the core code CONIFERS [2] being used to predict the experimental results. Results from the
experiments done to date are also presented and compared to calculation.

2. General Description of the ZED-2 reactor

The ZED-2 research reactor is a tank-type critical facility with a cylindrical aluminum tank 3.3
m in diameter by 3.3 m deep. Fuel assemblies are hung from stainless-steel beams located above the
tank. The fuel is moderated by heavy water and reactor power is controlled by varying the amount of
moderator in the tank. Changes in lattice reactivity are measured as changes in moderator critical
height.

The maximum allowed reactor power is 200 watts, corresponding to an average neutron flux
of about 109 neutrons cm"2 s'1. This flux is sufficient for performing foil-activation experiments, but
allows ready accessibility to the core for modifications.

3. The LVRF Concept

The LVRF bundle used for this study is based on the standard CANDU 37-element bundle
design. The bundle contains dysprosium blended with depleted uranium in the centre pin and inner
fuel ring, with enriched uranium in the outer two fuel rings.

The reduction of void reactivity in a LVRF lattice is achieved using the following concept.
One of the major effects resulting from coolant voiding in CANDU is the flattening of the thermal-
neutron flux across the bundle. By relocating U-235 to the outer fuel rings, and increasing absorption
in the bundle centre, the flux flattening causes a reduction in the neutron yield-to-absorption ratio.
This contributes a negative component to the total void-reactivity coefficient.
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4. Fine-Structure Measurements

4.1 Experimental Method

These measurements are to provide detailed information about neutron density and spectrum
distributions across a LVRF channel. A special demountable bundle will be prepared for the
measurements. Seven of the elements will be removable, so that activation foils can be loaded
between the fuel pellets.

To simplify the analysis of the activation data it is desirable that the flux and spectrum shape
at the bundle location be as close as possible to that of a uniform lattice of the fuel. There will only
be seven five-bundle channels available for the test and the channels will be arranged hexagonally,
with the demountable bundle being positioned in the middle of the centre fuel channel. With this
arrangement all of the channels adjacent to the centre channel will contain LVRF bundles.

To achieve criticality the seven LVRF channels will be surrounded by 48 standard CANDU-
type channels, containing natural-uranium 28-element bundles. A plan view of the lattice is shown in
Figure 1.

Fine-structure measurements will be performed using both voided and cooled LVRF. Reaction
rates to be studied include neutron capture by Cu-63, Mn-55, Lu-176, In-115, Dy-164, and U-238 and
fission of U-235 and Pu-239. Figure 2 shows the relative location of activation foils in the seven
removable elements and the element positions in the demountable bundle.

Additional foils will be secured to the centre-channel calandria tube, in the moderator
surrounding the channel, and at the cell boundary, midway between adjacent channels. The axial flux
shape at the cell boundary will be measured so that the activation data can be corrected to a common
elevation.

Two of each foil type will be taped around the perimeter of a rotating aluminum wheel
positioned out in the radial heavy-water reflector (see Figure 1). The spectrum at the wheel position
will be thermalized to the physical temperature of the reflector and these activation data will provide
normalization for the fine-structure data.

4.2 WIMS-AECL Predictions

Table 1 summarizes the WIMS-AECL predictions for the fine-structure experiments. The
calculations employed the 69-group WINFRITH library and used a 33-group energy structure with the
transport equation being solved using the 2-D Pij option.

The cress section curves for Cu-63 capture, Mn-55 capture and U-235 fission are
approximately one-upon-v and these reactions are relatively insensitive to spectrum shape. In-115
absorption has a large resonance at 1.457 eV and is sensitive to epithermal-neutron density. Lu-176
capture and Pu-239 fission have large thermal resonances at 0.141 eV and 0.296 eV, respectively.
These reactions are useful indicators of spectrum temperature.
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The increasing capture-ratio values and Pu-239/U-235 fission ratios listed in Table 1 show that
WIMS-AECL predicts that the epithennal neutron density and spectrum temperature will increase on
voiding, and increase moving in from the cell boundary; this is as expected. However, the predicted
centre-pin absorption ratios are slightly lower than those in the inner fuel ring, indicating a slightly
softer spectrum at the centre-pin position. This is likely due to the graded enrichment across the
bundle and/or the dysprosium doping in the centre pins.

The predicted detailed copper-capture distribution is plotted in Figure 3. The numerical values
in Table 1 clearly show the flattening of the thermal spectrum as the fuel is voided. As mentioned
earlier, this, in combination with the graded U-235 content and increased absorption in the inner fuel
pins, is key to reducing void reactivity for the fuel.

5. Temperature Coefficient Measurements

These experiments are to measure the reactivity effect due to heating the LVKF. The bundles
will be placed inside seven ZED-2 hot channels, which are designed to enable the fuel and coolant to
be heated from room temperature to 300°C.

The hot channels are illustrated in Figure 4. They consist of a pressure tube surrounded by a
concentric calandria tube, with both tubes being capped at the bottom end by hemispheric domes. A
breech block provides a pressure seal at the top and, during operation, a helium cover-gas pressure is
maintained to suppress coolant boiling. The channels are heated electrically using variable heater coils
located under the fuel string. Thermocouples and pressure transducers are used to monitor temperature
and pressure in the channels.

The experimental procedure is to operate the reactor continuously, as the channels are heated
to preselected temperatures. When the desired temperatures are achieved the reactor is stabilized and
the core conditions are recorded.

Figure 5 illustrates the experimental data predicted from heating LVRF in seven ZED-2 hot
channels. It contains a plot of moderator critical height versus hot-channel temperature predicted
using the core code CONIFERS, with cell parameters provided by WIMS-AECL. The calculations
assume that the hot channels are surrounded by 48 28-element UO2 assemblies and include the heavy-
water and graphite reflector surrounding the lattice.

The fact that the moderator critical height is predicted to increase with heating indicates that
the LVRF becomes less reactive with increasing temperature. The major effects are assumed to be
increased resonance absorption in U-238, due to doppler broadening, and decreasing coolant density
with temperature. Figure 6 shows the corresponding critical buckling versus temperature appropriate
to the moderator critical height calculations, and Figure 7 shows the corresponding fuel/coolant
temperature coefficients.

In analyzing the experiment, the measured critical heights will be used to adjust the WIMS-
AECL cell parameters, to make the CONIFERS model consistent with experiment. The adjusted
parameters will then be used to derive corrected temperature coefficients for the LVRF.
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6. Void Reactivity Measurements

These experiments are to measure the reactivity effect due to voiding the LVRF channels. The
critical size of a uniform lattice of LVRF is determined by systematically substituting LVRF channels
into a ZED-2 reference lattice and observing the change in moderator critical height as the
substitutions proceed. The reactivity effect is studied by voiding the substituted channels and
observing the resulting change in critical height.

Figure 8 shows a plan view of the test lattice and the arrangement of fuel in the substitution
region for a typical set of substitution experiments. The reference fuel will be 28-element uranium
dioxide. A full set of substitution experiments would normally employ 35 bundles of the LVRF
(seven five-bundle channels). A preliminary set of measurements has been performed using 25
bundles. This allowed for a set of one-, three- and five-rod substitutions to be performed, to provide a
proof-of-principle for the LVRF concept. Measurements of the moderator critical-height change
resulting from voiding the LVRF, using various substitution configurations, are plotted in Figure 9.

Some information concerning the fuel can be derived immediately without resorting to a
detailed analysis of the data. The fact that the moderator critical height increases on voiding, and that
the increase gets larger as the number of substitution channels increases, demonstrates that the LVRF
has a negative void reactivity.

Calculations were performed using CONIFERS/WIMS-AECL to predict the experimental
results, and these are compared to the measured values in Figure 9. The comparison shows small
discrepancies between calculation and experiment. These discrepancies were used to adjust the input
WIMS-AECL cell parameters, to make the model consistent with experiment.

The adjusted cell parameters were then used to derive the void coefficient for a uniform lattice
of LVRF. The analysis is summarized in Figure 10 and details of the method are given in reference 3.
The results show that the small discrepancies between prediction and experiment in Figure 9
correspond to WIMS-AECL underestimating the magnitude of the LVRF negative void coefficient by
about 2.6 milli-k.

7. Summary

Experimental procedures have been outlined for the study of Low-Void Reactivity Fuel
(LVRF) in the ZED-2 reactor and preliminary calculations, predicting experimental results, have been
presented. The calculations predict fine-structure reaction rates across ZED-2 fuel channels containing
LVRF, and moderator critical-height changes resulting from heating the LVRF in ZED-2 fuel
channels.

Preliminary measurements of void reactivity for the LVRF in ZED-2 channels have been
performed and the data have been analyzed using the codes employed for the above calculations. The
analysis shows that the LVRF does have a negative void coefficient, as predicted. It also indicates
that the WIMS-AECL calculations underestimated the magnitude of the void coefficient for the test
conditions.
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Table 1

WIMS-AECL predicted fine-structure reaction-rate ratios and
Cu-capture rates across an LVRF bundle in a ZED-2 fuel channel
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U 238
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iF'-fission
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1.870

2.156
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1.638

1.513

1.000

1292

1341

1.285

1.206

1.109

1.070

1.000

0.385

0.705

1.137

1.773

2.963

4.432

-

0.878

0.945

0.965

0.976

-

-

1.000

4.562

2.784

1.951

1.758

-

-

1.000

1.518

1358

1256

1.186

-

-

1.000

P u "'-fission

U^'-fission

ratio

2.071

2.296

2.292

2.031

1.723

1.552

1.000

1369

1379

1.312

1228

1.128

1.072

1.000

0.423

0.754

1.148

1.675

2.664

4.221

-

0.910

0.957

0.969

0.976

-

-

1.000

3.702

2.485

2.080

1.773

-

-

1.000

1.496

1.356

1.265

1201

-

-

1.000

Reference-wheel calculations assume a Westcott-r parameter of 10"* and that the spectrum is thermalized to the
moderator temperature, which is assumed to be 24°C. The reaction-rate ratios are normalized to the wheel position.
The Cu-63 capture rates are normalized to 1.0 for the fuel average.
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LVRF IN SEVEN 2ED-2 HOT CHANNELS
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Figure 5

CONIFERS/WIMS-AECL predicted moderator critical height vs fuel/coolant
temperature resulting from heating LVRF bundles in seven ZED-2 hot channels
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Figure 6

WIMS-AECL predicted critical buckling vs hot-channel temperature
for a uniform lattice of LVRF in ZED-2 hot channels
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Comparison of LVRF void reactivity coefficient predicted by WIMS-AECL to
that derived from the substitution analysis of the ZED-2 experiment
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Analysis of Substitution Experiments in ZED-2
with Physically Realistic Model Adjustments

R.S. Davis
Chalk River Laboratories

Chalk River, ON, KOJ 1J0

Abstract

Substitution experiments involve several types of reactor simulation. When an experiment on a power
reactor is impracticable, such as a loss-of-coolant accident, a simulation of its lattice must be set up in
a lattice-testing reactor, such as ZED-2. A full core of such a test lattice may not go critical, because of
the size limitation, and/or may be expensive. A substitution experiment simulates such a full-core
experiment, by setting up a few channels of the experimental lattice, surrounded by a "driving" lattice to
make a critical assembly. A corresponding "reference" experiment, with a pure driver lattice, permits the
characteristics of the experimental lattice to be inferred by comparison of the two experiments. This
inference requires mathematical modelling of the experiments. Measurements of the flux distributions
should enable refinement of the model. However, previous analyses have required that the model of outer
parts of the reactor, such as the graphite reflector, be replaced by arbitrary extrapolation lengths, so that
these can be varied to correspondingly adjust the calculated fluxes. This arbitrary replacement may lose
more accuracy than the adjustment of the model gains. The FITEXPTS family of substitution experiment
simulation programs permits the adjustment to consist instead of variations of the modelling of small,
unknown details of the experiment, the best choice of which depends on the experiment. Examples are:

# the flux depression inside the support structures in the bottom ends of the channels,

# the effective thicknesses of the irregular graphite reflectors,

# the reactivity of a ring of "booster rods", which are sometimes necessary around the periphery of the
driver lattice, and

# the extrapolation length used of necessity at the unreflected top of the core.

This flexibility leads to improved accuracy. The paper expands on techniques and testing.
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Analysis of Substitution Experiments in ZED-2
with Physically Realistic Model Adjustments

R.S. Davis
Chalk River Laboratories
Chalk River, ON, KOJ 1J0

1 Introduction
This paper describes improvements in methods of analyzing substitution experiments. Because not

all readers are likely to be familiar with substitution experiments, Section 2 describes the purpose of
substitution experiments, and Section 3 describes the essential features of any analysis of substitution
experiments. Section 4 describes the variety of model adjustments that are the distinctive features of the
present work. Section 5 describes the consequences of the use of these model adjustments in improving
the quality of substitution-experiment simulations and in furthering the ultimate purpose of substitution
experiments.

2 Substitution Experiments
The ultimate purpose of substitution experiments is to measure practically important properties of

nuclear reactor fuels, with emphasis on the material buckling. In particular, our present goal is to measure
the coolant void reactivity of CANDU® (CANada Deuterium Uranium) fuel at mid bumup. The most
direct method would be to do the experiment in the actual reactor in which the test fuel is used.
However, many important experiments are impracticable in the reactors. One reason is that so many
mechanisms affect reactivity in them, that their activity masks the effect of an experiment. Another rea-

son is that many safety-
related experiments, in
particular the removal of
coolant from a critical
lattice, have been judged
imprudeni io deliberately
perform in the reactors.
For these and other rea-
sons, such experiments
must be simulated in
simpler experimental
facilities, such as ZED-2,
shown in Figure 1 [1].

The characteristics of
reactors like ZED-2 tend
to make experiments on
practically important fuel
difficult and expensive, in
various ways that depend
on the experiment.
Because the shielding is
relatively light, such a
reactor can not accept
irradiated fuel, even after
a long cooling period.
Such fuel must be simu-
lated by fuel specially

Figure 1: Vertical Section of the ZED-2 Experimental Reactor
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made up, with effectively the same composition but without the strongly radioactive components.
Experiments on fuels not yet in use entail similar expense. Another difficulty of facilities like ZED-2 is
that they are not large enough for equilibrium power-reactor fuel to go critical. A third consideration, if
an experiment calls for heating of or flow through the fuel channels, is that the appropriate connections
to the experimental channels must be made specifically for that experiment. Even the fact that the fuel
channels are vertical calls for added expense in an experiment relevant to horizontal channels partially
filled with coolant. All these considerations are incentives to simulate full-core experiments with other
experiments that use minimal quantities of experimental fuel.

A direct measurement of material buckling would require a large enough experimental lattice that its
buckling can be derived from measurements of the flux distribution in it ("flux maps"). Specifically, the
measured fluxes can be fitted to a function of the form

AJ0(brr)

in which
A, ZQ, br and b

(1)

are parameters of the fit,
is a cylindrical Bessel function
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End View of a Lattice of One Fuel
Type for Flux Mapping

and
r and z are the conventional cylindrical

coordinates.
b? and 6Z

2 are then the radial and axial buckling.

Ideally, this experiment would be run in a pure,
critical lattice. However, because of the size con-
straint, a lattice of experimental fuel is surrounded by
one or more reflectors, and sometimes even by a ring ^
of booster rods, to enable it to go critical. The result-
ing flux map will yield bucklings characteristic of the
experimental lattice, if it is performed not only in a Figure 2:
region that contains purely the experimental lattice, but
in a region within it that is surrounded by a buffer
region of further experimental lattice to simulate a pure
lattice, as exemplified in Figure 2. The dashed line therein is a suitable boundary between a buffer region
and a mapped region, provided that:

0 the outer region of experimental fuel is a large enough buffer to simulate a pure lattice, so that the
flux spectrum in the mapped region is not affected by the lattice beyond the experimental lattice, and

# the inner region is large enough for a flux map to yield the material buckling with the required
precision.

Consequently, even with the aid of reflectors and boosters, a flux-map measurement requires a quantity
of experimental fuel that is often much greater than is practicable.

A substitution experiment set is a method of measuring the material buckling of an experimental
lattice when there is not enough experimental fuel for a flux-map buckling measurement. The set includes
a flux-map buckling measurement. However, that measurement is for some other lattice, which resembles
the experimental lattice as closely as possible, but which is composed of fuel abundant enough for a flux-
map buckling measurement. This flux-map buckling measurement is known as the "reference experi-
ment". By extension, the modifier "reference" refers to any characteristic of this experiment. The purpose
of the reference experiment is to characterize the reference lattice as precisely as possible.
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A substitution experiment set, as the name implies, also includes one or (usually) more "substitution
experiments". In each substitution experiment, the configuration is as nearly as possible the same as in
the reference experiment, except that some of the reference lattice is removed, and experimental lattice
is substituted for it. The modifier "substitution" refers to any characteristic of this experiment. In
particular, the lattice in this experiment, comprising both reference and experimental fuel, is known as a
"substitution lattice". Figure 3 shows some examples of lattices that might be used for the purpose, with
typical maxima of five and seven experimental channels.

In a substitution lattice, the remaining channels from the reference lattice serve as "driver" channels.
They simulate a pure lattice of experimental fuel to a remote approximation. The precise characterization
of the reference lattice, and the differences observed between it and each of several substitution lattices
with the same experimental fuel, make possible an analysis that takes the remoteness of this simulation
into account.

3 General Analysis of Substitution Experiments
The analysis of a substitution experiment set seeks to estimate the material buckling of a pure lattice

of experimental fuel from the results of the substitution experiment set. Figure 4 illustrates the general
pattern of any analysis of a substitution set. The heavy arrows indicate iterative processes.

First, the reference experiment is numerically simulated. This analysis produces a calculated flux map
for the reference experiment, and this is compared with the measured flux map from the reference experi-
ment. The analyst, and/or his/her software, adjust the mathematical model of the reference experiment
iteratively, according to the comparison, until the calculated and experimental flux maps agree satisfactor-
ily. The physical significances of these model adjustments are the subject of this paper. Typically, there
are three adjustments, which affect the simulation of the reactor above, below, and radially beyond the
fuelled region. Since the experiment is known to be critical, but the simulation will show a slight imbal-
ance between neutron gains and losses, this simulation also yields a renormalization factor, slightly
different from one, for neutron production in the reference fuel.

Then, each substitution experiment in turn is numerically simulated. In each of these simulations,
the production rate of neutrons in the driver fuel is divided by the renormalization factor that resulted
from the simulation of the reference lattice, and the regions beyond the driver part of the lattice are
characterized with the quantities that were derived from the simulation of the reference lattice. The
experimental fuel abuts the boundary of the fuelled region at the top and bottom. For this reason, there
are typically two additional model adjustments for each substitution lattice, which relate to the properties
of the reactor at the tops and bottoms of the experimental channels, and the analyst, and/or his/her
software, vary these adjustments until the calculated and experimental flux maps agree satisfactorily.

All the simulations that this report discusses are performed by the cell code WIMS-AECL [2] and
the reactor code CON4Z2/CONIFERS [3, 4]. They interface through and are controlled by
CONPACK [5].

4 The Choice of Model Adjustments
The advance this paper describes is in the choice of characteristics of the simulation of the reactor

that are adjusted to make the calculated and experimentally measured flux distributions agree.

The top surface of the moderator acts as an exterior boundary to a good approximation. However,
because fuel channels extend above it and there is neutron-moderating material in the top shielding, the
extrapolation length at that surface must be one of the adjustments.

Because the graphite reflectors are far from the experimental fuel, in previous work the other
adjustments in the simulation were defined similarly. The graphite reflectors were omitted from the
simulation, so that the surfaces abutting on them were represented as outside boundaries. The graphite
reflectors were then represented by extrapolation lengths on these boundaries, and these extrapolation
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Figure 4: Summary of an Analysis of a Reference Case and a Substitution Case

lengths served as the adjustments to achieve agreement between calculated and measured fluxes.

The potential for improvement on this simulation became apparent because of a particularly thorough
test of the substitution method [6]. This test analyzed a large number of experiments in which the
material bucklings of the substitution fuels were known from flux-map experiments on the same fuels.
In this study, the experiments were simulated not only by the method of varying extrapolation lengths,
but also by calculations that included the graphite reflectors, and consequently that had no model
adjustments except the top extrapolation length.

The surprising result was that the full simulations gave considerably more accurate material bucklings
of the substitution fuel than the adjusted ones did. Lacking adjustments, they did not reproduce the
measured fluxes well. The simulations of the reference cases had radial bucklings that were considerably
too low, and axial bucklings that were somewhat too high, yielding total bucklings that were too low.
However, the ultimate values that these simulations yielded for the void reactivity agreed with flux-map
measurements within about one milli-k.
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In contrast, the simulations with adjustable extrapolation lengths of course reproduced the measured
fluxes well. However, they yielded void reactivities with errors several times larger than those from the
full simulation.

Because neither method proved satisfactory, we have set up a simulation method that combines the
advantages of the methods we tested, and thus represents accurately everything we know about any
experiment. It has adjustments that are capable of making calculated and experimental fluxes agree, and
it represents accurately everything we know about the experimental setup (including the existence of the
graphite reflectors).

The solution we have adopted is a family of programs called FITEXPTS [7]. This program set
follows the procedure shown in Figure 4. It uses, as subroutines, CONPACK for the reactor simulations,
and WIMS-AECL and various components of itself for the other calculations.

The most important principle of FITEXPTS is that it does not embody any specific choice of model
adjustments. Rather, it iterates on parameters in a manner that involves no presumptions about their
physical significances. It records the parameters that it computes in the form of macros for a macro
processor created for the present purpose, FILLFORM [8], and all input to CONPACK, WIMS-AECL and
every component of FITEXPTS comes through FILLFORM. Thus, the user can make the simulation
depend on the parameters in whatever manner is appropriate to the particular experiment, and according
to available experience. FITEXPTS restricts each parameter to the range 0 £ parameter £ 1, and the
user sets up the FILLFORM data so that this range represents a physically realistic range in the model
adjustment that the parameter controls.

To define agreement between measured and calculated fluxes, FITEXPTS fits both, within a region
chosen by the user according to the principles shown in Figure 2, to a function of the form of
expression (1). The measure of agreement it uses is how well the positions of the zeroes of expression (1)
agree between simulation and experiment. (These zeros are not to be confused with the extrapolated outer
boundaries of the reactor.)

To fit a reference case, three model adjustments are necessary, as there are three parameters (other
than normalization) in expression (1). Each model adjustment must have a primary effect on the zeros
that is distinctly different from the effects of the other model adjustments.

One model adjustment that we have used is the amount of impurity in the graphite. This adjustment
has roughly the same primary effect on the radial zero and on the bottom zero of expression (1).

The radial graphite reflector has irregularities not shown in Figure 1: a gap between it and the
calandria, and a jagged outer surface formed by rectangular faces and corners of graphite blocks. We can
not calculate precisely the effect of either irregularity. The simulation necessarily treats the outer surface
of the radial graphite reflector as smooth. Consequently, the simulation can validly incorporate some
adjustment of the outer radius of the graphite reflector, without contradicting anything that we know about
the experimental setup. This model adjustment affects primarily the radial zero of expression (1).

Not every simulation can use the outer radius of the graphite reflector as one of its adjustments. If
the driver lattice is surrounded by a ring of booster rods, then each booster has as its neighbors only two
other booster rods. The rest of each booster rod's neighboring cells are occupied by driver channels or
are heavy-water reflector cells. The cell code that prepares their cell data, however, assumes that each
cell is surrounded by identical cells. FITEXPTS can improve their representation by adjusting the neutron
production rate in them, but probably not if it varies the outer radius of the graphite in the same
simulation, because the effects of the two variations on expression (1) are insufficiently distinct.

The above-discussed adjustments, because they have primary effects on the radial zero of
expression (1), have only been used in analyses of reference cases, because there is much driver lattice
between the regions they affect and the experimental channels. Other adjustments in the simulation are
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necessary, that affect the simulation of the reactor at or near the top
and bottom of the fuelled region. These adjustments are made
separately for the driver fuel and for the substitution fuel.

As discussed above, there is not much choice regarding the model
adjustment affecting the top. It continues to be in the extrapolation
length at the top of the moderator in all the work we have done thus
far with FITEXPTS.

A model adjustment at the bottom of the lattice that has been used
is the thickness of the bottom graphite reflector. However, there is
little physical justification for such adjustment, because that reflector
is fairly regular, geometrically. Furthermore, it is more credible to
make the same type of adjustment, albeit with different magnitude,
below the substitution fuel as below the driver fuel, but this would
involve the highly unrealistic simulation of a bump or hollow on the
bottom of the graphite, a long way below the substitution fuel.

Figure 5 helps explain the bottom adjustment that we use in all our
FITEXPTS calculations at present. All of the channel above the
moderator surface is represented by the top extrapolation length, and
the fuel bundles and coolant tube are represented by cell properties
calculated by the cell code. However, the support that closes off the
bottom of the coolant tube is represented only by homogenizing the
structural material and the moderator in that cell. The correct weight
to assign to the structural material in this homogenization depends on
the average flux in that material in comparison with the average flux
in the moderator in that cell. Since we don't know the flux depression
due to the adjacent fuel, it serves as a model adjustment at the bottom
of the lattice.

5 Consequences of Using the Realistic Model Adjustments

An important question is whether model adjustments exist that are
consistent with all knowledge of the setup, and that bring about
agreement between simulation and experiment.

Because of the absence of a reflector at the top surface of the
simulation, the upper zero of expression (1) coincides fairly closely

with the extrapolated upper boundary. Consequently, adjustment of the top extrapolation length over a
physically realistic range can make the top zero of the simulation agree with experiment with no difficulty.

The above-mentioned too-low radial buckling in the simulation was of course known before
FITEXPTS existed, but simulations of ZED-2 were then based on Figure 1. Consequently, analysts had
incorrectly ascribed the anomaly to impurity in the graphite. Only with the flexibility of FITEXPTS was
it possible for the analyst to conclude that the graphite is pure, and that the radial reflector is somehow
not in accordance with Figure 1. Thus, the analyst was led to ask the right questions of the
experimentalists, look at the right detailed construction drawings, and even look inside the shielding for
himself, and thus learn about the irregularities that were the cause of the anomaly.

The inside gap has led to a change in the simulation of that region, and also introduces some
uncertainty, in the effective size of the radial reflector, due to neutron streaming in the gap. The
jaggedness of the outer surface further justifies making the outer radius of the graphite an adjustable
quantity, with a range of ±10 centimetres. This produces a variation in the position of the radial zero of
expression (1) of only about ±0.3 centimetre (a precise figure is elusive, because FITEXPTS varies all

ZED-2 Uoor

Figure 5: Typical ZED-2
Fuel Channel
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the adjustments at once), but this has proven sufficient to make the radial zeros derived from calculated
and experimental fluxes agree in every case.

The model adjustment used at present at the bottom of the fuel channels is an adjustment in the
weighting of the bottom support material, of 0 5 weight s 1. This yields a variation in the position of
the bottom zero ranging from about ±0.08 centimetre, for variation in a single substitution channel, to
about ±0.3 centimetre, for variation in all the driver channels in a reference lattice. The standard deviation
in the bottom zero due to imprecision in the measured fluxes is around ±0.2 centimetres. Consequently,
occasional failure to make simulated and measured bottom zeros agree is to be expected. In fact, such
failure has occurred in only six out of twenty-two simulations with channels similar to that shown in
Figure 5. Even then, the disagreement between simulated and measured bottom zero does not exceed
±0.04 centimetre, well within the standard deviation of the measured zero. In substitution channels with
more material at the bottom (heaters), the weighting falls into the range 0.28 s weight s 0.49, which
corresponds reasonably with a typical cell's flux depression of around 0.4.

In connection with this channel-bottom weighting adjustment, FITEXPTS directed attention to a prob-
lem rather as it did with the radial graphite reflector. In the simulation of one set of substitution experi-
ments, the bottom zero was persistently about 1.0 centimetre too high. An error was found in the simula-
tion of end plates, that had the effect of representing the fuel as 0.71 centimetre higher than it was, and
measurement showed that the fuel had hung 0.3 centimetre lower than intended. Thus, the fitting problem
was precisely explained. The discovery by FITEXPTS of four diverse errors in the simulation of ZED-2
contributes toward our confidence in its ability to analyze substitution experiments accurately.

Of course, the bottom line is how well FITEXPTS calculates coolant void effects. In the one test
completed thus far, the material buckling of 28-element uranium oxide fuel was measured with coolant
inside by flux mapping, and without coolant by both flux mapping and substitution. FITEXPTS found
a material buckling for the voided fuel, from the substitution experiments, that was low by 0.020 metres"2,
corresponding to 0.9 milli-k, in comparison with the flux-map value. This one example represents a slight
improvement over the error generally obtained with unadjusted full simulations, and a several-fold
improvement over previous adjusted simulations [1]. The standard deviation in the flux-map value was
±0.018 metres'2. Because FITEXPTS's error only slightly exceeds the standard deviation, it is not really
possible to discern FITEXPTS's error without further tests.

There are benefits to using FITEXPTS beyond this probable reduction in the error. Because the
remaining error is less than can be discerned by comparison with other methods, the test criteria for the
substitution method must include other measures of the quality of the simulation. Point-by-point matching
of the measured and simulated fluxes is the next-best criterion of the quality, but point-by-point matching
is impossible when there are large-scale differences between measured and simulated fluxes. There are
two essential benefits from the availability of an additional test criterion.

One benefit is that further criteria make possible the testing of prospective further improvements in
our methods of substitution analysis. Prospective improvements include:

• the use of options in CONIFERS that take better account of the heterogeneity of CANDU lattices
than does the usual homogenized-cell representation,

0 accounting for the effect of the substitution channels on adjacent parts of the driver lattice, and

# the use of hitherto unused but probably superior substitution lattices, shown in the bottom two rows
of Figure 3.

The other benefit follows from the ultima:e purpose of FITEXPTS and of substitution experiments.
Their purpose is to determine important lattice characteristics that can not be found or checked in any
other way (until too late). Therefore, it is not sufficient that substitution calculations be accurate by com-
parison with other methods when other methods are available. Rather, to obtain the greatest possible con-
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fidence in measurements that can not be directly checked, it is essential to develop methods that pass
every conceivable test, with the closest possible agreement.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the simulation of the shutdown-system-1 trip test conducted at Point Lepreau
during Phase-C commissioning following reactor restart after the 1992 outage (during which the in-core
detectors were replaced).

The *CERBERUS module of RFSP was used to solve the time-dependent neutron-diffusion equation
in three dimensions and two energy groups. The rod-drop curve measured at site was used to determine the
vertical position of the shutoff rods during the rundown.

Tie RFSP interpolated fluxes at the ROP detector positions and TFD positions were compared to the
site data to validate the *CERBERUS module of RFSP and the response of the detectors.

INTRODUCTION

During the 1992 annual outage at Point Lepreau the in-core detectors were replaced by
straight-individually-replaceable (SIR) type detectors. To verify the performance of the new detectors
extensive Phase-C commissioning tests were performed when coming out of the outage. These tests also
provide a unique opportunity to validate reactor physics simulation methods. One of these tests was a
shutdown-system-1 trip test from 50% full power. The trip test was analysed as part of the post-simulations
of the startup. The post-simulations followed the complete restart and Phase B and C tests up to the point
of the trip test and are described in Reference 1. Thepost-simulationatthepointjustbefore the trip testserved
as the starting point for the simulation of the run-down transient

The fuel management code RFSP now has the capability to model fast neutronic transients and was
used in this analysis. The *CERBERUS module of RFSP calculates delayed-neutron fractions for each
bundle and solves the time-dependent neutron-diffusion equation using the improved quasistatic (IQS)
method*3). The *CERBERUS calculation is built on the history-based local-parameter methodology^.

The thermohydraulic conditions (coolant temperature and density) in the simulation were bundle
specific, and based on NUCIRC data corresponding to the post-simulated bundle power just before the trip
at 50% FP. The fuel temperatures were also bundle specific and correlated to the bundle powers.
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The shutoff rods were modelled to be an integral number of lattice pitches long. The leading edges
of the long and the short rods were modelled to be an integral number of lattice pitches apart in the vertical
(y) direction so as to simultaneously fitthemodelmeshlines. The time steps used while the shutoff rods were
moving through the core were calculated based on the shutoff-rod drop data collected at Lepreau during the
1992 trip test

The delayed-neutron fractions for 6 precursor groups were calculated individually for each bundle
as part of the history-based local-parameter methodology.

All four MCAs also drop into the core during the trip test They are modelled as equivalent to long
SORs except that their drop curve is significantly slower than that of the SORs because they are not spring
driven.

The RFSP interpolated fluxes at the regional overpower (ROP) detector positions and travelling flux
detector (TFD) positions were compared to site data to validate the detector response and the *CERBERUS
module of RFSP.

ANALYSIS METHODS, ASSUMPTIONS AND DATA

The *CERBERUS module of RFSP calculates delayed-neutron fractions for each bundle and solves
the time-dependent neutron-diffusion equation using the improved quasistatic method.

The starting point was one of the Point Lepreau post simulations^) of the 1992 startup following the
month-long outage during which the detectors were replaced. That case was arrived at by following the full
power recovery, including the Phase B and C commissioning tests prior to the trip test, with the transient
(in terms of fission products) option of the history-based local-parameter method in RFSP. The conditions
at that point are given below:

The thermohydraulic conditions (coolanttemperature and density) were held constant throughoutthe
transient. The NUCIRC data for the core configuration at 50% FP was recalculated with the post simulated
bundle power distribution and was used throughout the transient. Note that the option of using NUCIRC data
had to be added to the *CERBERUS module of RFSP which previously could handle only FIREBIRD or
CATHENA input.

The *CERBERUS module was also modified to obtain fuel temperatures, corresponding to the
bundle powers just before the trip test, using the correlation to bundle power used in the history-based
local-parameter methodology®. The fuel temperatures were kept constant throughout the (short) run-down
transient. The correlation is based on an average of ELESIM calculations for fuel at various irradiations.

The (natural) boron poison included in the moderator was 1.176 ppm. This value was chosen to
obtain a critical reactor when other site data (given below) is used. This method is used since site
measurements of the gadolinium and boron concentrations in the moderator were not very reliable and not
very frequent. The lattice code POWDERPUFS-V which is used (as a module of RFSP) to calculate the lattice
cross sections can at present model only boron (not gadolinium) in the moderator, thus if site data were to
be used some conversion from Gd to B would have to be used, introducing a further approximation.

The moderator isotopic purity used was 99.945 atom % D2O and the coolant isotopic purity used was
98.890 atom %D2O which werebasedonaô-monthaverageof site measurements. A moderator temperature
of 68 °C was assumed and the density consistent with this temperature and the above purity was calculated
internally by POWDERPUFS-V.

The post-simulation model was used with the addition of mesh Unes to accommodate the shutoff rods.
A 48 x 36 x 32 mesh, in the X, Y and Z directions respectively, was required.

The zone fills as measured at site were used; the average zone-controller fill was 68.2%. These zone
fills were frozen throughout the trip-test simulation.
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The delayed-neutron fractions for 6 precursor groups were calculated individually for each bundle
as part of the history-based local-parameter methodology.

The CANDU 6 replacement SDS1 and SDS2 detector system was used for this analysis. The
parameters used in the shutdown-system logic circuitry were also modelled.

The method used to simulate the SOR drop was to model the insertion of the long SOR correctly (at
least at the leading edge of the rod). The short SORs were modelled two lattice pitches behind the long SORs
throughout the transient. In reality the short rods trail the long rods by less than two lattice pitches (57.15
cm). The error in position of assuming two lattice pitches ranges from 6 cm at the beginning of the insertion
to 16 cm towards the end.

The modelled length of the long rod was 19 lattice pitches and that of the short 17 lattice pitches as
compared to their actual cadmium length of 18.9 and 17.1 lattice pitches respectively. The spider section of
the rods is modelled as if it has cadmium. Note that the approximation in the length has an effect only towards
the end of the transient, i.e. when the trailing edge of the SORs enter the core, at which point the transient
is essentially over.

All four MCAs also dropped into the core during the trip test. They are modelled as equivalent to
long SORs except that their drop curve is significantly slower than that of the SORs because they are not
spring driven. Therefore the MCA drop curve was derived from the site data given. The MCAs were not a
constant integral number of lattice pitches behind the SORs and consequently some vertical smearing of the
MCA incremental cross sections was automatically applied by RFSP (at most by one lattice pitch).

The simulation results were compared to the following site data:

• 34 SDS1 and 24 SDS2 SIR detector readings during the rundown, from the SS datalogger files.

• TED data from two locations, one in vertical assembly VFD13 next to detector 4D and one in horizontal
assembly HFD03 next to detector 6G.

The interpolated flux at the ROP detector positions, including the time dependent electronic
compensation, and at the TFD positions was compared to the site data to validate the *CERBERUS module
of RFSP and the detector performance.

The main sources of measurement uncertainty were the timing of the SOR drop characteristics,
estimated as ± 42 ms and the time base of the detector measurements, estimated as ± 32.5 ms. The predicted
response of the detectors relative to the measured response is affected by both these uncertainty components.
Thus in comparing predictions to measurements, the RMS combined uncertainty of ± 53.1 ms should be used
to estimate the maximum expected accuracy.

RESULTS

The RFSP simulation followed the power rundown from the time of interruption of clutch current
to the shutoff rods (t=0) out to 3.7 seconds by which time all the SORs and MCAs were fully inserted (to within
a few centimetres) in the core. A total of 29 *CERBERUS cases were simulated. Case 1 is the steady state
just before the trip. Case 2 is the adjoint case and cases 3 to 29 are snapshots in the transient. The size of
the time steps in cases 3 to 25 was determined to coincide with the tip of the cadmium in the long SORs bsing
at successive lattice lines as described above. For those cases the time step is in the range .04 to .08 s except
for the initial step of —.27 s (case 3) before the long SORs reach into the reflector. At case 25 the SORs are
assumed fully inserted in the core and the subsequent time steps were taken to model the completion of the
MCA drop. At 3.7 s (case 29) the MCAs have reached their full travel. Table 1 lists the RFSP *CERBERUS
cases run and gives some of the pertinent results.
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Figure 1 shows the dynamic reactivity versus time calculated by *CERBERUS. It can be seen that
the dampers on the SORs start to take effect at ~ 1.4 s, where the rate of change of reactivity drops and that
the SORs are fully inserted by 1.5 s at which point the net change of reactivity was -87 milli-k. From then
on the loss of reactivity is driven mainly by the MCAs which continue to drop into the core. At —3.2 s the
MCA dampers take effect and the MCAs are almost fully inserted by 3.7 seconds. The total reactivity change
is -103.5 milli-k at 3.7 s.

Figure 2 shows the fractional total power level, prompt plus decay (relative to the initial power) over
the first —4 seconds following the trip. The power drops to 13% of its initial value in the first 1.4 s and is
at 9.5% of its initial value after 3.7 s.

Figure 2 (and Table 1 ) show a small increase inpower at 0.3 - 0.4 s of—0.5 - 0.7 %. This is an artifact
of the way the decay power is calculated in *CERBERUS and also of a small reactivity bias in the initial case.

Figures 3 and 4 show some sample comparisons of RFSP versus site data for ROP detectors.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of RFSP interpolated fluxes with the vertical TFD measurements
located beside detector 4D and Figure 6 shows a similar comparison for the horizontal TFD beside detector
6G. The RFSP data used in these two cases is the uncompensated 4D and 6G detector readings. Note that
the ROP detectors are three lattice pitches long whereas the TFD is about two centimetres long, thus the use
of the ROP detector readings (even though uncompensated) to represent the TFD is somewhat approximate.

The computational methodology in the *CERBERUS module was found to result in a small ( < 0.7%)
increase in power in the first 0.3-0.4 s of the transient (even though the SORs are just starting to enter the
reflector):

• there exists a small bias in the dynamic reactivity do to the impossibility of infinite convergence in
the steady-state solution. This small reactivity bias should be subtracted out of all subsequent
transient time steps. (This correction will be made in subsequent RFSP versions.)

• the calculation of the decay power due to the power pulse itself, in the case of a LOCA transient,
introduces a small error in a case such as a trip test where there is no initial increase in power.

In general the results show excellent agreement between RFSP *CERBERUS and the site
measurements. In all cases the RFSP *CERBERUS results trail the site ROP detector response. The
magnitude of the difference ranges from 20 to 50 miUi-seconds. This order of difference is within the
combined uncertainty of the SOR drop data and the ROP detector time base which is ± 53.1 ms. The slope
of the calculated and measured rundown are, however, almost identical to each other hi every case.

The comparisons with the TFD readings are very good. In both cases the TFD readings deviate from
the RFSP results by at most 20 ms. There is a slight bulge in the slope of the measurements around 0.9-1.0 s
which the RFSP results did not pick up. The local effect at the TFD may be hidden in the RFSP results which
are based on the average flux over the three lattice pitch ROP detector beside each TFD. Contrary to the ROP
comparison in these cases the RFSP results lead the measurement data (except towards the end of the rundown
in the case of the horizontal TFD).

RECOMMENDATIONS

The comparison of RFSP results against the ROP detector measurements show a very small
systematic difference which may indicate an error in the measurement time base or hi the SOR drop timing,
or in the modelling of the dynamic detector response, or more likely, a combination of all of them. The fact
that the uncompensated detector readings used to compare with the TFD readings show better agreement, or
at least a difference in the opposite direction, may also indicate an error in the dynamic detector response.
The figure comparing the uncompensated RFSP flux and the compensated RFSP readings to the ROP
measurements (Figures 3) show that the measurements fall between the two RFSP results, an indication that
the dynamic compensation is overestimated in RFSP. However as explained in the previous section the
difference is still within the measurement uncertainty, so it is difficult to draw any conclusions.
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Some possibilities for future work are:

• A parametric study of the dynamic response modelling of the ROP detectors. This is relatively easy
to do and does not require any rerunning of the *CERBERUS cases.

• A finer interpolation at the TFD positions, rather than using the uncompensated signal of the adjacent
ROP detector.

• A parametric study of the effect of changing the SOR drop curve (time scale). This would require
rerunning at least a couple of full transients to bracket the uncertainty in the drop curve.

• The simulation of future trip tests to try to assess changes in dynamic detector response.
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Table 1

RFSP *CERBERUS Results

Case No.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Time from Trip (s)
0.2689
0.3617
0.4368
0.5050
0.5665
0.6244
0.6779
0.7286
0.7774
0.8249
0.8712
0.9171
0.9623
1.0073
1.0508
1.0944
1.1408
1.1877
1.2340
1.2799
1.3325
1.3907
1.5067
1.9037
2.4121
3.1578
3.6658

Reactivity (milli-k)
-0.01
-0.06
-0.39
-0.90
-1.62
-2.53
-3.48
-4.49
-5.53
-6.69
-8.10
-9.79

-11.87
-14.59
-18.02
-22.52
-28.51
-36.43
^6.34
-58.02
-70.37
-80.48
-87.19
-91.66
-97.38

-103.02
-103.48

Fractional Power
1.005
1.007
0.995
0.964
0.916
0.854
0.786
0.717
0.651
0.590
0.533
0.478
0.426
0.377
0.330
0.286
0.245
0.210
0.181
0.160
0.144
0.133
0.125
0.116
0.108
0.099
0.095
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FIGURE 1 - POINT LEPREAU 1992 TRIP TEST - DYNAMIC REACTIVITY
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FIGURE 2 - POINT LEPREAU 1992 TRIP TEST - FRACTIONAL POWER LEVEL
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FIGURE 3 - POINT LEPREAU 1992 TRIP TEST - ROP DETECTOR - 8F
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FIGURE 5 - POINT LEPREAU 1992 TRIP TEST - VERTICAL TFD
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SIMULATION OF REACTIVITY CONTROL DEVICES IN A CANDU-6
REACTOR USING DRAGON

G. MARLEAU AND R. ROY
Groupe d'Analyse Nucléaire, Institut de Génie Nucléaire

École Polytechnique de Montréal, Montréal, Québec H3C 3AT

AND

B . ARSENAULT
Atomic Energy Control Board

280 Slater Street, P.O. Box 1046, Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5S9

Abstract — A full core calculation for a CANDU reactor generally requires
the knowledge of the few group cross sections associated with a fuel cell (2-
D geometry) along with incremental cross sections representing the effect of
inserting reactivity control devices in a supercell (3-D geometry). However,
one generally observes that the supercell calculation with the reactivity device
absent leads to a multiplication constant which may differ considerably from
that obtained using the cell calculation. Here we propose to use DRAGON
to perform both the cell and supercell calculation in a coherent fashion. First
a cell calculation will be considered using DRAGON to generate multigroup
fuel cross sections. This will be followed by an homogenization of the 2-
D fuel properties to a 3-D supercell containing only the fuel using the SPH
equivalence technique. One then expects that the few groups incremental
cross section obtained using these multigroup fuel properties will represent
more closely the effect of a given reactivity device in the reactor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Full core calculations of a CANDU reactors require the knowledge of the few group
cross sections associated with a fuel cell along with incremental cross sections representing
the effect of inserting reactivity control devices in the core. For production calculations,
the fuel cell properties can be generated, before each core calculation, using DRAGON^
or any other 2-D cell code (WIMS^ for example). On the other hand, the evaluation
of the incremental cross sections associated with a given reactivity device is generally
performed only once using DRAGON or a 3-D supercell code such as SHETAN.® In fact,
one observes that the supercell calculation with the reactivity device absent leads to an
infinite multiplication constant which differs from that obtained using the cell calculation.
Moreover, the averaged fuel cross sections associated with this supercell calculation differ
substantially from those observed when the cell calculation is performed.

Here we propose to use DRAGON to perform both the cell and supercell calculation
in a more coherent fashion. First, a cell calculation will be performed using DRAGON.
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The resulting multigroup flux distribution inside the cell will then be used to generate
few regions reference reactions rates. This will be followed by an SPH homogenizationM
of the 2-D cell properties in such a way that the 3-D supercell reactions rates generated
by DRAGON are identical to those generated by the 2-D cell calculation. This ensures
that the reference few group averaged cell cross sections generated using either the cell
or the supercell calculation are identical. Then, the effect of inserting a reactivity control
device in the supercell^ can be evaluated with respect to a unique reference state. One
then expects that the few group incremental cross sections resulting from this calculation
will represent more closely the effect of a given reactivity device in the reactor.

In Section II, we present the basic theory behind the SPH homogenization procedure.
This leads to Section III, where the SPH procedure is applied to a CANDU-6 cell and to
Section IV, where the incremental cross sections associated with a stainless steel control
rod are computed. Finally, in Section V, a discussion is provided.

II. THE HOMOGENIZATION PROCEDURE

The full core analysis of typical power reactor being generally performed using few
group diffusion theory, it is therefore necessary to generate beforehand, using a cell code,
the required few group cross sections and diffusion coefficients associated with each region
in the core. For pressurized water reactor, these cell calculations are generally performed
on a 2-D 17 x 17 fuel assembly which may contain poisoned cells and empty locations.
The reactor properties can then be evaluated with respect to a reference fuel cell that is
uniquely defined.

For CANDU reactor, the problem is more complex because it contains vertical reactiv-
ity control devices which are located between two horizontal fuel bundles. The standard
calculation scheme relies in this case on a 2-D fuel cell calculation to generate the few
group supercell properties (WIMS or 2-D DRAGON type calculation) and on a 3-D su-
percell calculation (SHETAN or 3-D DRAGON type calculation) for the analysis of the
reactivity control devices present in the core. In addition, because of its complexity, the
supercell calculation is generally performed using a geometry where the fuel description
is simplified. For example, in the cell calculation each element in the fuel cluster is con-
sidered explicitly while for the supercell calculation the fuel elements located in a given
ring are often homogenized with the coolant surrounding them. As a result, there is no
unique reference fuel cell. Thus, the reference cross sections required for the modeling
of the reactivity control devices in a supercell calculation will generally differ from those
generated by the cell calculation.

This problem of having two different sets of reference cross sections arises because the
supercell properties are obtained after a direct homogenization of the cell cross sections
using a flux volume weighting, namely.

^4 a)
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where S j is the homogenized cross section in the supercell region J and macrogroup H,
and S j , cj>^ and Vj are respectively the cross section, the flux and the volume associated
with the cell region j in the fine group h.

Accordingly, two important facts are not acknowledge in this homogenization scheme.
First, the geometry used in the supercell calculation is different from that of the cell
calculation. In fact, even a new cell calculation with these homogenized cross sections
would result in a different Ken and accordingly different few group reactor cross sections.
Secondly, the supercell and cell calculations are generally performed using a different
computational method. For example in the DRAGON calculation chain, the 2-D cell
calculation is equivalent to a 3-D supercell calculation where the reflective boundary
conditions are isotropic in two directions and specular in the third direction while the
standard 3-D supercell calculation of DRAGON is performed using isotropic reflective
boundary conditions in all directions.

In order to bypass these problems one must change the homogenization technique.
In fact, rather than using the cell flux volume weighting technique described above, it is
necessary to implement an equivalence technique which will take into account indirectly, in
the generation of homogenized cross sections, the supercell effects. The method we chose
here is the SPH equivalence technique^ which is already available in the code DRAGON.
In this case, the homogenized cross sections to be used in the supercell calculation are
corrected explicitly in order to ensure that the final reaction rates then generated are
identical to those obtained in the cell calculations. Accordingly, rather than using in the
supercell calculation the S j defined in Eq. (2), we will use

£? = tf s j (3)
where fij are conveniently defined SPH factors. In order for the reactions rates obtained
using the cell and supercell calculations to be identical, namely:

i s J heH

one requires

(4)

where fâ is the flux solution to the transport equation for the supercell.
These relations can then be used to obtain iteratively the SPH factors. Starting with

fj.H = 1 and Sj^ = S^ at iteration 0, one then solves the transport equation for 4>^ at
iteration 1. These fluxes are then used in Eq. (4) to obtain a first order approximation for
iJj and consequently ÊJ . The process is then repeated until the values obtained for the
SPH factors after two successive iterations do not differ by more than a fixed tolerance
(relative error < 10~4).

III. HOMOGENIZATION OF THE FUEL REGION

The explicit lattice cell we will consider here is a standard CANDU-6 cluster sur-
rounded by its square moderator region with the usual pitch of 28.575 cm.^ For analysis
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purposes, we will also assume that the nuclear properties of the reactor are similar to
those observed at startup, but without addition of boron. Accordingly, the cell will con-
tain only new fuel at a temperature of 941.29K; in that case, the fuel entirely fills up all
of "the gap.

Figure 1: Description of the reference CANDU-6 lattice cell

The lattice cell associated with this reactor, which is presented in Fig. 1, represents a
37 element CANDU fuel bundle cooled and moderated using heavy water. A DRAGON
analysis shows that in order to obtained spatially converged flux distributions in this cell,
the moderator region needs to be divided into 9 annulus of equal thickness while a 6
annulus coolant region is required. The effective multiplication constant associated with
this cell is K& = 1.12000.

Table 1: K^R and 2 groups homogenized cross sections for various cell configurations

S1 (cm-1)
S2 (cm-1)
S*"*1 (cm'1)
S ^ 2 (cm"1)
S r 2 (cm-1)

Reference
1.12000
0.26314
0.36239
0.25163
0.00974
0.35886

Case 1
1.12932
0.26328
0.35948
0.25162
0.00992
0.35542

Case 2
1.12102
0.26286
0.36244
0.25136
0.00973
0.35886j

Case 3
1.12000
0.26314
0.36239
0.25163
0.00974
0.35886

Using the 52 region and 69 group fluxes obtained from the reference cell calculation
we were then able to generate by direct homogenization the 69 groups macroscopic cross
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sections associated with the three different material regions in our supercell. These re-
gions, which are described in Fig. 2, represent respectively the fuel region, the pressure
tube region and the moderator. We then considered a 69 group DRAGON calculation on
the 2-D supercell representing this simplified 2-D cell (Case 1 results). As expected, we
obtained Kes = 1.12932 which is very different from the result obtained when the com-
plete fuel cell is considered. Similarly the two group averaged fuel properties generated by
each of these calculations differ substantially, as illustrated in Table 1. These differences
arise for two reasons. First, in the homogenization process large regions which contains
fuel and coolant were merged together. Similarly, we generated a single moderator mate-
rial while the cell flux distribution in the moderator differs from one region to the next.
The second reason for this difference is that the 2-D supercell transport calculation we
considered here is not spatially converged. In fact, by using a annular discretization of
the fuel and moderator regions in the supercell similar to that of the reference cell we
obtained KeR = 1.12102 from our supercell calculation. This shows that in this case the
discrepancies can be mainly associated to the problem of spatial convergence (Case 2).

Figure 2: Description of the homogenized CANDU-6 lattice cell

The second of these problems can be easily avoided in our 2-D supercell geometry by
refining the calculation mesh. However, this is not practical for the 3-D supercell calcula-
tions. The first problem described above is even more complex. In fact, the shielding effect
which will arise when the fuel material is concentrated in pellet is attenuated because the
fuel is mixed directly with the coolant (moderating heavy water). This appears only as
a theoretical problem in 2-D supercell geometry since one can always consider turning
back to the reference cell. However, for the 3-D supercell problems, there is currently no
possibility for explicit cluster analysis in DRAGON.

The alternative we suggested in the previous section seems therefore to be the only
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practical approach. In fact, if one uses the SPH method to generate the 69 group cross
sections associated with the three materials of our 2-D supercell, and then performs a
DRAGON transport calculation on this supercell using the SPH corrected cross sections,
one then obtains, as expected, Keft = 1.12000. This is because the SPH factors were
chosen in such a way that the reaction rates computed in the 2-D cell and supercell
geometry are identical. Moreover, the two group fuel properties associated with the 2-D
supercell are very close to those obtained by a direct homogenization of the reference cell
(see Case 3 in Table 1). This means that, even though the supercell uses corrected cross
sections, a two group homogenization of its cross sections over the complete geometry
leads to reactor properties which are similar to those obtained using the reference cell
calculation.

The next question we want to consider is the effect of a given homogenization procedure
on the incremental cross sections associated with a reactivity device. Here, to illustrate
this problem we will insert in the 2-D cell and supercell given above a single stainless
steel pin of radius 1.0 cm located at 12.4 cm from the center of the cell along the x—axis.
We then compute the incremental cross sections associated with this pin. Here, note
that the cross section associated with the stainless steel pin are taken directly from the
library, even in the case where the SPH homogenization technique is considered. This
problem is first solved in the exact cell geometry using the same spatial discretization
as for the reference cell. Then we computed for the supercell geometry the incremental
cross section associated with the reactivity device using the 69 group fuel, moderator and
structure material cross sections homogenized using the two technique described above.
The results we obtained for the incremental cross sections for this simulated adjuster are
presented in Table 2. Here the results of Case 1 and 2 were obtained using respectively
the Case 1 and 2 supercell reference calculations above while for Case 3, we used for
comparison the reference cell calculation.

Table 2: Incremental cross sections for various 2-D supercell calculations

AKeff (mk)
AS1 (cm'1)
A S ; (cm"1)
AS2 (cm*1)
AS2 (cm'1)

Reference
181

1.4639E-03
3.3437E-05
5.2029E-04
6.7042E-04

Case 1
158

1.5025E-03
3.4334E-05
6.3914E-04
6.3419E-04

Case 2
179

1.4691E-03
3.3620E-05
5.2568E-04
6.7102E-04

Case 3
178

1.5012E-03
3.3547E-05
5.1552E-04
6.5809E-04

As we can see, the results presented in Case 1, corresponding to a direct homogeniza-
tion and a coarse mesh supercell calculation are not reliable. In fact, the reactivity worth
of this steel pin is underpredicted by 23 mk and AS2 is in error by as much as 22%.
Case 2, which duplicates the calculations of Case 1 but on a finer mesh, is much more
realistic. In fact it underpredicts the reactivity worth of the pin by only 2 mk, while the
incremental cross section are in error by a maximum of 1.0%. Finally let us examine Case
3 which uses the same coarse mesh as Case 1 but macroscopic cross sections homogenized
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using the SPH method. Here we observe that even if this calculation is not spatially-
converged (as illustrated by the difference in the results of Case 1 and 2) the use of the
SPH homogenization method had for effect to restore the reactivity worth of the steel pin
to within 3 mk of the reference value. Moreover, the incremental cross sections associated
with this pin have been restored to within 2.7% of the reference values.

We can therefore conclude that the use of the SPH homogenization method to generate
supercell cross sections has the advantage over the standard homogenization method to
correct most of the errors which will arise due to the additional approximation required
in the supercell calculations such as an insufficient discretization of the mesh.

IV. 3-D REACTIVITY CONTROL DEVICE SIMULATION

Here, we propose to evaluate the incremental cross sections associated with the stain-
less steel adjuster rods (SSAR) in a CANDU-6 reactor. The following three calculation
scheme will be considered here. First we will carry out a cell calculation similar to that
described above, followed by a direct 3 region homogenization of the 69 group properties
of this cell (Case 1).^ The second homogenization option we will consider uses the SPH
method to generate the 69 group three region properties for the 2-D supercell (Case 2).
Finally, we will apply the SPH technique directly on the 3-D supercell which will be used
in the evaluation of the incremental cross sections (Case 3). The comparison between
these three different computations will then lead us to formulate some recommendations
concerning the technique that should be used in order to generate consistent fuel and
adjuster rods properties.

Table 3: KeR and 2 groups homogenized cross sections from supercell calculation

S1

s2

s*
E*

ff

(cm-1)
(cm-1)

—1 (cm'1

~~2 (cm-1

S 2 ^ 2 (cm-1

)
)
)

Reference
1.12000
0.26314
0.36239
0.25163
0.00974
0.35886

Case 1
1.12669
0.26308
0.36066
0.25147
0.009S7
0.35676

Case 2
1.11710
0.26324
0.36364
0.25177
0.00969
0.36622

Case 3
1.12000
0.26314
0.36239
0.25163
0.00974
0.35886

Before going into the calculations themselves, let us first describe briefly the 3-D
supercell that will be used for the evaluation of the incremental cross sections. This
supercell spans two 3-D bundles with the adjuster rod located perpendicularly to the fuel
channels at the intersection of these two cells. In fact, two supercell calculations will be
required for the evaluation of a single adjuster rod. First we will consider a pure fuel
supercell which consists only of the three regions described above and will be used as the
reference supercell to be used in the evaluation of the incremental cross sections. Then we
will consider the case where the adjuster is inserted in the core. Note that the incremental
cross sections associated with the SSAR in this case will include the effect of the guide
tube.
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Let us now examine the results obtained using each of the methods described. First
we compare the 2 groups average fuel properties obtained using the supercell calculation
based on the various homogenization methods. These are presented in Table 3. This leads
to changes in the fast and thermal absorption cross sections of the order of 3.3 x 10~5 and
3.7 x 10"4 for Case 1 and 1.0 x 10"7 1.1 x 10~4 for Case 2 while for Case 3 these changes
are smaller by a factor of at least 103.

The main question is then how does these results affects the incremental cross sections
associated with the SSAR. By comparing the average fuel 2 group cross sections obtained
using two successive supercell calculations, one with and one without the SSAR, the results
of Table 4 were obtained. As one can see the results of Case la (direct homogenization)
underperdicts the reactivity worth of the adjuster with respect to Case 2a (2-D SPH
homogenization) and Case 3a (3-D SPH homogenization). Both Case 2a and 3a results in
incremental cross sections which are very similar (maximum difference of 13% in AS2"*2)
while Case la and 3a differ by as much as 42% (again in AS2"*2). In the case where
the supercell calculation containing SSAR are compared with the reference 2-D cell, the
incremental cross sections observed using 3-D SPH homogenization (Case 3b) do not
change while those observed using the other two technique of homogenization change
considerably. In fact for Case 2b most incremental cross sections are still coherent with
those of Case 3a apart from AS2""2 which becomes positive while for Case lb some
incremental cross sections change by close to an order in magnitude while other change
sign.

Table 4: SSAR incremental cross sections

Aiïeff (mk)
AS* (cm-1)
AS2 (cm-1)
A S ^ 1 (cm-1)
AS*-2 (cm-1)
A2:T2 (cm'1)

Case la
147

4.28E-05
5.94E-04
1.79E-03

-7.28E-05
[JL.53E-04

Case lb
140

8.85E-06
9.67E-04
1.63E-03
5.67E-05
2.25E-03

Case 2a
162

4.19E-05
6.00E-04
1.79E-03

-7.18E-05
-3.17E-04

Case 2b
165

4.18E-05
4.85E-04
1.94E-03

-1.15E-04
1.04E-03

Case 3a
158

4.21E-05
5.99E-04
1.80E-03

-7.20E-05
-2.60E-04

Case 3b
158

4.21E-05
5.99E-04
1.80E-03

-7.20E-05
-2.60E-04

Accordingly, it is evident that a direct homogenization is not adequate to correctly
evaluate the incremental cross section associated with a reactivity control device in a
CANDU reactor. One could consider a 2-D SPH homogenization, but this still result
in the problem of generating two different reference fuel, one to be used directly in the
reactor calculation via fuel properties, and the second to be used in incremental cross
section calculations. Finally, the use of a 3-D SPH homogenization solve this problem
since a single fuel cell can be used at both level of calculations. The main problem with
this last method is the amount of CPU time required in the homogenization process and
in some case a faster 2-D SPH homogenization should be considered.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented various homogenization options that can be used for the evaluation
of the incremental associated with a reactivity device in a CANDU reactor. We have first
considered the method which is currently used by the Canadian utilities and relies on
a direct volume weighted flux homogenization of the fuel, pressure tube and moderator
properties. It was shown that this technique can lead to large errors in the evaluation of
reactivity worth associated with the device and of their incremental cross sections.

On the other hand, the use of the SPH homogenization technique has permitted to
reduce these errors. A 2-D transport SPH equivalence calculation succeeds in partially
correcting the results with respect to the errors due to the inadequate spatial discretization
used in the 3-D transport calculation. However it still results in important differences
in the incremental cross section. A 3-D transport SPH equivalence has the advantage of
generating a single reference cell while insuring that the errors resulting from the supercell
calculations (poor spatial discretization and different boundary conditions) are kept to a
minimum.
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Predictions of Bubbly Flows in Vertical Pipes Using
Two-Fluid Models in CFDS-FLOW3D Code

A.O. Banas, M.B. Carver and D. Unrau

Thermalhydraulics Development Branch
AECL Research

Chalk River Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ 1J0

Summary

At present, thermalhydraulic computations of internal flows and heat transfer in nuclear-reactor
components rely on porous-medium and subchannel approximations for capturing multidimensional
effects. However, these approaches target only relatively crude resolution of flow details, and
their underlying theoretical bases rest iirmly on hydraulic concepts. Methods of analysis based
on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are steadily gaining in popularity and importance, but
their acceptance as working tools of nuclear engineers is clearly tied to further development of
their predictive capabilities for multiphase gas-liquid flows. Two-fluid formulation, with a long
track record as a basis of advanced computational methodologies in two-phase thermalhydraulics,
continues to be the favoured framework for modelling two-phase flows in CFD. Nevertheless, realistic
prediction of even the simplest gas-liquid flows by CFD methods remains a challenge, primarily
because of the uncertainty regarding the appropriate closure required by the two-fluid formulation.
For many types of dispersed two-phase flows, there is growing evidence that turbulence in the carrier
fluid plays an important role in the development of phase distribution, and its modelling must be
explicitly addressed in the closure schemes hoping to yield succesful reproductions of experimental
data.

This paper reports the results of an explorative study testing the capabilities of the two-fluid
modelling framework in the CFDS-FLOW3D code. The objectives of the investigations were two-
fold:

• to test numerical performance of the IPSA algorithm and its SINCE enhancement for two-fluid
simulations in a simple pipe geometry, and

• to assess the suitability of various interfacial-transfer and turbulence closures for adiabatic
bubbly upflows in pipes.

In the first phase, a series of numerical experiments were completed to test the effects of currently
implemented two-fluid closures and boundary conditions on predictions of fully-developed profiles
of phasic velocities, pressure and void. Several strategies to improve the rate of solution conver-
gence were explored during these simulations. As these predictions did not satisfactorily reproduce
the experimental data of Serizawa et al. [1] for air-water bubbly flows, alternative interfacial and
turbulence closures were considered. Specifically, a variant of the fc-€ turbulence model of Lee [2]
was implemented in the code through FORTRAN interface, and the experimental data of Liu [3]
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were selected for its validation. The results of this validation study indicate that the Lee model may
not be adequate to reproduce all of the experimentally observed features in turbulent bubbly flows.
To address this concern, other two-fluid closure alternatives, planned for future investigations, aixe
also discussed in the paper.
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Analysis of Passive Heat Transport for an Advanced CANDU Containment
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ABSTRACT

As part of the overall passive safety concept, the advanced CANDU containment system
would provide the necessary cooling of the containment atmosphere, and thus limit containment pressure,
without the reliance on active safety systems or operator intervention. A number of promising concepts
have been identified for the passive heat removal from a CANDU containment following a postulated
accident [1]. The passive containment includes a long-term heat removal system which would absorb
energy from the containment atmosphere by steam condensation and free convection and release that
energy to the outside environment. The heat removal rates will depend on the containment atmosphere
pressure, temperature, flow conditions and steam distribution [2]. A comprehensive program, consisting
of computer simulations and small-scale integrated experiments, is in progress at Whiteshell Laboratories
to assess the heat transport inside the containment and to recommend design enhancements. This paper
presents results from preliminary computer simulations.

To study the feasibility of a passive containment and to optimize its design multi-dimensional
modeling may be required. A commercial multi-dimensional containment analysis code, GOTHIC, has
been selected to carry out the studies. This code has been extensively validated for lumped-parameter
containment analysis, and a limited number of multi-dimensional analyses of containment experiments.
A commercial computational fluid dynamics code, PHOENICS, was used to compare against GOTHIC
predictions of pressure, gas distribution and temperatures in a containment building. Because
PHOENICS could not model two phase flow in the presence of non condensable gases, steam
condensation was not included in the comparative analysis of both codes. For the code comparison
three-dimensional models of a square heated cavity and a passive CANDU 3 containment were
developed with both codes and results are compared.

Nusselt number predictions from both codes were compared against a numerical benchmark
solution for a square heated cavity [3] and showed good agreement, indicating that both codes can model
buoyancy driven flows adequately. GOTHIC and PHOENICS predicted similar pressure transients for a
containment building (without steam condensation), however, PHOENICS predicted a less mixed, more
stratified atmosphere following a break, with elevated temperatures near the top of the containment.
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ASSERT Development and Validation
Recent Progress

J.C. Kiteley, M.B. Carver, G.M. Waddington, R.Q.N. Zhou and Y. Liner

ABSTRACT

The ASSERT code is being developed to address the three-dimensional computation of flow and
phase distribution and fuel-element surface temperatures on a local or subchannel basis within
CANDU PHWR fuel channels, and to provide a detailed prediction of critical heat flux (CHF)
throughout the fuel channel.

This paper briefly describes the ASSERT code and its CHF assessment methodology, and several
recent validation exercises concerning applications of the code to simulations relevant to
CANDU-PHWR fuel channel conditions.

Results are presented of a preliminary ASSERT analysis of the Stern Laboratory full-scale water
critical heat flux tests. The initial data from the nominal (uncrept) pressure tube tests for steady-
state onset-of-dryout conditions was applied to ASSERT. An advanced (pre-experiment)
prediction of the Stern Laboratory tests in a crept pressure tube was completed using ASSERT.
The purpose of the study was to give the relative reduction in initial fuel channel dryout power
for a crept pressure tube compared to the nominal pressure tube for the same boundary
conditions.

This paper discusses recent ASSERT code validation of two CHF experiments with full-scale
vertical flow fuel bundles with Freon coolant that examined the effect of fuel bundle radial heat
flux distribution (RED) on CHF. The purpose of the study was to confirm the ability of the
ASSERT code to predict the correct parametric trends in dryout power for various RFD profiles.

Some past ASSERT validation studies relevant to CANDU-PHWR fuel channel modelling are
briefly reviewed.

The status of, and future directions for, ASSERT code development are summarized.

The full text of this paper will be distributed at the Symposium.
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ABSTRACT

The ASSERT code is being developed to address the three-dimensional computation of flow
and phase distribution and fuel-element surface temperatures on a local or subchannel basis
within CANDU PHWR fuel channels, and to provide a detailed prediction of critical heat flux
(CHF) throughout the fuel channel.

This paper briefly describes the ASSERT code and its CHF assessment methodology, and
several recent validation exercises concerning applications of the code to simulations relevant
to CANDU-PHWR fuel channel conditions.

Results are presented of a preliminary ASSERT analysis of the STERN Laboratory full-scale
water CHF tests. The initial data from the nominal (uncrept) pressure tube tests for steady-
state onset-of-dryout conditions was applied to ASSERT. An advanced (pre-experiment)
prediction of the STERN Laboratory tests in a crept pressure tube was completed using
ASSERT. The purpose of the study was to give the relative reduction in initial fuel channel
dryout power for a crept pressure tube compared to the nominal pressure tube for the same
boundary conditions.

This paper discusses a recent ASSERT code validation of two CHF experiments that used
full-scale vertical flow fuel bundles with Freon coolant to examine the effect of fuel bundle
radial heat flux distribution (RFD) on CHF. The purpose of the study was to confirm the
ability of the ASSERT code to predict the correct parametric trends in dryout power for
various RFD profiles.

Some past ASSERT validation studies relevant to CANDU-PHWR fuel channel modelling are
briefly reviewed.

The status of. and future directions for. ASSERT code development are summarized.
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INTRODUCTION

The ASSERT1 code [1.2] has been developed to address the computation of flow and phase
distribution within the horizontal subchannels of CANDU2 PHWR fuel channels, and to
provide a detailed prediction of critical heat flux (CHF) distribution throughout the fuel
bundle.

The ASSERT development program contains a number of coordinated experimental and
analytical projects, each providing information essential for the central project. This parallel
phenomenologicai investigation is required to ensure that the computer code incorporates the
mechanisms necessary to simulate experimentally observed trends. The development strategy
permits constructive validation of the computer code accompanied by progressive
improvement, particularly in the area of constitutive relationships.

ASSERT uses the subchannel approach used in the development of the COBRA-IV computer
code [3]. Subchannels a>-e defined as the coolant flow areas between fuel elements (rods),
bounded by the rods and imaginary lines linking adjacent rod centres. Subchannels are
divided axially into control volumes, which communicate axially in the same subchannel, and
laterally across fictitious boundaries with control volumes in neighbouring subchannels, as
shown in Figure 1.

Early subchannel codes, such as COBRA [3], were designed primarily to model flow in
vertical fuel channels, and use a homogeneous mixture model of two-phase flow. ASSERT
uses an advanced drift-flux model that permits the phases to have unequal velocities and
unequal temperatures (UVUT). and includes gravity terms that make it possible to analyze
phase separation tendencies that may occur in horizontal flow.

THERMALHYDRAULIC MODEL AND SOLUTION SCHEME

The thermalhydraulic conservation equations used in ASSERT are derived from the two-fluid
equations [4]. ASSERT has options to solve the resulting equations using either the drift-flux
(relative velocity) or the homogeneous mixture model, with various options for thermal
disequilibrium. The closure relationships required are the equations of state, and constitutive
relationships expressing relative velocity, fluid friction, wall heat transfer, interfacial heat
transfer, and thermal mixing, in terms of the primary variables: i.e.. the pressure and the flow
velocity, density and enthalpy of each phase. The governing equations are listed in Table 1.

Under single-phase conditions, the distribution of flow and temperature is affected by the

'Advanced Solution of Subchannel Equations in Reactor Thermalhydraulics.

:CANada Deuterium Uranium. Registered trademark



exchange of momentum and energy between subchannels. This is caused by two
mechanisms:

• pressure-driven cross-flow, and
• turbulent exchange.

*«=*•

The pressure-driven cross-flow is governed primarily by the geometry and the appropriate
assignment of pressure drop form-loss factors associated with flow past fuel-bundle
appendages and across gaps.

The need to model turbulent exchange arises from the fact that the discretization of the
equations in a subchannel grid requires a simplification of the diffusion terms in the usual
3-D momentum equations. In single phase, the assumption is made that turbulent exchange in
the gap connecting two parallel subchannels involves no net mass exchange but does involve
some energy exchange. This is modelled according to the protocol of Rogers and Rosehart
[5].

The relative velocity model is the heart of the successful application of the ASSERT model to
tv/o-phase flow. This model comprises further effects, including:

• relative velocity due to phase distribution.
• local relative velocity due to gravity, and
• turbulent diffusion of void between neighbouring subchannels and toward a preferred

phase distribution.

Details of the implementation of the advanced drift-flux model in the ASSERT code are given
by Carver et al. [6].

The early version of ASSERT is referred to as ASSERT-IV, as the numerical solution is akin
to that of COBRA-IV.

This method can model uni-directional axial flow and bi-directional transverse flow, but is
limited to modelling scenarios in which the axial flow is dominant with respect to the lateral
flow. This prohibits ASSERT-IV from modelling very low axial flow, stagnant flow or axial
flow reversals. This has led to the development of a numerical solution scheme for ASSERT
based on a pressure-velocity algorithm. This latter version of ASSERT is designated as
ASSERT-PV [7] and has been used successfully for recirculating flows.

ASSERT-IV and ASSERT-PV are maintained under strict version control. Both versions are
in use. Although the ASSERT-PV scheme is more general, the ASSERT-IV scheme is
computationally more efficient for the scenarios to which it applies. The two numerical
solution schemes share the same host code, including all the constitutive relationships and
input specifications, hence they are referred to genetically as ASSERT.



The probability of making a successful prediction of local CHF is obviously a direct function
of the success of predicting local flow and phase distribution, and of the method used to
relate CHF to this distribution. CHF in ASSERT may be assessed using a number of
alternate options [1]. The most generally applicable options are an extension of the
mechanistic film-boiling model of Whalley et al. [8]. and the CHF Table method of
Groeneveld et al. [9]. The CHF Table Look-Up method was used for the simulations
described in this paper.

THE ASSERT VALIDATION PROGRAM

Early work on the ASSERT code concentrated on the development of a suitable
thermalhydraulic model [1]). Subsequent work has included a number of validation studies,
progressing from single-phase experiments, to air-water mixtures, and. eventually, to
experiments in full-scale bundles with boiling water.

ASSERT validation is summarized in recent publications [II to 15]. These papers describe
comparisons of ASSERT predictions of flow and phase distribution to those measured in
experiments with subchannels containing low-pressure air and water [16.17], and experiments
with boiling water or Freon in simulated fuel bundles [18 to 26].

THE CURRENT PAPER

This paper describes more recent results obtained by comparing ASSERT-IV (V2R9)
predictions with three sets of experimental measurements in electrically simulated 37-rod
bundles:

• CHF experiments in 37-rod bundles done with water coolant at STERN Laboratory
with standard pressure tubes, and pressure tubes with a typical crept profile.

• Two sets of experiments in 37-rod bundles with Freon coolant in which the effect of
CHF of radial heat flux distribution (RFD) was examined.

VALIDATION FOR DRYOUT POWER IN A CANDU 37-ROD BUNDLE CHANNEL
WITH NOMINAL PRESSURE TUBE AND ADVANCE PREDICTION FOR A CREPT
PRESSURE TUBE

As shown in Figure I. the CANDU reactor has a large number of parallel horizontal fuel
channels, each of which consists of a string of fuel bundles contained in a pressure tube. The
pressure tubes are nominally cylindrical, but after prolonged operation the tubes expand
slightly due to creep, particularly in the region of high heat flux. This gives a systematic
variation of pressure tube diameter along its length.



The STERN CHF Experiments

The purpose of the water CHF experiments performed by STERN Laboratory in 1992 [27]
was to measure the power at initial dryout. and the axial and radial location of the dryout
point.

During a test, the flow conditions (i.e.. the mass flow rate, the pressure and the inlet
temperature) were kept constant. The power was increased incrementally until the onset-of-
dryout was detected. At each power level, mobile thermocouples scanned each rod surface to
determine whether dryout had occurred. If no dryout was detected, the power was increased.
If dryout was detected in more than one location, the power was reduced. The onset of
dryout is defined as the first detection of dryout and usually this first dryout occurs at only
one location in the fuel channel.

The test section consists of a standard six-metre pressure tube, which is a bundle assembly of
12 fuel bundles. The bundles are similar to the CANDU 37-rod fuel bundle, except that they
are fully aligned, and electrically heated. The 1992 series of tests used a standard pressure
tube of constant diameter; tests with a crept pressure tube were completed recently.

Modelling The Experiments with ASSERT

Figure 2 shows a cross section of the 37-rod bundle. It shows the ASSERT rod and
subchannel numbering scheme for both the nominal and the crept pressure tubes. It indicates
that the increase in flow area resulting from an increase in pressure tube diameter is all in the
outer ring of subchannels, primarily at the top of the bundle. The pressure tube creep is
specified in ASSERT by means of geometry variation tables for subchannel flow area, gap
size and wetted perimeter versus axial location.

The experimental test matrix of cases were run at three exit pressures (6. 9. and 11 MPa) for
a range of inlet temperatures and channel flows.

The ASSERT-FV code was used to model representative sets of cases in the experimental test
matrix for the nominal pressure tube. The experimental boundary conditions (exit pressure,
inlet temperature, average mass flux and average heat flux) were specified as input to
ASSERT.

ASSERT returns a CHF assessment by means of the parameter CHFR (CHF ratio). This is
the ratio of actual flux to computed CHF flux for each rod/subchannel pair at each axial node.
These results are summarized by searching for. sorting, and reporting the minimum CHF ratio
(MCHFR). which is the smallest ratio encountered in the entire calculation. ASSERT predicts
incipient CHF when this "local basis" MCHFR=1.0. As it is difficult to arrive at these
conditions exactly, linear interpolation between two cases that compute 1.0-e<MCHFR<1.0+e



is normally used. In these studies, we used £=0.05. The next-ranking element/subchannel
MCHFR's are also reported as subsequent occurrences.

Validation Results for the Nominal Pressure Tube

Comparisons were made between experimentally measured dryout power and dryout power
predicted by ASSERT for the experimental range of channel flow and inlet temperature. The
parametric trends for the nominal and crept pressure tube cases were then compared.

Comparisons of experimental and predicted dryout power versus inlet temperature for both the
nominal pressure tubes are given in Figure 3 for channel flows of 17 kg/s.

In general. ASSERT was in good agreement with the experiment for predictions of dryout
power at high flows, but the agreement was not as good at lower flows. ASSERT was also
in good agreement with the experiment for the prediction of axial dryout locations, but was
not as good in predicting the radial location of first dryout. However, the radial locations of
subsequent dryouts (the next few rods to dry out) were always in agreement with the
experiment.

Advance Prediction for the Crept Pressure Tube

An ASSERT simulation of the crept pressure tube has been completed to provide an advanced
prediction of the effect of the specified tube creep on the CHF performance. The axial creep
profile has a maximum diameter increase of 3.3 percent and is shown in Figure 4. The
ASSERT results for the crept pressure tube are compared with the corresponding nominal
pressure tube results in Figure 5. The same boundary conditions (i.e.. pressure, inlet
temperature and mass flow rate) are used for both the crept and the nominal pressure tube
simulations. The same void diffusion turbulent mixing coefficient is used for both tubes and
for the same mass flow rates.

Figure 5 indicates a significant decrease in CHF for the crept cases. In the cases shown.
ASSERT predicts as much as a 15% reduction in power for this pressure tube creep profile.

Experiments with the crept pressure tube have subsequently been completed at STERN.
Initial analysis of results shows that the decrease in CHF is of the same order as that
predicted by ASSERT [28].

Summary for STERN Experiments

Full details of the comparisons are given in [29].

The following observations apply to both the experimental results and ASSERT-IV
predictions:



the channel dryout power was significantly lower (10-30%) for the crept pressure tube
than for the nominu. pressure tube for the same outlet pressure, inlet temperature and
channel flow:

the channel dryout power decreased in a linear manner with increased inlet temperature
for a given exit pressure and channel flow:

the channel dryout power increased in a linear manner with increased channel flow for a
given exit pressure and inlet temperature:

the pressure drop was significantly lower in the crept pressure tube than the nominal
pressure tube for all cases: and

VALIDATION FOR CHF IN BUNDLES WITH VARIOUS RADIAL HEAT FLUX
PROFILES

The McDonald Experiments

An early experimental investigation of the effect of the radial heat flux distribution on the
critical heat flux is described in [30]. The experiments were carried out on a full-scale
vertical, six-metre-long, 37-element segmented fuel channel using Freon-12 refrigerant. The
use of Freon instead of water allowed the tests to be performed at much lower pressure,
temperature and power. Leaf springs held the electrically heated rod bundles in an eccentric
position in the fuel channel. The axial heat flux distribution was a downstream-skewed,
stepped-cosine profile. Four different radial heat flux distributions were tested, as shown in
Figure 6. RFD #1 is the steepest and is typical of fresh-fuel natural uranium. Profiles #2
through #4 are progressively flatter.

A total of 92 experiments were performed, covering a range of inlet temperatures (27°C to
53°C) and mass flow rates (10.1 kg/s to 19.6 kg/s) at an outlet pressure of 1.5 MPa.

The data presented by McDonald [30] show the usual linear dependence of channel dryout
power on inlet temperature, and the increase in dryout power with the mass flow rate. The
dryout power is greatest for RFD#1, and decreases as the profile becomes flatter. The aim of
the validation study was to reproduce these relationships with ASSERT-IV V2R9.

ASSERT Results

Full details of the comparisons are given in [31].

Figure 7 shows the effect of the radial heat flux distribution on the channel dryout power for
a mass flow rate of 10.2 kg/s. ASSERT-IV accurately predicts the power using profiles #3
and #4. but for distribution #1 (the steepest profile, represented by triangles in the figures) the
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dryout power is slightly under-predicted. The current results are a significant improvement
over the previous version of ASSERT-IV used by Liner and Kiteley [32], which for some
cases predicted a smaller dryout power using RFD #1 than the much flatter RFD #4. The
improvement is due to our better understanding of the use of the drift flux model (coefficients
and submodel options) and the removal of correction factors from the CHF table method.

The radial heat flux distribution also affects the dryout location. For the flattest profile
(RFD #4). dryout always occurs on the inner ring or the centre rod. However, for the heat
flux profiles that provide more power to the outer rods (RFD's #1 and #3). dryout is more
likely to occur on the outer ring in this configuration.

The Yin and Bullock LVRF Experiments

CHF Freon-22 experiments were conducted recently on a full-scale, six-metre, vertically
oriented. 12-bundle. 37-element fuel string, as described by Yin and Bullock [33]. The first
nine fuel bundles served as a preheat region and three downstream bundles simulated
low-void reactivity fuel (LVRF) bundles.

Radial profiles representing three LVRF fuel scenarios at different burnups were tested in
these experiments. The RFD in the preheater part of the assembly was the same for all cases
and similar to the natural uranium profile, and the RFD in the LVRF bundles was
characterized by a very steep profile between the inner and intermediate rings. The RFD for
each type of fuel is shown in Figure 8. These profiles are considerably steeper than those in
the previous experiment.

CHF experiments were conducted with flow rates ranging from 8.5 to 17.5 kg/s, outlet
pressures from 1.6 to 2.2 MPa and inlet temperatures from 19 to 52°C.

The full study is reported in [34]. We illustrate only one case here, to show that ASSERT
can successfully predict the effect of a more extreme radial flux variation. Results from
profile 4 are shown in Figure 9.

The axial locations of dryout in the experiments and simulated by ASSERT are close to the
end of the LVRF section, with minor differences in the position for some cases. The radial
locations of dryout in the experiments and the ASSERT simulations are always on the
intermediate ring of rods.

Onset of Void Fraction

We also examined onset of void (OSV). an important parameter of two-phase flow. In one-
dimensional calculations, a correlation for OSV is required to define the start of the two-
phase region during subcooled boiling. The ASSERT results showed that the OSV is only
slightly dependent on the RFD's for the profiles in question.



SOME ISSUES

Although the studies described above show successful applications of subchannel analysis, a
number of issues have yet to be resolved.

A good summary of generic issues in subchannel analysis is given by Shiralkar and Chu (35):
the following comments elaborate on some of these and add some concerns related to the
AECL applications.

As noted previously, the probability of making a successful prediction of CHF is a direct
function of the success of predicting the local distribution of flow and phase, and of the
method used to relate CHF to this distribution. The outstanding issues can thus be grouped
into two categories: flow distribution and CHF methodology.

Flow Distribution

Validation Data. It is very difficult to obtain direct measurements of flow and ph.ise
distribution within reactor bundles: hence for validation, related separate-effect experiments,
such as the twin-channel experiments [16, 24], must be used, or some indirect indications
must be gleaned from the integral CHF experiments in bundles.

In the latter case, individual rod temperatures are measured, and these give not only an
indication of CHF. but also of the onset of subcooled boiling, and so provide some three-
dimensional validation data on flow distribution [20]. Overall pressure profiles are also
measured, and matching these pressure drops is a prerequisite to more detailed calculations.

Turbulent Mixing. Void Drift and Fuel-Bundle Appendages. Turbulent mixing in single-
phase flow in assemblies of bare rods has been addressed extensively. However, the
appropriate models for two-phase flow are less established [36]. A variation [6] of the Lahey
void drift model [19] is used in ASSERT. Endplates and grid spacers in CANDU reactors
also significantly affect the flow. These are modelled in ASSERT by assigning form factors
to individual subchannels. This causes significant pressure-driven cross-flow and attendant
thermal mixing.

This flow diversion has been compared to separate-effect experiments, so the loss factor
method can be validated. However, there is evidence of an additional heat-transfer
enhancement. This can be modelled analytically using three-dimensional computational fluid
dynamics [37].

Bundle Junctions and Misalignment. The CANDU reactor has a string of 12 bundles which
are not constrained to positions in which subchannels are aligned. Misalignment causes a
penalty in pressure drop, but some advantage in CHF due to additional mixing in bundle
junctions. The formation of a suitable model for ASSERT to simulate misaligned bundles is
being addressed in a companion project [38].



CHF Methodology

Any CHF correlation can be used in a subchannel code, and there exists a plethora of
correlations for various conditions. Correlations and mechanistic models such as described in
[8] are reviewed in [39]. The CHF table method championed by Groeneveld et al. [9] is
normally used in ASSERT, as it attempts to provide the equivalent of a correlation that is
applicable over a wide range of conditions. This gives the most general application for 8 mm
tubes, but some uncertainties remain in its application to subchannel geometries. Currently, a
correction factor based on hydraulic diameter is applied to the 8 mm tube table [39].

The method of addressing variation in axial heat-flux profile is also under review. Currently.
CHF is assessed on the basis of local heat flux: however, an option to instead use the boiling
length average (BLA) heat flux [39] is also available. Some studies using the BLA correction
are reported in a companion paper [40].
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Table 1. Governing Equations in ASSERT

Mixture Mass (conservative form)

at

where p = (ccp)g + (ap) f = agp* +

Mixture Momentum (conservative form)

dt

-,-, ( ap ) . ( ap ) f -_ .
pVV

Mixture Energy (transportive form)

+ VP = - F ' +

- V • «aq\ + {aq1'nr

Phasic Energy (transportive form)

liquid:

3
ot

- V

vapour:

ah.
- v

Notes: + variables to be defined by state relationships
* variables to be defined by constitutive relationships



Geometric Basis for Subchannel Analysis
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Figure 1. Definition of Sub-Channel Geometry in a CANDU Reactor
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ABSTRACT

CANDU PHWR fuel channel pressure tubes will expand or creep under long-term (aging
process) influence of temperature, pressure, and neutron flux. This diametral pressure tube creep will
influence the critical channel power (CCP), or conditions that lead to dryout. In order to provide safety
analysis models to quantify the effect of diametral pressure tube creep on CCP, a COG (AECL/NBP/HQ)
project is underway to commission the ASSERT and NUCIRC codes to establish reliable production tools
for the assessment of CANDU6 CCP in nominal (uncrept) and crept pressure tube fuel channels.

This paper gives an overview of the background and objectives of the project along with
a brief introduction into the subchannel analysis code ASSERT and the 1-D thermalhydraulics code
NUCIRC. This project is a multistage endeavour, for which the first stage results are presented.

A detailed cross-comparison of the 1-D (NUCIRC) and subchannel (ASSERT) models
of pressure drop (AP) and critical heat flux (CHF) has been undertaken and has led to several
enhancements and refinements to the respective models. These results are presented in addition to results
of ASSERT commissioning against NUCIRC for a matrix of AP and dryout cases in a nominal pressure
tube, which are based upon Gentilly 2 and Point Lepreau site data.

Additionally, the initial results of an assessment, using ASSERT, of the effects of creep
on AP are presented. In concluding, the status and future directions for ASSERT/NUCIRC CANDU 6
CCP analysis project are summarized.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the effect of pressure tube (PT) creep on channel flow and CHF in CANDU*
reactors has been a concern and subject of experimental and analytical investigations. A basic
understanding of the problem can be obtained by considering the geometry. As a channel experiences
diametral creep, the fuel bundle begins to take on an asymmetric position. That is, the bundle sits on the
bottom of the enlarged channel. It is then obvious that a path of lower resistance develops on the top of
the fuel channel. Consequently, the passing fluid will divert to the upper portion of the channel. This
diversion of flow will have implications on both the pressure drop and the dryout power.

For reactor operation and design, the concern stems from the effect of PT creep on ROP
trip (ROPT) setpoints and process trip effectiveness. The effects on these two areas are related but
different concerns are raised for each type of analysis. This means not only being able to predict channel
dryout power, but also the proper axial and radial location.. This implies developing a model that is as
generic as possible so that the model is not be limited to a single combination of radial flux distribution
(RED), axial flux distribution (AFD), axial pressure tube diametral creep profile, or bundle design.

An integral part of developing models describing the effects of PT creep, is carrying out
experiments. Several experimental programs have been carried out (CRL-U1 and AECL CANDU SPEL
uniform creep tests) or are currently underway (Stem Laboratories CHF tests). The results of
experiments become the benchmark for the model development as has been done for NUCERC, which has
a model initially based upon the Ul and SPEL experimental results. This model is currently under further
refinement by comparison with the Stern results.

NUCIRC is a one-dimensional thermalhydraulics code, with the capability to perform
individual channel simulations or complete circuit simulations. At present, NUCIRC is used for licensing
submissions. In the particular area of dryout and two phase pressure drop, NUCIRC has been validated
against 1000 Ul AP and CHF experimental data points. The NUCIRC code uses bundle average
approximations to model the fuel string, which inherently has many assumptions. In fact, the majority of
the codes used to evaluate the effects of creep in licensing submissions use the bundle average
approximation. Although these models are useful, they require specific closure relationships to model the
effects of creep. To be capable of predicting outside the experimental range and to gain insight into the
flow phenomenon within the channel requires a more detailed approach.

The ASSERT-IV code [1] uses subchannels to model the individual flow paths through
the fuel string. Models have been included to capture the specific characteristics of each subchannel as
these relate to both pressure drop (AP) prediction and critical heat flux ratio (CHFR). In this way, many
of the assumptions implicit to bundle average solution techniques can be relaxed. Furthermore, if
ASSERT is capable of modelling the effects of creep without the need for additional closure relationships,
the model results should also provide insight into the phenomological aspects of the problem. This can
then lead to relevant bundle average model improvements.

This paper describes the initial stages of work being carried out to commission a
CANDU 6 fuel string model for ASSERT. The ultimate goal is to develop a fuel string model that can
predict both the nominal and crept fuel channel pressure drop and dryout conditions. The work to date
has concentrated primarily on the modelling of nominal channel conditions. The model developed in the
first stage is currently being applied to crept fuel channel geometries.

"CANDU is a trademark of AECL
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2. ASSERT PREDICTIONS OF STERN LAB CHF EXPERIMENTS

Experiments are currently underway at Stern Laboratories to quantify CHF for a full
scale 6 m string of electrically simulated 37-element bundles with water as the coolant. The first set of
experiments, using a standard pressure tube of uniform diameter, has been completed. The second set,
using a simulated crept pressure tube in which the diameter is increased in a manner that causes a
maximum diameter at the same axial position as the maximum in the axial heat flux profile, has also been
completed. This maximum gives a 3% increase in local diameter at the position most deleterious for CHF.

ASSERT simulations of the Stern CHF experiments in the standard pressure tube have
been completed recently, as part of the continuing program to validate ASSERT. These simulations are
regarded as preliminary, as the experimental data had not yet been formally documented, however
ASSERT results show reasonable agreement with the experimental data at hand [2]. Prior to the
commencement of the crept PT experiments, ASSERT advance predictions of the CHF for similar
conditions in the crept pressure tube were also completed. A number of ASSERT simulations and
comparisons have been completed, only representative results are discussed in this paper.

Figure 1 shows a cross-section of a 37-element bundle with the subchannel numbering
used in the ASSERT analyses. Using this subchannel configuration and a number of axial nodes,
ASSERT performs a three dimensional solution of the non-equilibrium flow equations to obtain the flow
distribution throughout the bundle string. This is then assessed for a CHF ratio (CHFR=(Local
CHF)/(local flux)) for each rod/subchannel combination at each axial node. These local ratios are scanned
for a minimum (MCHFR). The power at which MCHFR=1.00 is taken as incipient CHF and is compared
to the experimental power. Thus the axial and radial location of CHF is also predicted.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of ASSERT predictions of CHF power with Stem data for
various flows and inlet temperatures, and illustrates that the agreement is quite sufficient to justify an
advance prediction of the crept results. Comparisons of CHF powers and axial and radial locations of
incipient CHF for a large range of variables have been performed, but are not discussed here.

Figure 3 shows the advance predictions of CHF power from ASSERT for a crept PT and
comparison with the standard PT predictions for similar flow conditions. The results show about an 18%
CHF penalty for the crept tube under the same conditions, and this trend has subsequently been confirmed
by measurements at Stern.

These simulations, particularly the advance predictions, show that ASSERT can be a
powerful tool for predicting CHF for geometric conditions outside the current experimental database, and
provide a sound basis for the subsequent study reported in the current paper.

3. OBJECTIVES OF STUDY

Given the above discussion, and some recognized shortfalls of the existing ASSERT
model for application to an actual CANDU 6 fuel string, the following areas were targeted for
assessment:

i. AP descrepancies in a nominal PT. Two types of 'k' factor models were to be considered. The first
model uses fixed loss factors distributed uniformly on a given plain over all subchannels. The loss
factors were to be based upon existing bundle average models.

The second model is the geometry based 'k' factor model, which uses the bundle geometry as the
input to calculate individual subchannel loss factors within ASSERT.
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ii. The ability of ASSERT to predict CHF trends. The study focused upon not only dryout power
prediction, but also the radial and axial location for dryout. This involved a thorough review of the
CHF related models. Two CHF models were tested, namely a bundle average correlation was
introduced to ASSERT (the boiling length critical quality model BL-Xcrjt) and the tube lookup table
model was used.

The primary thrust of the study took the form of a code to code comparison. In so doing,
inconsistencies are easily identified between the codes. The process becomes beneficial to both codes,
since the inconsistencies require exploring both codes to arrive at a reasonable explanation. In this study,
the code to code comparison involved the subchannel code ASSERT-IV and the bundle average code
NUCIRC.

NUCIRC provides a means of considering a number of different cases quickly, however
direct comparison to experiment is always preferable for validation exercises. To address mis desire, the
results from the Stern laboratory nominal pressure tube tests were included in the comparisons. Since the
exact Stern rig geometry was not available at the time of the analysis, a Bruce fuel string model was used
as an approximation. This was sufficient to evaluate trends since the Stern rig was intended to represent
an aligned Bruce fuel string.

4. TEST MATRIX

The codes were compared individually for pressure drop and dryout predictions. To
assess pressure drop 5 boundary conditions were selected:

1. 0% full power (fp) cold - Low temperature single phase.
2. 0% fp hot -High temperature single phase to evaluate Reynolds

number effects in combination with condition 1.
3. 90% fp - This case represents the highest single phase power and allows the evaluation

of any axial heat flux effects.
4. 100% fp - The exit of the channel is in subcooled boiling for this condition.
5. Dryout (as determined by the Critical Quality (Xcrj0 Boiling length (BL) CHF correlation

based on OID criterion)
For pressure drop, 11 channel geometries were selected covering a wide range of

CANDU 6 operating conditions. These channels were simulated for conditions 1 to 4 with with
uniformly distributed 'k' factors in ASSERT. These corresponded to uniformly aligned, average
misaligned, worst case misalignment. Only 2 representative channels were simulated with the geometry
based 'k' factor model for comparison.

For dryout conditions, all channels were simulated using average misaligned 'k' factors
and the geometry based model.

5. PRESSURE DROP RESULTS

Typical press drop comparisons are given in figures 4 through 8.

ASSERT, on average, systematically under predicts NUCIRC by 1% for cold conditions
and 2% for hot conditions, regardless of end plate misalignment (see figures 4 and 5). Several aspects of
the single phase model were addressed. The effect has been attributed to the bundle average modelling
approximations and property tables. The combination can be shown to produce the trend in the biases
observed in the results.
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NUCIRC and ASSERT have very different approaches to modelling the onset of
subcooled boiling. This became evident in the 90% and 100% fp cases where notably more scatter was
observed in the differences (see figures 6 and 7). The validation and refinement of the subcooling models
for both codes is a subject for subsequent phases of this study. Even though differences exist, the
differences remain within 2%, and there appears to be a lower limit of -2% corresponding to single phase
hot cases.

In cases with significant boiling it was evident that ASSERT significantly over predicts
NUCIRC and that the differences are a function of flowrate (figure 8). The average difference is an over
prediction of 3.5% with uniformly distributed 'k' factors. The two phase cases point to inconsistencies in
the two phase models used in the two codes. Through comparison of the pressure drop profiles predicted
by the two codes the differences can be attributed to the boiling region (figures 9 and 10).

The differences in the models are found in the prediction of nonequilibrium void fraction,
which is also related to subcooled boiling. The rationalization of the models with experiment is a subject
to be dealt with in future phases of the study.

ASSERT has the option of calculating individual 'k' factors based on the individual
subchannel geometries. Since this model enables ASSERT to give a more distinctive character to each
subchannel, it is a desirable option to be used when evaluating the effects of creep. Consequently, the
geometry based model was evaluated as had been the uniformly distributed fixed 'k' factors. In addition,
a new geometry based model relying on the a combination of orifice loss factor and free jet expansion
equations was developed in an attempt to improve the predictions.

The new geometry based 'k' factor model has shown good agreement with experimental
results. The model has even successfully predicted the difference between radial and skewed end plate
geometries. Moreover, the model has been shown to predict experimental results of a 43 element bundle
design well. Having said this, it should be noted that the loss factors derived from experiments show
inconsistencies. Improvement of the experimentally derived loss factors is a subject of a future phase of
this study.

The geometry t*».sed 'k' factors had a minimal effect on the overall pressure drop trends
noted for the fixed 'k' factors. The differences can be largely attributed to variances in the magnitude of
the 'k' factors themselves. However, the distribution of the loss factors will affect the distribution of flow
amongst the subchannels and hence can affect CHE

6. CRITICAL HEAT FLUX ISSUES AND RESULTS

For analysis of CHF results, figures 9 through 10 have been provided.

When using the bundle average Xcrit-BL CHF correlation, ASSERT has very good
agreement with NUCIRC on the basis of dryout power comparison. There is approximately a 10 cm
difference in axial dryout location predictions. Looking at figures 9 and 10 it can be seen that the
increased two phase pressure drop predicted by ASSERT causes the boiling point to occur roughly 10 cm
downstream. The boiling length, a parameter of the boiling length critical quality correlation, will by
définition be affected. Although the correlation is not particularly sensitive to the local pressure, boiling
length has a more significant effect. The final result is that the two codes predict the same dryout power
for the same boiling length at roughly comparable pressures.

The tube lookup table allows ASSERT to evaluate the CHFR for each individual
subchannel. The table is based on the experimental measurements of dryout heat fluxes for vertical,
circular, 8 mm tubes with uniform axial heat flux distribution (AFD). From this description it is evident
that there are several potential correction factors required to obtain the desired heat flux value for
CANDU fuel channel conditions. The following effects were considered:
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1. Tube size and Gap effect
2. Channel Orientation
3. Turbulence Enhancement
4. Boiling Length Average Heat Flux

As a result of the comparison, the boiling length heat flux and a turbulence enhancement
correction factors were added to ASSERT. The use of correction factors equal to 1.0 for tube size, gap
effect, and channel orientation were also justified. It was identified that some low flow cases may require
a correction factor less than 1.0 for channel orientation.

There are two important aspects to modeling CHF as far as ASSERT is concerned. First,
the tube lookup table must include all the appropriate corrections to adapt it to the bundle geometry as
described above. Second, the flow conditions in the individual subchannels must be reasonable.
Turbulence plays an important part in both aspects. It affects the local liquid sublayer enhancing the local
CHF, while simultaneously redistributing the void.

The approach in this study was to use a previously formulated turbulence enhancement
model, combined with a void diffusion coefficient which was correlated to the local pressure loss. This
approach gives ASSERT the ability to simulate the effects of appendages on turbulence and void
distribution. The void diffusion model was correlated over all the cases described in the test matrix.

Modelling the void diffusion in this manner causes the void to be redistributed strongly at
appendages such as end plates, with weaker redistribution in between. This effect, in combination with
the turbulence enhancement correction, results in axial locations in the fuel string where the likelihood of
dryout is greater (eg. upstream of endplates). This would appear to be reasonable.

The new model has been applied to a 43 element bundle design, where ASSERT
predicted a 20% CHF enhancement over a 37 element bundle design. This compared favourably with
experimental results for which 20% is representative of the data obtained.

Ratios of CHF for 43 element bundles with different RFDs were also obtained and
compared to experimentally based predictions. The ASSERT results agreed with the model to within 1%.
These comparisons are favourable in that they show ASSERT is predicting the expected trends.

In comparisons with both Stern and NUCIRC, the dryout power predictions show that the
model meets the objective of predicting dryout power well for a variety of conditions and AFDs ( ± 4%) .
The 43 element results demonstrate the transferability of the methodology to another geometry, while
simultaneously demonstrating an ability to capture trends due to RFD effects.

The dryout location results were not as good, although the axial location is constantly
within a bundle. The radial results are as expected except for the Stern cases. These can be qualified by
noting that the specific geometry based model for Stern has not been used. The Stem cases are to be
repeated in a later stage of the study with the appropriate model.

7. CURRENT STATUS

The second stage of the study is currently underway addressing many of the issues from
the first stage and focusing on PT creep phenomonology . The geometry based 'k' factor model is
undergoing further refinement with model comparisons against experiment, including uniformly crept
experimental results. In addition, the turbulence model has been fully implemented, by including
turbulence decay as a function of distance. A sample result is plotted in terms of MCHFR in figure 11. It
is evident from this plot that the tendency towards dryout occurring immediately prior to endplates and
spacer plains will be stronger.
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The model, as it exists, has been used to model single phase uniformly crept channel
experiments conducted in SPEL at AECL CANDU. The experiments cover flowrates from 16 to 32 kg/s
for channels crept from 3 to 13% with Bruce A 2 and 4 bundle fuel strings. ASSERT has been able to
predict the degradation in pressure drop for all cases very well. In addition, analysis of the ASSERT
predictions have provided valuable insight into the flow by-pass affect.

Looking at the ASSERT pressure drop profiles from a bundle average perspective,
information can be obtained about the apparent reduction in friction factors and loss factors for spacers
and endplates due to redistribution of flow in crept channels. Figure 12 gives the ASSERT predicted
bundle average variations in loss factors and friction factors as a function of creep. This figure supports
an assumption of a linear reduction with creep up to 6 or 7%, and demonstrates that friction factors
behave significantly different from the localized loss factors. These results indicate the importance of
properly modelling the individual components of the fuel string losses when moving into predictions for
crept channels. This is a good example of how ASSERT can be used to gain insight into
thermalhydraulic phenomena.

8. SUMMARY

A study is underway to commission a CANDU 6 fuel string model for the ASSERT-IV
subchannel code, with the long term goal of modelling the effects of creep on CHF and pressure drop.
The first phase has been a cross code comparison with NUCIRC and comparison with experiment for
uncrept fuel channels.

The pressure drop evaluation showed good agreement between the codes for single phase
cases. Two phase cases illustrated the differences between the subcooled boiling and two phase pressure
drop models. These differences are to be reconciled in the near future.

A new geometry based model was introduced which has shown general applicability to
more than just the CANDU 6 fuel bundle design. This model showed the same trends as the fixed loss
factor model.

For dryout prediction, ASSERT showed that it compares well with NUCIRC using the
bundle average correlation. The tube lookup model, with the new geometry based model included
performed consistently over the entire range of cases considered. These results show good agreement on
both CHF and radial dryout location, while showing a consistent axial displacement of the predicted
dryout location by 1/2 a bundle. These cases included different axial flux distributions.
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Figure 1: ASSERT Subchannel Model for
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APPLICATION OF A NEURAL NETWORK
IN THE PREDICTION OF CRITICAL HEAT FLUX

by

KJ. Kamerman, R. Sollychin, S. Doerffer, E. Zariffeh, J. Scott and V. Iyengar

Chalk River Laboratories, AECL Research
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

Critical heat flux (CHF) is an important limiting parameter for nuclear reactor operation.
A substantial amount of CHF data has been obtained experimentally throughout te world.
Traditionally, the value of CHF is predicted by using an empirical correlation of CHF data. Such
methods are capable of predicting CHF with a reasonable degree of accuracy within limited
conditions. However, the objectivity of the methods is often questionable, as they are formulated
to conform with a set of generally acceptable physical models. The other common method of
predicting CHF is by numerically formulated mechanistic CHF models. Assumptions on physical
phenomena are usually made and hence an even stronger human preconception is involved in the
development of such models.

A neural network is a simple computer simulation of the way information is processed in
the human nervous system. Once appropriately trained on the system under study, a neural
network can produce a result that is independent of any pre-programmed mathematical model.
It is therefore hoped that using a neural network to predict CHF will eliminate the subjectivity
associated with the traditional CHF prediction methods.

In this feasibility study, a back-propagation type of neural network has been developed
and trained using experimental data from a tube test section. Various architectures of the neural
network and various combinations of input parameters were tested. Results indicate that a well-
designed neural network can predict CHF with a root-mean-square error of less than 4%. Several
characteristics of the neural network were studied, such as the increase in error when the neural
network is used within ranges that have scattered data during training.

THE FULL TEXT WILL BE DISTRIBUTED AT THE SYMPOSIUM

NEXT PAGE(S)
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THE EFFECT OF FLOW TRANSIENTS ON CHF AT CANDU-REACTOR CONDITIONS

by

S.C. Sutradhar

Thermalhydraulics Development Branch
Chalk River Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0, Canada.

ABSTRACT

Flow or power transients can occur during fuel shuffling, abnormal flux tilts
or slow loss of regulation in CANDU reactors. Depending on the severity of
the transients and flow conditions, the fuel elements may experience a rapid
dryout. Prediction methods, based on steady-state conditions, are frequently
used to predict the effect of these transients on critical heat flux (CHF).
This paper examines the validity of these methods in assessing the effect of
flow transients on CHF in CANDU reactors.

Due to the scarcity of transient data relevant to CANDU conditions, an
experimental simulation was undertaken at Chalk River Laboratories to
investigate the effect of flow transients on dryout power (or CHF), quenching
and two-phase pressure drop. The tests were carried out in a 2.5-m long
Inconel-600 tube of 5.45-mm inside diameter mounted vertically in the MR-1
high-pressure, high-temperature water-loop at Chalk River. The test section,
having a hydraulic diameter equal to that of the smallest subchannel in a
CANDU 37-element bundle, had uniform axial flux distribution, and was heated
by a transformer/rectifier system capable of generating 300 kW. The
conditions in a CANDU reactor were simulated in the MR-1 test facility by
setting the flow parameters appropriately.

Surface-temperature and pressure-drop data were obtained by linearly
decreasing the flow, in the vicinity of dryout, at rates of 3 to 10%/s. The
mass flux at CHF during transients, on average, was 8% higher than that
measured at the steady-state CHF condition. The CHF during transients, on
average, was lower than the steady-state CHF by 4.5% based on constant-inlet
conditions, and by 18% based on constant-local conditions. A simple One-
dimensional Transient Analysis (OTA) code predicted the mass flux at transient
CHF, based on constant-inlet conditions and constant-local conditions, within
a reasonable accuracy.

Note: Full text will be distributed at the symposium.
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SENSITIVITY OF THE PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM BEHAVIOUR

TO DIFFERENT ECC ASSUMPTIONS AND TO DIFFERENT PUMP TRIP DELAYS

USED DURING A SMALL BREAK SIMULATION

Andres V. Galia

NEW BRUNSWICK POWER - POINT LEPREAU NUCLEAR POWER STATION

1. INTRODUCTION

FIREBIRD-III M0D1 (Ref. 1) is a general purpose network thermalhydraulic analysis
code that contains generalized algorithms for solving the mass, momentum and energy
conservation laws associated with mass and heat transfer in a piping network represented in
the code by nodes and links. The code also includes constitutive relationships such as slip,
drift and heat transfer coefficient correlations. In order to model particular systems and event
sequences, the FIREBIRD-III M0D1 code is structured to include a set of user subroutines
which a user adapts to provide specific component models or boundary conditions. This set
of user subroutines, together with the input data, defines the circuit model and, coupled with
the core FIREBIRD-III M0D1 program, can be used to simulate a wide variety of transients.

The code FIREBIRD-III with different circuit models was used to simulate a 5% reactor
inlet header break at PLGS. Two different set of assumptions for the operation of the
Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) System were used in the simulations to assess their effect in
predicting the system response. The analysis also assessed the sensitivity of the results to
the delay in the pump trip, using the present 2 minutes delay and a 5 minutes delay.

The initial objective of this analysis, was to identify the mechanism which caused the
pressure increase in the intact loop after the PHTS pump trip, observed in previous simulations
{Ref. 2), and how it would be affected by the utilization of the two different sets of
assumptions.

There were some a priori concerns that the utilization of one set of assumptions, which
are closer to the way the Emergency Coolant Core System (ECC) is designed to work, could
lead to pressure peaks larger than the pressure set point for the opening of the liquid relief
valves.

2. ANALYSIS METHODS, MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS

2.1 Main Code Version

The main code FIREBIRD-III MOD1-77, version FIREBPL5, is used in the simulations
(Ref. 3). Heavy water properties are used in all the PHTS nodes, and light water properties
for the ECC nodes upstream of the D2O isolation valves and the secondary side nodes.
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2.2 Circuit Model Versions

The circuit model CIRCUIT-PL5B, Rev. 1, which is an update of the model documented
in Ref. 4, is initially used in the simulations. Subsequently, two additional circuit models,
named CIRCUIT-PL5D and CIRCU1T-PL5D1, are used to repeat the calculations. These circuit
models are derived from CIRCUIT-PL5B and the modifications introduced are mentioned later
on. The node link arrangement used to represent the Primary Heat Transport System (PHTS)
and the ECC system are reproduced in figures 1 and 2

The simulations are performed using two different set of assumptions. The first set is
called Classical Assumptions, which are the traditional ones used in Safety Analysis (Ref. 2).
In this set there is one assumption that credits only one of the two parallel valve stations for
the ECC water injection into the PHTS (see figure 2), and other that credits only 10 of the 1 6
MSSVs available for boiler crash cooldown. The second set, which has been called Non
Classical Assumptions, differs only from the first in that it credits the two parallel flow paths
available for ECC water injection and the opening of all the MSSVs for boiler crash cooldown.

The case of the 5% RIH break has been selected, because in Ref. 2 it is shown that
this is the break size that produced the largest pressure peak after pump rundown.

2.2 Transient Analysis Methods and Assumptions

The complete set of classical assumptions used in the simulations are identical to the
ones reported in (Ref. 2) and will not be repeated here. It will be sufficient to mention that for
consistency with the analysis reported there, the break was assumed to occur instantaneously
in the reactor inlet header upstream of the pressurizer. The break was placed off node 1 in the
nodalization that represents both loops of the PHTS (see figure 1, node 242, link 263).

3. SIMULATIONS WITH CIRCUIT MODEL CIRCUIT-PL5B

3.1 - CLASSICAL ASSUMPTIONS

In this section, the results obtained with the model CIRCUIT-PL5B are presented. The
analysis does not address either channel fuel cooling nor broken loop behaviour. It only deals
with system behaviour in the intact loop, especially after the PHTS pumps trip. The results
from the simulation with the Classical Assumptions do not differ from those reported in Ref.
2 and a detailed account of the broken loop behaviour can be found there. Table I lists the
sequence of the main events with this model.

PHTS behaviour

After the initiation of the break at t = 0, in the reactor inlet header upstream of the
pressurizer, flow started to discharge from the PHTS into the containment. As a result, both
circuits lost inventory (figure 3) and the loops started to depressurize (figure 4). The
depressurization in the broken loop was caused by the discharge of inventory through the
break, while the intact loop depressurized because of the inventory lost through the loop
interconnects.

The loss of inventory through the break made the reactor trip on low pressurizer level,
shortly after 30 seconds. This caused the heat transport system pressure to decrease more
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rapidly due to the drop in heat generation. At 49 seconds, the pressure in the system fell to
5.5 MPa(a), generating the signal for loop isolation, ECC injection and boiler crash cooldown.

Boiler crash cooldown started at around 80 seconds (figure 9). At 240 seconds, the
PHTS pumps tripped because of the auto pump trip signal generated 1 20 seconds earlier on
low outlet header pressure. The continuous fall in the intact loop pressure, helped by the
pumps trip, the secondary side depressurization and the reduction in reactor power, allowed
ECC injection in this loop to start shortly before 250 seconds.

Following pump rundown, thermosyphoning flow was established in both core passes
of the intact loop. As the outlet headers temperature had been reduced by the ECC injection
(figure 5), the net density head to drive the flow was not very large, and therefore the flows
were relatively low (figure 6). This resulted in a continuous increase in the fluid temperature
in both core passes after 330 seconds (figures 7). The temperature in both core passes kept
increasing, reaching a peak at around 420 seconds.

The rise in the temperature produced the swelling (expansion) of the fluid in the core
passes and because of that it will be referred simply as "swelling". As the loop was almost
full, the compressibility of the fluid was low (this will be referred as low ability of the system
to shrink). Consequently, the pressure started to increase at around 400 seconds (figure 4).
When the steam in the loop completely collapsed at around 440 seconds (Table I), the
swelling in the core was still in progress (figure 8). Therefore, after this time the rate of
pressure increase became even larger, and the pressure reached a peak of 4 Mpa by 500
seconds.

The increase in the outlet headers temperature after 400 seconds resulted in an
improvement in the net density head to drive the flow in both core passes. Subsequently, the
flow in the loop started to increase, and so did the power transferred to the steam generators.
The coolant swelling was reduced and so was the pressure, which after 510 seconds started
to drop (figure 4).

Secondary side behaviour

Subsequently to reactor trip, the secondary side pressure slightly dropped to 4.2 Mpa
and remained constant until the moment of the opening of the MSSVs for boiler crash
cooldown (figure 9). Following this instant the boilers secondary side pressure started to drop
as a consequence of the steam discharge through the MSSVs (figure 10).

3.2 SIMULATION WITH NON CLASSICAL ASSUMPTIONS

Because there are no differences in the assumptions until the occurrence of the ECC
signal, there were no differences in the system response until that time. The timing for trip,
ECC signal and loop isolation were the same in both simulations, as shown in Table I.
Furthermore, until pump trip, the qualitative response of most of the main parameters using
non classical assumptions was the same as in the classical case.

However, the simulation using non classical assumptions showed a slightly faster
depressurization rate after the boilers crash cooldown (figure 4). This was caused by a larger
discharge flow through the MSSVs (figure 9) as in this case all of them were credited. The
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faster depressurization of the PHTS was responsible for an earlier ECC injection in both loops
and an earlier auto pump trip signal (figure 3 and Table I).

The reduction in the thermosyphoning flow and the increase in the fluid temperature,
which were observed before following the pump trip, were also noticed in this case (figures
6 and 7). The amount of swelling was comparable to the previous case. However, the higher
depressurization rate before ECC injection made the loop fluid colder and, as a result, the
pressure to reached a higher peak than in the previous case (figure 4).

Secondary Side Behaviour

The secondary side behaviour showed some unexpected results. Despite 6 more
MSSVs were credited for the boilers crash cooldown, the difference in the depressurization
rate after boiler crash cooldown was minimal, and during some periods (around 100 seconds)
the secondary side pressure predicted with the classical assumptions was lower than in the
other case (see figures 9 and 10). This was due to some delay in the depressurization
observed in the later case.

4.0 CREATION OF CIRCUIT MODELS CIRCUIT-PL5D AND CIRCUIT-PL5D1

Some of the results predicted for the secondary side with the previous model
suggested that they were not a consequence of the physics involved in the process but of
shortcomings in the models utilized to predict the responses. Two new models were built to
investigate this possibility.

It is explained in Ref. 5 that the delay mentioned before in the depressurization of the
secondary side at around 100 seconds, predicted with CIRCUIT-PL5B, for the case with non
classical assumptions, Is due to the lack of provision in the model to compute a biphasic
discharge through the MSSVs. Consequently, a new model, named CIRCUIT-PL5D, was
created to address that shortcoming.

One modification in the new model consisted in utilizing the formula for the discharge
of superheated steam through an orifice, given in Ref. 1, to compute the discharge flow
through the MSSVs. The other change consisted in allowing a two-phase discharge through
the MSSVs, using the Henry-Fauske correlation provided in the code (Ref. 1). These two
changes replaced the expression used in Ref. 4 to compute the flow through the MSSVs. The
model CIRCUIT-PL5D is considered an interim model and only results obtained with the non
classical assumptions are presented later on.

In CIRCUIT-PL5D1 one variation was introduced in addition to the ones mentioned in
the above paragraph, which is related to the way the swelled level is computed. The
"swelled" level is the downcomer liquid level due to the presence of bubbles within the fluid.
The model is set up such as when the swelled level reaches 3.3m from the bottom of the
steam separators in one of the boilers, a biphasic flow will be leaving that boiler.

This level is computed taking into account what in the model is called the steaming
rate, variable STMJ(J) (Ref. 4), and the escape velocity. If the steaming rate is larger than the
escape velocity, then the level in the node representing the boiler secondary side will swell.
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In the model CIRCUIT-PL5B, the steaming rate has been made proportional to the
negative variation of the total internal energy within the node. As it is discussed in Ref. 5, the
inclusion of the change in the internal energy in this computation is not correct and will result
in the overprediction of the secondary side swelling and in the amount of the two-phase
discharge from the steam generators. This, in turn, will result in a larger depletion of the
secondary side mass and a larger demand of feedwater flow.

The change introduced in CIRCUIT-PL5D1 consisted in defining a variable for each
boiler, called AE(J), which gives the amount of steam energy coming out of the boilers, in
excess of the energy produced by boiling. This variable, whose definition is:

AE(J) = STEAM ENERGY COMING OUT OF BOILER J - HEAT (1)
USED TO PRODUCE BOILING IN BOILER J

has been incorporated in the calculation of the steaming rate in replacement of the change in
the total internal energy in the boiler node during one time step. In the above definition, the
heat used to produce boiling in a particular boiler includes the heat transferred to the
secondary side from all the primary side boiler nodes but the preheater node.

4.1 SIMULATION WITH CIRCUIT-PL5D1

PHTS behaviour

The results indicate that before and after the pumps trip, the same qualitative
behaviour as before was observed in this case for the pressures, flows, temperatures and void
fractions along the loop. Table II presents the timing of events for both cases.

The results now show a marked difference in the pressure transients predicted with
both set of assumptions after the boilers crash cooldown (figure 11).

The refilling of the outlet headers in the intact loop was predicted to start earlier than
with the CIRCU1T-PL5B. This is specially true for the simulation with non classical
assumptions (see Tables I and II). The reason for this difference is the higher depressurization
rate, obtained with the new model after the boilers crash cooldown, for the case with the non
classical assumptions.

Following the pump trip, for both assumptions it was observed, as before, that there
was a reduction in the intact loop flows (see figure 1 2) that caused a period of swelling in the
core passes of the intact loop (figure 13). The smaller swelling with the non classical
assumptions observed there was the result of the higher flows observed in that case in the
intact loop, after the pumps rundown. It is judged that the lower swelling was also caused by
the earlier injection to the intact loop with the non classical assumptions. As the pumps were
still running when the ECC water came in, the headers pressures were larger, and this reduced
the amount of ECC injected. Because of this, the impact the ECC had on the net density head
after the pumps rundown was not as important and the flows were larger. The outlet header
temperature predicted in both cases confirms this argument (figure 14) as between 290 and
500 seconds the outlet header temperature predicted with the classical assumption is lower.
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Due to the smaller swelling in the core passes of the intact loop predicted with the non
classical assumptions, the associated pressure increase in the intact loop was substantially
lower in that case (see figure 11).

Secondary side behaviour

Following the boilers crash cooldown, the predicted pressure with the nort classical
assumptions was always lower than the one calculated with the classical assumptions (see
figure 15). The flows through the MSSVs have a general similar pattern to the ones predicted
with the previous model. However, after the first peak at the beginning of the boiler crash
cooldown, the second peak for the case with non classical assumptions, at around 100
seconds, now is much higher than the one predicted before (see figures 9 and 16).

4.2 SIMULATION WITH CIRCUIT-PL5D

This section presents results obtained with CIRCUIT-PL5D and the other two models,
for the simulation with non classical assumptions. The timing of the relevant events predicted
with the different models are compared in Table 111.

Prior to the pump trip, the effect of allowing a biphasic discharge through the MSSVs,
resulted in a faster pressure drop in the PHTS predicted with both new models after the
boilers crash cooldown (figure 17). The PHTS pressures predicted with CIRCUIT-PL5D and
CIRCUIT-PL5D1 during the same period, did not show any significant difference between the
two models. The faster depressurization resulted in an earlier ECC injection to the intact loop
and in an earlier pump trip in comparison to the times predicted with CIRCUIT-PL5B (Table III).
There were not significant differences between CIRCUIT-PL5D and CIRCUIT-PL5D1 in those
times.

After the pumps trip, the swelling predicted with CIRCUIT-PL5B was larger than the
ones predicted with the other two models (figure 1 8). The reason for this behaviour was the
lower density head available to drive the flow with the model CIRCUIT-PL5B. This is inferred
from the lower outlet headers temperatures predicted with that model (figure 19). With
CIRCUIT-PL5B, the temperature in the outlet headers started to decrease shortly before 300
seconds, after the ECC flow to the loop stopped. The decrease in the temperature was caused
by a bypass flow coming from the inlet headers which, at that time, were at a much lower
temperature in the case of CIRCUIT-PL5B because of the larger ECC injection. Figure 20,
indicates that only during a short period between 250 seconds and 300 seconds the flows
to inlet header 8 were positive. The negative flows in the figure denote what is known as
bypass flow, i.e. flow from the inlet header to the outlet header through the ECC lines (see
figure 2). The period of positive flow was larger for the simulation with CIRCUIT-PL5B. This
result supports an earlier statement made about the impact the ECC injection to the headers
of the intact loop can have on the net density head after the pumps rundown.

The larger swelling in the core passes of the intact loop predicted with CIRCUIT-PL5B
was responsible for the larger pressure peak predicted with this model as compared to the
other two models (figure 17).

The model CIRCUIT-PL5D predicted a slightly lower swelling than CIRCUIT-PL5D1.
However, this did not result in a significantly lower pressure peak after the pumps rundown
with CIRCUIT-PL5D. In fact, the pressure peaks predicted with this model were of the same
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order than the ones obtained with CIRCUIT-PL5B and much higher than those computed with
CIRCUIT-PL5D1 (figure 17). This occurred because the ability of the system to shrink was
lower with CIRCUIT-PL5D. The potential for shrinking is related to the temperature in the cold
portions of the loop once the system becomes solid. The lower the temperature the lower the
potential for shrinking. The comparison of the inlet header 8 temperature with the different
models (figure 21 ) confirms this argument. This difference was caused by the overprediction
in the boilers swelled level with the model CIRCUIT-PL5D, which produced a larger depletion
of mass after the PHTS pumps trip. This induced a lower boiler level and resulted in a larger
demand of feedwater flow. Figure 22 shows that the boiler 4 level predicted with CIRCUIT-
PL5D between 260 and 360 seconds '.vas below the critical mark (-1.1 m) at which deluge
(maximum opening of the feedwater valves) occurs. Figure 23 shows that the feedwater flow
to boiler 4, predicted with CIRCUIT-PL5D after the pumps trip, was much larger than in the
other cases. This produced more lower temperatures in the colder sections of the intact loop.

While the feedwater flow to the boilers was significant, the loop could shrink and
match the swelling in progress. This held the pressure constant between 260, when the
system became solid, and 350 seconds. When the feedwater flow started to decline, at
around 350 seconds, the system predicted with C1RCUIT-PL5D was solid and colder, i.e. with
a lower capacity to shrink, than in the other two cases. As a result, the pressure after this
time started to increase and reached a peak which was similar to the one calculated with
CIRCUIT-PL5B and much higher than the peak obtained with CIRCUIT-PL5D1, despite that the
swelling predicted were similar.

4.1.1 SENSITIVITY TO PUMP TRIP DELAY

This section addresses the sensitivity of the results to a different delay after the auto
pump trip signal. The simulations were performed with the model CIRCUIT-PL5D1, using a 2
and a 5 minutes delay and the non classical ECC assumptions.

Figure 24 presents the pressure in the inlet header of core pass 3 in the intact loop.
As figure shows, the pump trip delay has a dramatic effect in the resulting pressure peak. The
reason for this difference is the much lower temperature in the 5 minutes case, when the
swelling in the intact loop started after the pumps trip.

Figure 25, which compares the temperature increase for the two cases in one core
pass, reveals that the swelling in both cases were very similar. However, in the 5 minutes
case, when the swelling started, the fluid temperature in the core was 20°C lower than in the
2 minutes case. Due to this difference in temperature, which is representative of the
difference in the loop average temperature, the ability of the system to shrink in the case with
a longer delay was substantially lower and, as a consequence, the pressure peaks were
significantly higher.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The code FIREBIRD-HI M0D1, with different circuit models, was used to simulate a 5%
reactor inlet header break at PLGS. Two different set of assumptions were used in the
simulations. The first set is called Classical Assumptions. Among the several suppositions
included there, which are the traditional ones used in Safety Analysis, there is one that credits
only one of the two parallel valve stations for the ECC water injection into the PHTS, and
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other which says that only 10 of the 16 MSSVs are credited for the boilers crash cooldown.

The second set, which has been called Non Classical Assumptions, only differs from
the first in that it credits the two parallel valve stations available for the ECC water injection
and the total of the MSSVs for the boilers crash cooldown. The analysis also assessed the
sensitivity of the results to the delay in the pump trip, using the present 2 minutes delay and
a 5 minutes delay.

The initial objective of this analysis, was to identify the mechanism which caused the
pressure increase in the intact loop after the PHTS pumps trip observed in previous
simulations and how it would be affected by the utilization of the two different set of
assumptions.

The following are the conclusions with respect to the initial objective of these
simulations:

1 ) The results have shown that the utilization of the non classical assumptions led to a lower
pressure peak in the intact loop after the PHTS pumps trip. The availability of all the MSSVs
for boiler crash cooldown, which resulted in a faster depressurization of the intact loop before
the pumps trip, was the reason for the difference.

2) The previous result indicates that the assumptions made in Safety Analysis are bounding
in that if the ECC System works as designed then, the pressure in the intact loop will be
lower.

3) The swelling of the fluid in the loop after the pumps trip, once the intact loop becomes
solid, has been identified as the mechanism responsible for the pressure rise.

4) For the present pump trip logic, the tinning of the ECC injection to the outlet headers of the
intact loop has been recognized as a key factor in the amount of swelling taking place in the
loop. If the ECC injection is delayed and occurs just a few seconds before or after the pumps
trip, then the swelling will be larger.

5) The analysis has also shown that the ability of the system to shrink can be affected by the
demand of feedwater to the boilers at the time the swelling is taking place. During the
simulations, the demand of feedwater to the boilers was very sensitive to the model used to
predict the boilers swell level. However, it is not clear that there would be a large demand for
boiler feedwater after the PHTS pump trip in a real accident scenario.

6) Some shortcomings were found in the way the secondary side was modelled in CIRCUIT-
PL5B, as the formulas to compute the discharge through the MSSVs and the steaming rate.
These errors were corrected and found to have a significant impact on the results.

7) The modifications introduced for CIRCUIT-PL5D1, showed a dramatic effect on the
pressure peaks reached in the intact loop after the pumps trip. With the new model, the
pressure peaks with the non classical assumptions were significantly lower (2 Mpa) than with
the classical assumptions (6 Mpa).

8) For all the different circuit models and assumptions used in the simulations, the pressure
peaks never reached the set point for the opening of the LRVs.
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9) The sensitivity study to the pump trip delay has shown that with a larger delay, the
pressure peaks in the intact loop will be higher because the larger delay will result in a lower
loop average temperature at the time of the swelling, and this will impair the ability of the
system to shrink.
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TABLE I
Sequence of Events for the Simulations with CIRCUIT-PL5B

EVENTS TIME (s)
ASSUMPTIONS

CLASSICAL NON CLASSICAL
Break initiation
Reactor trip
ECC signal generated
Boilers crash cooldown begins
PHTS trips
ECC injection to outlet headers of intact
loop begins
ECC to intact loop stops
Intact loop void collapses

0.0
31.1
49.9
79.9

236.0

262.0
317.0
451.0

0.0
31.1
49.9
79.9

233.0

254.0
282.0
343.0

TABLE II
Sequence of Events for the Simulations with CIRCUIT-PL5D1

EVENTS TIME (s)
ASSUMPTIONS

CLASSICAL NON CLASSICAL
Break initiation
Reactor trip
ECC signal generated
Boilers crash cooldown begins
PHTS trips
ECC injection to outlet headers of intact
loop begins
ECC to intact loop stops
Intact loop void collapses

0.0
32.3
50.0
80.0

238.0

263.0
307.0
430.0

0.0
32.3
50.0
80.0

230.5

205.0
255.0
318.0

TABLE III
Sequence of Events for the Simulations with Non Classical

Assumptions for the Different Circuit Models

EVENTS

Break initiation
Reactor trip
ECC signal generated
Boilers crash cooldown begins
PHTS trips
ECC injection to outlet headers
loop begins
ECC to intact loop stops
Intact loop void collapses

of intact

TIME (s)
CIRCUIT MODELS

PL5B
0.0

31.1
49.9
79.9

233.0

263.0
282.0
343.0

PL5D
0.0

32.3
50.0
80.0

230.5

205.0
255.0
260.0

PL5D1
0.0

32.3
50.0
80.0

230.5

205.0
255.0
318.0
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Large Break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents
Analysis Using the TUF Code1

R.Y. Chu, W.W. Yousef and W. Chan
Reactor Safety and Operational Analysis Department

Ontario Hydro, Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

The TUF (Two-Unequal-Fluids) computer code (Reference 1) has been developed by Ontario Hydro as
a state-of-the-art system thermal-hydraulics code for the transient response of the CANDU nuclear
generating stations.

The TUF code is employed for the simulation of the heat transport system (HTS) response following
large break loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) to provide boundary conditions for the assessment of
shutdown system effectiveness, radiological consequence and emergency coolant injection effectiveness
and for pressure tube integrity.

This paper provides an overview of large break LOCAs methodology during the early blowdown and refill
phases, with particular emphasis on the thermal-mechanical response of channels. Bruce NGS A is
selected for the application of the new methodology.

The following tasks are performed in the course of the analysis:

• Identify the critical break which results in the most degraded cooling conditions in the core;
• Determine the HTS response; and
• Determine the extent and timing of the pressure tube ballooning into contact with the calandria
tube and heat load to moderator.

1 INTRODUCTION

Loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) call on the major safety functions, namely reactor shutdown,
emergency core cooling, and containment. The accident consequences are dependent upon the severity
of the initial failure and the effectiveness of the special safety systems. LOCAs are classified in terms
of their initial coolant discharge rate.

Failures in large diameter pipes have a very low probability. They are nonetheless analyzed to
demonstrate the ability of the process and special safety systems to protect the public over the entire range
of possible break sizes and locations. Breaks with initial discharge rates in excess of 1800 kg/s, and to
the discharge rate arising from the guillotine failure of the largest HTS piping (approximately 40,000 kg/s),
are defined as large break LOCAs. These breaks are characterized by rapid HTS depressurization, core
voiding and early neutronic trips. Partial breaks with initial discharge rates in the range of 950 to 1800
kg/s are referred to as transition break LOCAs (Reference 2).

For presentation at the 18* Annual Nuclear Simulation Symposium, Pembroke, Ontario, October 12-14,1994
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1.1 SAFETY ANALYSIS OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the safety analysis is to demonstrate that the radiological consequences are
limited to levels lower than the Siting Guide (Reference 7) reference dose limits. In order to support this
objective, the following safety design criteria are adopted:

(a) fuel channel integrity is maintained; and

(b) containment structural integrity is maintained.

To satisfy these criteria it is sufficient to demonstrate that:

(a) reactor shutdown capability is such that energy deposited in the fuel prior to shutdown is limited
to the extent that fuel melting is precluded;

(b) the heat removal capability is such that thermal-mechanical conditions necessary for fuel channel
failure, due to potential fuel element and pressure tube (PT) deformations, are not reached; and,

(c) the pressure loadings on containment as a result of the failure of the largest pipe and the
associated discharge of high enthalpy coolant, or as a consequence of hydrogen combustion, are
less than the allowable loadings.

2 HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM RESPONSE

2.1 ROLE AND OBJECTIVES

Analysis of heat transport system (HTS) response following large break and transition break LOCAs is
performed to provide boundary conditions for the assessments of shutdown system (SDS) effectiveness,
fuel channel integrity and radiological consequences.

Large break LOCAs are characterized by rapid HTS depressurization and coolant voiding in the fuel
channels, causing a void-induced overpower transient which is subsequently terminated by SDS action.
Depending on the severity of the accident, overheating may lead to pressure tube (PT) deformation and
release of fission products from the fuel.

The severity of the accident, in terms of fuel heatup and challenge to fuel channel integrity, is dependent
on the effectiveness of the SDS and fuel cooling conditions. For most large breaks, sufficient convective
cooling is available to limit fuel and PT temperature excursions sufficiently that overheating-induced PT
deformation does not occur. The analysis of large break LOCAs focuses on those breaks which are
limiting in terms of the resulting overpower transient and degradation of core cooling conditions, thus
posing the greatest challenge to SDS effectiveness, fuel and fuel channel integrity, and containment
effectiveness.

Given the above considerations, the specific objectives of HTS analysis are to provide the governing
conditions to demonstrate that the safety design objectives are met, Le., fuel channel integrity shall be
maintained and the Siting Guide reference dose limits shall not be exceeded.

Analysis of HTS response following a large break or transition break LOCA covers three characteristic
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phases:

(a) the early blowdown phase,
(b) the HTS refill phase and
(c) the long-term post-refill phase.

The early blowdown phase is the period from the break initiation until the time when ECI first enters the
HTS and the HTS mass inventory loss trend is reversed, typically less than a minute. The HTS refill
phase ends when conditions have reached a quasi-steady state, typically within 10 minutes. The long-term
post-refill phase continues after system refill.

Conditions during the early part of the blowdown phase are relevant to SDS effectiveness assessments (Le.
first 5 seconds). Conditions up to the early part of the system refill phase are relevant to fuel channel
integrity assessments (Le. first 60 seconds). Conditions throughout the transient are relevant to
radiological consequence assessments.

2.2 CASES ANALYZED AND RATIONALE

Table 2.2-1 is a matrix of large break LOCA cases examined for Bruce NGS A. Break sizes and locations
are selected to bound consequences of all possible breaks. Most cases are analyzed at full power with all
four heat transport (HT) pumps operating initially. Some cases are also examined at lower powers and
with four or three pumps operating initially, thus covering the whole range of allowable operating modes.

2.3 METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS

The methods and assumptions used to assess global HTS behaviour are presented in Section 2.3.1. Those
used to assess local, individual channel thermal mechanical behaviour, as well as heat transfer to the
moderator, are presented in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Heat Transport System Behaviour

2.3.1.1 Models

HTS thermal hydraulic response in the blowdown and refill phases is simulated using the TUF code
(Reference 1). TUF is a transient, two-fluid thermal hydraulics code capable of simulating
non-homogeneous and non-equilibrium conditions. TUF contains detailed models of specific plant
components such as pipes, pumps, valves, fuel and fuel channels, steam generators, pressurizer, ECI
accumulator and process system controllers.

TUF incorporates enhancements in HTS modelling which are particularly important with respect to the
simulation of large break LOCAs. Some of these are described briefly in the following paragraphs.

(a) Two-fluid Model: Additional differential equations describing the relationships between phasic
velocities and temperatures, and additional constitutive equations describing wall and phase
interfacial mass, momentum and energy transfer for two-phase fluid flow, are solved. This is
important in the simulation of large break LOCAs where there is rapid voiding of coolant, and
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a different flow regimes are encountered by the coolant. Thermal non-equilibrium effects during
the refilling period are also accounted for.

(b) Channel Model: The heated wall is represented by two regions, based on the local void fraction.
Both regions may be in contact with the same or a different phase. The fuel bundle is represented
by three rings of elements plus a center pin, each with its own power rating. Each of the four
rings are also subdivided into two regions to account for variations in void distribution within the
channel. The model can calculate pressure tube deformation into contact with the calandria tube,
heat generation due to Zircalloy/steam reaction, heat transfer from PT to moderator (Reference 3),
and heat transfer from feeders to containment atmosphere.

In the Bruce HTS, a core pass contains inner and outer flow zones. In the TUF model, each flow zone
of the critical core pass is divided into five regions, each represented by a separate region-weiage channel.
This grouping of channels into region-average channels, as shown in Figures la and lb, allows a more
detailed spatial modelling of thermal hydraulic response and calculation of reactor kinetics. This
multi-region channel model is necessary for the modelling of operation with a flux tilt. The fuel channels
represented by these regions are selected based on similarity of the channel hydraulic characteristics (i.e.
nominal flow rates), inner vs. outer flow zones, channel elevations, initial channel power, as well as the
neutronic power transient experienced by channels in the region.

The multi-region model is used in simulations of HTS response and overall response of the channels in
the same region. Where details of the response of a particular channel are important, it is simulated using
a header-to-header model with the appropriate feeder geometry and loss coefficients, and with a power
transient calculated specifically for it using the SMOKIN code (Reference 4).

In each region-average channel, the fuel channel is represented by 5 nodes. The fuel in each node is
modelled by three rings of elements plus a centre pin. The end fitting is modelled by three separate nodes
with a flow path connecting the "held-up" volume at the end of the end fitting to the main flow stream.
This modelling enables the effect on fuel cooling of discharge of coolant in the "held-up" volume during
the blowdown phase to be examined.

This analysis does not accommodate the reactivity effects of fuel string movement.

2.3.1.2 Calculation Methods

Reactor Power Calculation:

TUF calculates reactor bulk power using a point kinetics model, taking into account reactivity insertion
due to core voiding, fuel temperature changes, reactor regulating system (RRS) response, and SDS action.
This is adequate in simulations of global system response, however where spatial variations of the relative
power transient are important, the point kinetics model is insufficient. Local relative power transients
can differ from the bulk power transient as a result of initial flux tilt, different voiding rates in different
regions of the core, and the spatial effects of the SDSs.

In this analysis, the TUF and SMOKIN codes (References 6) are run consecutively, iterating on reactor
power, to obtain the relative power transients in each of the regions modelled. Starting with an initial
approximation of the power transient, TUF is run to calculate the transient core void and fuel temperature
changes in each region. These are input to SMOKIN, which calculates the regional power transients.
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TUF is re-run with these more accurate power transients, re-calculating the core void and fuel temperature
transients. This process continues until consecutive SMOKIN and TUF iterations calculate various
parameters with negligible differences {e.g., < 1 percent on peak bulk power, < 0.1 mk on peak reactivity,
<1 percent on hot bundle total enthalpy at 5 seconds) .

Critical Break Search:

The critical break is one that leads to the most degraded fuel cooling conditions in the core. The
parameters considered in identifying the critical break are (i) net energy deposition (NED) to the fuel, (ii)
coolant flow rates through the critical core pass and (iii) FT temperatures.

NED is the integrated difference between fuel power and heat removal rate from fuel, starting at the time
of the break. During steady state operation, fuel power is balanced by the heat removal rate as heat
i aerated in the fuel is transported by HT coolant to the steam generators. By contrast, following a large
break LOCA fuel power increases initially, primarily because of reactivity insertion due to coolant voiding,
while the heat removal rate deteriorates due to coolant voiding and flow reduction.

For pump discharge(PD) breaks which severely affect core cooling in both the inner and outer zones, the
overall NED {i.e., the sum of the NED in all nodes of all regions) is evaluated for both zones in the
critical core pass. This global measure of fuel thermal response in the critical core pass correlates to the
following important aggregate parameters related to the consequences of large break LOCAs:

total fission product releases from the pass,
overall extent of FT ballooning in the pass,
total heat transfer to the moderator from ballooned channels in the pass.

The break causing the largest NED, coupled with the smallest core flow and highest FT temperatures is
selected. The coolant flow transients and the PT temperature transients for various breaks are compared
to confirm that cooling degradation and channel heatup are indeed the most severe.

The critical break is identified by performing simulations for various break locations and sizes. Starting
with an initial guess of the critical break size based on the results of previous safety analysis, the search
is performed in 5 percent increments and decrements. (Break size is expressed as a percentage of the
maximum possible break flow area at the break location.)

2.3.13 Assumptions

(aj Maximum reactor power used in the simulation is 103 percent FP with all four HT pumps
operating.

(b) Maximum channel powers in the inner and outer zones are the respective licence limits, 7.25 MW
and 6.95 MW respectively.

(c) The reactor is operating at steady state with 20 percent bottom-high power tilt when the accident
occurs.

(d) Reactor shutdown is assumed to initiate on the backup trip parameter of the credited SDS.
(e) ECI is credited.
(f) Credit is not taken for operator action in the analysis of HTS response.
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2.3.2 Channel Response

The response of individual fuel channels is analyzed to determine the following:

extent and timing of PT ballooning;
heat transfer to moderator;
the earliest time of PT/calandria tube (CT) contact for the top rows of channels;
the adequacy of core cooling in the absence of forced flow.

The first three provide inputs to the assessment of fuel channel integrity, and to the associated analysis
of moderator response, to determine the maximum moderator outlet temperature for which channel
integrity is assured. The fourth is performed to show that fuel cooling in all channels remains adequate
following system refill, even if forced flow is unavailable. The last two items are not discussed in this
paper but are presented in detail in Reference 2.

2.3.2.1 Extent and Timing of Pressure Tube Ballooning

The extent and timing of PT ballooning is determined by performing a series of simulations with the
header-to-header model (Reference 2), with conditions in the headers predicted by the TUF full-system
model. In this model, the fuel channel proper is represented by 13 nodes, one node for each fuel bundle.
The extent of ballooning is quantified in terms of the number of ballooned segments (nodes) in the model.

The extent and timing of PT ballooning in each region are calculated based on region-average relative
power transients and a range of initial channel powers. Initial channel power is varied from the maximum
possible channel power in the respective region to a value below which PT ballooning is not predicted.

For Bruce A, the minimum-contact-temperature criterion based on the PTBSM code (Reference 8) is
employed to determine the extent of PT ballooning. This criterion was subsequently replaced by the
Shewfelt strain model which was incorporated in the TUF code (Reference 3) and utilized for the Safety
Report Updates for Bruce B and Pickering A and B.

2.3.2.2 Heat Load to Moderator

Moderator heat load during normal operation results mainly from direct radiation heating and heat transfer
from structures, including the CTs. The heat load due to pre-accident PT/CT contact is small compared
to the above heat load. Following a large break LOCA, direct radiation heating and heat transfer from
most structures decrease due to reactor trip, while heat transfer from the CTs increases slightly initially
due to an increase in the PT temperatures. The latter increases significantly if and where PTs contact CTs.

Derivation of the PT/CT contact heat load to the moderator requires knowledge of the timing and extent
of PT' ballooning throughout the core. This is obtained by mapping channel powers to the ballooning data
base obtained using the method described in Section 2.3.2.1. Channel power maps for bottom-high flux
tilt are used for this purpose.

The transient heat flux to the moderator for each segment that comes in contact is bounded by that
computed with the TUF header-to-header model for the first segment to contact in a 7.25 MW channel.

The methodology for calculating the heat load to moderator is described in detail in Reference 3.
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Critical Break Search

The new methodology and calculations methods described in Section 2, have been employed to update
the Safety Reports for all Ontario Hydro NGS. Bruce A NGS is selected as an example for the application
for the new methodology in this paper.

3.1.1 Reference Case

The critical break search is performed for break sizes and locations identified in Table 1, using the
methodology described in Section 2.3.1.2.

Figure 2 shows NED transients for various PD breaks. The maximum mismatch between heat generated
and heat removed occurs within 3 seconds. After that time the heat removal rate becomes greater than
heat generation rate. As shown on the figure, NED for the 35 percent and 40 percent PD breaks are
similar during the first 3 seconds. NED for the 35 percent PD break is higher and persists longer than
those resulting from the 30 percent and the 40 percent PD breaks.

Figure 3 shows PT temperature transients for various PD breaks. The figure shows that the 35 percent
PD break has higher temperatures than both the 30 percent and the 40 percent PD breaks during the initial
30 seconds, during which the majority of PT ballooning would have occurred.

Figure 4 shows the average coolant mass flow through the broken pass for various PD breaks. All three
breaks are shown to have very low flows.

The effect of larger PD breaks on NED is examined by comparing results of the 35 percent PD with those
of 70 percent PD and 100 percent PD breaks. As the break size increases the overpower transient is more
severe but core cooling conditions improve. Figure 5 shows NED transients for 35 percent PD, 70 percent
PD and 100 percent PD breaks. The results show that improved cooling conditions more than offset the
larger power pulse, hence the 35 percent PD break gives higher NED than both the 70 percent PD and
100 percent PD breaks.

Breaks at other locations are examined to ensure that they will not result in cooling conditions that are
more severe than those of the 35 percent PD break. Break locations considered are RIH breaks in either
the inner zone or outer zone. The limiting sizes, at the respective locations, are a 20 percent break in the
inner zone inlet header (RIH-IZ) and a 35 percent break in the outer zone inlet header (RIH-OZ). The
results show that neither of these two breaks can result in poor core cooling in both flow zones, hence
they are less severe from a core wide cooling point-of-view than the 35 percent PD break.

Since the 35 percent PD break has the highest global NED, highest PT temperature, and lowest coolant
flow among the breaks examined, it is selected to be the limiting critical break.

3.1.2 Sensitivity Cases

The effects of HT pump operating modes and initial reactor powers are examined to determine if the 35
percent PD break identified in Section 3.1.1 is indeed the limiting case.

The analyses confirms that the 35 percent PD break at 103 percent FP with four HT pumps operating is
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the limiting critical break of all possible break sizes, break locations, initial reactor power levels, and HT
pump availability. Detailed thermal hydraulic analysis of this break is described in the next section.

3.2 Critical Break Analysis

This analysis examines the global HTS and core response to the reference 35 percent PD critical break.
The initial coolant discharge rate for this break is 16000 kg/s. The 35 percent PD break, occurring at 103
percent full power (FP), with a 20 percent bottom high flux tilt, and crediting reactor shutdown by
shutdown system one (SDS1), is analyzed in detail. The HTS response is discussed in Section 3.2.1. This
is followed by discussions of thermal hydraulic and thermal mechanical responses of channels in Section
3.2.2.3.

3.2.1 Heat Transport System Response

HTS response to the critical break is discussed separately for three characteristic time intervals, namely,
early blowdown phase, refilling phase and long-term cooling phase.

Early Blowdown Phase

The early blowdown phase is the period from the break initiation until the time when ECI first enters the
HTS and the HTS mass inventory loss trend is reversed.

Following the break, the large coolant loss rate causes rapid HTS depressurization. Coolant flows in the
broken core pass decrease significantly as the break counteracts the pump head. This reduction in system
pressure and channel flow rate, combined with continued heat addition from the fuel, cause a rapid voiding
of the coolant in the core. A reactor trip on SDS1 high log rate is credited ac 0.41 seconds.

Following reactor trip, HT pressure continues to decrease as a result of reduced heat input to coolant, heat
removal by the secondary side heat sink, and mass and energy discharge through the break. Pressures
drop below HTS pump trip initiation setpoint in about 5 seconds and Pumps PI (NW) and P4 (SE) are
tripped at this time.

By about 12 seconds, HT pressure has decreased to the analysis value of 5.05 MPa(a) for ECIS initiation
on HT low pressure. Since the ECI conditioning signal on reactor vault high pressure is triggered earlier,
boiler crash cooldown and opening of H2O injection valves and D2O isolation valves occur as soon as the
signal processing and instrument delay times have elapsed. A time delay of 20 seconds is assumed for
ECI valve opening and 40 seconds is assumed for boiler crash cooldown.

ECI Refill Phase

The ECI refill phase starts at about 30 seconds into the transient till a quasi-steady state is reached in the
HTS. The injection of a large amount of cold water further cools and depressurizes the HTS. Cooling
of the HTS is such that the secondary side becomes a heat source within a minute. The reference
simulation assumes that the initial pressurized accumulator water tank pressure is 5.5 MPa(a).

Boiler crash cooldown begins at 52 seconds. Since boiler cooldown does not begin before ECI is initiated,
it has no effect on ECI initiation. Steam discharged through open safety relief valves removes stored
energy in the secondary side coolant and piping, thereby reducing the amount of energy discharged into
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containment via the HT pipe break.

Steaming from the break stops at around 6 minutes, at which time the break discharge is at 100°C.

Coolant inventory starts to increase shortly after the start of ECI, reaching the initial mass level at about
400 seconds. A quasi-steady state is reached after 400 seconds. Coolant inventory continues to increase
beyond that time because the mass required to completely fill the HTS is higher at lower temperatures,
due to the increase in density.

High pressure ECI from the accumulators terminates at about 400 seconds, at which time the accumulators
are isolated on low tank level. Low pressure injection by ECI pumps, drawing water from the grade level
storage tank initially and from the recovery sump subsequently, provide emergency coolant to the HTS
in the long-term.

Long-Term Cooling Phase

At 400 seconds, the break discharge flow has decreased to about 1000 kg/s which is equal to the sum of
ECI flow and D2O feed. This discharge rate will remain more or less constant throughout the long-term
cooling phase.

3.2.2 Channel Response

3.2.2.1 Broken Pass Channel Response

Early Blowdown Phase

(a) Flow Patterns:

During the early blowdown phase of the critical 35 percent PD break, the header-to-header pressure
differential across the broken pass decreases rapidly. This leads to a rapid reduction in the coolant flows
in all regions of the broken pass.

Figure 6a and Figure 6b illustrate flow variations in different core regions. During the initial few seconds,
flows in all regions are extremely oscillatory in response to dynamic interactions of break, pumps, heat
sources and heat sinks. After the initial blowdown and before the start of injection (JLe., between 10
seconds to 30 seconds), a more stable flow pattern emerges.

Due to the low header-to-header differential, there is little mass and energy transferred from the reactor
headers into the broken pass, or vice versa, during this period. This means that the HTS response is
largely decoupled from the channel response below the headers. Any flows in the channels originate from
the coolant inventory already present below the headers, driven by the small pressure differential between
the RIH and the ROH and the coolant density difference between the inlet and outlet feeders.

Figure 7 shows changes in buoyancy head {i.e., the differential pressure arising from the difference in
coolant density between the inlet and outlet feeders of a channel) in the inner zone. The buoyancy forces
are initially positive across the passes, with low elevation, high power channels of Regions 4 and 5
experiencing the largest buoyancy forces. The buoyancy force diminishes eventually in all channels when
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the void fraction in the inlet feeders increases.

Fuel cooling conditions in outer zone channels are less severe than those in the inner zone channels, since
all regions are predicted to have relatively large reverse flows after the initial blowdown. The reversed
flow in the outer zone channels is due to the proximity of this flow zone to the break location. Region
2 is selected as the one with the worst fuel cooling conditions of all outer zone regions for use in the fuel
response assessment.

(b) Extent of Channel Heatup:

Figure 8a and Figure 8b show the transients of NED for each region.

For inner zone channels the highest NED occurs in Region 2 (the bottom channels in the inner zone of
a bottom-high tilted core, refer to Figure la) where the power pulse is the highest Region 5 channels
have relatively high NED because they experience the lowest core flow rates of all inner zone regions.
For outer zone channels, the highest NED occurs in the bottom channels where the power pulse is the
highest.

As can be seen from the preceding discussion, individual channels respond differently to a large break
LOCA, depending on their initial power and location. While short periods of low flow are experienced
in some channels, there is no possibility of sustained flow stagnation of all channels in a core pass.

ECI Refill Phase

Injection of cold water following ECI initiation results in large amplitude void oscillations in the reactor
headers (refer to Figure 9). These oscillations are caused by two competing processes; the rapid
condensation of vapour due to mixing of subcooled ECI water with two-phase HTS coolant and, vapour
generation due to removal of piping stored heat

This buildup and collapse of header void results in coolant flow oscillations in the reactor channels.
Nevertheless, header conditions are such that appreciable flows in the reverse direction (Le., towards the
break) are established in both inner and outer flow zones. The coolant supply headers are refilled within
1 minute, and all headers are refilled within 5 minutes of the start of injection.

PT temperature transients in mid-channel for all five inner zone regions are shown in Figure 10. The
figures show that PT temperatures decrease after ECI begins and coolant supply headers are refilled. Note
that the PT temperatures are over-estimated because heat transfer to the CT and the moderator following
ballooning contact is neglected.

3.2.2.2 Unbroken Pass Channel Response

The header-to-header pressure gradients in the unbroken core pass remain positive and high. These
gradients produce relatively large forward flows in both inner and outer zone of the unbroken core pass.

Fuel cooling in the unbroken pass remains adequate throughout the transient. The initial fuel stored heat
is removed during the blowdown phase by large forward flows in the channels.
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3.2.23 Thermal-Mechanical Response of Channels

Ballooning of PT into contact with the CT can occur if the PTs are heated sufficiently. This analysis
evaluates the timing and extent of PT ballooning, the heat load to moderator for use in the fuel channel
integrity assessment.

Extent and Timing of Ballooning

The extent and timing of ballooning are determined as a function of initial channel power for each core
region. Results of the parametric study are summarized in Table 2. For inner zone channels no
ballooning contact is predicted^for initial channel powers less than about 6 MW. For outer zone channels
PT ballooning does not occur for bottom channels with powers less than 4.5 MW, and for top channels
with powers less than 6 MW. This difference in threshold channel power is a direct consequence of the
assumed bottom high flux tilt, longer travel for the shutoff rods, and hence more severe overpower
transient experienced by the bottom channels. The results also show that no further ballooning contacts
occur after about 40 seconds.

The data base of the channel deformation transients (Table 2) is then used to evaluate the timing and
extent of ballooning for specific initial core states.

The extent and timing of ballooning are evaluated for an equilibrium core state assuming shutdown by
SDS1 and a 20 percent bottom-high tilted core. The resulting transient progression of PT segment
ballooning contact is given in Table 3 .

Figure 11 shows the location of channels where ballooning has occurred for a bottom-high core. All
ballooning contacts are shown to occur in the bottom half of the core, based on time-average channel
powers. Ballooning of channel segments at the top of the core is unlikely, because channels at that
location have low initial channel powers and experience smaller power pulses. Ballooning of an individual
channel near the top of the core is nevertheless possible if the instantaneous power of that channel is
significantly higher than the time-average power. However, for the purpose of total moderator heat load
determination, use of time-average channel power distribution is appropriate because the total core power
should not exceed 103 percent FP, and because the initial channel power distribution with the flux tilt
already maximizes the number of high power channels.

Heat Load to Moderator

The heat flux from a ballooned segment as a function of time together with the ballooning extent and
timing as defined in Table 3, are used as input to moderator temperature distribution calculations.
The total transient heat load is shown in Figure 12.

4 CONCLUSIONS

An overview of large break LOCA methodology during the early blowdown and refill phases, with
particular emphasis on the thermal-mechanical response of channels has been presented.

Application of this methodology shows:

a. Channel integrity prior and following PT/CT contact is maintained.
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b. The moderator is not required as a long term heat sink. Channel integrity is demonstrated for the
current limit on the moderator outlet temperature even when no credit is taken for any moderator cover
gas pressure.
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Table 1
Summary of Cases Selected For Detailed Thermal Hydraulic Large Break Analysis • Bruce NGS A

Case

1. Critical Break Search:
a. Pump Discharge Breaks:

30%,35%,40%,60%,70%,
80% and 100%

b. Inner Zone RIH Breaks:
15%,20% and 25%

c. Outer Zone Rffl Breaks:
30%,35% and 40%

d. Sensitivity Cases:
-Effect of P-TRIP
- Effect of Class IV Power
- Effect of Power and
Pump Configuration

2. 35% PD Break:

a. Full Circuit TUF
Simulations

b. TUF Detailed Channel
Simulation

3. 100% PD Break

4. 100% PS Break

5. 20% RIH-IZ Break

6. 70% PD Break

7. 35% RIH-OZ Break

8. Transition Breaks
a. 103% FP, 4 HT Pumps
b. Cases for trip

assessment

9. Cooling Impairments
a. Loss of Class IV Power

35%,100% PD Breaks
b. Loss of Crash-Cool Down

35%, 100% PD Breaks

Length of
Simulation(s)

0-50

0-600

0-150

0-600

0-200

0-200

0-150

0-30

0 to 500
varies

0-600

0-100

Purpose

To determine the limiting break in terms of the highest net energy
deposition to fuel.
To provide boundary conditions for shutdown system effectiveness assessment

To provide:
1. Boundary conditions for TUF channel analysis.
2. HT system depressurization transient to derive PT/CT contact

temperature.
3. Discharge history for containment pressure response calculation.

To provide information on blowdown cooling for fuel channel and
source term assessments.

To provide:
1. HT system depressurization transient for the determination of the maximum

PT/CT contact temperature for use in the channel integrity assessment.
2. Break discharge history for the assessment of containment

pressure response.

To provide discharge history for use in the containment pressure
response analysis.

To provide:
1. Slowest HT system depressurization transient among all critical

breaks for the assessment of the channel integrity.
2. Discharge history for the containment pressure response.

To provide the boundary condition for channel integrity assessment

To provide the earliest time of PT/CT contact for OZ channels.

To assess HTS, secondary side and ECI response.
To provide:
1. Void and fuel temperature transients.
2. Process trip times and dry-out times.
3. Boundary conditions for channel analysis of post dry-out fuel behaviour.

To provide boundary conditions for CCAFF calculation.

To assess the effect of boiler crash-cool down on HT depressurization rate.

TABLEI XLSisnimno-.2i AM
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Table 2

Outer Zone Ballooning Map for 35% Pomp Discharge Break

oz
Groups

1
I
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
S
5
5
S
5
S

Power
(MW)

&08
554
5.75
5.5
S2S

695
6.75
63

626
6

63»
6.1
5.75
525

5
4.75
A3
6.4
625

6
S3
5

i3S
5.73
S3
525

5
4.75
43

Number
Ballooned

3
3
3
2
0
4
3
3
2
0
7
6
6
4
3
3
0
7
«
6
4
1
0
5
S
4
3
2
0

Tune (s) 1 TemperaUre C Q oT Contact for Bundle Position

1 3

28/737
29/737
33/737

34/737

4

23/743
24/742
26/739

26/739
27/738
30737

29/737
33/737

5
24/741
26739
29/737

18/758
19/755
21/748
27/738
29/737
31/737

20/751
21/747
23/743
26/739

23/743
24/741
26/739
28/737

6
19/7S»
20/750
22/744
26/739

22/744
24/742
27/737

14/774
15/770
17/765
22/745
23/742
24/741

14773
15/768
17/764
19/753

17/762
18/757
2Û752
22/745
25/741

7
16/767
18/761
20/752
2S/740

17/763
19/757
21/749
24/742

10788
11/784
13/777
17/763
19/7S6
21/748

9/793
10/788
12/782
15/770
2S/74O

13/778
14/773
16/768
18/759
21/748

8

13/777
14/772
16766
20751

11/783
12/780
14772
18757

10788
11/784
12780
17/76»

13/776
15769
19/754

9

17761

15771

12780
13775
16767

10 11 12 13

Table 3
Half-Core Segment Ballooning for 20% Bottom High Flax Tilt

(35% PD Break; 103% FP)
(Reference Case)

Tine

fc)
9
10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

as
27
28
29
30
31
33
34
35
39

Segment ID/Segment Position

W1O/7.W12/7
W10/8. W12/8. OI0/8. P9/8. Q10/8. RJ1/8,010/9. P9/9. Q1QI9. RU/9.T5/7
P5/8. Q6S. R7/8. S8/8. SHV8. S12«. T9/8.T11/8, U1O8. PS/9. Q89. R7/9. S8/9. S1Q/9. S12/9.T9/9. Tl 1/9. U1Û9.T&8
W10/9.W12/9.06/9.08/9.012/9. P7/9. PI 1/9. Q8/9. Q12/9. R9/9. R3/7, S4/7. U67. V7/7.
W8T7. R3/8. S4/8. U678. V7/8. W8/8
010no.mO,Q.10/10,Rll/10.Xll/7.Xll/8.B/7.L37.N3/7.P3/7.M2/7,02/7.TS/9
W10/6. W12/6.06/10. OS/10.012/10. P7/10. Pll/10. Q8/10.Q12/10. R9/10. PS/10. Q6/10.
R7/10.S8/iaSlO/10,S12n0.T9/10.Tll/10.U10a0.J3/8.U/8.N3/8.P3/8.M2/8.O2S
N9/9.N11/9. M10/9, N5/9.O4/9. RS/9. SS/9.T7/9. U8/9. U12/9. V9/9. Vll/9
R3/9.S4/9.US/9.V7/9.'W8/9.T5«.O3/7.U4/7.V5/7.X97
K3/6. S4/6, U6VS. V7/6. WS/S. J3/6. L3/6. N3/6, P3/S. M2*. Q2/6.N9/1O. N11/10.M1OT0.
NS/10.04/10. R5/IO.S6710.T7/10.U8/10.W2/10.V9/10.V11/10.X11/6
T3/7.W67
O3/8.U4A.V5J8.X9/8
W10/5. W12/5.03/6.04«. V5/6. X9/6. L9/9. LU/9. M6V9. M12S. N7/9
J3/5. U/S. N3«. P3«. VOIS. CMS. L9/9. LI1/10. M&10. M12^0. N7/I0. N1/7.TS5
O10ai.P9/ll.Q10ni.Rll/ll.T3/6,W6VS
O6/ll.O8ai.O12/ll.P7/ll.PllAl.Q8/ll.Q12/ll.R9/ll,R3O.S»/5.US/5.V7/S.WSV5Xll/5,H8/9,LS/9.L7/9.M4«
K1O9.K129
Nl/6
W10M. W12/4.0«8.08«. O12«. P7/8. Pll/8. Q8«. Q12S, R9/8. J3/4. L3«. N3». P3».
M2/4.02A. N9/8. Nll/8. M1W8.03/5. U4/5. VS/5. X9/5. M&9. K&9
TSM
TW.WÔ/S.QWO
L9/8. Lll/8. M8/8. M12/8. N7/8. XI1/4. Q4/9
R3/4. S4/4. U6M. V7/4. W8W. N5/8.04/8. R5/8. S6/8. T7/8. U8/8. U12/8. V9/8. Vll/8
M6AO.KSnO
J3/3.13/3. N3/3. PW. M2O. OM
W10/3.W12/3
M&8.KW8
P57.0S7. R7/7. S87. S10/7. S12/7. T97. Tl 17. U107

NootSeitnients
Nb
2
11
19
20

13
25

12
10
24

2
4
11
13
6
18
2
1

25

1
3
7
14
2
6
2
2
9

Ne
2
13
32
52

65
90

102
112
136

138
142
153
166
172
190
192
193
218

219
222
229
243
245
251
253
255
264

Nb -Nimber of segpttots at a time interval
Nc -Accsmiilitedsmnbcr of b&Uocaed segments
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Best Effort Analysis of Critical Large
Loss-of-Coolant Accident in Darlington NGSa

W.W. Yousef, A. Tahir, J. Pascoe and J.C. Luxat
Reactor Safety And Operational Analysis Department

Ontario Hydro, Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

A best-effort analysis of Emergency Coolant injection System (ECIS) effectiveness has been performed
for a critical large break loss of coolant accident (LOCA) in Darlington NGS. This analysis, and various
sensitivity analyses were performed using the best-effort version of the TUF two-fluid thermal-hydraulics
code.

The objective of this project is to develop analytical tools and analysis methodology to quantify, within
reasonable bounds of certainty, the effectiveness of the ECIS in Ontario Hydro nuclear generating stations
to limit activity releases from fuel in the event of a large break LOCA.

As part of Best Effort ECIS effectiveness methodology, and the pilot application of this methodology to
the analysis of Large LOCA for Darlington NGS, the TUF code1 has been developed to:

• quantify the degree of blowdown cooling in a multiple parallel channel reactor core;
establish the minimum moderator subcooling required to ensure that fuel channel integrity
is maintained, and determine the maximum time that the moderator is required to act as
a heat sink;

• quantify the effectiveness of the ECIS to limit the extent of fuel and fuel channel heatup.

The methodology described in this paper, together with enhancements to account for the effects of fuel
string relocation, higher void reactivity uncertainty allowance and flux tilt on the initial overpower
transient, has been implemented in the Generic Safety Report analysis to update the Large LOCA Safety
Report sections for the Bruce and Pickering NGS9.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the highlights of the latest report in a series under Phase III of the Best Effort Analysis
of Emergency C_oolant Injection System (ECIS) Effectiveness program, using the TUF computer code as
the major analysis tool. The original report of this work is documented in Reference 2. Phase HI of this
program was initiated in 1986 with the objective of developing analytical tools and an analysis
methodology to quantify, within reasonable bounds of certainty, the effectiveness of the ECIS in Ontario
Hydro nuclear generating stations to limit activity releases from fuel in the event of a large break Loss
Of Coolant Accident (LOCA). The target station for pilot application and development of the analysis
methodology was Darlington NGS. The analysis methodology was subsequently further developed to meet
the licensing requirements for Bruce and Pickering NGS.

For presentation at the 18"1 Annual Simulation Symposium, Pembroke, Ontario, October 12-14,1994.
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The following sections present an integrated assessment of a critical large LOCA, defined as those breaks
in the Heat Transport System (HTS) which result in the greatest potential for mismatch between the heat
generated in the fuel and the heat removed from the fuel, during the early blowdown stage when the HTS
pressure is still high. These breaks pose the greatest challenge to fuel channel integrity.

The following tasks are performed in the course of the analysis:

• Identify the critical break
• Quantify the thermal-mechanical response of the fuel channels for the critical break
• Assess fuel channel integrity and moderator subcooling requirements
• Assess the impact of uncertainties on key findings

Computer models and assumptions common to all these tasks are described first, followed by the
descriptions of task-specific methodologies. This is then followed by a presentation of the critical break
analysis results, together with sensitivity studies of the important parameters.

2.0 METHODOLOGY

2.1 HTS Models and Assumptions

The analysis methods must encompass overall modelling of the HTS, including heat transfer between the
reactor primary side and secondary side, component modelling of the reactor coolant circulating pumps,
pressurizer, emergency coolant injection system, power generation and heat removal in the reactor core,
and mass and energy discharge from the break. This modelling is performed with the Two-Unequal-Fluids
(TUF) computer code4. The full two-fluid thermal-hydraulics model (i.e. the LJnequal Velocity Unequal
Temperature or UVUT model) is used to accommodate non-homogeneous and non-equilibrium conditions
that can occur in large LOCA scenarios.

The TUF code also models the reactor core as a multiple parallel channel assembly, with varying degrees
of complexity, depending on the analysis requirements. Several groups of parallel feeders/channels may
be modelled with a lower level of detail at the fuel channel level, in order to investigate flow patterns and
parallel channel effects that develop during the early stages of blowdown. The detailed modelling of the
end-fittings, in particular the discharge of held-up volume of water in the dead space between the closure
plug and the shield plug, has the potential to become an important consideration during early blowdown.

In order to determine the timing and extent of pressure tube ballooning in the core, derive the heat load
to the moderator, and assess fuel channel integrity at elevated system pressures, a higher level of detail
in the fuel channel representation is required. For this purpose a self-consistent methodology is used,
which integrates the channel thermal-hydraulic model in TUF with the thermal-mechanical model in
SMARTT (Section 2.2).

2.1.1 System Representation

The HTS model consists of two loops with appropriate pressure and inventory control systems and the
emergency coolant injection system. The core pass downstream of the break (called the broken or critical
pass) can be represented by several models, each with increasing level of detail. The basic model used
in previous analyses3, represents the pass as 120 identical channels of average characteristics. A more
detailed model is capable of describing local thermal-hydraulic conditions in different areas of the core.
The critical pass is represented by 6 separate core regions, each containing a certain number of channels
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with the average characteristics of that region. The fuel bundle region in these models is represented by
5 axial nodes. A further level of detail of the multi-region model is provided by representing the fuel as
13 axial nodes (with each node representing a fuel bundle), so that detailed channel thermal-hydraulic
conditions may be obtained for the SMARTT analysis (Figure 1).

2.1.2 Broken Pass Representation

Each of the 6 regions of the broken pass consists of 20 fuel channels, with similar hydraulic characteristics
and power ratings. Since the Darlington reactor core is flow-power matched, each of the central regions
contains channels with approximately equal initial coolant flows. The boundaries of the regions are shown
in Figure 2. Channels without shading are located in the broken pass and represented by the six regions.
Hydraulic properties of the channels highlighted in black are closest to the average for the region. Grey-
shaded channels are in the unbroken core pass. They are represented by one average channel.

Regions 1 and 6 contain the low flow, low power channels at the periphery of core, and although there
is some scatter in the channel power/flow characteristics within these regions, they are represented
adequately by one average low power channel per region. Core regions 2 and 5 are for the high flow
channels with intermediate to high channel power ratings. Regions 3 and 4 represent the high flow, high
power channels in the centre of core. The selection of region boundaries also considers other thermal-
hydraulic characteristics such as the feeder volumes, feeder elevation changes and feeder lengths.

2.13 Fuel Channel Representation

The fuel is modelled by four fuel element rings with a prescribed radial power profile. Each ring can be
further subdivided into two regions to represent differences in heat transfer conditions between upper and
lower portions of the ring. The major heat transfer mechanisms (convection, radiation) between the fuel,
the coolant and the pressure tube are modelled. Heat transfer by radiation, convection, and conduction
if ballooning occurs, between the pressure tube and the calandria tube are also modelled. Heat losses from
the calandria tubes to the moderator, and from the end fitting to the end shields, are also accounted for
in the model. The exothermic chemical reaction between steam and the Zircalloy sheaths is also modelled.

The end-fittings are represented by three separate nodes with appropriate flow paths between the "held-up"
volumes and the main flow stream. The end-fitting flow path geometries are consistent with those based
on modelling of experimental data. The inlet and outlet feeders are represented by single nodes of average
lengths and hydraulic diameters.

2.1.4 Other Modelling Parameters and Assumptions

• The HTS pumps operate until tripped when, as designed, the ROH pressure in one loop stays
below 2 MPa for 10 minutes.

• The ECI initiation signal is assumed to occur when the pressure in all headers of the broken loop
drops below 5.516 MPa.

. • The reactor shutdown is initiated on the backup trip parameter of the second shutdown system
(SDS2). The reactivity insertion of SDS1, with two most effective shut-off rods unavailable, is
credited.

• The void-reactivity is based on core average and is used in point kinetics calculations. The
average channel and bundle peaking factors are applied to all core regions.

• A full core void reactivity uncertainty of 1.4 mk is assumed.
• The reactor is assumed to be operating under 103% FP steady-state conditions, with no flux tilt.
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2.2 Channel Deformation Model and Assumptions

The Simulation Method for Azimuthal and Radial Temperature Transients (SMARTT) computer code4 is
used to assess the thermal-mechanical response of individual channels. This model describes the local
temperature distribution in a channel segment for given local coolant boundary conditions calculated by
TUF. The model evaluates whether any local pressure tube strain (i.e. ballooning) occurs. If ballooning
is predicted, then the local pressure tube strain determines the contact time and the contact temperature
between the pressure tube and the calandria tube.

The SMARTT model is interfaced with the channel boundary conditions produced by the TUF code.

2.3 Core Power Distributions

The time-averaged channel power distributions are employed as the reference case to estimate the potential
for ballooning in the equilibrium core. For sensitivity analyses, the pre-equilibrium power distribution and
the shim power distribution normalised to 103% full power, are taken from the Safety Report3.

2.4 Critical Break Search Procedure

The critical break is identified by performing parametric simulations of HTS response to different size RIH
breaks. The break areas are expressed as a fraction of twice the RIH cross-sectional area (complete
guillotine header rupture).

The simulations employ the multi-region representation of the critical core pass. Global parameters such
as the net energy addition to the fuel, the average pressure tube temperatures, and the average coolant
flows, on a broken core pass average basis, are used to judge the potential for ballooning of pressure
tubes. The RIH break with the worst combination of the largest net energy deposition (NED), the
smallest broken pass flow, and the highest average pressure tube temperatures, is selected as the critical
RIH break.

2.5 HTS Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis

The TUF code simulation for the critical break is extended beyond the early blowdown period, through
the late blowdown and ECI refilling stages, until the HTS attains a new quasi-steady equilibrium flow
distribution. The effect of uncertainties such as the HT pump degraded head-flow characteristics, and the
effect of scenario-dependent assumptions such as delayed ECI or loss of ECI, on global heat transport
parameters, are examined via sensitivity studies. These provide a quantitative measure of the effectiveness
of the as-designed ECI system to limit fuel and fuel channel heatup.

2.6 Core Thermal-Mechanical Analysis

In the methodology currently employed, the TUF code does not perform detailed thermal-mechanical
calculations for the pressure tube, as this would be too cumbersome for all 120 channels of each core pass.
Instead, an explicit methodology is developed to conservatively estimate the number of ballooned locations
in the core, and the resulting heat load to the moderator. In this methodology, a series of TUF simulations
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is performed with the broken pass model shown in Figure 1, in which a full 13 node (axial) single channel
model is included together with the six-region core-pass model, to provide coolant boundary conditions
at each bundle location for pressure tube ballooning calculations. The single channel feeder geometry is
identical to that of one of the six channel regions, and the channel power is varied over the corresponding
range for that region. This process is repeated until a series of TUF calculations is obtained for each
channel region over the appropriate range of channel power.

The TUF local coolant boundary conditions obtained for each bundle location are then input to the
SMARTT code to quantify the axial extent, contact temperature, and timing of ballooning as a function
of channel power in each of the six core regions. The SMARTT analysis starts with the highest channel
power in the region and proceeds by decreasing the power until ballooning is predicted not to occur.

The contact temperature and timing of pressure tube ballooning (if any) at each bundle location, obtained
using the above TUF/SMARTT methodology, is applied to each channel in the broken core pass, using
the appropriate channel power distribution across the core. If ballooning calculations for the exact channel
power are not available, then the results for the nearest higher channel power in SMARTT are
conservatively used. The end result is a map giving the maximum extent and earliest timing of pressure
tube ballooning across the reactor core (specifically the broken core pass) for each core power distribution.
This map is used to derive the transient moderator heat load that is used as input to the moderator
temperature calculations (Section 2.7.2). The corresponding map of pressure tube contact temperature/time
is used to derive the moderator subcooling required to ensure that calandria tube dryout does not occur
(Section 2.7.1).

2.7 Channel Integrity Assessment

A sufficient condition for fuel channel integrity is that stable, full circumferential dryout of the calandria
tube outer surface, following pressure tube ballooning contact, is avoided5. The local moderator
subcooling required to prevent dryout has been determined experimentally as a function of pressure tube
temperature at contact (Section 2.7.1). The local available subcooling is determined by calculations of
the thermal-hydraulic conditions within the calandria vessel (Section 2.7.2). Fuel channel integrity is
assured as long as the minimum available subcooling exceeds the maximum required.

2.7.1 Required Moderator Subcooling

For contact temperatures below 850°C, the moderator subcooling required to avoid dryout on the calandria
tube surface as a function of pressure tube contact temperature6 is given by:

Aisfeq = 0 . 0 8 Tpc - 4 2 . 0 (1)

where AT6"5,^ subcooling required to avoid dryout (°C)
Tpt pressure tube contact temperature (°C)

For pressure tube contact temperatures greater than 850°C , the envelope of required subcooling is
assumed to remain constant at about 28°C.
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2.7.2 Available Moderator Subcooling

The transient moderator temperature distribution is determined using the three-dimensional computational
fluid dynamics code MODTURC_CLAS7. The initial temperature distribution is calculated for an
equilibrium core operating at 103% full power, and a moderator outlet temperature of 65°C. During the
LOCA transient, the gamma heat generation in the moderator and the heat transfer from non-ballooned
bundle locations are represented by a combined volumetric heat source. The heat transfer to the moderator
from the ballooned locations is added in the form of local distributed heat sources.

The heat flux to the moderator from a ballooned segment is bounded by that computed for the first
contacted location in the TUF simulation for a channel operating at a power level of 7.5 MW. A constant
value of calandria tube-to-moderr.tor heat transfer coefficient of 7.5 kW/m2oC is assumed in combination
with a constant moderator sink temperature of 60°C. This combination of heat transfer parameters results
in a very conservative estimate of the transient heat flux to the moderator. The bounding heat flux
transient calculated for a 7.5 MW channel, using these assumptions, is assumed to apply at every
ballooned location (Section 2.6) across the reactor core, irrespective of the actual channel power. This
heat flux is used as input to the MODTURC_CLAS .

For simplicity, the MODTURC_CLAS model assumes half-core symmetry with respect to the axial centre
plane of the calandria vessel parallel to the end shields. The half core modelled is conservatively assumed
to contain all the downstream halves of the ballooned channels. The minimum available subcooling
transient calculated by MODTURC_CLAS is taken at the highest elevation where pressure tube ballooning
is calculated to occur (second row of channels from the top). The as-designed cover gas pressure of 24
kPg is assumed to be unavailable throughout the transient. The combined assumptions of high pressure
tube contact conductance, high calandria tube-to-moderator heat transfer coefficient, moderator heat flux
based on a 7.5 MW ballooned channel without prorating for lower power channels, and half-core model
with input moderator heat flux from downstream halves of all ballooned channels, result in a very
conservative calculation of the minimum available moderator subcooling.

2.8 Channel Ballooning Sensitivity Methodology

The methodology discussed in section 2.6 is valid so long as pressure tube ballooning in individual
channels does not appreciably alter the overall HTS response (particularly the inlet and outlet header
conditions) or the local coolant boundary conditions in the ballooned channels. In order to demonstrate
that the former assumption regarding the HTS response is appropriate, a TUF simulation of the equilibrium
core is repeated with pressure tube ballooning (as explicitly calculated using SMARTT) imposed in the
broken core pass. This is achieved in TUF by triggering pressure tube contact with the calandria tube,
together with the associated changes in flow areas, at those locations and times previously calculated with
SMARTT for the representative channels in each of the 6 core regions. The results obtained are discussed
in Section 5.0.

2.9 Pass Representation Sensitivity Methodology

Previous large LOCA analyses have essentially employed an "average channel" to represent the 120 fuel
channels per core pass1- 5, similar to that employed in the present analysis to represent the unbroken pass
and the intact loop. In certain cases, a "hot channel" was also modelled, but the thermal-hydraulic
analyses were focused mainly on the "average channel" representation. This approach is considered
adequate so long as an appreciable pressure gradient exists between the inlet and outlet headers of each
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core pass, resulting in substantial unidirectional channel flows.

When very small header-to-header pressure gradients exist (for example, during a critical large LOCA),
the "average" channel representation of the core pass with severely degraded coolant flows may not be
appropriate. In order to demonstrate the difference between the previous "average", and the present
"multiple region average" methodologies for core pass representation, a sensitivity analysis is performed
using the former approach. The models and input parameters are identical to those used in the reference
TUF analysis in all respects, except that the broken core pass is represented as a single region of 120
"average" channels. The results of this sensitivity analysis are discussed in Section 5.0.

2.10 Pump Characteristic Sensitivity Methodology

Flow degradation following the critical break is influenced by the interaction between the break discharge
and the HTS pump behaviour under two-phase flow conditions3. A homologous transformation, based on
pump similarity rules, allows the pump characteristics to be expressed as four quadrant curves. The
homologous curves are used for single-phase conditions. In two-phase flow, the homologous curves are
a function of inlet coolant void. The concept of a two-phase head multiplier is used to estimate the two-
phase pump characteristics from the single-phase homologous curves . The effect of different pump head
multipliers which span the observed range is examined.

3.0 CRITICAL BREAK SEARCH

Inlet header breaks in the NE core pass with the initial coolant discharge rate ranging from 4300 to 6500
kg/s are identified as the critical break range. This range of discharge rates is obtained with an effective
RIH break flow areas of 510 to 770 cm2, or 16 to 24 percent of double the RIH cross-sectional area,
respectively.

The responses of breaks with initial discharges between 4900 and 5400 kg/s (i.e. from about 18 to about
20 percent of the RIH flow area) are quite similar. RIH breaks smaller or larger than this range exhibit
an improvement in the convective heat removal during the early stages of HTS blowdown. The selection
of the critical break is made on the basis of three different criteria described below.

3.1 Net Energy Deposition

In steady state operation, all heat generated in the fuel is removed by the coolant. Following a large
LOCA, the heat generated in the fuel may temporarily increase due to a void-reactivity-induced reactor
power excursion, while the heat removed by the coolant may deteriorate due to coolant voiding and
deterioration of the coolant flow rate. The net energy deposition (NED) in the fuel is the cumulative
energy added or removed from the fuel up to any point in time during the LOCA transient The fuel heat
content at any time is the sum of the NED and the initial stored energy in the fuel, and this quantity is
a good indication of the fuel temperature during the transient. The higher the initial fuel stored energy,
and the higher the peak NED, the higher the fuel temperature, and thus, the larger the potential for
pressure tube ballooning to occur in the event of deteriorating heat transfer.

Since the overall potential for ballooning is of interest, the NED is evaluated on a core pass basis by
summing the local NED's in all nodes of all core regions of the broken core pass. The results are shown
in Figure 3 for break sizes ranging from 16 to 24 percent RIH breaks. The NED is expressed in MJ per
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channel. On average, between 12 and 14 MT is temporarily stored in the fuel of the broken core pass for
18 to 20 percent RIH breaks. The peak NED values are lower for larger as well as smaller breaks than
this range. The elapsed time before the NED decreases to zero is longest for the 18 percent break. Thus,
this break will experience the highest average fuel and fuel channel temperatures for longest period of
time, on a broken core pass basis.

3.2 Pressure Tube Temperature

The average pressure tube temperature reached during the LOCA transient, in all regions of the broken
pass is an indicator of the degree of degraded cooling in the fuel channels. If the average temperature
increases rapidly early in the transient, while the system pressure is still high, then this parameter is also
an indicator of the potential for ballooning.

Figure 4 shows the average pressure tube temperature for the broken core pass, for the range of break
sizes from 16 and 24 percent RIH. The highest values are obtained for the 18 and 20 percent RIH breaks.

3.3 Coolant Flow in Fuel Channels

The average coolant mass flow through the broken pass is shown in Figure 5 as a function of RIH break
size. The results show that the 18 percent RIH break produces the lowest average flow for the most
prolonged time, confirming that this break represents a critical break for analysis purposes.

The results show that for the smaller RIH breaks, the flows in all regions are predominantly forward,
whereas for the larger RIH breaks the flows are predominantly reversed in the first 10-20 seconds. Near
the critical break range (18 percent RIH), the channel flows become bi-directional, being dominated by
natural convection (buoyancy) phenomena below the level of the headers, rather than by the global
behaviour of the HTS.

Comparison of the broken pass average flows in Figure 5 with the individual con? region flows in Figure
6 shows that the average core pass flow is a good indicator of the convective fuel cooling potential only
in circumstances where buoyancy flows in individual channels do not dominate. Otherwise, the average
core pass flow, while providing a good indication of the average cooling potential, tends to underestimate
the cooling in the individual channel regions.

For analysis purposes, the critical break is selected based upon a combination of the results shown in
Figure 3 (net energy deposition), Figure 4 (pressure tube temperature) and Figure 5 (average coolant flow).
On an average basis, the 18% RIH break is selected as the break with the greatest potential for fuel and
sheath temperature excursions, pressure tube ballooning, and the heat load to the moderator. The analysis
of this break with the present best-effort methodology is judged to present the greatest challenge to the
fuel and fuel channel heatup, and fuel channel integrity issues .

4.0 CRITICAL BREAK ANALYSIS

This section presents a detailed discussion of the thermal-hydraulic analysis of the "critical" large LOCA
break, based on the predicted behaviour of the HTS following the 18 percent RIH break. Two aspects
are examined, the thermal-hydraulic response of the reactor core, particularly the individual channel
regions, and the thermal-mechanical response of the fuel channels.
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4.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Response of Reactor Core

This section focuses on the thermal-hydraulic response of reactor core, in particular, the response of the
individual fuel channels in the critical pass during the early blowdown period. The early blowdown phase
is referred to as from the break initiation until the time when ECI enters the HTS. During this period,
channel cooling is mainly governed by local, buoyancy-induced flows which are influenced by
feeder/channel geometry and channel power rating.

The analysis first considers the processes occurring below the reactor headers during the period of low
header-to-header pressure gradient (Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2).

4.1.1 Broken Pass Flow Pattern in Early Blowdown

The rapid voiding of the critical pass displaces the coolant in the channels into the end-fittings and feeders.
All the inlet feeder flows reverse almost instantaneously, while the flows in the outlet feeders continue
in the forward direction for at least 10 seconds. Flows through the inlet and outlet feeder/header junctions
show that the broken pass receives little or no mass from the headers during the early blowdown period
(20-30 seconds). Fuel channel cooling is dependent mainly upon the coolant inventory present below the
headers at the time of the break.

Average channel flows in the individual channel regions are shown in Figure 6 of Section 3.3. At any
given time during early voiding, axial variations in channel flow may also exist, but these variations
become small after about 10 seconds. Thus, the coolant flow at the axial centre is representative of the
channel flow after about 10 seconds.

Consider the quasi-steady condition at about 10 seconds when inlet feeder flows are reversed, and channel
and outlet feeder flows are still forward. The forces acting on the fluid in a feeder or channel section are
those due to the header-to-header pressure gradient, the density gradient caused by the difference in inlet
and outlet feeder voids, and the decelerating force due to friction. Irrespective of the fluid velocity,
deceleration of the fluid will occur when the driving force for the initially forward flow is less than the
total frictional force. This condition can be expressed as:

AP + g [ ( p h ) i f - (ph) of ] < total frictional losses ( 2 )

The header-to-header pressure differential, AP= PRM - PR0H, is slightly negative and depends essentially
on the global HTS response. This leaves the density gradient and friction terms as the dominant
parameters.

The force due to the density gradient, g[(ph)!p - (ph)0F], is determined by the inlet and outlet feeder void
transient. All outlet feeders void almost immediately since they contain high enthalpy fluid. The inlet
feeders void later as they contain much lower enthalpy fluid. Hence, there is a rapid rise in the buoyancy
head, particularly in the low elevation channels. Figure 7 shows the transient buoyancy head in different
regions of the broken core pass. This shows that bottom channels with a large elevation change (Regions
4, 5 and 6) exhibit the fastest rise of density gradient in the short term.
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4.1.2 End Fitting Discharge

Fuel cooling in the critical pass is also influenced by the coolant inventory in the end-fitting dead volume
between the shield plug and closure plug at each end of the fuel channel. These stagnant volumes are
connected to the normal coolant flow path by a narrow annulus between the shield plug and the liner tube.
Following the break, the discharge from the dead volumes is governed by the depressurisation of the local
coolant aï the ends of the channel. The main direction of the flow discharge (either into the fuel channel
or out of the connecting feeder) is governed by the local transient pressure differentials. In general, the
outlet end-fitting dépressurises to below the outlet dead volume pressure, before the inlet end-fitting
depressurizes to below that of inlet dead volume due to the earlier voiding of higher enthalpy fluid in the
outlet end-fitting.

Results typical of the peripheral and low elevation channels (Figure 8) show that both the feeder flow and
the channel exit flow are negative, so that the end-fitting flow is directed into the fuel channel. This is
consistent with the rapid flow reversal exhibited by these channels, and the outlet end-fitting flow
contributes to fuel cooling during the early blowdown.

The flow discharge from the inlet end-fitting dead volumes is somewhat less complicated. Since flow
reversal occurs almost immediately in the inlet feeders of all channels, the inlet end-fitting flow is directed
into the inlet feeder, rather than the fuel channel. This flow contributes to cooling of the inlet feeder,
particularly low elevation channels which exhibit early flow reversal.

4.3 Thermal-Mechanical Response of Reactor Core

This section presents results for channel thermal-mechanical deformations by pressure tube ballooning,
using the TUF/SMARTT codes. In any given channel region, whether or not pressure tube deformation
occurs at a particular axial location depends upon the initial channel power, the neutronic power transient,
and the channel flow transient (determined by the global heat transport system response and buoyancy-
induced forces).

The transient progression of PT ballooning is determined as a function of channel power for each core
region. The data base of PT ballooning transients thus obtained is then used to evaluate the ballooning
for specific reactor core states (Section 2.6).

4.3.1 Extent and Timing of Ballooning

The axial location and timing of PT ballooning in each channel is determined using the TUF/SMARTT
methodology.

Figure 9 shows the corresponding PT contact temperatures as a function of time for the time-averaged core
power distribution. Also shown is the channel pressure transient to indicate the contact pressure upon
ballooning. These results indicate that the maximum contact temperature is about 760°C, with the earliest
contact at about 12 seconds at a channel pressure of 6 MPa.

The calculated extent of pressure tube ballooning in the broken core pass is summarized in Figure 10, and
compared to the results of the limit-consequence methodology presented in the Safety Report3. The results
are expressed as the percentage of ballooned channel length relative to the total channel length available
for deformation (12 segments in 120 channels, or a total of 1440 bundle-length channel segments). It can
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be seen that the application of best-effort methodology suggests a in a significant decrease in the extent
of pressure tube ballooning.

4.3.2 Heat Load to Moderator

During normal operation, the heat load to the moderator consists mainly of the neutronic and gamma heat
generated in heavy water and submerged structures (about 115 MW at full power) and the heat transfer
from the HTS coolant via the gas-filled annuli between pressure and calandria tubes (about 2.8 MW at
full power). Following reactor trip, the neutronic and gamma heat decay rapidly (92.8 MW at 2 seconds
and 5.5 MW at 5 seconds), while the heat transfer from the fuel channels depends upon the changes in
temperature occurring within the channels. If channel temperature excursions occur, the moderator heat
load is affected by:

• high HTS coolant temperatures which increase the temperature gradient between the HTS and the
moderator; and

• ballooning contacts between pressure and calandria tubes which increases the heat transfer
coefficient across the annulus gap, and in addition, results in the transfer of stored heat from the
pressure tube wall to the moderator.

Applying this heat flux transient from 7.5 MW middle ballooned segment to all ballooned segments from
the onset of ballooning in any particular channel segment, and summing the contribution from all channels,
results in a conservative estimate of the moderator heat for the LOCA transient. The total heat load from
the ballooned segments is shown in Figure 10, Figure 11 and compared to the previous estimate based on
the limit-consequence methodology3. The degraded steam cooling assumed in the latter analysis produces
a larger short-term transfer of heat stored in the ballooned pressure tubes (resulting in the higher peak in
Figure 10, Figure 11) as well as larger heat transfer from the superheated coolant in the longer term
(resulting in the higher plateau in Figure 10, Figure 11). Hence, the difference in the moderator heat load
is due to the overly conservative assumptions of degraded steam cooling employed in the limit-
consequence analysis.

4.33 Fuel Channel Integrity

Prevention of calandria tube dryout is a sufficient condition to ensure the maintenance of fuel channel
integrity following ballooning of the pressure tube3. For any calculated pressure tube contact temperature,
the degree of moderator subcooling that precludes dryout is determined from experiment Based on the
TUF/SMARTT calculated pressure tube contact temperatures and times, the required moderator subcooling
is shown in Figure 12 as a function of time. Each discrete point shown in this figure denotes the local
subcooling requirement at a particular elevation and axial location of a channel in the broken core pass.
The highest elevation which experiences pressure tube ballooning is the second channel row. The required
moderator subcooling for this row is shown as the dark square symbols in Figure 12. Note that there is
no pressure tube ballooning after about 50 seconds.

The required subcooling up to 50 seconds is enveloped by the maximum requirement curve derived using
the limit-consequence methodology3. This curve extends to the end of HTS blowdown, since degraded
steam cooling was assumed throughout the blowdown3 and calandria tube dryout remained an issue until
the HTS pressure decreased to below 1 MPa. In comparison, the subcooling requirement given by the
best-effort methodology lasts for less than one minute. Since no further ballooning occurs beyond 52
seconds, a sufficient condition for the maintenance of channel integrity beyond this time is the presence
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of moderator at any temperature.

The moderator temperature distribution, and hence the available subcooling, is computed as a function of
time using the methodology in Section 2.7.1. The most restrictive local subcooling is at the highest
elevation at which ballooning occurs (i.e. second row of channels). The local subcooling at this elevation
is shown as the upper curve in Figure 12. The subcooling levels at lower elevations in the moderator are
higher due to the higher static head.

The best-effort calculated available subcooling for the time-averaged core distribution is compared to that
calculated using the limit-consequence methodology in the Safety Report3 in Figure 12. Note that the
small difference in the two curves at time zero is due to the static head, since ballooning was calculated
to occur in the highest elevation channel using the latter methodology. Apart from this, the main reason
for the higher available subcooling in the best-effort analysis, particularly after about 40 seconds, is due
to the decrease in heat load to the moderator (Figure 10, Figure 11).

For the best-effort analysis, Figure 12 demonstrates that a large margin (minimum in excess of 10°C) is
available between the maximum subcooling requirement and the minimum subcooling available curves
tliroughout the time when pressure tube ballooning occurs. More importantly, the best-effort analysis
results in a gain of subcooling margin of about 6°C over the limit-consequence methodology, due to the
elimination of ballooning after about one minute.

5.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

The critical break analysis in the preceding section is supported by a number of sensitivity analyses.
These pertain to the physical modelling of early blowdown phenomena, pump behaviour, effect of pressure
tube ballooning, ECIS activation time, and core pass representation, as discussed below.

The reactor power transient is determined by rapid fluid density changes during the first few seconds of
core voiding. Recent experiments indicate a potential discrepancy between the predicted and observed
amounts of liquid present in the channels during this period. Reference 2 explores this discrepancy and
its impact on the HTS response. The reference results are confirmed to be conservative.

The critical break size is shown to be governed by the opposing effects of the running pumps and the
large break in the RIH, for approximately the first 20 seconds (Section 4.1). Reference 2 investigates the
pump model parameters and confirms that plausible variations in the pump behaviour do not impact
significantly on the results of Section 4.

The HTS simulations do not include details of channel thermal-mechanical deformations which are
sensitive to the characteristics of individual channels. Therefore, the feedback effect of deformation is
neglected in the HTS simulations (Section 2.1) and a decoupled analysis of core thermal-mechanical
behaviour is performed (Section 2.2). Reference 2 confirms that this decoupled approach is valid by
parametrically evaluating the effect of deformations on the HTS response. It is shown that both the global
HTS response as well as the header thermal-hydraulic conditions which serve as boundary conditions for
the channel analysis are insensitive to pressure tube ballooning.

In addition, the channel thermal-mechanical analysis neglects any feedback effect of pressure tube
deformation on thermal-hydraulic conditions in the affected channel (Section 2.2). This feedback is
modelled to confirm that ballooning has little impact on the local channel conditions in the time period
of interest. Furthermore, it is shown2 that the effect is to reduce the extent of ballooning in any given
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channel. The results in Section 4.3 are thus confirmed to be conservative.

The role ECIS plays in reducing the early temperature excursions is investigated. Two cases of ECIS
activation are investigated. In the first, ECIS is not activated at all during the entire blowdown simulation.
In the second, ECIS is delayed to the limit set by the Minimum Allowable Performance Standard
(MAPS)8. Comparison with the results in Section 4.1 confirms that blowdown cooling dominates heat
removal from the fuel channels while the HTS pressure remains elevated. The timing of ECIS activation
is shown to have only a marginal effect on the channel thermal-mechanical response. This shows that the
results of Section 4 for fuel channel integrity are insensitive to the timing of ECIS activation.

The effect of using a single region (i.e. average channel) model versus a multi-region model of the critical
core pass is discussed in also investigated. It is shown2 that, although the global HTS response during
the blowdown is not appreciably affected by the choice of core-pass model, the differences in local
channel flow variations are not adequately described with the single region model. This is particularly
the case for critical breaks, where very low header-to-header pressure gradients exist The core-pass model
sensitivity analysis allows a better understanding of the main difference between previous analyses, which
employed the average channel model, and the present analysis, which accounts for local channel effects
with a multi-region model.

Note that this analysis does not specifically address any fuel string relocation reactivity effects, which were
identified subsequent to the completion of the pilot study reported here. However fuel string relocation
and its effect on the magnitude of the initial overpower transient is not expected to alter the results in any
significant way.

In summary, this sensitivity analysis confirms that the predicted global HTS conditions are not strongly
governed by the detailed modelling of the critical core pass. However, for conditions of degraded header-
to-header pressure gradient in the critical pass during blowdown, the average channel model does not
provide an adequate representation for the assessment of coolant flows, and hence, channel temperatures
and deformations, in the individual channel regions.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

A best-effort analysis of ECIS effectiveness has been performed for the critical 18% RIH break in
Darlington NGS. This analysis and various sensitivity analyses have been performed using the best-effort
version of the TUF two-phase thermal-hydraulics code, together with supporting analytical tools such as
the SMARTT thermal-mechanical code.

The conclusions of the analysis are summarized as follows :

1) The post-LOCA transient is characterised by an early blowdown which lasts about 30 seconds
from the start of the LOCA transient, during which very early channel voiding occurs, followed
shortly thereafter by density-gradient driven buoyancy flows of varying magnitude and direction
in all fuel channels of the broken core pass.

2) Pressure tube ballooning is restricted to the higher power channels of the broken core pass during
the period up to about 50 seconds. The extent of ballooning and the corresponding heat load to
the moderator is significantly less than that predicted by the limit-consequence methodology.

3) The derived minimum moderator subcooling available to prevent sustained dryout on the calandria
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tube outer surface is substantially higher than suggested by the limit-consequence analysis,
corresponding to an increase in the margin to dryout by about 6 °C. This is partly due to the
reduced moderator heat load but mainly due to the prevention of pressure tube ballooning after
the first minute of blowdown.

4) It is demonstrated that the ECIS is effective in limiting fuel temperature excursions in the long
term to well below the elevated levels obtained in the limit-consequence analysis. However, the
ECIS is shown to only marginally affect the extent of pressure tube ballooning during the first
minute of blowdown. During this period the ballooning deformations remain dominated by the
local, buoyancy-induced flows, rather than driven by the ECI flow. In the later stages of
blowdown the channels are adequately cooled, and no ballooning deformation occurs with or
without ECIS. Fuel channel integrity is, therefore, assured with a high degree of confidence for
the critical large LOCA transient in Darlington NGS.

The framework of the best effort methodology described in this paper has been adapted in the Generic
Safety Report analysis to update the Large LOCA sections for the Bruce and Pickering NGS.
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Figure 6: Six Region Channel Presentation of Broken Pass Flow Pattern Following Critical
Large LOCA (18% RIH Break)
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Figure 7: Buoyancy Forces in Broken Pass Regions
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ABSTRACT

Based on the fundamental thermodynamic properties of water, a simple diagram is derived to
explain the global thermosyphoning phenomenon of the CANDU 6 reactor. This diagram also quantifies
the differences between the reactor thermosyphoning and RD-14/RD-14M tests.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the safety analysis of the CANDU 6 reactor, thermosyphoning is relied on to remove decay
heat for certain postulated accident scenarios. To enhance the understanding of the thermosyphoning
phenomenon, the system behaviour of a closed loop with net heat addition/removal is examined and
quantified. From a system average point of view, the results are applied to the CANDU 6
thermosyphoning and RD-14/RD-14M tests.

2. A CLOSED SYSTEM WITH HEAT ADDITION/REMOVAL

Consider a closed system in which a homogeneous two-phase mixture exists. We want to know
how the system void changes when net heat is added to or removed from the system. Because the system
is closed, the total mass remains the same and so does the average density. Thus, we can use the Steam
Table to calculate the void as a function of pressure with density as a parameter. The process of
increasing pressure corresponds to net heat addition and decreasing pressure corresponds to net heat
removal. Using the heavy water thermodynamic properties, the results of this calculation are plotted in
Figure I (the light water version is shown in Figure 2). As can be seen from Figure 1, it turns out that
the 358.0 kg/m3 line, which corresponds to the constant density line passing through the critical point in
the Steam Table pressure-enthalpy diagram, called "critical density" in this paper, plays an important role
in determining the system behaviour. Specifically it divides the system behaviour into two distinct
regions. If the system inventory is low such that the average density is lower than the critical density,
a continuous net heat addition to the system will increase the void to eventually become superheated
steam. Clearly, boiling overwhelms the pressure effect in the process of void formation and hence we
will call this region the "boiling region". On the other hand, if the average density is higher than the
critical density, a continuous net heat addition to the system will monotonically decrease the void to
become subcooled liquid. The larger the average density, the smaller the pressure requires to collapse
the void. This is called the "condensing region".
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3. APPLICATION TO REACTOR THERMOSYPHONING

In the safety analysis of the CANDU 6 reactor, following a postulated loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) and after reactor trip, loop isolation and primary heat transport (PHT) pump trip,
thermosyphoning occurs in the intact loop. In this situation, the intact loop is a closed system with
constant mass and hence constant average density. Heat is added to the coolant by decay heat and
removed by the steam generators. The intact loop behaviour, therefore, follows a constant density line
shown in Figure 1. Typically, the average density is about 650 kg/m3 for a large PHT system break, 550
kg/m3 for a small PHT system break and 800 kg/m3 for a large steam main break. These are within the
condensing region.

It is recognized that actual thermosyphoning is a complicated dynamic phenomenon. Moreover,
the system variables are not quite uniform. Therefore, Figure 1, which is derived based on the fluid
equation of state and does not solve the fluid flow conservation equations, is by no means intended to
replace the detailed dynamic system simulation. However, we can say that the system behaviour, to the
first order approximation, can be explained by Figure 1. Consider the condensing region. If
thermosyphoning is effective (i.e., system energy is decreasing), the system pressure will decrease and the
average void will increase. On the contrary, if thermosyphoning is deteriorating (i.e., system energy is
increasing), the pressure will increase; however, the void will decrease.

4. APPLICATION TO RD-14 AND RD-14M THERMOSYPHONING TESTS

In order to understand reactor thermosyphoning and provide data to verify computer codes for
predicting reactor thermosyphoning, many thermosyphoning tests have been conducted using RD-14 and
RD-14M facilities at Whiteshell Laboratories. The RD-14/RD-14M test results are not intended to be
applied directly to the reactor. In the tests, the loop is first brought to conditions of steady, single phase
thermosyphoning. The loop coolant inventory is then reduced in steps by draining the fluid from the
system. After the completion of each draining operation, the loop is allowed to settle to a quasi steady-
state condition.

It is clear that this test procedure is very different from the reactor intact loop. Referring to
Figure 1, in the reactor, the system behaviour follows one single constant density line. However, in the
test, the system behaviour jumps from one constant density line to another constant density line, and
approaches the boiling region. Take RD-14M test T8805 as an example. The test starts roughly from
a density of 750 kg/m3 and ends roughly at 400 kg/m3 (fuel element simulator heat-up occurs). Recall
that the average density in the reactor case is fixed at about 650 kg/m3 for a large LOCA, 550 kg/m3 for
a small LOCA and 800 kg/m3 for a large steam main break. Therefore, the experimentally observed fuel
element simulator heat-up at such a low density of 400 kg/m3 may not be relevant to the reactor. It
follows that without referring to the same density, the direct application of the test results to the reactor
is misleading. Even if we compare the test results to the reactor in a same average density basis, there
are still other problems. As shown in Figure 1, there are many possible solutions for a given constant
density line. However, in a test, we can only get one data point (quasi steady-state value) for a given
density (inventory). This data point may be highly dependent on the path function (experimental
procedure). Because of this path function dependency, it would be very difficult to conclude that this data
point is representative of the reactor. Since the test procedure is very different from the reactor, the test
results cannot be applied directly to the reactor situation.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

• Based on the fundamental thermodynamic properties of water, a simple diagram is derived to
explain the global thermosyphoning phenomenon of the CANDU 6 reactors. This diagram also
quantifies the differences between the reactor thermosyphoning and RD-14/RD-14M tests.

• It is very difficult to relate the existing RD-14 and RD-14M thermosyphoning test results directly
to the reactor. Future tests should be performed with constant average system density similar to
the reactor.
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Abstract

Failure of containment and essential equipment due to post-accident hydrogen combustion is
recognized as a potential safety concern. One of the hazards posed by hydrogen combustion is
the possibility of a transition to detonation resulting from flame acceleration. It has been
demonstrated that the collision of the leading shock wave associated with an accelerated flame
with obstacles along its path can create local hot spots and trigger onset of detonation. The
objective of this paper is, through computer simulation, to determine the critical conditions
required for onset of detonation and to establish the criteria for transition to detonation in tubes
filled with various types of obstacles. The simulations described in this paper model the
initiation of detonation resulting from a collision of a shock wave with a hemispherical cup.
Three different configurations were used to examine formation of local hot spots by shock
focusing. The first configuration was a 6 cm-diameter hemispherical cup located at the closed
end of the tube (also 6 cm in diameter). Hemispherical cups were used in the present study
because their 3-dimensional structure produces strong shock focusing effects. This configuration
also allows us to simulate a 3-D phenomenon with a 2-D computer code. The second case was
similar to the first configuration except that a 2 cm shoulder was added to the side of the cup.
The third configuration was a 2 cm-diameter orifice placed along the centre of the tube. This
configuration represents the limiting case in which the effects created by the curvature of the cup
are removed in the shock focusing process. The gas mixture used in the simulation was a
stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixture at an initial pressure of 13.2 kPa and a temperature of
300 K. The critical conditions in terms of incident shock Mach numbers were determined for
these three configurations. These critical conditions for onset of detonation agree with
experimental observations. The present results enable us to determine the critical flame speed
an accelerated flame has to achieve for a transition to detonation to occur.

1.0 Introduction

It has been observed [1] that transition to detonation can occur if the leading shock wave of
an accelerated flame can be locally strengthened by shock focusing (multiple reflection of a
shock wave) to cause an onset of detonation. Local high temperature and pressure regions
can be created by such shock focusing effects. These hot spots can cause rapid energy
release and the formation of blast waves. The generation of blast waves is a required step in
the onset of detonation. Presently, the dynamics of shock focusing and mechanisms for the
onset of detonation are not quantitatively understood. Models that can predict the onset of
detonation associated with an accelerated flame have not yet been developed. The likelihood
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of a transition to detonation cannot be predicted under a given set of initial and boundary
conditions. The objective of this study is to develop a combustion model through computer
simulation that will describe experimental observations.

The simulations described in this paper model the initiation of detonation by shock focusing
in enclosed tubes. Three different configurations were used to examine different aspects of
the shock focusing process. The first was a round tube (6 cm in diameter) with a 6 cm-
diameter hemispherical cup at the closed end. The second configuration was also a 6 cm-
diameter hemispherical cup with an added 2 cm shoulder around its edge. The final
configuration was a tube with a 2 cm- diameter orifice at its centre. The mixture used in
these simulations was a stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixture at 13.2 kPa initial pressure.
The computer code SPLIT2D [2] developed by Combustion Dynamics Ltd., was used to
simulate these shock focusing phenomena.

2.0 The Computer Code

SPLIT2D is a 2-dimensional explicit code designed to simulate shock/structure interactions.
It uses a Flux Corrected Transport ( FCT ) algorithm [3]. SPLIT2D offers numerous input
options including inviscid or turbulent flows, and flow modelling with or without combustion.
The simulations described in this paper used simple axi-symmetric inviscid flow with
combustion. Even though the phenomenon examined is 3-dimensional in nature, simulations
can be performed using a 2-dimensional code because of the axial symmetry of the geometry.

A 2-step kinetic combustion model [4] was adopted in the present simulation. This model
assumes that the reaction takes place in two steps: an induction step and a recombination
step. For the non-exothermic induction step reaction, the reaction rate is given by the
following:

where R is the universal gas constant, p is the density, T is the initial temperature, E} is the
induction step activation energy, Kj is the induction step pre-exponential factor and a is a
dimensionless progress variable of the reactions. Both 2s7 and K} were varied to study then-
effects on the initiation process.

For the exothermic recombination step reaction, the reaction rate is expressed as follows:

Up = -g& = -K2p
2 {p2e RT - (1 - P ) 2 e RT } ; for a z 0

where Q is the heat of formation, p is the initial pressure, E2 is the recombination step
activation energy, K2 is the recombination step pre-exponential factor and (3 is another
progress variable. Phenomenologically, a and |3 represent the reaction progress for the
reactant and intermediate species respectfully. They are both unity immediately behind the
front shock wave, followed by an initial decrease of a to zero and then a decrease of |3 until
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an equilibrium state is reached. The (3 term was assumed to be zero for a > 0. Both E2 and
K2 were also varied to study their effects on detonation propagation.

Sensitivity studies on these parameters showed that the two activation energies play the
predominant roles in both equations as they are part of îhe exponential terms. Relatively
small changes in the activation energy can cause large variations in the overall reaction rate.
A detailed discussion of these parameters is given in section 3.6.

3.0 Results and Discussion

3.1 Experimental Observations

Ignition and direct initiation of detonation resulting from a collision of a shock wave with a
hemispherical cup was examined in a 9 cm by 9 cm shock channel [5]. A hemispherical cup,
3 cm diameter, was employed to induce shock focusing effects. Since the channel was 9 cm
by 9 cm in cross section, the hemispherical cup had a shoulder region around its edge.
Stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixtures with an initial temperature of 300 K were used in
these experiments. Depending on the incident shock Mach number, collision of a shock wave
with a hemispherical cup can cause no ignition, a mild ignition leading to the formation of a
deflagration wave, or the onset of detonation leading to the formation of a detonation wave.
Figure 1 shows that the critical incident shock Mach numbers for initiation of detonation are
not very sensitive to variations in the initial pressure of the mixture. They are basically
unchanged for initial pressures higher than 13 kPa. This pressure insensitivity is the reason
why 13 kPa was chosen as the initial pressure for all the simulations.

Initiation of detonation resulting from the collision of a shock wave with an orifice was also
studied. This configuration represents the limiting case in which the effects created by the
curvature of the cup is removed in the shock focusing process. Results are summarized in
Figure 2. These experiments showed that a detonation was initiated if the incident shock
Mach number reached about 2.4. However, results in this series of experiments were not very
reproducible. Detonation was not observed in every experiment for Ms = 2.4, so this critical
value should best be considered as a minimum condition. It is interesting to note that for the
normal reflection of a shock wave off a flat plate [6], the critical incident shock Mach
number for initiation of detonation was observed to be approximately 2.6. Results in Figure 2
show that the limiting critical Mach number also approaches 2.6 for an orifice of 0 cm
diameter.

3.2 Numerical Simulations

SPLIT2D is capable of presenting results graphically in 3-dimensional pressure plots, contour
plots and profile plots. These plots can also be presented as computer animations. Computer
simulations are very useful in demonstrating that the 2-step combustion model can adequately
represent the actual combustion process. They also show the location of onset of detonation,
which could not be observed clearly in the experiments.
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3.3 Hemispherical Cup

This configuration consists of a 6 cm-diameter round tube with a 6 cm-diameter
hemispherical cup at the closed end. Various incident shock Mach numbers were achieved by
varying the velocity, pressure and density conditions of the inflow gas. For this arrangement
all results fell into one of three categories: (1) no ignition, (2) mild ignition, and (3)
detonation.

3.3.1 No Ignition ( M, < 1.6 )

For an incident shock Mach number of less than 1.6, the shock wave collided and
reflected off the cup causing both temperature and pressure inside the cup to rise.
However, the temperature increase was not enough to spontaneously ignite the gas.
The temperature of 900 K created locally was higher than the auto-ignition
temperature for this mixture ( Tig = 848 K [7] ), however, it was not sufficient to
cause ignition. Shock focusing is a transient phenomenon, and high temperatures can
only be maintained for a very short time. If this time is shorter than the induction
time for ignition, the mixture will not ignite.

3.3.2 Mild Ignition ( 1.6 < Ms< 2.0 )

For an incident shock Mach number in this range, initiation of a local explosion
occurred shortly (approximately 11 ms) after the shock wave reflected off the bottom
of the cup. The temperature of the reaction zone exceeded 2400 K and a
corresponding pressure rise of about 1250 kPa was also observed. Although a local
explosion apparently had occurred, the blast did not develop into a detonation wave.
The detonation kernel subsequently decayed and transformed into a deflagration wave,
in which the reaction front was not coupled to the reflected wave.

3.3.3 Detonation ( Ms > 2.0 )

For an incident shock Mach number greater than 2.0, a different phenomenon was
observed. A local explosion or an onset of detonation occurred about 9 ms after the
wave reflected off the bottom of the cup. The pressure rise (over 3000 kPa) was
much greater than in the previous case. The temperature of the reaction zone was
3450 K. The temperature and pressure of the reaction front remain at these values as
the reaction wave continued to propagate indicating that a detonation wave had been
established.

3.4 Hemispherical Cup With a Shoulder

This configuration was similar to the previous configuration described in Section 3.3 except
that a 2 cm shoulder was added to the 6 cm cup bringing the total diameter of the tube to 10
cm. The objective of this series was to examine the effect of the shoulder on the shock
focusing phenomenon. Unlike the previous configuration, only two outcomes were observed,
namely; (1) no ignition and (2) detonation. With the presence of a shoulder, the reflected
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wave structure was different than in the previous case. Before the shock wave could reflect
off the cup it partly reflected off the shoulder. This caused a local rise in pressure and
temperature in the shoulder region, causing a secondary pressure wave which moved into the
hemisphere, thus increasing the focusing effect.

3.4.1 No Ignition ( M, < 1.7 )

Two separate wave fronts corresponding to reflection and deflection of the shock wave
by the shoulder and the cup respectively were observed. However, for Ms < 1.7 the
resulting temperature rise inside the cup was too low for an ignition to occur, only
reaching 810 K. The subsequent pressure rise was also relatively low, about 150 kPa.

3.4.2 Detonation ( M, > 1.8 )

For Ms > 1.8, the observed phenomenon was very different. The shock focusirg effect
due to the shoulder was quite apparent. Initiation of detonation took place roughly 11
ms after the shock wave reflected off the bottom of the cup. The temperature was
above 3300 K which suggested that a detonation had been initiated. The pressure rise
also exceeded 1900 kPa, as would be expected for a detonation. The increased
focusing effect caused by the shoulder was clearly demonstrated in this simulation. In
comparison, the critical incident shock Mach number needed to initiate a detonation in
the case of the hemisphere without the shoulder was found to be about 2.0.

3.5 The 2 cm-Diameter Orifice

This series of simulations was conducted to examine shock focusing effects created by an
orifice. The main goal was to observe the onset of detonation in the absence of the cup.
Only the shoulder of the hemispherical cup was present in this configuration. Three different
types of outcomes were observed namely: (1) no ignition, (2) detonation along the centre line,
and (3) detonation along the shoulder of the orifice.

3.5.1 No Ignition ( M, < 2.4 )

Here, a shock wave with an incident Mach number of 2.4 was allowed to collide with
the orifice. The temperature created in the vicinity of the orifice was about 900 K, too
low to cause ignition in the mixture. The corresponding pressure rise was also very
small, about 280 kPa.

3.5.2 Detonation Along the Centre Line ( 2.4 < M ^ 2.6 )

For an incident shock Mach number in this range, initiation of detonation was
observed along the centre line after the wave impacted the orifice. The temperature in
the reaction zone was found to be higher than 2700 K, implying a detonation had been
formed. The pressure rise exceeded 1300 kPa. The velocity of the reaction front was
estimated to be about 1400 m/s. The pressure rise was maintained at over 1200 kPa
indicating that no decay of the detonation wave had occurred.
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3.5.3 Detonation Along the Orifice Plate ( Ms > 2.6 )

For an incident shock Mach number greater than 2.6, a different type of initiation of
detonation had occurred. Whereas previously a high temperature and pressure region
was created along the centre line of the orifice, in this case a detonation wave was
formed along the shoulder of the orifice. The critical incident shock Mach number in
this case agreed with the results obtained in shock channel experiments with no
orifice. Similar results were also reported by Meyer and Oppenheim [6]. It should be
pointed out that the temperature and pressure along the centre line were also capable
of causing onset of detonation. However, in this case the critical conditions for onset
of detonation were first achieved along the shoulder region first.

3.6 The 2-Step Kinetic Model

As previously mentioned the objective of this study is to establish those key parameters in the
2-step model that can best describe experimental observations. One of the tasks of this study
is to examine the sensitivity and to establish the optimum values for these key parameters in
the induction and recombination steps.

It was observed that raising the pre-exponential factor for the induction step would increase
the probability of a detonation resulting from the collision. Lowering the induction activation
energy would have a similar effect. Changing the activation energy has a much stronger
effect however, which was seen by varying these numbers by the same factor. Based on the
hemispherical cup results, the optimum values for the induction step pre-exponential factor
(Kj) and for the induction activation energy (£;) were found to be 3.7 x 1010 cmVg sec and
6200 kJ/kg respectively. The values for the recombination step were 0.0039 (Pa2 sec)"1 and
1700 kJ/kg for the recombination pre-exponential factor and activation energy respectively.
With these parameters, the predicted critical conditions for initiation of detonation agree with
experimental results [4]. However, it was observed that for the collision of a shock wave
with an orifice, the induction activation energy had to be lowered to 5000 kJ/kg (all other
parameters unchanged) to produce results similar to experimental values. We speculate that
we have under-predicted the shock focusing effects by modelling the smooth curved surface
of the cup as a jagged surface.

3.7 Effects of Grid Size

The error associated with a computer model differs from that associated with a laboratory
experiment. The bulk of the errors are associated with the numerical scheme. For example,
the grid size has to be sufficiently fine to resolve local pressure and temperature fields.
Numerical diffusion must also be kept to a minimum. Decreasing the grid size in general
will give a more accurate result, however, there exists a limiting grid size. Further decrease
in grid size ceases to make a difference in the outcome. Making calculations with small grid
sizes are not always possible or advantageous. The capability of the computer (memory size)
usually limits the smallest grid size that can be used. Furthermore, round-off errors can
accumulate and give erroneous results as the number of iterations increases. To ensure our
data was independent of the grid size, calculations were made to examine the sensitivity of
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grid size on the critical condition. Using a 2 cm orifice configuration the grid size was varied
from 1.0 mm to 0.167 mm to see the changes in incident shock Mach number needed to
initiate detonation. As shown in Figure 3, the incident shock Mach numbers level off at a
grid size of 0.25 mm. This demonstrates that further decreasing the grid size below 0.25
mm has no effect on the outcome of the simulation. Thus this grid size was used in all the
simulations.

4.0 Conclusions

Simulations using the SPLIT2D combustion code showed that there existed three outcomes
resulting from the collision of a shock wave with a hemispherical cup. These three outcomes,
namely, no ignition, mild ignition and initiation of detonation were also observed in
experiments. Using a 2-step kinetic model, the predicted critical incident shock Mach
numbers for direct initiation of detonation agreed with experimentally observed values very
well. The effect of the shoulder on the shock focusing process was also examined.
Simulations for the hemisphere with a shoulder showed that the shoulder caused an increased
focusing effect which could cause the critical incident shock Mach number for initiation of
detonation to decrease from 2.0 to 1.8. The orifice simulations showed the critical incident
shock Mach number for initiation of detonation to be 2.5. Experimental values for a similar
configuration was observed to be around 2.4. Continued agreement between calculated and
experimental outcomes with increasingly complex geometries is a promising indication of the
potential applicability of this model to real systems. The critical incident shock Mach number
is a useful criterion for assessing whether a transition to detonation is likely to occur. The
present results also enable us to establish the critical flame speed an accelerated flame has to
achieve for a transition to detonation to occur.
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THE ROLE OF SIMULATION IN CANDU 3 FUEL HANDLING CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

N.H. Brown & D. Arapakota, AECL CANDU, Saskatoon, SK

1. INTRODUCTION

CANDU Fuel Handling (F/H) systems are robotic systems with numerous complicated
mechanisms. Because CANDU F/H systems have performed well in the past and because of the
complexity of many of the mechanisms, few design changes have been made. The Fuelling Machine
(F/M) serves as a Primary Heat Transport (PHT) boundary during refuelling and as a containment
boundary during New Fuel Transfer (NFT) and Irradiated Fuel Transfer (EFT). As a result, its
effectiveness at maintaining these boundaries must not be reduced as a result of mechanical or control
system design changes.

In the past, full prototypes were the only means of proof testing redesigned components
or systems. Now, full prototypes are often too costly to build, forcing designers to find ways of proving
that redesigned equipment will work correctly without building a prototype. This is the dilemma facing
designers of all new CANDU reactors.

Simulation and mathematical modelling allows the designer to model a component or
system on a computer. The dynamic behavior of the model will closely approximate that of the actual
component or system. This paper outlines how simulation will be used by CANDU 3 F/H control system
designers to develop new control strategies without the need for a prototype F/M.

2. CANDU FUEL HANDLING

Before the rob of simulation in CANDU 3 F/H control system design is discussed in
detail, the reader should understand that the CANDU 3 F/H system, although based on many CANDU 6
concepts, is somewhat different than the CANDU 6 system. Differences exist in both the mechanical
design as well as in the control system design.

2.1 CONTROL STRATEGIES

Because of differences between the CANDU 6 and CANDU 3 F/H systems, many proven
control strategies used in CANDU 6 are not appropriate for CANDU 3. Summaries of the differences
between CANDU 6 and CANDU 3 F/H control systems are contained in the following two sections.

2.2 CANDU 6 FUEL HANDLING AND CONTROL STRATEGIES

CANDU 6 refuelling is performed by two F/Ms, one at the upstream end of the fuel
channel (F/C) and one at the downstream end. The upstream F/M inserts new fuel into the F/C and the
downstream F/M receives irradiated fuel. Each F/M is supported by a bridge as shown in Figure 1. New
fuel is loaded into one F/M at the new fuel port. Irradiated fuel is discharged by the other F/M at the
irradiated fuel port. While receiving new fuel and discharging irradiated fuel, each machine moves along
a maintenance lock track. The F/M is transferred from the track to the bridge where it remains for fuel
changing operations.

In CANDU 6, a central control computer performs both F/H control and overall plant
control. F/H control is a combination of sequential control, protective control, and motion control.
Sequential control is the high-level control required to coordinate F/H operations. Protective control is
necessary to ensure a command is not executed unless all of its permissives have been met.
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Accurate positioning of F/M drives is key to proper operation of the F/H system.
Position feedback is achieved by the use of potentiometers and shaft encoders. Either induction motors or
hydraulic acutators are used to drive F/H mechanisms. Motion control is accomplished by the continuous
monitoring of driven device position and comparison to the desired position setpoint. Force feedback in
hydraulic systems is achieved by measurement of hydraulic supply pressure. On-off control is the main
means of position control.

2.3 CANDU 3 FUEL HANDLING AND CONTROL STRATEGIES

The CANDU 3 F/H system uses one F/M (e.g., refuelling operations are single-ended).
PHT coolant flow through the reactor is unidirectional, and fuel changing is performed at the outlet
(downstream) end of a F/C. CANDU 3 does not use a bridge assembly. Instead, the F/M is transported
by a mobile carriage. The F/M carriage transports the F/M between the fuel ports in the maintenance lock
and reactor F/Cs in the reactor outlet vault. The carriage allows the F/M to have four degrees of freedom
(X, Y, Z, and rotation about the Y axis). Figure 2 shows the CANDU 3 F/H system layout.

The CANDU 3 F/H system requires sequential, protective, and motion control like the
CANDU 6, however the implementation strategies differ.

The CANDU 3 F/H system is a Distributed Control System (DCS) consisting of a
supervisory controller and a network of subsystem controllers. Each subsystem controller receives data
from and sends data to field devices via distributed I/O. The system is distributed functionally and
geographically. The supervisory controller coordinates the operation of the subsystem controllers. Each
subsystem controller oversees the operation of a certain device or group of devices (e.g., F/M carriage).
The F/H control system is independent of the main plant DCS.

Motion control for CANDU 3 is much different from CANDU 6. A typical CANDU 3
motion loop consists of a motion controller, power amplifier (and power supply), brushless dc motor,
driven mechanism, and position and velocity feedback transducer(s). The motion controller produces an
analog signal to control the power amplifier output, which provides power to drive the motor and driven
mechanism. Motor shaft position is measured by a motor-mounted incremental (single-turn) resolver.
Driven mechanism absolute position is measured by a resolver-based multitum position transducer.

2.4 CONTROL STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT

CANDU 3 F/H control system designers will use a test facility to develop and test new
control strategies. A description of the test facility and its simulation capabilities is given below.

3. FUEL HANDLING CONTROLS TEST AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITY

This test facility is formally known as the CANDU 3 F/H Control System Dynamic Test
and Development Facility (T&D Facility). The T&D Facility consists of control system hardware, a
bench test rig, a simulation computer, and a control programming computer. Schematics of the T&D
Facility are shown in Figures 3 and 4. All equipment and components used in the T&D Facility are
representative of those proposed for use in CANDU 3.

The control system hardware consists of the following:

a. Subsystem controller

b. Remote I/O bases, including digital and analog I/O modules

c. Motion controller.
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The bench test rig consists of the following:

a. Brushless dc motor with integral resolver

b. Isolation transformer, power supply, and power amplifier for brushless dc motor

c. Gearbox

d. Magnetic brake and remotely operated variable power supply

e. Multitum resolver-based position transducer and power supply / decoding electronics.

The simulation computer, an IBM-compatible, 80486-based PC, runs simulation
software and interfaces to the control system hardware and bench test rig through analog and digital I/O
cards.

The control programming computer is also an IBM-compatible, 80486-based PC.

3.1 SIMULATION AND CANDU 3 F/H CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

Simulation allows components or systems to be mathematically modelled and to exist in
software. If model parameters are accurate, the simulation results will be representative of the actual
component or system.

3.1.1 Approach to Simulation -

T&D Facility simulations are to run in real time and interface to control system hardware
via I/O cards. Initially, T&D Facility simulations will be implemented in two configurations as described
below.

i. The component or system being modelled will be implemented entirely in software. The
simulation computer will be interfaced to the control system hardware as described above.

ii. The component or system being modelled will be implemented only partially in software. In
this configuration, the simulation computer will interface with the T&D Facility bench test
rig. The simulation will consist of a partial mathematical model and will provide feedback to
and receive feedback from the bench test rig. Feedback to the bench test rig is intended to
vary the load on the motor through the magnetic brake so that the bench test rig dynamics
approximate the dynamics of the component or system being modelled. This configuration is
shown in Figure 5.

Lumped parameter models based on differential equations will be developed. Nonlinear
behavior, particularly backlash, will be incorporated into the models.

3.1.2 Software Implementation

The mathematical models will be implemented using commercially available simulation
software. This software allows the user to create block diagram representations of the system being
modelled. Numerous types of function blocks are available, including summing junction, multiplier,
gain, integrator, differentiator, nonlinearities, and trigonometric functions. In addition to the standard
blocks, ready-to-use compound blocks (made from several standard blocks) are available for hysteresis
(backlash), stiction, single-reduction gearbox, digital PID controller, and numerous others.

The simulation software will be used with a graphical C++ development environment.
The graphical programming capability will allow F/H controls designers to create graphical interfaces to
the real time simulations.
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3.1.3 Components and Nonlinearities to be Modelled

The components to be modelled include:

a. Brushless dc motor

b. Single and multiple reduction gearboxes

c. Ball screws

d. Acme screws

e. Sliding mechanisms

f. Rolling mechanisms (e.g., F/M carriage wheels)

g. Shafts and shaft couplings.

Nonlinear features to be modelled include:

a. Backlash (in gearboxes and shaft couplings; also to represent mechanical looseness in sliding
mechanisms)

b. Discrete inputs and outputs (representing digital I/O)

c. Stiction

d. Friction coefficients that vary with drive position.

3.1.4 Assumptions and Simplifications

Dynamic properties that are to be modelled include rotational inertia, translational inertia,
viscous friction, static and sliding friction, rolling friction, and torsional compliance. In certain cases,
parameters such as torsional compliance may be assumed to be negligible.

Backlash is to be represented by a constant-slope hysteresis characteristic. Mechanical
looseness (sliding mechanism) will also be represented by hysteresis. Stiction is composed of static and
sliding friction components. Discrete inputs and outputs are represented by "0" or " 1 " .

Temperature dependent characteristics of the modelled devices are ignored.

3.1.5 Mathematical Model Example — F/M Carriage Y-Drive

The equations shown below represent a simple model of the CANDU 3 F/M carriage
Y-drive. The drive is represented by a single-reduction gearbox, ball screw, and a load that is lowered
and raised by the ball screw.

The following assumptions apply to this model:

a. Half of the Y-drive is modelled: one. gearbox and one ball screw; no cross shaft.

b. Rotational and translational inertia and viscous friction are the only dynamic characteristics modelled.

c. No compliance in the gearbox or ball screw.

d. No backlash in the gearbox or in the ball screw / ball nut interface.

e. Shaft coupling linking gearbox and ball screw is massless and has no compliance or backlash.

f. Gearbox provides reduction (R<1).
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Three equations describe the behavior of this model. They are shown below.

Ttn - 7,0, - bfil - R(b292 + J292 + cmg + cmy) = 0 (1)
92 = ROi (2)

y = pOi (3)

where: T^, = gearbox input torque
0, = gearbox input rotational position
82 — ball screw rotational position
Js = gearbox rotational inertia
J2 = ball screw rotational inertia
bg = gearbox viscous friction coefficient
b2 = ball screw viscous friction coefficient
R = gearbox reduction ratio (<1)
m = mass of driven load (halfofF/M)
g = gravitational acceleration
c = ball screw axial load to torque factor
p = ball screw lead
y = axial displacement of driven load

Figure 6 shows a block diagram implementation of the model, with a torque input Tjn,
and axial displacement output, y. Note that no parameter values are given. These will be determined as
model development progresses.

3.2 CONTROL STRATEGY CASE STUDIES

The case studies show how simulation will be used to assist control system designers
select appropriate control strategies for the CANDU 3 E/H system.

3.2.1 Case Study #1 - Power Amplifier Operating Mode

The on-off control used for CANDU 6 motion control will not be used in CANDU 3.
One of the CANDU 3 motion control strategies is to use closed-loop control. All motion controllers are
capable of closed-loop control and typically implement the control algorithm in a digital signal processor.

Also, several motion controllers are capable of closing the velocity loop in addition to the
position loop. Despite the capability of many power amplifiers to close the velocity loop, allowing the
motion controller to perform this function may simplify the control software.

Most power amplifiers for brushless dc motors are capable of being operated in two
modes.

a. Current Mode: motor current (torque) is proportional to the input control voltage (velocity loop
open). This mode of operation is required when the drive must exert a constant torque or force.

b. Velocity Mode: motor speed is proportional to the input control voltage (velocity loop closed). This
mode of operation is commonly used in positioning operations.

The options that F/H control system designers have for power amplifier operation are as
follows:

a. Operate the amplifiers in current mode all of the time. In this case, a motion controller would close
the velocity loop when current mode operation is not required.
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b. Switch the amplifiers between current and velocity modes as required. In this case, a motion
controller digital output would be used to switch amplifier modes. The motion controller would not
be required to close the velocity loop.

Simulation will assist control system designers to determine whether F/H motion control
is best implemented with power amplifiers operating in current or velocity mode for a given mechanism.
The simulation will be designed to accept a digital input from the motion controller to switch the
simulation between current and velocity modes.

3.2.2 Case Study #2 - Dual Position Feedback Motion Control

In a motion control system, dual position feedback means that motor shaft position and
driven load position feedback are both provided to the motion controller. Dual position feedback is useful
for two reasons:

a. It permits backlash compensation when used on a motion controller supporting dual feedback.

b. Mechanical faults such as coupling slippage or failure can be detected by monitoring the difference
between the motor shaft and driven load positions. When the difference exceeds a predetermined
value, the motion controller can be forced to take corrective action.

3.2.2.1 Backlash

Backlash will be present in all mechanical drives in the CANDU 3 F/H system. Backlash
can cause control system oscillation and can lead to inaccurate load positioning. F/H control system
designers must be able to compensate for drive backlash even if it meets mechanical design requirements.

Simulation will be used to model a F/M carriage drive (i.e., X-drive) with and without
backlash. The simulation will be interfaced to the motion controller. An effective backlash compensation
method will be selected by monitoring the performance of the motion controller using various amounts of
simulated backlash, both with and without driven load position feedback.

3.2.2.2 Fault Detection

Position values measured by the motor shaft position transducer and the driven load
position transducer are expected to agree to within a certain range. An unacceptably large (or increasing)
difference between the two values indicates a problem with one of the transducers or a problem with the
drive. Drive faults that could be detected are the slippage or failure of a shaft coupling.

To determine an effective way of monitoring and comparing the two position signals, one
F/M carriage drive will be simulated. An operator interface to the simulation will be developed and will
allow the user to introduce a simulated fault while the simulation is running. Appropriate strategies will
be developed for fault detection and the resulting control system error handling actions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Simulation will play a key role in CANDU 3 F/H control system design. In conjunction
with the T&D Facility's bench test rig and control system hardware, simulation will assist control system
designers select appropriate motion control strategies. Simulation will also play a key role in future
sequential control strategy development.
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SIMULATION OF THE TRANSPORT OF FISSION PRODUCTS

IN THE FUEL-TO-SHEATH GAP OF DEFECTIVE CANDU FUEL RODS

H.W. BONIN and B.J. LEWIS

1. INTRODUCTION.
In normal operation, volatile fission products such as krypton

and xenon are released from the fuel matrix into the gap space
between the fuel pellets and the sheath. However, in the event that
the sheath is breached as the resu.lt of some defect, the volatile
fission product can migrate freely along the path length toward the
defect site and, eventually, be released into the primary heat
transport system. The transport of the short-lived volatile fission
products in the fuel-to-sheath gap has been extensively studied '"5

for the steady-state reactor operation conditions. As long as the
pressure fluctuations within the primary heat transport system are
not significant, it has been shown that diffusion is the main
fission products transport process 3"5. In these conditions also, the
pressure build-up within the gap due to the accumulation of
volatile fission products is not sufficient to contribute to a
significant convective release. 6

On the other hand, during a reactor transient situation, the
higher fuel temperature and the occurrence of steam oxidation of
the UO2 fuel following a breach of the sheath may create important
convection leading to enhanced gas release into the primary
coolant.7 Determining the source release of volatile fission
products from the fuel matrix and their transport in the fuel-to-
sheath gap are essential to the full understanding of the release
into the primary coolant following a clad defect. Since the ambient
conditions are very different for the transient state of the
reactor undergoing some accident, the physical migration of the
volatile fission products in the gap must be fully described using
appropriate equations which are different than those describing the
normal operation at steady-state. In particular, the time
dependence must be an explicit part of the equations that include
both diffusion and convection terms.

In the present work, the pertinent equations are obtained for
both normal and accident operations for a CANDU-type fuel element,
and a numerical treatment of the resulting equations is carried out
and compared with the results of several experiments performed at
Chalk River that involved the irradiation of defective fuel
elements during normal (steady-state) operation and the post-
irradiation annealing of spent fuel rods in steam at high
temperature. 5>8>9 In addition, the numerical solutions are compared
with the results obtained using analytical solutions developed for
some of the simpler cases. I0
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL.

In this study, a CANDU-type fuel rod is considered with a
breached end as shown in Fig. 1. As explained in detail in previous
publications 10'n, the mathematical model is obtained from a mass
balance equation performed over an arbitrary volume within the
fuel-to-sheath gap, for the radioactive fission products. It is
assumed that the volatile fission products are moving freely within
a bulk gas medium consisting of essentially all steam. The current
density for the volatile fission products represents the sum of a
convective and a diffusive term, with the diffusive term given by
the Fick's Law of diffusion. The model assumes no variations in the
azimuthal and radial directions, since the gap thickness is
supposed small. The resulting one-dimensional mass balance equation
is therefore:

where: t is the time, in s;

x is the axial position along the fuel element, in m;

n = n(x,t) is the atomic concentration of a given
radioactive fission product at point x and at time t,
in atoms-m"3;

D = D(x,t) is the diffusion constant for the given
volatile fission product in the bulk gas (steam)
medium, in in̂ -s'1;

v = v(x,t) is the bulk gas velocity, in m-s"1.

The bulk gas velocity, v, is determined following the analysis
of Kinoshita 7, as a result of stable gas release (steam) into the
fuel-to-sheath gap. The corresponding differential equation is as
follows:

d , v (2)

dt s s

where: n, = n,(x,t) is the stable gas concentration at point x
and time t, in moles-m"3;

and q, = q,(x,t) is the stable gas production rate at point x
and time t, in ^ 1
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In the analysis leading to the solution of Equation (2) ,
steady-state conditions for the bulk gas flow are reached in a very
short time, so that the contribution of the transient flow on the
convective transport can be neglected 7. The left-hand side of
Equation (2) can therefore be set to zero and solved with a zero
bulk gas flow velocity at the intact end of the fuel element (x =
0) used as the boundary condition. The bulk gas is further assumed
to be an ideal, incompressible, gas , and the flow is assumed
laminar, permitting the use of the Hagen-Poiseuille law to relate
the flow velocity with the pressure gradient. If the wall effects
(porosity) are accounted for, a Darcyxs Law with a suitable
correction may be used, requiring the experimental determination of
the permeability factor. However, in any case, the driving force is
the pressure gradient.

The Hagen-Poiseuille equation (or the Darcy equation) may be
integrated, using at the breached end of the fuel element (x=l) the
boundary condition P(l) = Pv, , where P_,, represents the system
operating pressure.The bulk gas velocity distribution is then found
as given by:

v(x) =g3RTx[-^^- (12-X2) - P2sys ]

where: R is the ideal gas constant (= 8.314 J-IC'-mole"1) ;

T is the bulk gas temperature, in K;

a = h2/(12/z) for the Hagen-Poiseuille equation where the
gap thickness h is much smaller than the rod radius;

ju is the bulk gas viscosity, in kg-nf'-s'1.

From Equation (3), using S = q,RTl2/(aP^,2) , one can determine
the average bulk gas flow velocity as:

-1] - . S ^ - i - if 8<i ««

3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF TRANSPORT EQUATIONS.

Analytical solutions can be found when the general transport
equation is simplified as the result of applying certain
assumptions. One of these is supposing that the bulk flow velocity
is constant over the length of the fuel element, with a value equal
to the average value given by Equation (4). This assumption can be
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applied for the analysis of the release behaviour during normal and
reactor accident situations respectively.

3.1 Steady-state Solution.

For steady-state conditions, when a constant bulk gas flow
velocity is assumed equal to v, Equation (1) then becomes:

JL (Dn) - v | £ - Xn + q = 0 { 5 )

dx2 ox

The boundary conditions for Equation (5) are based on the
following assumptions:

(i) there is no diffusive or convective flow at the intact
end of the fuel element (i.e. at x = 0);

(ii) the fission-product concentration at the defective end of
the fuel element (i.e. at x = 1) is effectively zero, since the
fission product atoms reaching this position are assumed
immediately swept away by the primary coolant. These conditions can
be written mathematically as:

- d (Dn) +nv=0, at x = 0 (6)

dx

(7)

n = 0, at x = 1.

The steady-state analytical solution of Equation (5) is thus
given by:

em'1-(m1/m2)

where:

*• 4DX/v2] , m2 = (- |

wi th : Ç = v/D.
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The release rate, Î , of the fission products through the
defect site and into the coolant is given by:

with A representing the cross sectional areas of the fu« 1-to-sheath
gap at x = 1. Because of the boundary condition given by Equation
(7) , the second term in the right-hand side of Equation (10)
vanishes. On the other hand, the production rate within the fuel
element is given by:

PR = jq(x')A(xf) dx1 = qAl

when q and A do not depend on the axial position. The release
fraction is then defined as the ratio of the release rate over the
production rate, which is, in the case of position-independent q
and A:

F = Rc U 2 )

qAl

Using Equations (9) and (11), one obtains:

(13)

As discussed in Ref. (11), Equation (13) can take simplified
forms depending on the assumptions used (such as v -> 0) .

3.2 Time-dependent solution.

This time-dependent situation applies to the case of a reactor
transient where an initial burst release vents the original
inventory of fission products stored in the fuel-to-sheath gap
following clad breach. The present analysis thus pertains to the
slower diffusional and convective release after the initial burst.

= _D_ {lm1^21 +
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If D, v, and q are independent: of time and position, then the time-
dependent equation is similar to Equation (5) , except that the zero
at the right of the equality sign is replaced by 3n/dt. The same
boundary conditions as before apply, but now, the following initial
condition is used:

22 = 0 at t = 0 ; 0 <. x <. 1. (14)

The analytical solution of the time-dependent equation,
subjected to the above initial and boundary conditions, is obtained
using Laplace transform methods 10*u , and the release fraction is
then given by the following equation:

where 0n = (2n-l)
2 n2 D / (412)+X , and for t « 4D / v2 . Simplified

forms of Equation (15) can be derived for cases such as the low
velocity approximation 10>u.

4. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF TRANSPORT EQUATIONS.

The analytical solutions of the transport equations are
possible only for the simpler cases, such as with vhe coefficients
of the derivative terms in Equation ("5) independent of time and
position. For more realistic models, such as with a position-
dependent bulk gas velocity, analytical solutions are unfortunately
extremely hard to find or do not exist, and the next step in the
analysis is to implement numerical techniques.

A finite difference numerical representation was used in the
computer program PRODFISS to model the transport equations, using
a small to moderate number of mesh points which were, in a first
attempt, equally spaced along the length of the fuel element. It
was found later that using a variable mesh spacing did not signifi-
cantly improve the accuracy of the numerical treatment. The spatial
derivatives were computed numerically using 3-point central differ-
ence expressions for the first and second derivatives. The first
derivative used in Equation (10) for the calculation of the release
rate was computed numerical.ly using a 4-point backward expression
for improved accuracy.

The time derivative was calculated with a 2-point backward
formula. The time increments were increased as the solution
progressed to account for the slower variation of the fission
product concentrations when steady-state was approached. The number
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of mesh points and the time intervals were optimized for every ^^
cases investigated, resulting in a choice of 25 mesh points for the ^B
normal operation calculations, and 110 points for the reactor
accident conditions.

5. APPLICATIONS.

The analytical and numerical models were both applied to the
analysis of fission-product release experiments carried out at the
Chalk River Laboratories under normal and reactor accident condi-
tions. The normal operating conditions pertain to the release of
the volatile fission products from a fuel rod breached at one of
its ends while the reactor continues to be operated at steady-
state. In this case, both a steady-state and a transient release
are investigated. The so-called accident conditions describe the
transient release of volatile fission products in a post-irra-
diation annealing experiment performed in steam at high-temperature
and atmospheric pressure. Table I presents the values of the
various parameters for the cases analyzed. The release behaviour of
four different volatile fission-products were investigated: 137Cs,
133Xe, 85mKr, and 138Xe.

5.1 Normal Reactor Operation.

An experimental program with defective CANDU-type fuel ele-
ments was performed at the AECL-Research Chalk River Laboratories, gm
where fuel rods were irradiated in an experimental loop of the NRX ™
reactor, and the release of fission products into the primary
coolant was continually recorded by gamma spectrometry2'5. For this
case, some of the parameters values reported in Table I have been
determined either experimentally or using empirical correlations.

The results from both analytical and numerical models for the
normal operation are presented in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 2
presents the isotopic concentration distributions for 137Cs for
several times after the breach of the fuel rod sheath, for the
calculations performed with a non-constant bulk gas flow velocity
v(x) . The average value of v(x) appears as a horizontal line
labeled "VBAR" and is used when the option "constant bulk gas flow
velocity" is selected for comparison with the corresponding
analytical solution. The concentration profile is converging as
time progresses to an equilibrium distribution corresponding to the
balance between the production rate within the fuel element and the
release rate to the coolant fluid.

Figure 3 shows the fission-product fractional release for 138Xe
as an example, and enables comparisons of the solutions as computed
different ways. The analytical solutions were obtained using
Equation (15) with 17 terms used in the summation. The trends are
similar for the other fission products as well, as shown in Figure
4, except that the equilibrium is reached sooner for the shorter ^
lived isotopes. Also, the maximum fraction released is smaller for fl
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these, since, because of their short half-lives, a significant
number of atoms undergo radioactive decay before they have a chance
to reach the breached end of the fuel element and to escape into
the coolant. Additional curves are presented in Figure 3 to show
the effect of the time step magnitude on the numerical solution.

5.2 Reactor Accident Conditions

In an out-of-pile experimental program at the Chalk River
Laboratories 8-9, short-length fuel elements were obtained by cutting
sections of CANDU fuel rods and chen press-fitting Zircaloy end
caps on both ends of the various sections. These were then annealed
by flowing steam at atmospheric pressure and high temperature.
Fission products such as 137Cs were then swept away with the steam,
and, again, gamma ray spectrometry permitted the experimental
determination of the release behaviour. Again, Table I presents the
values for the variables pertinent to this case.

Figure 5 presents the fission product concentration distribu-
tions for 138Xe for both constant and variable bulk gas velocity
options. For the numerical model using a constant bulk gas flow
velocity, the boundary condition given by Equation (6) was used and
the results plotted with the C.B.C. label (for Complex Boundary
Condition), for two different times. This choice for the boundary
condition produced obviously unrealistic concentration
distributions. The zero-current boundary condition for both
constant and variable bulk flow velocity options yielded quite
similar and reasonable results. This exercise has demonstrated that
the appropriate boundary condition at the intact end of the fuel
element is indeed a zero current rule, and no other conditions are
needed on the isotope concentration at that point, the value of
n(0) being simply left floating until convergence is reached.

Figure 6 presents the time evolution of the release fraction
for the four fission products studied. In the reactor accident
case, the kinetics are very rapid, the half-lives of the isotopes
being much longer than the time constants of the release phenomena
do not play a significant role. Essentially all of the atoms escape
to the coolant, giving an asymptotic value of unity for the release
fractions, with the transients being over within some 80 seconds.

6. DISCUSSION.

The results obtained using the analytical solution of the
transport equations and the numerical method coded in the program
PRODFISS are, for the most part, very close to each other. The
largest discrepancy between analytical and numerical results
observed for the normal operation was about 3% for 8îmKr (for the
constant bulk gas flow velocity). In addition, two numerical
approaches, using a constant and a variable bulk gas flow velocity
profile, were in good agreement with the largest discrepancies
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observed for the 137Cs release fraction at 0.4% and 2.5% for normal
and accident conditions, respectively.

The option of a constant bulk gas velocity was used to permit
comparison with the analytical model, and it was shown that, when
the value of this constant velocity was selected as the average
value of the actual bulk gas flow velocity distribution (which was
actually calculated independently of the option chosen), the
results were in very good agreement. This exercise had brought
confidence in the numerical model using a variable velocity
profile.

7. CONCLUSIONS.

The differential equations describing the transport of
volatile fission products within the fuel-to-sheath gap in a fuel
element have been established and solved both analytically and
numerically, for two different cases: normal operation and reactor
accident conditions. For both cases, the results obtained were in
very good agreement and well within the uncertainty of some of the
parameters such as the diffusion coefficients.

The study has demonstrated that using a constant bulk gas flow
velocity (equal to the average value of the actual velocity distri-
bution) provided a good approximation for obtaining an analytical
solution. However, the confidence gained with the numerical model
permits the use of the actual, variable, velocity distribution. It
was also possible to determine how the boundary condition at the
intact end of the fuel element should be written, with a zero-
current rule providing accurate results.

The computer program PRODFISS has been written in a general
form, so that further extensions of this study are immediately
possible. The model can be applied to other volatile fission
products and to LWR fuel elements. Furthermore, provision has been
made for variable distributions of the local fission-product
production rates and of the diffusion coefficient. The gap thick-
ness was kept at a constant value for this study; it can be easily
modified to simulate damaged fuel elements with swelled and pinched
areas. Finally, slight modifications could be made to permit the
location of the breach in the clad at positions other than the
ends.
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Table I: Model Parameters

PARAMETER

POWER, XW m1

FUEL ROD LENGTH, m

STABLE GAS RELEASE
q, , mol s"1 m"3

TEMPERATURE, K

DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
m2 s"1

BULK GAS VISCOSITY
H , kg m1 s"1

COOLANT PRESSURE

AVERAGE BULK GAS
VELOCITY V , m S"1

GAP HEIGHT, m

GAP CROSS-
SECTIONAL AREA, m2

I38Xe PRODUCTION RATE
IN GAP, g , a t o m s m"3 s 1

*SmKr PRODUCTION RATE
IN GAP, g , a t o m s m"3 s 1

133Xe PRODUCTION RATE
IN GAP, g , a t o m s nt3 s 1

137CS PRODUCTION RATE
IN GAP, g , a t o m s m"3 s 1

138Xe HALF-LIFE, min
8SmKr HALF-LIFE, h
I33Xe HALF-LIFE, h
137CS HALF-LIFE, y

NORMAL
OPERATION

5 0

0.477

9.88 X 10"4

7 0 0

8.6 X 10'7

2.67 X lO'5

1. X 107

1.37 X 10'7

1. X 10"5

3.817 X 10-7

1.4031 X 10"

1.0332 X 10"

2.8226 X 1019

1.2011 X 1021

14.12

4.48

125.88

30.17

ACCIDENT
CONDITIONS

5 0

0.477

6.21 X 10*1

1600

2 .3 X 10"4

6.20 X 1 0 s

1. X 10s

1.55 X 10-2

1. X 1 0 s

3.817 X 10"7

1.4031 X 1018

1.0332 X 1018

2.822 6 X 1019

1.2011 X 1021
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Figure 2: Fission Product Concentration Distribution
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ABSTRACT

AECL is investigating a concept for disposing of nuclear fuel vaste
deep in plutonic rock of the Canadian Shield. As part of this
investigation, ve have performed a model simulation of regional groundvater
flov in the Atikokan Research Area, a fractured plutonic rock environment
of the Canadian Shield,, and used the distribution of oxygen-18 (180) and
tritium (3H) in groundvater to test the model.

Vertical average linear groundvater velocities from a calibrated flov
model of the Atikokan Research Area vere combined vith conceptualized one-
dimensional models of the system to generate depth-concentration profiles
of 1 80 and 3H. Recharge-, midline- and discharge-area models of both the
fracture zones and the rock mass vere employed. The simulated profiles
formed "envelopes" around all field 1 8O and 3H data, indicating that the
calibrated velocities used in the model are reasonable. The models
demonstrate that the scatter of 5180 and 3H field.data from the Atikokan
Research Area is consistent vith the groundvater flov model predictions and
can be explained by the complexity arising from different hydraulic regimes
(recharge, midline, recharge) and hydrogeologic environments (fracture
zones, rock mass) of the regional flov system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Oxygen-18 (180) and tritium (3H) are used in this study to aid in the
calibration of a regional groundvater flov model of the Atikokan Research
Area (ARA), Ontario (Figure 1). This area is a fractured plutonic rock
environment on the Canadian Shield. Within the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Vaste
Management Program (CNFWMP), AECL is currently using data from this and
other research areas on the Shield in its ongoing investigation of a
concept for the disposal of nuclear fuel vaste.

Oxygen-18 is the heavier non-radioactive isotope of oxygen that
fractionates and becomes more depleted in precipitation falling at lov
temperatures, relative to the common lighter isotope 1 60. The ratio
18Q/16Q in the vater molecule is expressed in delta units (5) as per mille
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(parts per thousand or °/00) differences relative to an arbitrary standard
known as standard mean ocean water (SHOW) (Freeze and Cherry 1979).
Groundwater recharged under an Arctic climate will show a large negative
5180 value compared vith water recharged under the present climatic regime.
Oxygen-18 is not significantly affected by mineral-water reactions at
temperatures below about 50°C (Lawrence and Taylor 1972). Hence 1 80 has
been used to delineate paleohydrologic regimes (Hendry 1988a,b) and in
detailed modelling of groundwater flow and solute transport (Desaulniers et
al. 1981, 1986; Desaulniers and Cherry, 1989; Simpkins and Bradbury 1992)
at selected sites in fine-grained deposits.

Above-ground atmospheric testing of high-yield thermonuclear devices
beginning in 1953 has injected billions of tritium units (TU) of tritium
into the atmosphere, where one TU is equal to one tritium atom in
1018 atoms of hydrogen. Because there is a great contrast between tritium
concentrations in pre-1953 (prebomb) and post-1953 (postbomb)
precipitation, and because of the distinct peak in atmospheric levels that
occurred during 1962-1965, tritium has been used as an environmental tracer
in groundwater studies (eg. Egboka et al. 1983; Robertson and Cherry 1989;
Solomon and Sudicky 1991; Solomon et al. 1992).

In a few of the above studies (Desaulniers et al. 1981, 1986;
Desaulniers and Cherry, 1989; Simpkins and Bradbury 1992; Solomon et al.
1992), 1 80 and 3H distributions were mapped in detail along specific one-
dimensional depth profiles within local groundwater flow zones. In
addition, two-dimensionality in the distribution of 3H was considered in
the studies by Egboka et al. (1983), Robertson and Cherry (1989), and
Solomon and Sudicky (1991).

In this study, we relate the commonly observed spatial scatter in 1 80
and 3H distributions to the recharge, midline and discharge hydraulic
regimes of a three-dimensional regional groundwater flow system in a
fractured plutonic rock terrain. By these means, the relationship between
solute distributions and the flow characteristics and parameters are better
understood. In particular, vertical average linear groundwater velocities
obtained from a water balance calibration of the ARA flow model were used
in conjunction with reasonable values of dispersivity and molecular
diffusion coefficients to simulate "envelopes" of field 1 80 and 3H data.
Available field data were then plotted to determine their position relative
to the simulated envelopes, and thus to ascertain the reliability of the
calibrated velocities. The calibration of the regional groundwater flow
model of the ARA was refined through this simulation of 1 80 and 3H
distributions.

2. FIELD DATA

2.1 OXYGEN-18

Gascoyne's (1991) 1 80 data are the only data available for the
modelled region of the ARA. Although these data have not been completely
analyzed, the range in 1 80 values (518O = -9.1 to -15.3°/00) is close to
that of Bottomley et al. (1986) and Fritz and Reardon (1979) from other
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nearby areas of the Shield.

Bottomley et al. (1986) found that groundvaters in the East Bull Lake
(EBL) pluton (see Figure 1) vere of meteoric composition, but that some
vere more depleted in 1 80 than others. They ascribed an age of over
10 000 a to the water that was 4°/ 0 0 to 6°/ 0 0 lighter than modern water,
which has 5180 of -11 to -12°/00. This pattern of 1 8O distribution was
also observed at EBL by Raven et al. (1985). Bottomley et al. (1986)
suggested that the lighter water may have been derived from a source of
colder precipitation than present, such as meltwater from a continental ice
sheet. The presence of tritium in a deep interval of a borehole at EBL led
Bottomley et al. (1986), like many others (e.g., Gascoyne et al. 1987), to
suspect that the light water may have been contaminated by drillwater in
places, thus increasing its <S180 value.

Fritz and Reardon (1979) observed two types of water in the Sudbury
area of the Shield (see Figure 1): low-salinity modern groundwater with 1 80
values between -10 and -12°/oc, and deep brines that, because of their
similarity in 1 80 content to modern groundwater, were probably recharged
several tens of thousands of years ago when climatic conditions were
similar to present. These samples were collected from a disturbed
environment in water discharging from fractured rock and boreholes at
various levels in operating nines in the Sudbury area.

The exact extent of disturbance and contamination in these three
different sets of 5180 data is not known, but the distribution of 5180
values with depth (Figure 2a) shows a certain consistent pattern of
scatter, despite expected natural geographic and climatic variations in
<S180 values. One can broadly divide these shield groundvaters into three
groups:

1) modern with 5i80 values of -9 to -12°/0o;

2) Pleistocene Epoch recharge (>8000 a) with 5180 of about -18°/oo{
and

3) old water, possibly brines (>106 a), with <5ls0 values similar to
those of modern groundwater.

2.2 TRITIUM

The 3H distribution for groundwater samples from the ARA, EBL and
Sudbury areas are shown in Figure 2b. Groundwater that recharged during
the atmospheric nuclear weapons testing period (1953-1967) would have a
concentration greater than 100 TU now. Groundwater with greater than 10 TU
is considered "postbomb", i.e., less than 40 a old. Concentrations less
than 2.0 TU in groundwater suggest that the water is at least 35 a old, and
values less than 0.2 TU indicate that the water is probably 'prebomb' and
is older than 40 a (Hendry 1988a). It would appear from this
classification and Figure 3b that postbomb water has penetrated to depths
of 500 to 1000 m in these different plutonic rock environments of the
Canadian Shield. However, certain levels of contamination of groundwater
samples by drilling fluids of high tritium content have been reported in
all three study areas. It was hoped that the modelling process used in
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this study of the ARA vould predict trends that would indicate the
existence of possible contamination.

Of particular interest in this study is the scatter in the 5180 and 3H
values with depth (Figure 2), such that both modern and older groundwater
may, for example, be found close to the surface due to the nature of the
groundwater flow system. This point is also addressed by the modelling
exercise.

3. THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK MODEL

The conceptual model used to construct the groundwater flow model of the
ARA is described by Ophori and Chan (in preparation (a)). The region
considered covers an area of about 4000 km2 north of the town of Atikokan; it
is drained by the Little Turtle and Seine River systems. The region was
selected to coincide with a groundwater divide and valley that are assumed to
be large enough to provide no-flow boundary conditions. Field geological,
geophysical, geochemical, hydrological, and hydrogeological mapping have
aided in simplifying the geology for inclusion in the model. A fractured
rock mass occurs in the area. The relatively unfractured rock mass is
intersected by three sets of more fractured zones striking northeast-
southwest (NE-SV), north-south (N-S), and northwest-southeast (NW-SE).
Happing revealed that these main fracture zones are generally oriented
vertically downward from the ground surface. Available permeability data
indicate that the fracture zones possess higher values than those of the rest
of the rock mass. Seven permeability layers with values decreasing linearly
with depth were chosen to represent the depth trend in permeability values
for both the fracture zones and the rest of the rock mass.

4. FLOff SIMULATION

The flow simulation vas performed by Ophori and Chan (in preparation
(a)) using the three-dimensional finite-element code, MOTIF (Guvanasen 1985;
Chan et al. 1987). The permeabilities and porosities for the rock mass, the
three sets of fracture zones, and the different depth layers, were estimated
from field hydraulic test data (Lee 1982) with a power law equation. The
effects of geothermal temperature and total dissolved solids in the
groundwater were analyzed by varying the fluid density and viscosity with the
relevant equations of state (Ophori and Chan, in preparation (b)).

The vertical boundaries of the model were chosen to be no flow
boundaries because they were selected to coincide with the surface water
divide. The bottom boundary was also assumed to be impermeable because
permeability is predicted to decrease in the rock to low enough values at
6000 m relative to the top layers to result in no-flow conditions. The top
boundary is the water table which was assumed from field evidence to coincide
with the surface topography. The regional slope of the water table in this
area is about 0.002, but local topographic peaks and troughs are significant
and could influence regional groundwater flow.
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The finding of Ophori and Chan (in preparation (a)) pertinent to this
study is that two different (cases 1 and 2) models, vith different
permeability distributions at depth but similar distributions at ground
surface, produced: 1) surface recharge rates th3t matched the field-
estimated value by Thome et al. (1993) equally veil; 2) identical
groundvater flov patterns (Figure 3); and 3) identical surface
recharge/discharge patterns. Because the above criteria are often used to
judge the calibration of a model, the flov model of the ARA may be assumed to
be calibrated vith either the case 1 or case 2 simulations, vhich have
significantly different permeability distributions at depth. To refine the
calibration process and to choose the more representative set of the tvo
permeability cases (1 and 2), an analysis involving a consideration of
groundvater flov rates and magnitudes vas necessary. Ve used the following
solute transport simulation of 1 80 and 3H distributions to determine if the
case 1 or case 2 permeabilities better represented the real groundvater flov
system at the ARA.

5. SOLUTE TRANSPORT

The solute transport simulation procedure ve chose is similar to the
approaches of Robertson and Cherry (1989), Solomon and Sudicky (1991),
Solomon et al. (1992) and Simpkins and Bradbury (1992). These analyze the
transport and distribution of stable and radioactive isotopes of various
elements, from vhich information about the geological and hydraulic
characteristics of groundvater systems can be deduced.

5.1 ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONCEPTUALIZATION OF SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN THE ARA

Although the three-dimensional character of groundvater flov and solute
transport at the site is recognized, field data from the ARA and elsevhere in
the Shield indicate a strong depth-dependent concentration gradient of total
dissolved solids (TDS) and major ions (Fritz and Frape 1982, Gascoyne et al.
1987) relative to lateral variations. Ve have used a series of vertical one-
dimensional transport models that can be assessed through mathematical
analysis. The models are semi-infinite in the tvo horizontal directions
vithin each of the three typical hydraulic regimes (recharge, midline,
discharge) of the system. The conceptual model justifies tvo geologically
distinct environments in the ARA: the more permeable fracture zones; and,
the less permeable rock mass. Both environments are vertically oriented..
From flov analysis, five one-dimensional vertical hydraulic environments vere
identified by Ophori and Chan (in preparation (a)) for. the transport
analysis. Only three of the environments (Figure 4), (a) a recharge or
downward flov environment in vhich flov is essentially downward, (b) a
midline flov environment in vhich there is no vertical flov, and (c) a
discharge or upvard flov environment vhere flov is upvard all through the
domain, are considered in this analysis. Examples of these environments in
the ÂRA are shown in Figure 3. Each of these three hydraulic environments in
conjunction vith either of the tvo geological environments (fracture zone or
rock mass) is represented by a one-dimensional conceptual model for the ARA.
For consistency in the simulations that follov, the higher-permeability
(fracture zone) one-dimensional conceptual models are assigned numbers 1, 3
and 5 (Figure 4) according to the above hydraulic environments (ie., (a), (b)
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or (c)). Their low-permeability (rock mass) equivalents are given numbers 2,
3 and 4 respectively. It should be noted that model 3, which has a zero
vertical velocity, equally represents both geological environments. It
corresponds to the "diffusion" model for both environments in which advective
transport is negligible.

5.2 SIMULATION

For solute transport! the average vertical linear velocities obtained
from the case 1 and 2 model calibration simulations were used. The
velocities obtained for the top twelve layers of the regional model of the
ARA, extending to a depth of 2000 m, and for the fracture zones and rock
matrix (Ophori and Chan, in preparation (a)) are shown in Table 1. The
solute transport modelling involves the use of these calibrated vertical
velocities together with other hydraulic parameters to simulate "envelopes"
of field-observed distributions of 1 80 and 3H. The one-dimensional models
extend from the ground surface to a depth of 2000 m, which is below the
estimated depth (1700 m) at which the groundvater becomes saturated with the
major ions (Fritz and Frape 1982, Gascoyne et al. 1987).

The finite-element code, MOTIF (Guvanasen 1985; Chan et al. 1987) was
used to solve the one-dimensional form of the advection-dispersion equation.
Details of the simulation approach are discussed in Ophori and Chan (1994).

The background 8laQ concentration in the pluton was assumed to be
-18°/oo and the initial upper boundary concentration was assigned a value of
-10°/oo. As discussed previously, these values appear to represent average
values for the last cold period and the present climate at the ARA. For our
simulations, it was assumed that recharge entering at the upper boundary
altered its 5180 composition instantaneously to heavier modern values
beginning in the latter part of the Pleistocene or early Holocene, between
9000 to 12 000 a ago. Climatic and vegetational evidence (Faterson and
Hammer 1987, Harmon et al. 1979, COHMAP 1988, Huber and Overstreet 1990) are
in support of this assumption.

For tritium, the Ottawa data (International Atomic Energy Agency, 1979)
were used to establish annual step input functions for tritium content in
recharging precipitation. The simulation period was from 1950 to 1992. For
the period between 1950 and 1952, a "prebomb" initial and source value of
3 TU was used. The "bomb" period simulation started in 1953 with a source
value of 6.6 TU. These values correspond to those of Robertson and Cherry
(1989). The 1986 source value of 35 TU is also close to that of Bradbury
(1991) for central Wisconsin, and was maintained until the end of the
simulation in 1992.

5.3 RESULTS

5.3.1 Simulation Results for 1 80

Figure 5 shows the 1 80 transport results for all five models (see
Figure 4) for case 2 groundwater flow velocities. The recharge-area fracture
ione model (model 1) shows that modern groundwater with 6180 value of -10°/oo

could have penetrated to depths of about 650 m in recharge-area fracture
zones since the end of the Pleistocene Epoch between 9000 and 12 000 a B.P.
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Belov this depth, to about 850 n, the «S180 of groundwater decreases rapidly
to -18°/oo, the value of older Pleistocene vater. By virtue of the applied
initial and boundary conditions, transport belov this depth is not accounted
for in the modelling exercise. Models 2, 3, 4 and 5 show progressively
shallower iaO-depth profiles than model 1 shows, because of the smaller
downward velocities in model 2, the zero velocities at model 3, and upward
velocities in models 4 and 5. Together, the five model profiles document an
expected scatter in field 1 80 data. In particular, the midline and
discharge-area models (3,4,5) indicate why isotopically light Pleistocene-age
groundwater may be observed within tens of metres of the ground surface in
these types of groundwater flow systems.

Of particular importance is the envelope ABCDA (Figure 5) that is swept
out by the profiles of the five models as one moves systematically from the
recharge-area fracture zone (model 1) through the recharge-area rock mass
(model 2) and the midline (model 3) to the discharge areas (models 4 and 5).
This is the envelope in which field 1 80 data from the ARA should fall if the
groundwater flow velocities and other hydraulic parameters of the case 2
simulation are reasonably close to their actual field values. This is the
actual field-data "envelope" of 1 80 data for modern postglacial water (less
than 12 000 a) for the ARA. As a result of the expected scatter in field 1 80
data described in the preceding paragraph, older preglacial and glacial water
may also occur in the envelope, although preglacial water has not been
considered in this simulation. For example, using field 1 80 data and a
numerical transport modelling technique, groundwater as old as about 106 a
could be present at a depth of 500 m in the plutonic rock at the Vhiteshell
.Research Area (Gascoyne and Chan 1992).

For comparison, the bottom profile AEF of a larger envelope AEFDA
created vith the recharge-area fracture-zone model (model 1) and case 1
velocities is also shown in Figure 5. This profile suggests that, with the
higher groundwater velocities of case 1, modern groundwater could have
penetrated to a depth of 800 m in the recharge areas and older glacial water
would occur everywhere below 1000 m.

5.3.2 Comparison of Simulation Results and 1 80 Field Data

In order to test the validity of the chosen dispersivity of 6 m, a
molecular diffusion coefficient, D., of 6.7 x 10"10 m2/s, and the case 2
velocities used in generating the 1 80 field data envelope, the previously
described 1 80 and 3H data (see Figure 2) were adjusted for possible
contamination by drillwater and other man-made disturbances. The adjustment
process was arbitrary and involved-the use of the velocities in Table 1. The
maximum vertical average linear velocity of 3.2 x 10*7 m/s was assumed to
occur through the entire simulated region. This velocity corresponds to
maximum permeability of 1.0 x 10-11 o2 and porosity of 0.1 at the ARA (Ophori
and Chan, in preparation (a)). Vith this velocity, a probable maximum
tritium migration depth of about 400 m was calculated, assuming that
significant tritium first got into the system 40 a ago (1952) during bomb
testing. All samples containing tritium concentrations greater than 2 TU
below the depth of 400 m were discounted as either contaminated by "postbomb"
water or disturbed. The refined or corrected 1 80 data set is superimposed on
the simulated envelopes in Figure 5.
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The field data are satisfactorily enclosed by the case 2 envelope ABCDA,
and no modern water sample falls belov (deeper than) the envelope, otherwise
the case 2 velocities would be considered to be too low, and further
refinement would be necessary. Thus, the case 2 velocities and other
associated hydraulic parameters used in this simulation appear to be
reasonable.

Figure 5 also indicates that the use of the larger case 1 velocities
results in a larger envelope (AEFDA) of field data than for the case 2
velocities. Since this larger envelope does not enclose a greater fraction
of the field data than the case 2 envelope, the case 1 velocities are
considered to be higher than necessary. The smaller case 2 velocities
calculated on the basis of permeabilities and porosities initially estimated
from field data are preferred.

5.3.3 Comparison of Simulation Results and Field 3H Data

In order to select either of the calibrated case 1 or 2 velocities (see
Table 1), field-observed tritium data were superimposed on the envelopes of
postbomb groundwater in the ARA for the two cases (Figure 6). The envelopes
were constructed in a similar manner as for 1 8 0 . The case 2 envelope (ABCDA)
encloses about 70Z of the field data, giving credence to the case 2
velocities, as with the 1 80 envelope. The mid-1960s tritium peak in
groundwater, corresponding to water recharged during the 1962-1965 period, is
clearly observed in the simulated profiles in the recharge-area models. The
peak is not distinct in the field data probably because of the scatter in the
geographical locations of the sample points. The peak had a value of 190 TU
at a depth of about 50 m. The discharge-area model (profile AD) indicates
that postbomb groundwater would not be recharged deeper than about 45 m. The
mid-1960s peak is not easily discernible in the discharge area because of the
hydraulic characteristics of such an environment.

The case 1 envelope (AEFGA) is bigger than necessary to enclose a large
percentage of the observed data, thus the case 1 velocities were considered,
again, to be higher than necessary. Furthermore, the use of the case 1
velocities provides no advantage over that of case 2 velocities because the
percentage of data enclosed by both envelopes is similar. The choice of case
2 velocities, based on original field data, over those of case 1 is supported
by this observation. The tritium profile (AEF) for model 1 (Figure 4), is
significantly displaced to greater depths relative to ABC with the higher
case 1 velocities (Figure 6). The mid-1960s peak has a value not exceeding
200 TU at a depth of about 140 a after 1979. Prebomb groundwater would only
be encountered at depths in excess of 190 m under these velocity conditions
in a recharge-area fracture zone.

6.' SUMMARY

Two sets of vertical groundwater velocities (cases 1 and 2) obtained
from a calibration of the regional groundvater flow model of the ARA have
been used to simulate the distribution of 1 80 and 3H data for groundwater at
the ARA and its environs. The envelope of this simulated distribution
compares well with the distribution of field 1 80 and 3H values. The commonly
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observed scatter of 1 80 or 3H distribution vith depth in groundvater is
explained in terms of complexity resulting from the hydraulic regimes
(recharge, midline, discharge) of groundvater flow systems.

Depth profiles of 1 80 distribution obtained from conceptualized one-
dimensional solute transport models of the three-dimensional flow system
formed an envelope that surrounded field observations, giving credibility to
the calibrated case 2 velocities used in the models. The models show that
modern (postglacial) groundvater vith 5l80 values of -10°/oo could have
penetrated to depths of about 650 m in recharge-area fracture zones since the
end of the Pleistocene Epoch, between 9000 and 12 000 a ago. Pleistocene
groundvater vith S180 of -18°/oo vould be expected to occur vithin tens of
metres of groundsurface fracture zones in discharge areas and at greater than
850 m in recharge areas. In midline flov areas vithin the fracture zones and
in the relatively lov permeability rock mass, old Pleistocene age vater vould
be expected to be found anywhere vithin the above depth range; thus the
models explain the scatter normally observed in 5180 data.

The envelope of field tritium data simulated vith case 2 velocities
surrounded only about 70% of observed tritium data, probably because of
either contamination of samples by drilling fluids or hydraulic disturbance
caused by mining activities. Although simulation suggests that postbomb
groundvater could have penetrated only to depths of 100 m in recharge-area
fracture zones, field observation indicates bomb tritium at depths belov
200 m in a fev places. Simulation of tritium partially supports the range of
hydraulic parameters used in the case 2 model. Simulation vith the higher
case 1 model velocities made no positive improvement to the results, but
produced an unnecessarily larger envelope around the field data. The depth
of penetration of postbomb vater is controlled by vhether movement is
occurring in the rock mass or fracture zone, and by the hydraulic regime
(recharge, midline, discharge) at the location. Because of the complex
nature of the flov system and the variation in the geographical location of
sample points, the mid-1960s peak recharged betveen 1962-1965 is not
observed. Both simulated and field results show that the peak tritium values
are not in excess of 200 TU after 1979.

Simulation of both 1 80 and 3H supports the calibrated case 2 velocities.
Thus, the case 2 permeability distribution is preferred to the case 1
distribution for further modelling of groundvater flov at the Atikokan
Research Area.
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VELOCITIES USED IH OHE-DIHEHSIOHAL SOLUTE TRAHSPORT HODELLIHG
FOR CASE 1 AHP 2 SIMULATIONS CAFTER OPHORI AND CHAH. IH PREPARATION)

Layer

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Depth

0 -
38 -
115 -
191 -
343 -
496 -
662 -
827 -
993 -
1241 -
1489 -
1767 -

(m)

38
115
191
343
496
662
827
993
1241
148a
1767
2000

33
4
2
1

Vertical

1

600 000.00
280 000.00
050 000.00
330 000.00
489 000.00
208 000.00
80 900.00
38 800.00
16 000.00
5 250.00
2 140.00
950.00

velocities in 1-D

case 1

2

23 200 000.00
1 960 000.00
1 250 000.00
737 000.00
204 000.00
56 100.00
12 500.00
3 750.00
1 190.00
364.00
132.00
53.00

Models

3

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00'
0.00

( x 10-« B/S)

4

-23 200 000.00
-1 960 000.00
-1 250 000.00
-737 000.00
-204 000.00
-56 100.00
-12 500.00
-3 750.00
-1 190.00
-364.00
-132.00
-53.00

5

-33 600 000.00
-4 280 000.00
-2 050 000.00
-1 330 000.00
-489 000.00
-208 000.00
-80 900.00
-38 800.00
-16 000.00
-5 250.00
-2 140.00
-950.00

case

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0 -
38 -
115 -
191 -
343 -
496 -
662 -
827 -
993 -
1241 -
1489 -
1767 -

38
115
191
343
496
662
827
993
1241
1489
1767
2000

32 000
2 170
1 450
774
254
75
43
21
11
3
1
1

000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
200.00
500.10
000.00
500.00
540.00
900.00
300.00

22 500
955
110
54
2

000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
080.00
569.00
126.00
37.90
12.90
4.30
2.25
1.60

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

-22 500 000.00
-955 000.00
-110 000.00
-54 000.00
-2 080.00
-569.00
-126.00
-37.90
-12.90
-4.30
-2.25
-1.60

-32 000
-2 170
-1 450
-774
-254
-75
-43
-21
-11
-3
-1
-1

000.00
000.00
000.00
000". 00
000.00
200.00
500.00
000.00
500.00
540.00
900.00
300.00
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF CRACK LEAKAGE PREDICTIONS OF
LEAK-RATE VERSION 1.0 CODE

S.I. Osamusali, R.Y. Chu and W.C. Chan
Ontario Hydro, Toronto M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

Pipe-wall crack leakage predictions coupled with fracture mechanics analysis of the crack sizes
provide a correlation between the crack sizes and leakages for leak-before-break (LBB) analysis.
The predicted crack leakages of two-phase mixture from steam generator tube-wall cracks can
be used to estimate the total number of cracked tubes required to give a leak rate of 15 kg/h at
which the reactor is to b shutdown. Accurate predictions of crack leakages are therefore
required for these applications. The sensitivity of pipe-wall crack leakage predictions using
LEAK-RATE Version 1.0 code to changes in the various input parameters have been analyzed.
The crack leakage is initially predicted for a set of reference conditions. By varying the input
parameter of interest (e.g., pressure, temperature or initial degree of subcooling, crack opening
displacement, crack shape, etc.) while holding all other variables constant, the uncertainty in the
predicted crack leakage for a small change in the specified variable has been determined. On
a plot of the percentage change in the crack leakage versus the change in the input parameter
being varied, the sensitivity of the crack leakage to the input variable is represented by the slope
of the plot.

The reference conditions being used for this study have been based on the experimental leak rate
tests conducted at the Ontario Hydro Technologies. A series of sensitivity analysis has been
conducted by varying each of the LEAK-RATE input parameters, while keeping all others
constant, and calculating the leak rate for the new condition using LEAK-RATE Version 1.0 code.
The results obtained for the reference conditions used here show that the predicted crack leakage
is most sensitive to the stagnation pressure, crack shape, crack opening displacement, and the
crack length, and least sensitive to entrance geometry and surface roughness of the crack. By
using the same reference conditions for the sensitivity analysis of the predicted leak rate to the
various input parameters, and analyzing the results in terms of the percentage changes, the
sensitivity of the predicted leak rate to the various input variables have been compared.

1.0 Introduction

The LEAK-RATE code[l] was originally developed as part of the leak-before-break (LBB)
analysis. LBB analysis relies on the fact that tube-wall cracks will leak at a rate that can be
detected and the reactor shutdown before unstable propagation or rapid growth of the cracks
occur. The LEAK-RATE code prediction of the crack leakages, along with fracture mechanics
analysis of the crack sizes, provides a correlation between the crack sizes and crack leakages for
LBB analysis. The LBB concept is also used to demonstrate that pipe whip restraints and jet
impingement shields for protection against dynamic effects associated with the ruptures of heat
transport system piping may not be required. The LEAK-RATE code can also be used to predict
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the leakages of two-phase mixture from steam generator tube wall cracks. The calculated leak
rate can then be correlated to the total number of cracked steam generator tubes required to reach
the shutdown limit of 15 kg/h.

These applications depend largely on the accuracy in predicting the crack leakages. Therefore,
the uncertainties in the various input parameters need to be fully understood. The objective of
this study is to determine the uncertainties in the crack leakage predictions due to the
uncertainties in any of the major input parameters used in LEAK-RATE code. The sensitivity
of the predicted crack leakage to a given input variable has been obtained by varying the input
parameter about its reference value, and calculating the leakages at these new conditions. The
slope of a plot of the percentage change in the predicted crack leakage versus the percentage
change in the input variable, therefore represents the sensitivity of the crack leakage to that
particular input variable. Since these results have been analyzed in terms of percentages, the
sensitivities obtained are dimensionless thereby enabling a comparison of the leakage sensitivities
to the various input variables used in LEAK-RATE code. Similar analysis has been performed
using the SQUIRT code by Paul and Wilkowski [2], who concluded that for the reference case
used, the most sensitive parameters were the crack-opening-displacement (COD), crack shape,
crack length, degree of subcooling, and entrance discharge coefficient, while the surface
roughness and the friction factor were among the least sensitive variables.

The results of the present study are useful for identifying the most critical input variables which
have to be carefully studied in order to improve crack leakage predictions.

2.0 LEAK-RATE Code Input Parameters

The predicted crack leakages depend mainly on the crack geometry and fluid conditions, and the
total pressure drop across the crack. Therefore the various geometrical parameters, fluid
conditions and pressure drops affecting the predicted crack leakages need to be fully understood.

2.1 Crack Geometry

The geometrical parameters of wall-cracks required as input in LEAK-RATE code include:

(i) crack shape,
(ii) crack opening displacement (COD)
(iii) crack length (internal and external)
(iv) crack surface roughness, and

(v) crack entrance geometry

Figure 1 illustrates the definition of some of these crack geometrical parameters.

2.1.1 Crack Shape, Crack Opening Displacement (COD), Crack Length
In LEAK-RATE code, various idealized crack shapes have been modelled: rectangular; elliptical;
parabolic; and, diamond. These are the crack shapes commonly assumed in crack leakage
analysis to represent the more complex crack shapes that occur in practice. The crack opening
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displacement (COD) represents the centreline width of the crack opening, and the total extension
of the crack represents the crack length. In some cases, the crack length or the COD may vary
along the crack flow path.

2.1.4 Surface Roughness

The surface roughness, microscopic protrusions on the crack surfaces, also influences leakages.
Crack surface roughness is usually expressed in a dimensionless form based on the COD. The
crack surface roughness is accounted for in the factional pressure drop term, with the rougher
surfaces experiencing a higher pressure drop across the crack.

2.1.5 Crack Entrance Geometry

The crack entrance geometry affects the entrance pressure drop. The entrance geometry of a
crack can vary from a sharp-edged to rounded. This is accounted for by the discharge
coefficient. An orifice with a sharp-edged entrance at conditions similar to those under
consideration, for which the approach velocity to the crack entrance is nearly zero, and the
stagnation chamber dimensions are much larger than the crack opening, has a discharge
coefficient of about 0.61. A rounding of the crack entrance results in higher values of the
discharge coefficient, increasing to about 0.95.

2.2 Fluid Conditions

The fluid thermodynamic parameters required as input in LEAK-RATE code include:

(i) stagnation pressure, and
(ii) stagnation subcooling.

The initial degree of subcooling of the fluid in the stagnation chamber depends on the stagnation
pressure and temperature. As the fluid flows from the stagnation chamber through the crack flow
path, some change of phase occurs due to pressure losses at the entrance and along the flow path.

The pressure losses considered in LEAK-RATE code modelling are the entrance pressure drop,
frictional pressure drop, accelerational pressure drop, and pressure losses due to obstructions.

3.0 Sensitivity Analysis of LEAK-RATE Code Predictions

The uncertainty analysis of LEAK-RATE code predictions have been conducted by first
estimating the crack leakage for a given set of reference geometries and fluid conditions, and
determining the sensitivity of the predicted crack leakage to small changes in the various input
parameters described in the previous section. The reference geometry and conditions selected
for the present study have been taken from data generated by an experimental programme at the
Ontario Hydro Technologies (OHT) in support of the LEAK-RATE code validation [1]. Table
1 shows the baseline geometries and fluid conditions. The validation study showed that the
LEAK-RATE code can predict the OHT data, and some other data found in the literature, to
within ±25% accuracy, which is regarded as a very good range of agreement with the
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experimental data. The sensitivity of the LEAK-RATE predictions to each input parameter has
been obtained by varying the input parameter about its reference value with the other input
variables held constant, and calculating the crack leakage at these new coditions. The slope of
a plot of the percentage change in the crack leakages against that of the input variable yields the
crack leakage sensitivity to the variable in dimensionless form for the reference case used for the
present analysis. The results obtained are discussed in the following sections.

3.1 Crack Shape

The sensitivity of the predicted crack leakage to small changes in the crack shape is shown in
Figure 2. The crack shapes were quantified by calculating the crack cross-sectional areas for the
different shapes based on a given COD and crack length. However for this parameter, the
elliptical crack shape had to be used as the reference value, since its cross-sectional area lies
between those of the rectangular and diamond shapes. The result shows a plot of the percentage
change in the predicted leakage versus the percentage change in the crack shape. The slope of
the plot was 1.6, implying that a ±10% change in the crack shape results in a ±16% change in
the predicted leakage. The result shows that the sensitivity of the predicted crack leakage to the
crack shape is quite significant.

3.2 Crack Opening Displacement (COD)

The sensitivity of the predicted crack leakage to small changes in the crack-opening-displacement
(COD) is shown in Figure 3. The reference COD was 100 urn, and was later varied to 50 um
and 150 um. The result shows a plot of the percentage change in the predicted leakage against
the percentage change in the COD, yielding a slope of 1.5. Hence a ±10% change in the crack
opening displacement results in a ±15% change in the predicted leakage, indicating that the crack
leakage is very sensitive to the COD.

3.3 Stagnation Pressure

The sensitivity of the predicted leakage to the stagnation pressure is shown in Figure 4. The
reference stagnation pressure used was 8 MPa, which was then varied to 4 MPa and 12 MPa.
The result has been plotted as a percentage change in the predicted leakage versus the percentage
change in the stagnation pressure. The slope of the plot is 0.9, hence a ±10% change in the
stagnation pressure results in a ±9% change in the predicted leakage. The result shows that
stagnation pressure is one of the significant parameters affecting the crack leakage.

3.4 Crack Length

The sensitivity of the predicted leakage to small changes in the crack length or extension is
shown in Figure 5, where the percentage change in the predicted leakage has been plotted against
the percentage change in the crack length. The reference crack length was 98.6 mm, and was
varied to 69 mm and 128.2 mm. The crack length used corresponds to that at the exterior
surface of the crack, since the crack length for the reference case varied along the crack flow
path. The slope obtained for the plot is 0.45, implying that a ±10% change in the crack length
results in a ±4.5% change in the predicted crack leakage. The result indicates that the leakage
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is moderately sensitive to the crack length.

3.5 Stagnation Subcooling

The percentage change in the predicted crack leakage has been plotted against the percentage
change in the initial degree of subcooling in the stagnation chamber in Figure 6. The reference
stagnation subcooling used was 45°C, which was then varied to 22.5°C and 67.5°C. The slope
of the plot was 0.3. Hence a ±10% change in the initial degree of subcooling results in a ±3%
change in the predicted crack leakage, yielding a moderate sensitivity of the predicted crack
leakage to the stagnation subcooling.

3.6 Crack Entrance Geometry

Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of the crack leakage to the crack entrance geometry (i.e., whether
the crack entrance is sharp-edged or rounded), which is represented by a variation in the entrance
discharge coefficient. The reference value used for the entrance discharge coefficient was 0.78,
which was then varied to 0.61 and 0.95. Figure 7 plots the percentage change in the predicted
crack leakage against the percentage change in the entrance discharge coefficient, with a slope
of 0.2, implying that a ±10% change in the crack length results in a ±2% change in the predicted
leakage. The result indicates that the predicted crack leakage is slightly sensitive to the entrance
geometry for the reference case used.

3.7 Surface Roughness

The percentage change in the predicted crack leakage has been plotted against the percentage
change in the crack surface roughness in Figure 8, where a slope of -0.2 has been obtained. The
reference surface roughness used was 10 um, which was later varied to 5 um and 15 um. Based
on the results of Figure 8, a ±10% change in the surface roughness results in a *2% change in
the predicted crack leakage, showing that the predicted crack leakage is only slightly sensitive
to the crack surface roughness.

4.0 Summary and Conclusion

The sensitivities of the predicted crack leakage to the input variables in LEAK-RATE code have
been determined. By changing each variable about its reference value while keeping the rest
constant, and plotting the percentage change in the predicted crack leakage against the
percentage change in each variable, the slopes of the plots have been used to quantify the
sensitivities of the crack leakage to each input variable. The sensitivities of the crack leakage
to the different input variables examined have been summarized in Table 2, where they have been
ranked in order of magnitude. The results show that the predicted crack leakage is very sensitive
to the crack shape, crack-opening-displacement (COD), and stagnation pressure, having
sensitivities of 1.6 (%/%), 1.5 (%/%) and 0.9 (%/%), respectively, and moderately sensitive to
the crack length and stagnation subcooling, with sensitivities of 0.45 (%/%) and 0.3 (%/%),
respectively. The least sensitive variables for the reference case used were the entrance discharge
coefficient and crack surface roughness, having sensitivities of 0.2 (%/%) and -0.2 (%/%),
respectively.
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In order to improve the prediction accuracies of crack leakages in the reactor, the thermodynamic
conditions need to be properly defined. It is also necessary to perform additional research to
better define the crack geometrical parameters (crack shape, crack-opening-displacement, and
crack length), and measure the stagnation pressure and temperature more accurately. Additional
research effort to properly characterize the crack entrance geometry and surface roughness will
only lead to slight improvement in the prediction accuracy of crack leakages.

5.0 References

1. Osamusali, S.I. and K. Crentsil, "LEAK-RATE Version 1.0", Ontario Hydro Report No.
91354, December, 1991.

2. Paul, D.D. and G.M. Wilkowski, "Uncertainties in Leak Rate Estimation Method: Topical
Report", Battelle Report to IPIRG, December 29, 1989.
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Table 1
Reference Dataset of Variables Used

Input Variable

Crack Shape

Fluid

Stagnation Pressure

Stagnation Temperature

Stagnation Subcooling

Ambient Pressure

Internal Crack Length

External Crack Length

Crack Opening Displacement (COD)

Crack Depth (Wall Thickness)

Entrance Discharge Coefficient

Crack Surface Roughness

Value

Rectangular

Light Water

8MPa

250°C

45°C

0.1 MPa

48.6 mm

98.6 mm

100 nm

38.1 mm

0.78

10 um

Table 2
Crack Leakage Sensitivities to Different Variables

Variable

Crack Shape

Crack Opening Displacement (COD)

Stagnation Pressure

External Crack Length

Stagnation Subcooling

Entrance Discharge Coefficient

Crack Surface Roughness

Sensitivity (%/%)

1.6

1.5

0.9

0.45

0.3

0.2

-0.2
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Figure 2: Sensitivity of Crack Leakage to Crack Shape
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Figure 3: Sensitivity of Crack Leakage to Crack Opening
Displacement (COD)
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of Crack Leakage to Stagnation Pressure
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Figure 5: Sensitivity of Crack Leakage to Exterior Crack Length
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Figure 6: Sensitivity of Crack Leakage to Stagnation Subcooling
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of Crack Leakage to Surface Roughness
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ANALYSIS OF BEARING-PAD TO PRESSURE-TUBE CONTACT HEAT TRANSFER

by

T. Nitheanandan, Q.M. Lei, and R.6. Moyer
AECL Research - Whiteshell Laboratories

Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ROE 1L0
(204)753-2311

ABSTRACT

During certain postulated loss-of-coolant accidents in a CANDU pressurized heavy-water
(PHW) reactor the decay heat dissipating through the bottom bearing pads can create localized "hot
spots" near the bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact area. The magnitude and severity of the "hot spot"
under these circumstances is of special interest in the safety analysis of fuel channels. A series of full-
scale-integrated experiments were conducted and reported to further the understanding of bearing-pad to
pressure-tube contact heat transfer.

This paper summarizes the post-test analysis of one of the tests in the experimental program
using the multipurpose code CATHENA Mod-3.4b/Rev 7. In particular, the transient bearing-pad to
pressure-tube thermal contact conductance was determined from measured temperature transients using
the code.

The test used a "worn" bearing pad at the central bottom location of the fuel-element-simulator
bundle, mounted inside a Zr-2.5 Nb pressure tube. The pressure tube was filled with a mixture of 75%
Ar/25% O2 gas at 3 MPa gauge pressure.

The derived contact conductance for this test increased from 0.8 kW/(m2#K) during the early
heatup of the pressure tube to a maximum of 1.24 kW/(m2»K) when the interfacial temperature was
approximately 650 ° C. The interfacial temperature was defined as the average between the predicted
bearing-pad surface temperature and the predicted pressure-tube surface temperature at the contacting
interface. An abrupt reduction in contact conductance occurred at the onset of pressure-tube ballooning,
indicating poor physical contact between the bearing pads and the pressure tube. At this point the
contact conductance decreased to a low value of 0.02 kW/(m2»K), resulting in a decrease in pressure-
tube heatup rate under the bearing pad.

This paper summarizes the modeling methodology and analyses results using test 8
experimental conditions. The work described was funded by the Ç.ANDU Qwners Group (COG).

1. INTRODUCTION

During some postulated large loss-of-coolant accidents in a CANDU1 reactor the fuel channels
can void rapidly. In the absence of liquid cooling, the pressure tubes can overheat and balloon. The

1 . CANDU (CANadian Deuterium Uranium) is a registered trademark of AECL
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ballooning pressure tube can contact the calandria tube, thereby transferring the stored heat to the
moderator surrounding the calandria tube. Pressure-tube strain and integrity are significantly influenced
by local temperature gradients at such potential "hot spots" as under contacting bearing pads.

The most common mode of heat transfer between the fuel elements and the pressure tube is thermal
radiation. In the vicinity of the bearing-pad rings, however, conduction will be a significant factor in
addition to thermal radiation. The magnitude or severity of the hot spot depends largely on the bearing-
pad to pressure-tube contact conductance. Therefore, a quantitative estimate of bearing-pad to pressure-
tube thermal contact conductance is of special interest in a safety analysis.

The experimental studies conducted to further the understanding of bearing-pad to pressure-tube
contact conductance can be classified into two broad categories, namely the single effects tests and the
full scale integrated tests. The first category, the single effect tests, obtained experimental data from
small scale experimental apparatus [1,2,3]. The second category, the full scale integrated tests, consisted
of a Fuel Element Simulator (FES) bundle, a pressure tube, and a full scale calandria tube [4].

Single effect experiments conducted by DeVaal et al. [1] and Krause et al. [3] were used to study
the bearing-pad to pressure-tube heat transfer characteristics. Sixteen series of tests were performed in
total. Earlier test series 1 to 8 are reported in References 1 and 2 and the latter series 9 to 16 are reported
in Reference 3. In all these tests, data were obtained from a 40-mir, by 50-mm section of Zr-2.5 Nb
pressure tube and a single fuel element simulator in vacuum, Argon, and Ar-O2 environments. The major
difference between the earlier test series and the recent test series is the application of a tensile load to the
pressure tube specimen. Application of a tensile load was intended to simulate pressure tube ballooning.

The results of the early test series [1,2] showed an increase in thermal contact conductance
between the bearing pad and the pressure tube with increasing temperature. Bearing-pad to pressure-tube
contact conductances were found to increase from 0.3 kW/(m2«K) for bearing-pad temperatures below
600c C to roughly 4 kW/(m2»K) when bearing-pad temperatures reached 1000 ° C. A shortfall of this test
series, however, was that the series did not simulate pressure-tube straining which would influence the
bearing-pad to pressure-tube heat transfer characteristics.

Test series 9 to 16 (reported in Reference 3) were performed with a pressure tube specimen
straining under a uniaxial load. This study concluded that placing an axial tensile load on the pressure
tube did not appear to affect the bearing-pad to pressure-tube heat transfer characteristics. It was later
determined that the method used to simulate pressure tube ballooning in this series was not appropriate as
radial movement of the pressure tube away from the bearing pad was not possible.

The experimental data of DeVaal et al. [1] and Krause et al. [3] was analysed using the finite
element codes ABAQUS and ANSYS to estimate the bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact conductance.
In these analyses, fuel sheath temperatures were supplied as an input to the models. The models
calculated the pressure-tube temperatures which were then compared with measured pressure-tube
temperatures. By selecting suitable values for the bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact conductance, the
calculated pressure-tube temperature converged to the measured temperature. They found the calculated
results sensitive to the emissivities of the fuel sheath and the pressure tube. The various analyses [1,2,3]
showed a three step change in the contact conductance. For bearing-pad to pressure-tube interface
temperatures below 300 °C the contact conductance was 0.5 kW/(m2- K) and gradually reached
1 kW/(m2»K) at an interface temperature of 300 °C. The values ranging from 2.5 to 5 kW/(m2 • K) were
reached around 800 °C.
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The small scale experiments identified a relationship between the bearing pad and pressure tube
temperature and their contact conductances; however, the influence of pressure-tube ballooning was not
adequately covered. As a result an experimental program was commenced using a full scale test facility
to study the integrated effect of pressure-tube ballooning on bearing-pad induced thermal contact
conductance [4]. The objective of this investigation was to empirically determine the bearing-pad to
pressure-tube contact conductance using the measured temperature transients from one of the integrated
experiments (test 8).

2. THE INTEGRATED EXPERIMENT

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experimental apparatus, shown in Figure la, was a 1.2-m long section of Zr-2.5 Nb pressure
tube placed inside a 1.1-m long Zr-2 calandria tube. The calandria tube was submerged in stagnant water
(representing the moderator) initially heated to a temperature of 74°C. The water level above the top
surface of the calandria tube was at least 250 mm. The cross sections of the FES bundle configuration are
shown in Figures lb. The FES bundle had 16 heater elements to simulate the outer ring of a 28-element
CANDU fuel bundle. The bearing-pad rings and the spacer pads were spot welded to the FES sheath at
five axial locations (Figure la). One bearing-pad ring was located at the centre of the test section. The
remaining four rings were located two each on either side of the central bearing pad location: two bearing-
pad rings at 197 mm from the centre and another two rings at 394 mm from the centre. All bearing pads
at the central bearing-pad ring were brazed to the FES sheath. Tungsten weight cans inside the FES
bundle were used to provide an equivalent weight per unit length of 28-element fuel bundles.

All sixteen FESs were connected in parallel to a 5000 A D.C. power source. The power generated
across the test section was calculated based on the measured voltage drop across the test section and the
current supplied from the power source. The temperature field was measured by 53 thermocouples
located at suitable locations in the test section. Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDT)
attached to the top and bottom of the calandria tube monitored the relative displacement of the pressure
tube. Before the start of the experiment the annulus between the pressure tube and the calandria tube was
purged with CO2 and maintained at atmospheric pressure. The pressure tube was filled with a mixture of
75% Ar/25% O2 gas regulated to a 3 MPa pressure. Details of the experimental test facility and typical
results are documented in Reference 4.

In test 8, the bottoms of the bearing pads at the central bearing-pad ring were abraded to simulate
the wear occurring in an actual reactor during operation. The wear on the bottom bearing pad was
obtained by gluing a short length of 18 to 22 nm particle size carborandum paper to the inside surface of a
pressure tube and rubbing the bearing pads across this paper until a smooth finish on the bearing-pad
surface was obtained. Surface topography traces obtained after abrasion indicated the surface was
smoother and had a slightly convex axial profile.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results obtained from test 8 of the integrated test series are summarized below. From these
results some of the salient features of the contact heat flow will be described.
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All thermocouples used in the experiment were standard grade and temperature measurement
uncertainties were obtained from in-house calibrations and from manufacturer's specifications. Type-R
thermocouples were used on FES and bearing-pad surfaces with the following uncertainty ranges:

below 600 ° C (±4.5 ° C) + (±0.25%),
600 ° C to 1000 ° C ±0.50%, and
1000 °C to 1300 °C ±0.65%.

Pressure-tube temperatures were monitored using Type-K thermocouples which had the following
uncertainty ranges.

below 300 ° C (±2.2 ° C) + (±0.25%), and
300°CtolOOO°C ±1.0%.

The pressure inside the pressure tube was maintained at 3.0 ±0.05 MPa. The bundle power was ramped
from 0 to 85 kW/m during the experiment. The electric power lost to the bus bars and connections was
estimated to be 1% of the power supplied to the bundle. The estimated uncertainty in total measured
power was ±6.5%.

At the start of the experiment the bottom bearing pad and the pressure tube at the central bearing-
pad ring, were in physical contact. Figure 2 compares the temperatures of the pressure tube, bearing pad,
and the FES at this location. The general trend during the transient at this location was for the
temperatures to increase until the pressure tube contacted the calandria tube. Once the pressure tube
contacted the calandria tube, the test was terminated. The bearing-pad and the pressure-tube temperatures
followed the same heatup trend as the FES surface temperature up to 230 s. The differential temperature
between the FES and the pressure tube increased until a maximum difference of approximately 440 °C
was reached at 200 s. This maximum differential temperature remained unchanged until the bottom of the
pressure tube reached 630 °C at 230 s and started to deform. After that the pressure-tube heatup rate
decreased significantly. This decrease in the pressure-tube heatup rate was attributed to a pressure-tube
bulge along the axial direction immediately opposite the bottom bearing pad, as shown schematically in
Figure 2. This bulge allowed the pressure tube to deform away from the bearing pad and thereby
decreased the bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact conductance.

In summary, the experimental data indicated that the bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact
conductance did not remain constant during heating of the fuel bundle. Instead, it increased significantly
after a threshold temperature was reached and then abruptly decreased once the pressure tube began to
balloon. Strain related local deformations influenced the thermal interactions of the bearing-pad and
pressure-tube. Similar observations were also made by Mikic [4]. For an improved understanding of the
physics involved in the transient heating of a fuel bundle, an analysis of the experimental data using a
computer code was necessary. From this analysis the various heat transfer modes operating in the fuel
bundle can be quantified.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE INTEGRATED EXPERIMENT

The thermal contact conductance between two surfaces depends upon the thermal and physical
characteristics of the material junction and the junction environment. When two surfaces are brought
together, microscopically they come in contact only at a number of discrete points. The distribution of
contact points depends on the surface geometry and roughness. Those parts of the two surfaces not in
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contact with each other are called the interstitial gap and offers a higher resistance to heat flow than the
contacting points.

The rate of heat transfer across two contacting surfaces is determined by the thermal contact
conductance and the temperature difference between the two surfaces. The thermal contact conductance
hcc per unit area of an interface of area A, across which a temperature drop AT exists, is
defined by

hc c = Q/AAT (1)

where, Q is the total rate of heat flow. The present analysis employs this definition o
The temperature difference across the interface (AT) is the calculated temperature
difference between the two contacting surfaces.

The group of problems involving contacting surfaces are classified as inverse heat
conduction problems [6]. In this class of problems, the history of heat flux and conductance
can be estimated from a set of time dependent temperature measurements. Since
experimental evidence from test 8 suggests the calculated contact conductance may vary
with time, a numerical code which can handle transient heat transfer problems is required.
The computer code CATHENA was used to analyse test 8.

CATHENA is a one-dimensional thermalhydraulics computer code developed at
Whiteshell Laboratories for the analysis of postulated loss-of-coolant accident scenarios in
CANDU reactors [7]. CATHENA has the ability to model a reactor channel in detail. The
thermal responses of individual fuel pins, the pressure tube and the calandria tube can be
simulated in the axial, radial, and circumferential directions simultaneously. As well,
ballooning of the pressure tube at high temperatures and the thermal effects of contacting
metal surfaces can be modeled.

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

All three modes of heat transfer (radiation, conduction, and convection) were
accounted for in the analysis of this experiment. The dominant heat transfer mechanism is
radiation, followed by conduction and free convection. The free convection component was
estimated by applying the correlation developed by Raithby and Hollands [8].

Radiation energy leaving a heated surface is a function of its surface temperature and
emissivity. In this study the term emissivity refers to total hemispherical emissivity. The
emissivity of surfaces may change due to two conditions.

First, emissivity is temperature dependent. Experimental studies show that surface
emissivity increases significantly when most metallic surfaces are heated to very high
temperatures [9]. With an increase in temperature, the peak of the blackbody radiation
curve (given in reference [9]) moves toward shorter wavelengths. Consequently, as the
surface temperature is increased, proportionately more radiation is emitted in the region of
higher spectral emissivity, which results in an increased total hemispherical emissivity.
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Second, surfaces may become oxidized. For example, lightly oxidized stainless steel
has an emissivity of 0.1 whereas the heavily oxidized stainless steel has an emissivity of 0.5
[8]. During the bearing-pad to pressure-tube rupture experiment both of these conditions
could have existed.

As these facts suggest, it is inappropriate to assume constant emissivities in the
transient heating experiments where surfaces attain very high temperatures. Thus, in this
analysis two independent variables, namely the contact conductance and the emissivities of
various test section components, must be determined.

A reliable estimate of emissivity can be made where there is no physical contact
between the FES and the pressure tube. In the absence of bearing pads contacting the
pressure tube, thermal radiation becomes a dominant mode of heat transfer from a FES to
its neighbouring pressure tube. In the integrated test series, the mid point between two
bearing-pad rings was monitored and was free from contact heat transfer. The surface
emissivities in this test series were estimated by utilizing the same experimental data
obtained from the mid point between bearing-pad rings.

Consequently, two models were developed during this study. A flow chart outlining
the procedure adopted in determining transient bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact
conductance for test 8 is given in Figure 3. The flow chart illustrates how converged
solutions were obtained from the respective models. The two models are described in more
detail below.

Model A was used to estimate the transient behaviour of FES emissivity as a function
of surface temperature. The pressure-tube temperatures obtained from test 8 were
supplied to model A as a prescribed boundary condition. This way the emissivities could be
determined without the added uncertainty of estimating the heat transfer between the
pressure tube and the calandria tube. The code was then run with given values of
emissivities for FES (eFES), pressure tube (e^), and the stainless steel can surrounding the
tungsten weight (ess). Sensitivity studies showed the influence of e s s and £PT on estimated
FES surface temperature was insignificant compared to the effect of £FES. Therefore,
suitable emissivities (ePT = 0.75 and e s s = 0.3) available in the literature were selected for
the pressure tube and stainless steel sheath [9]. Only eFES was changed during the
transient using model A. The procedure illustrated in Figure 3 was:

1. The measured pressure-tube temperatures were supplied to model A as
prescribed boundary conditions.

2. Model A was run with assumed values of FES emissivity during the transient.

3. The calculated (TFES#ca) and measured FES surface temperatures were
compared, the FES emissivity was adjusted accordingly and model A was
rerun.

4. This procedure was repeated until convergence between the experimental and
the calculated temperatures was achieved. The results were considered
converged when the difference between measured and calculated FES
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temperatures was less than 30 °C. (Convergence was obtained within 10 °C
except between 185 s and 215 s in the transient. A tight convergence during
185 - 215 s required unrealistic FES emissivities.)

The second model, model B, determined the contact conductance at the central bearing-pad
location. The emissivities from model A were supplied to model B. Model B was then used
to determine the bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact conductance. The calculation
procedure while running model B was:

1. The measured pressure-tube temperatures, e s s , e-py, and e^g from model A
were supplied to model B.

2. Model B was run with assumed values of the bearing-pad to pressure-tube
contact conductance during the transient.

3. Calculated (TBP t ca) and measured (TBP t exp) bearing-pad temperatures were
compared, the bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact conductance was adjusted
accordingly and model B was rerun.

4. This procedure was repeated until the convergence criterion was satisfied.

The convergence criterion used in model B was defined as,

Convergence c r i t e r i o n = 100 X (|TBP#exp - T B P - c a | ) / TB P e x p < 0.5% (6)

This convergence criterion corresponds to a maximum allowable difference of ±6.5° C
between measured and calculated bearing-pad temperatures for temperatures below
1300°C.

MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

Due to symmetry, the geometry considered in this analysis was a l/16th sector of the
FES bundle (22.5 ° included angle), shown in Figure lb. The geometry was further divided
circumferentially into the following subsectors: tungsten weight can into three equal
subsectors, the semi-circular FES pins into nine equal subsectors, and the pressure tube
into ten equal subsectors. The number of subsectors in the geometry and its influence on
the calculated results were investigated to ensure spatial convergence.

The geometry of the bearing pad in model B required modification due to the
limitations of the heat transfer package within C ATHENA. The wall conduction and
radiation heat transfer calculations in CATHENA require cylindrical geometries.
Therefore, the approach used in this analysis was to convert the rectangular cross section of
the bearing pads into an equivalent circular cross section. The following equation was used
in obtaining the equivalent diameter of the bearing pad,

dBp = -UW.H/7T (2)
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where, W = width of a bearing pad, 2.76 mm and
H = height of a bearing pad, 1.35 mm.

This transformation in the bearing-pad geometry retains the total volume or mass
of the bearing pad. It's heat capacity is thus not altered. Although the cross sectional
temperature distribution may differ between rectangular and circular geometries,
considering the size of the bearing-pad cross section, the errors induced by such differences
will be small as long as the bearing-pad to pressure-tube contacting surfaces are truly
represented in the calculations. Care was taken in this analysis to represent the contacting
surfaces accurately. The contacting arc lengths along the equivalent circle, representing
the bearing pads in the model, was made equal to the actual width of the bearing pad.
Thus the actual contacting surface area through which heat transfer occurs was not
compromised by this assumption. One half of the circular bearing-pad geometry in the
model was further divided into four subsectors as shown in Figure lb.

The number of nodes in the radial direction used in both models was selected to
ensure efficiency and accuracy of the calculations. The tungsten weight can, FES, and
pressure tube were given 11 radial nodes each. The bearing pads were assigned six radial
nodes each. Increasing the number of radial nodes any further had insignificant influence
on the calculated results.

An 8-mm long axial section of the fuel bundle, passing through the axial central
plane of the bearing pad, was used in this analysis. This section was approximately 1/3 of
the bearing-pad length. The heat transfer calculation was independent of the axial length
selected, as axial heat flow was assumed negligible. Since the volume of the bearing pad
was very small, the influence is expected to be small.

Further assumptions were required in formulating the two models. These
assumptions were:

1. Geometry changes during the experiment were ignored. The effect of the
pressure-tube deformation on the heat transfer calculation was implicitly
included by virtue of using the measured pressure-tube temperatures as
prescribed boundary conditions.

2. The surface emissivities of the tungsten-weight can and the pressure tube were
assumed constant at 0.3 and 0.75, respectively.

3. The FES emissivity was assumed to increase in steps at discrete FES
temperatures.

4. The bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact area was assumed constant. In the
experiment, however, the actual metal-to-metal contact area changed as the
pressure tube ballooned. In the calculation, the effect of these changes in the
actual contact area was thermally included by varying the bearing-pad to
pressure-tube contact conductance, h^ .
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5. The effect of pressure-tube ballooning on the radiat ion view factors was assumed
to be negligible.

The radiat ion hea t transfer amongst the various surfaces was modeled using a two-
dimensional (radial and circumferential) view factor matrix. All r ad ian t surfaces were
t reated to be opaque, diffuse, grey, and surrounded by a nonabsorbing and nonscattering
medium.

Thermal conductivity, density and specific hea t of tungsten , insulat ing cement, and
alumina were obtained from references [8] and [10]. The properties of Ar, O2 , ZrO2 ,
zircaloy, stainless steel, and graphite were obtained from the in ternal property tables
available in CATHENA.

4. RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION

The resul ts obtained from the two models described in the previous sections are
presented here . Some common t rends indicated by the models a re highlighted.

Model A was r u n wi th the experimental da ta obtained a t the mid point between
bearing-pad r ings. The objective of th is r u n was to get the calculated FES tempera ture
within 30 °C of t he measured F E S temperatures . This criterion was satisfied when the
F E S emissivities changed as a function of tempera ture in the following order:

eF E S =0 .4 , for TFES < 6 0 0 ° C ,
£FES =0 .55 , for 600 °C< TFES < 9 5 0 ° C , and
eF E S =0 .7 , for TFES > 9 5 0 ° C .

The increase in emissivity can be at t r ibuted to the combined effect of zirconium
shea th oxidation and the dependence of emissive power on tempera ture . A comparison of
measured F E S tempera ture (Thermocouple No.12, TC12) and t he calculated tempera ture is
given in Figure 4. The measured tempera ture uncertainties a re est imated and also marked
in the plot. The calculated tempera ture shows satisfactory agreement in t rend and
magni tude. The largest deviation (30 ° C) between the calculated and the measured
tempera tu re occurred at 210 s when measured FES tempera tures were approximately
900 ° C. This discrepancy between the calculated and measured tempera tures could have
occurred due to the effect of pressure-tube ballooning.

Having obtained satisfactory convergence in model A, wi th the emissivities given
above, model B was run to determine the bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact conductance.
Figure 5 shows the contact conductance required to achieve good agreement between t he
calculated bearing-pad and FES tempera tures and the corresponding measured
tempera tures . The contact conductance reported here is an average contact conductance for
the projected a r e a of a bearing pad. I t is important to recognize the influence of local
surface conditions, especially the metallographic surface profile and the s t ra in induced
deformations, on the calculated contact conductance. Although no a t tempt was made in
this s tudy to classify the metallographic surface profiles of the pressure tube or the bear ing
pad, t he resul ts were deemed to adequately include these effects because:
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a) readings of the thermocouples on the pressure tube, bearing pad and FES
thermally responded to the variations in the microscopic and macroscopic surface
conditions, and therefore the ATmeasured implicitly contained the information on
local surface conditions.

b) the derived bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact conductance, h ^
(Q/AATmeasured) thus represents the overall thermal behaviour of the two
contacting surfaces.

As seen from Figure 5, the derived contact conductance remained approximately at a
constant value of 0.8 kW/(m2 • K) for up to 200 s. During this period the pressure-tube
temperature remained below 400 °C. A jump in the contact conductance occurred at 200 s,
where the contact conductance increased to 1.12 kW/(m2 • K). At this point the bearing-pad
temperature showed a slight drop in heatup rate. This reduction in measured bearing-pad
heatup rate confirms the existence of improved heat transfer due to bearing-pad to
pressure-tube contact. The pressure-tube temperature during this jump in the contact
conductance was between 400 °C and 560 "C. The maximum contact conductance of
1.24 kW/(m2 • K) occurred 20 s prior to pressure-tube ballooning, at a bearing-pad
temperature of 850 ° C. An abrupt reduction in contact conductance to 0.02 kW/(m2 • K)
occurred at the onset of ballooning. The pressure-tube temperature at this time was 640 °C.

The heatup rate of the pressure tube decreased from 8.4°C/s to 3.4°C/s after the
onset of ballooning. The bearing-pad, however, showed an increase in its heatup rate
during this time period. At the onset of pressure-tube ballooning, a decrease in the
pressure-tube heatup rate was an indication of poor physical contact between bearing pad
and pressure tube. Conversely, an increasing bearing-pad heatup rate confirms
deteriorating contact. The calculated contact conductance hcc must reflect this change in
the contact geometry after the onset of ballooning. As seen from Figure 5, the derived h ^
adequately calculated the measured FES and bearing-pad temperature.

The contact conductance transients determined in this analysis are empirical. As
with any empirically derived parameter, they represent the conditions of the experiment
from which they were obtained. These results were influenced by the test conditions such
as internal pressure, the load on the bearing pad, temperature reached by the bearing pad
and the pressure tube, and the interstitial gap environment.

The contact conductance obtained from this analysis has the following merits:
the test section geometry and size represent a CANDU fuel channel
configuration.

the uncertainties due to convergence criteria used in the calculations and
measurement errors were minimized during the calculations.

the FES cladding emissivity and the contact conductance were determined
empirically for each experiment, as opposed to a separate test where unforeseen
changes in the experimental conditions could influence the results.
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the physical phenomena, represented by the temperature histories obtained
during the test, agree qualitatively with the calculated contact conductance
transient.

The analysis of the integrated tests must be extended to other tests (there are 12
tests in this series) to understand the thermal-mechanical behaviour of the pressure tuhe
when it is contacted by a hot bearing pad and to obtain the bearing-pad to pressure-tube
contact conductance under a wide range of conditions. Therefore, the results from this
analysis are preliminary.

4. SUMMARY

Test 8 of the integrated bearing-pad to pressure-tube rupture experiments was
analysed using CATHENA to infer the bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact conductance
transients for the experiment. This test used a "worn" bearing pad at the central bottom of
the fuel element simulator bundle mounted inside a Zr-2.5 Nb pressure tube. The test was
conducted at 3 MPa internal pressure using a 75% Ar/25% O2 gas mixture. From the
analysis of integrated test 8 the following conclusions can be made:

1. Two CATHENA models were developed to derive the bearing-pad to pressure-
tube contact conductance using the experimental data. Model A was used to
determine the fuel element simulator cladding emissivity transients which were
then used in model B to estimate the bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact
conductance transients. The present analysis showed that this modeling
approach provides satisfactory results.

2. The derived bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact conductance of test 8 were not
general but specific for the conditions of this experiment.

a) The bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact conductance remained
constant at approximately 0.8 kW/(m2-K) during the initial heatup.

b) The maximum value of bearing-pad to pressure-tube contact
conductance for test 8 was 1.24 kW/(m2 • K), reached about 20 s prior to
pressure tube ballooning. The maxima occurred when pressure-tube
temperatures were between 480 °C and 560 °C.

c) The contact conductance abruptly decreased to 0.02 kW/(m2 • K), at the
onset of pressure-tube ballooning, due to localized bulging of the
pressure-tube opposite the bearing-pad ring.
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Figure 3: Procedure followed in determining the contact conductance between the
bearing pad and the pressure tube.
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Wednesday, October 12

2:30 pm Tour of AECL Chalk River Laboratories
4:00 pm-9:00 pm Registration (Room 122)
8:00 pm- Wine-and-Cheese Reception (Campbell Room)

Thursday, October 13
(Campbell Room)

Coffee and muffins served at 8:00 am

Session 1 (8:30 am) — Reactor Physics
Chairman: R.T. Jones

[1] G.D. Gaboury and H.J. Smith. The Use of Shell Scripts as Analysis Tools.

[2] Alain Hébert. Beyond Dragon.

[3] P.J. Laughton and I.C. Gauld. The Derivation of Burnup-Chain and Pseudo-Fission-Product
Nuclear Data for a WIMS-AECL ENDF/B-VI-Based Cross-Section Library.

[4] E. Varin, G. Marleau, and R. Roy. Towards the Generation of a Consistent Reactor Cross-
Section Database for CANDU-6 Using DRAGON.

Coffee break at 10:10 am

Session 2 (10:40 am) — Reactor Physics
Chairman: G. Hotte

[1] I. Petrovic, P. Benoist and G. Marleau. A Simplified Heterogeneous Bl Model with
Isotropically-Reflected Neutrons on Assembly Boundary.

[2] M.S. Milgram. Estimates of Void Reactivity Coefficients with MCNP and WIMS-AECL.

[3] J. Whitlock. On the Calculation of Void Effect in CANDU Using a Lattice Cell Code.

[4] H. Choi, B. Rhee and H. Park. Parametric Analysis of the DUPIC Fuel Cycle.

Buffet Lunch at 12:20 pm, Westwinds Dining Lounge



Session 3 (1:30 pm) — Reactor Physics
Chairman: B. Rouben

[1] M.B. Zeller, A. Celli and G.P. McPhee. Experiments in ZED-2 to Study the Physics of Low-
Void Reactivity Fuel in CANDU.

[2] R.S. Davis. Analysis of Substitution Experiments in ZED-2 with Physically Realistic Model
Adjustments.

[3] D.A. Jenkins and E.G. Young. Simulation of the 1992 SDS1 Trip Test at Point Lepreau.

[4] G. Marleau, R. Roy and B. Arsenault. Simulation of Reactivity Control Devices in a CANDTJ-
6 Reactor Using DRAGON.

Coffee break at 3:10 pm

Session 4 (3:30 pm) — Thermalhydraulics
Chairman: M.B. Carver

[1] A.O. Banas, M.B. Carver and D. Unrau. Predictions of Bubbly Flows in Vertical Pipes Using
Two-Fluid Models in CFDS-FL0W3D Code.

[2] J.C. Kiteley, M.B. Carver, G.M. Waddington, R.Q.N. Zhou and Y. Liner. ASSERT Develop-
ment and Validation: Recent Progress.

[3] R.F. Dam, J.C. Kiteley, M.R. Soulard, M.B. Carver, K.F. Hau, G. Hotte and P.D. Thompson.
ASSERT/NUCIRC Commissioning for CANDU 6 Fuel Channel CCP Analysis.

[4] K.J. Kamerman, R. Sollychin, S. Doerffer, E. Zariffeh, J. Scott and V. Iyengar. Application
of a Neural Network in the Prediction of Critical Heat Flux.

[5] S.C. Sutradhar. The Effect of Flow Transients on CHF at CANDU-Reactor Conditions.

Banquet Dinner at 7:00 pm
Campbell Room

Guest Speaker: Dr. D.F. Torgerson, AECL Research



Friday, October 14
(Campbell Room)

Coffee and muffins served at 8:00 am

Session 5 (8:30 am) — Thermalhydraulics
Chairman: H.M. Huynh

[1] A.V. Galia. Sensitivity of the Primary Heat Transport System Behaviour to Different ECC
Assumptions and to Different Pump Trip Delays Used During a Small Break Simulation.

[2] R.Y. Chu, W.W. Yousef and W.C. Chan. Large Break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents Analysis
Using the TUF Code.

[3] W.W. Yousef, A. 1. Ï _ , J. Pascoe and J.C. Luxat. Best Effort Analysis of Critical Large
Loss-of-Coolant Accident in Darlington NGS.

[4] M.R. Lin. CANDU 6 and RD-14/RD-14M Thermosyphoning.

[5] C.K. Chan, F. Torchia, A.M. Guerrero and J. Loesel Sitar. Computer Simulation of Initiation
of Detonation by Shock Focusing.

Coffee break at 10:35 am

Session 6 (10:55 am) — Fuel and Fuel Channels
Chairman: H.E. Sills

[1] N.H. Brown and D. Arapakota. The Role of Simulation in CANDU 3 Fuel Handling Control
System Design.

[2] H.W. Bonin and B.J. Lewis. Simulation of the Transport of Fission Products in the Fuel-to-
Sheath Gap of Defective CANDU Fuel Rods.

[3] D.U. Ophori and T. Chan. Simulation of 1 80 and 3H Distributions in the Atikokan Research
Area.

[4] S.I. Osamusali, R.Y. Chu and W.C. Chan. Sensitivity Analysis of Crack Leakage Predictions
of LEAK-RATE Version 1.0 Code.

[5] T. Nitheanandan, Q.M. Lei and R.G. Moyer. Analysis of Bearing-Pad to Pressure-Tube Con-
tact Heat Transfer.

Buffet Lunch at 1:00 pm, Westwinds Dining Lounge


